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PREFACE 

The first European meeting of Cheiron, the International Society 

for the History of the Behavioral and Social Sciences, took place 

at the Free University of Amsterdam, September 15 - 17, 1982. 

During the symposium, 20 papers were presented. Four more papers, 

which had also been submitted, could unfortunately not be accomo

dated in the program. 

Some of the papers presented were already committed for publication 

elsewhere, in one case two related papers were combined into one, 

andin still other cases the papers were considered not yet ready 

for publication by their authors (see enclosed program). We inclu

ded 2 invi ted papers. Therefore, 18 papers, often entirely re

worked, are contained in these proceedings. 

The editors are aware of the fact that in some cases the quality of 

the English may strike the native speaker as less than perfect. 

Notwithstanding, we have decided to publish these papers as quickly 

as possible, but in future more attention will be paid to the 

linguistic aspects. 

We hope that these proceedings may mark the beginning of an annual 

series. This should encourage the circulation of ideas among the 

members of the expanding network of researchers in the history and 

theory of the behavioral and social sciences. 

We want to express our thanks to Yvonne Weber and the printing-of

fice of the Psychologisch Instituut in Leiden. 

Sacha Bern 

Willem van Hoorn 

Hans Rappard 

Leiden, August 1983 
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FREUD' S TWO DEFINITIONS OF JNSTINCT 

Jeroen Jansz 

Department of Psychology 

Leiden University, 

Willem van Hoorn, 

Department of Psychology 

University of Amsterdam 

F d , t d f . . t . f . t . t 1 ) reu s wo e 1n1 1011s o ins 1.nc 

Introduction 

In their note preceding Instincts and their Vicissitudes 

(Freud, 1915 c), the editors of the Standard Edition deal with the 

conc~pt of instinct (Trieb) in Freud's writings. The editors indi

cate that throughout Freud's work, two definitions of instinct can 

be found. In the first definition no distinction is drawn between 

the instinct and its mental representation. This definition, can be 

found in Freud's discussion of the Schreber case (19llc) 2
), andin 

the Three Essays on Sexualitg (1905 d, 1915 addition, CPW-VII-168), 

where Freud considers the instinct as ''the psychical representation 

of an endosomatic, conlinuously flowing source of stimulation ... a 

concept lying on the frontier between the mental and the physical". 

The definition in Instincts and their Vicissitudes (1915 c), which 

is discussed below, corresponds with this definition. 

The second definition is presented in The Unconscious (1915 e) 

and Repression (1915 d) and is discussed in this paper as well. In 

this second group of definitions, the instinct is not regarded as 

the psychical representation of somatic impulses, but as a non

psychical entity. The editors of the Standard Edition suggest that 

"the ambiguity of the concept (of instinct, jj, wvh) itself", is 

responsible for this confusing problem of two definitions (CPW

XIV-113). 

In this paper, we propose an alternative way to interpret 

Freud's two definitions of Trieb. 
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In our view psychoanalysis is a conflict psgchologg which, in 

general terms, deals with the conflict between numerous sexually 

colored whishes in the individual s for fulfilment, on the 

one hand, and culture that forbids fulfilment of most of these 

whishes, on the other. The perennial hostility which exists between 

human sexuality and human culture forms a Leitmotiv in Freud' s 

works: " ... the inverse relation holding between civilization and 

the free development of sexuality ... '' (1905 d, CPW-VII-242) 3 ). 

One way or the other, whishes are related to instincts. In a com

parison of instincts and stimuli from the environment, Freud tri es 

to establ ish what instincts are. He points out three differences 

between an environmental stimulus and an instinct. The first dif

ference is related to the source: the stimulus comes from an en

vironment outside the human body. The instinct has a basis inside 

the organism. So, and this is the second difference, the organism 

cannot escape (from) the influence of the instincts. In the case of 

exogenous stimuli, however, escape or avoidance are very well 

possible. The thi rd difference: often, the exterior stimulus has 

the character of an instaneous push. The instinct, however, which 

is related to the permanent need of acquiring lust, affects the 

organism as a constanct force. From the comparison with an exterior 

stimulus, we can conclude that the instinct has a powerful and 
I 

never ceasing influence upon the organism 4
). 

Before turning to a more precise definition of instinct, we 

have to remark something about the use of the term instinct. For 

the sake of formulation we use intinct in the singular. Strictly 

speaking, this is not correct. We have to conceive of the instincts 

as a composition of numerous Partialtriebe (component instincts). 

So, reducing instincts to the instinct of sex and the instinct of 

agression, is obviously not correct. 

Moreover, we have to remark that the editors of the Standard 

Edition have decided to translate consistently Freud's German term 

Trieb wilh instinct. This, in our view is most unfortunate, since 

Freud clearly distinguishes between Trieb and Instinkt: Brandt 
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( llJ(J1) emphasizes 1 he diffen'nt connotations of Trieb and Instinkt: 

"( ... ) Trieb conveys Lhe idca of action, motion and energy. lt is a 

force. I t does not imply any direction. ( ... ) Instinct does not 

imply an active force but only a tendency. The idea of direction is 

not excluded, since we speak about the migration of birds as the 

result of an instinct which directs the birds to fly a specific 

route 115 ). Whatever the prob] ems caused by the translation are, in 

this paper we use the term instinct for reasons of convenience. 

The two definitions 

In 'Instincts and their Vicissitudes' (1915 c), Freud states that 

" ( ... ) an 'instinct' appears to us as a concept on the frontier 

between the mental and the somatic, as the psychical representative 

of the stimuli originating from within the organism ( ... )" (CPW

XIV-121)6). In th.is complicated definition Freud tries to elucidate 

one of the essential meanings of instinct in psychoanalytic theory. 

The instinct may be conceived of as a "Grenzbegriff", a borderline 

notion between the mental (das seelische) and the somatic (das 

Somatische). The stimulus source of the instinct is located in the 

organism; the instinct is strictly speaking the mental representa

tion of the physical stimuli. In connection with this definition, 

which is also clearly related to the economic viewpoint, Freud 

discusses four interrelated notions, viz. the pressure (Drang), the 

aim (Ziel), the object (Ojekt) and the source (Quelle) of an in

stinct. 

Immediately after he had finished "Instincts and their Vicis

situdes" (1915 c), Freud prepared the text of two other crucial 

metapsychological essays: Repression (1915 d) and The Unconscious 

(1915 e). 

In The Unconscious Freud presents another defini tion of in

s tinct, which, at first glance, seems totally different from the 

definition just discussed. Here we read that: "An instinct can 

never become an object of consciousness - only the idea (Vorstel

lung) that represents the instinct can. Even in the unconscious, 

moreover, an instinct cannot be represented otherwise than by an 
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idea. ( ... ) When we nevertheless speak of an unconscious instinc

tual impulse ( ... ) we can only mean an instinctual impulse the 

ideational of which is unconscious, for nothing else 

comes into consideration (1915 e, CPW-XIV-177)
7
). 

Thus, in short, in the first definition an instinct is concei

ved of as the psychical representative of endogenous energy (1915 

c), whereas according to the second definition, the instinct can 

only be represented by an idea (1915 e). 

Now that we have presented Freud's two definitions of instinct 

we may proceed to point out the important differences and sirnilari

ties between both formulations. 

In The Unconscious (1915 e), the instinct is not considered as the 

psychical representation of a somatic entity. Freud here distin

guishes between the instinct and its ideational representation, 

which as such can become an object of either conscious or uncons

cious mental processes. In view of this distinction, the instinct 

should be regarded as a non-psychical entitg! 

How to explain the difference between these two definitions? 

One has to take into account that both were formulated within a 

time interval of several weeks. 

A closer look at the contexts of the definition may be help

ful. In Instincts and their Vicissitudes (1915 c), Freud focuses 

his explanation on the notion of the instinct as a "Grenzbegriff". 

This type of definition may be characterized as structural, topical 

and economic. The latter characterization clearly follows from the 

second part of Freud's 1915 c definition where we read: "(so er

scheint unds der "Trieb") ... als ein Mass der Arbeitsanforderung, 

die dem Seelischen infolge seines Zusammenhanges mit dem Körperli

chen auferlegt ist'' (1915 c; SA-III-85, italics added). 

The frame of reasoning in The Unconscious (1915 e) is rather 

different. In the latter text, Freud is preoccupied with the clari

fication of the distinction between conscious and ,unconscious 

mental processes. The casually used nouns "conscious" and "uncons

cious'' are often misleading as they suggest that one could point at 

the unconscious or the conscious "parts" of the human mental appa

ratus. 
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The unconscious, however, can be considered in two ways. 

Firstly, in terms of the dynamic model of the human psyche, and 

secondly, by giving the unconscious its place in the structure of 

the human psyche: the topical model of the mind (cf. Freud, 1900 a; 

1915 e and 1923 b) . Al ready in the Traumdeutung (1900 a) , Freud 

adheres to a fundamental dualism of conscious and unconscious 

mental processes (dynamic viewpoint). Furthermore, he considers the 

unconscious as the phylogentic older part of the mental apparatus 

(topical viewpoint). 

Thus, Freud has no trouble defining the instinct topicallg in the 

1915 c paper and viewing the instinct dynamicallg in the 1915 e 

paper. 

Finally, in the Ego and the Id (1923 b), both viewpoints are com

bined into the structural model of the mind. Ego, superego and id 

are intrinsically related to the dynamic relationship of conscious

ness-repression-unconscious. 

The dynamic view of the unconscious 

Next, we will deal with the notion of the unconscious in terms of 

the dynamic model of the human mind. In our view, Freud has trans

formed the originally Romantic notion of the unconscious into an 

intrapersonal, repressed unconscious. In the works of romantic 

philosophers, poets and novelists, the notion of the unconscious 

and repression play an important role. Surely, we are confronted 

with the existence of 'an inner man', 'zwei Seelen wohnen, ach in 

meiner Brust' (Goethe), and with the daemonic aspects of the depths 

of our souls (Jean Paul). 

During the romantic movement and the 

century, der Doppelgänger flourished 

Rank, 1914). 

greater part of the 

as never before (cf. 

19th 

Otto 

However, i t took a middle-class bourgeois thinker like Freud to 

equate the renunciation of sexuality and the concept of repression 

(Freud, 1910 k) and, to complete the picture, in his 1915 d and 

1915 e metapsychological papers, alrea<ly referred to, Freud states 
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that repression and the unconscious can hardly be distinguished 

from one antoher. "This suggests that the concepts of renunciation, 

repression and unconscious mental processes might be interchange

able" (Van Hoorn, 1982). This idea forms the basis of Freud' s 

conflict psychology. The Freudian unconscious is a battlefield in 

i tself. Only the sounds and forces that reach consciousness are 

known to the subject. Repression keeps ideas (Vorstellungen), which 

cannot be tolerated by individual morality and culture, in the 

unconscious. Does this mean that the instincts cannot be satisfied? 

The answer to this question is in the negative. The quantum of 

energy that has been cathexed to the repressed idea, can also be 

cathexed to another idea which is tolerated by culture. Thus seen, 

the unconscious is characterized by an impressive mobility of the 

cathexes ("grosse Beweglichkeit der Besetzungen"). The tremendous 

mobility of the cathexes explains why laws pertaining to our cons

cious experience do not hold for events taking place in the uncons

cious. With regard to the notion of time, e.g., we may remark that 

processes of time and duration do not play a role in the uncons

cious>'<'. If neither time, nor duration are of significance, does 

this imply that the world of the unconscious is chaotic? On the 

contrary: 'exemption from internal contradiction, primary processes 

(mobility of the cathexes), timelessness, and replacement of exter

nal by mental reality - these are the characteristics which we may 

expect to find in processes taking place in the unconscious' 

(1915e, SA-III-146; CPW-XIV-187, with slight alterations). This 

line of reasoning reaches its culmination point in Civilization and 

its Discontents (1930 a). Here Freud uses what Van Hoorn (1979) has 

called "the eterna 1 Rome paradigm". In a plendid passage, Freud 

compares the contents of the unconscious with the city of Rome in 

which all buildings, from the time of Roma Quadrata up to the 

* Or, in terms of Lovejoy's (1936) description of the temporali

zation of the chain of being, Freud's notion of the uncons

cious forms the grand anti-temporalization theme of 20th C. 

psychology. 
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present, have been preserved ! In the material world such a deve

lopment is clearly absurd - the same space cannot have two dif

ferent contents. In the realm of the mind, however, nothing which 

has once come into existence "will ever pass away and the earlier 

phases of our mental development exist alongside the latest one" 

(1930 a; CPW-XXI-69-71 ;SA-IX-201-203). 

The complementarity of the two definitions 

Now, better equipeed, we may return to Freud's definitions of the 

instinct in Instincts and their Vicissitudes (1915 c) and The Un

conscious (1915 e). In the earlier essay, Freud's frame of referen

ce contains an exposure about instincts in biological, physiologi

cal and quantitative terms. Or, in other words, it is Freud's 

unsolved struggle to clarify the mind-body-dualism which determines 

the form of the definition of instinct in the earlier paper. 

Within the limited space of this paper, a short overview must 

suffice. Careful study of Freud's early publications shows that he 

rejected Meynert's strict cerebral localiza ·on of mental processes 

(Freud, 1891 b). In addition we rnay state that Freud did not adhere 

to Fechner' s theory of psychological para I Ielism, because in his 

opinion, physiological processes are not necessarily correlated 

with mental processes. 

The Studies in Hysteria form Freud' s point of no return. The 

introduction of the concepts of repression and unconscious mental 

processes, forces him to a psychological explanation of the func

tioning of the mental apparatus. And in the meta-psychological 

papers of 1915, he explicitly declares that it would be the comple

tion of psychoanalytic research if we succeed to describe a mental 

process at the same time from i ts dynamic, topical and economic 

interrelatedness. In the case of Freud' s two definitions of in

stinct, we obviously have the task to systematically relate the 

lopical and the dynamic viewpoints. Then, against the background of 

the mind-body dualism, we can state that in Instincts and their 

Vicissitudes (1915 c), the instincts, i.e. the psychical represen-
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tative of endogenous energy, forms a stimulus for the mental appa

ratus. However, it is not allowed to identify the instinct and the 

psychical stimulus ! Obviously there are more stimuli influencing 

the mental apparatus, than the instinctual stimuli. In The Uncons

cious (1915 e) Freud tries to clarify the distinction between 

conscious and unconscious mental processes from a meta-psychologi

cal point of view. 

In this context Freud relates his concept of instinct to the 

mechanism of repression: it is not the instinct itself which is 

repressed, but its ideational representation. By talking about the 

instinct in terms of the distinction between conscious and uncons

cious mental processes, Freud clearly gives a dgnamic definition of 

instinct in The Unconscious (1915 e). 

However, Freud uses the topical viewpoint in The Unconscious 

(1915 e) as well. One might conclude that our solution contains a 

paradox. Yet, this paradox can be explained. In the 1915 e paper on 

the unconscious, Freud deals explicitly with the topical viewpoint 

in the sections II, IV and VII. 

His definition of instinct is given in section III called "Uncons

cious feelings". In this section, as in sections V and VI, Freud 

unequivocally deals with a dynamic interpretation of unconscious 

mental processes. It is in this specific context that Freud decla

res: "I am really of the opinion that the opposition of conscious 

and unconscious does not apply to the instinct" (1915 e, SA-III-

136; CPW-XIV-177). 

Our interpretation is corroborated by the fact that in dis

cussing the defence mechanism of regression, Freud also uses the 

dynamical definition of instinct. In Repression (1915 d), another 

meta-psychological paper written in 1915, the same definition of 

instinct is given as in The Vnconscious (1915 e). 

"We have reason to assume that there is a primal repression, a 

first phase of repression, which consists in the psychical (idea

tional) representative of the instinct being denied entrance into 

the conscious" (1915 d, CPW-XIV-148), and "In our discussion so far 

we have dealt with the repression of an instinctual represen-
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tative, and by the lattter we have understood an idea or group of 

ideas which is cathected with a definite quota of psychical energy 

(libido or interest) coming from an instinct" (1915 d, CPW-XIV-

152)8). 

In conclusion 

Both of the seemingly different views of the nature of an instinct 

are to be found al 1 over Freud' s later writings. The contradiction 

is certainly more apparent that real, viz. related to the dynamic 

model of the human mind, on the one hand, and the structural one on 

the other. The editors of the Standard Edition try to solve the 

apparent contradiction by pointing to the ambiguity of the concept 

itself - a frontier concept between the physical and the mental 

(CPW-VXIV-113). Though this way of handling the issue may be con

sidered as good psychoanalytic practice, it seems more advisable to 

consistently keep different contexts in mind9). Thus, when Freud 

talks about the instincts from the dynamic point of view in which 

conscious and unconscious mental processes and the repression of 

sexuality are intrinsically related, the instinct and its ideatio

nal representation are considered as two entities. When Freud deals 

with the instincts from a topical viewpoint, no distinction is made 

between the instinct and its mental representation. 

Notes 

1) In this paper we only deal with Freud' s two defini tions of 

instinct (Trieb = drive) in the metapsychological papers of 

1915. We have deliberately refrained from describing the deve

lopment of Freud's theory of instinct from Jenseits des Lust

prinzips (1920 g) on. In his later theory, Freud more and more 

moves away from current biology. The culmination point of this 

development is to be found in the Neue Vorlesungen ( 1932/33) 

and the Endliche und Unendliche Analyse (1937 c) where Freud 

writes: "Die Trieblehre is sozusagen unsere Mythologie. Die 
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Triebe sind mytische Wesen, grossartig_ in ihrer Unbestimmt

heit" (1932/33, SA-I-529; CPW-XXII-95). And, "Manchmal könnte 

man zweifeln, ob die Drachen der Urzeit wirklich ausgestorben 

sind" (1937 c, SA-Erg.-369); CPW-XXIII-229). In the uncons

cious 'nothing can be brought to and end, nothing is past or 

forgotten" (1900 a, SA-II-342; CPW-V-347). It is the indes

tructible and immortal desires from the unconscious, 'the 

dragons from primeval. time' , which as manifestations of our 

instinctual heritage shape cultural history and our individual 

lives. Freud' s ultimate theory of the instincts constitutes 

psychoanalysis as myth. 

2) Freud, 1911 c: "Wir fassen den Trieb als den Grenzbegriff des 

Somatischen gegen das Seelische, sehen in ihm den psychischen 

Repräsentanten organischer Mächte (SA-VII-196; CPW-XII-

74). 

3) In the original German the passage reads as follows: "Wegen 

der gegensätzlichen Beziehung zwischen Kultur und freier 

Sexualitätsentwicklung, deren Folgen weit in der Gestaltung 

unseres Lebens verfolgt werden können ... " (1905 d, SA-V-144). 

For the hostility between instinctual life and human culture, 

see also Freud, 1891 a, 1908 d, 1912 d and 1930 a. 

4) The distinction between the influence of an exterior, instan

taneous stimulus and an interior long-lasting pressure, was 

already made by Freud in his 1895 b paper: " ... weil die exo

gene Erregung wie ein einmaliger Stoss, die endogene wie eine 

konstante kraft wirkt'' (1895 b, SA-VI-46; CPW-III-112). 

5) L.W. Brandt, Some notes on English freudian terminology in: 

The Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association. (Vol. 

IX, 1961, p. 337-338). 
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6) In the original German: " ( ... ) , so erscheint uns der 'Trieb' 

als ein Grenzbegriff zwischen Seelischem und Somatischem, als 

psychischer Repräsentant der aus dem Körperinnern stammenden, 

in die Seele gelangenden Reize, ... ". (1915 c, SA-III-85). 

7) In the original German: "Ein Trieb kan nie Object des Bewusst

seins werden, nur die Vorstellung, die ihn repräsentiert. Er 

kann aber auch im Unbewussten nicht anders als durch die 

Vorstellung repräsentiert sein. ( ... ) Wenn wir aber doch von 

einer unbewussten Triebregung ( ... ) reden, ( ... ) Wir können 

nichts anderes meinen als eine Triebregung, deren Vorstel

lungsrepräsentanz unbewusst is, denn etwas anderes kommt nich 

in Betracht" (1915 e, SA-III-136). 

8) In the original German, these two quotations read as follows: 

"Wir haben also Grund, eine Urverdrängung anzunehmen, eine 

erste Phase der Verdrängung, die darin besteht, dass der 

psychischen (Vorstellungs-) Repräsentanz des Triebes die 

Übernahme ins Bewusste versagt wird". And: "In den bisherigen 

Erörterungen behandelten wir die Verdrängung einer Triebre

präsentanz und verstanden unter einer solchen Vorstellung oder 

Vorstellungsgruppe, welche vom Trieb her mit einem bestimmten 

Betrag von psychischer Energie (Libido, Interesse) besetzt 

ist" (1915 d, SA-III-109 and 113). 

9) In at least six articles of their Vocabulaire de la Psgchana

lgse (1967; Germ. ed., 19804), Laplanche and Pontalis discuss 

aspects of Freud's two definitions of instinct. With regard to 

the two formulations in 1915 c and 1915 e, these authors, 

contrary to the standpoint of the Editors of the Standard 

Edition, come to the conclusion that: 

a) there is no development in Freud' s definitions of in

stinct 

b) it is out of the question to consider Freud's formulation 

in 1915 d and 1915 e as his final conception. As a matter 
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of fact, the earlier formulation of 1915 c is also tobe 

found in the Abriss der Psychoanalyse, written in 1938. 

Laplanche and Pontalis try to solve the 'contradiction' be

tween the two definitions as follows: 

although, at first sight, the two formulations are con

tradictory, there is one and the same principle present 

in both, viz. the relationship of body and mind is nei

ther conceived as psychophysical parallelism nor as one 

of causality (in this respect we agree with Laplanche and 

Pontalis). Body and mind are related to each other as a 

delegate and his mandator. 

still, according to Laplanche and Pontalis, there is also 

a difference in the two formulations. The definition from 

1915 e, in which the somatic instinct delegates its 

ideational representative to the realm of the mental, 

seems to be more precise. In this case we do not only 

deal wi th a global indication - a 'borderl ine notion' 

between the mental and the somatic - but we are also 

confronted with the idea of the recording of ideas, which 

is intimately related with Freud's conception of the 

unconscious (see Freud's letter to Fliess: 6-12-'96). 
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Summary 

This paper explores some of the functions that autobiography ful

fills within the field of the social sciences. In the case of 

psychology, an autobiography often presents the life history of a 

thinker as an illustration of the thinker' s theory, as an explana

tion of the theory in terms of the theory itself. Thus, it contri

butes to legitimize the theory in question, and surreptitiously to 

transmit beliefs, assumptions, and ideologies associated with the 

theory. For example, Jean Piaget' s autobiographical sketch reduces 

the origins of Piaget' s theory to a series of cogni ti ve events 

progressing according to the conception of progress inplicit in the 

theory itself. This "cognitivizing" or rationalizing function 

becomes sociologically significant when commentators or populari

zers reproduce Piaget' s autobiography with the hope that it will 

provide the key to understanding the true sense of Piaget's work. 

The "autobiographical" reconstruction of a theory and the life of 

its creator fnlfills some of the functions of myth: to chanell 

questioning, to restrict interpretation, and to assure the natural

ness, legitimacy and inevitability of both history and ideas. 

The aim of this paper is to explore some possible functions of 

Piaget' s autobiography, and the uses to which i t might have been 

put within the "Piagetian" movement. We shall first make explicit 
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some of the ideas underlying our work. As far as the writing of 

history is concerned, we try to take into account the relations 

between an individual life as it is narrated in an autobio-

graphy, and as a biographer may it together), and the history 

of concepts and institutions (again, both as it is rendered by 

those using the concepts and pertaining to the institutions, and as 

a historian may restore it). We therefore believe that an autobio

graphy is a document that should not be used as if it were just a 

repository of facts, but as if it were also a proponent and guar

dian of the goals and viewpoints that oriented the selection and 

organization of the facts. 

This approach to the writing of history leads us to the fol

lowing question: What are the di.fferences between the hi.storical 

"truth" that it seems we are out to discover, and the autobiogra

phi.cal "misrepresentati.on" that it seems we wish to denounce? 

Whenever it can be assumed that both the autobiographer and the 

historian are trying tobe honest and objecti.ve, and neither is a 

mythomaniac, we believe that they cannot be radically opposed to 

each other. We accept the notion that the historian's narrative is 

a story, and we reject the scientistic contempt for mythopoetic 

history. We believe that facts (which, as Barthes shows in Mytholo

gies, can be the same in history as in myth) have no meaning by 

themselves, but that human activity can give them meaning. Thus, we 

prefer to investigate the functions fulfilled by different kind of 

narratives, than to argue (i.mplicitly or explicitly) for the supe

ri.or truthfulness of one kind. 

The Autobiography of Psgchology 

Jean Piaget's first autobiographical sketch was published in 1952, 

in the fourth volume of A History of Psychology in Autobiography. 

The series was begun by Carl Murchison and the Clark University 

Press; its fi.rst volume appeared in 1930. One of the early contri

butors, Charles Spearman, opened his chapter by indicating the 

attraction of Murchi.son' s invation "to write one' s own 'intellec

tual history', accompanied as it is by a suggestion that this may 
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be helpful to younger men with their lives still to make" (Spear

man, 1930, p. 299). This didactic and formative purpose disappeared 

after World War lI, as the convenient but somewhat 

personification called "American psychology" started to predomi

nate, and to feel sure and proud of its progress and of its scien

tific and professional nature. 

Representative of such transformations is the to the 

fifth volume, of 1967, which related that, in the past, editors has 

asked the contributors to "tell of the motivations that them 

in their professional careers, not fully realizing in the then 

unformed state of motivations psychology how little a man knows 

correctly of his own motivations (Boring and Lindzey 1967, p. vi). 

Naturally, by the behavioristic 1950s, the editors had become 

enlightened, and "the invitation was changed to stress conscious 

motivation less and the events of the life more" (from the 1952 

preface, in Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. vi). Contributors were 

then told that the aim of the series was to present intellectual 

and professional life histories, "illuminated by as much informa

tion about your personal background and inner motives as you are 

ready and able to divulge" (Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. vii). The 

1952 preface explained that, in spite of the limitations and dif

ficulties inherent in writing an an autobiography, what the auto

biographer "tells about himself and what he shows about his values 

can ... go far toward instructing the reader as to how human motive 

moves to make science progress. The accidents of living do not 

always seem irrelevant to progress when they operate in the manner 

shown in the pages of this book (Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. vi). 

Since the project of a history of psychology in autobiography 

aimed so explicitly at nourishing the progressionistic view of at 

least some groups within the field of psychology, it is to be 

expected that such view will be found in at least some of the 

autobiographies. To imply that one has contributed to progress 

amounts to establishing the legitimacy and veracity of one's ideas, 

and of one's domain at large. 
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The Furiction of Autobiographg 

It is possible that, witbin the field of the social sciences, great 

creator's autobiograpbies (and some biograhies) play a role that it 

would be hard for them to play in, say, the field of physics or 

mathematics. The key of the function of (auto )biography in psy

chology may be its often being a presentation of the life history 

of a thinker as an illustration of the thinker' s theory, as an 

explanation of the origins of the theory in terms of the theory 

itselL B. F. Skinner explicitly makes the points by opening his 

autobiography wi th a section on bis "early environment". He also 

says tbat, after baving given up the literary ambitions of bis 

college years, his "extraordinary luck" kept bim "from becoming a 

Gestalt or (so help me) a cognitive psychologist" (Boring and 

Lindzey, 1967, p. 397). Jfowever, he did not give up literature 

altogether, since he became interested in it "as a field of beha

vior to be analyzed". "As a boy", he recalls, "I knew two interes

ting cases of verbal behavior" (Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. 401). 

Moreover, the woman he married had studied literature and, Skinner 

writes, "she attended my lectures on the psychology of literature 

and reinforced me appropriately" (Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. 

401). His lifelong "behavior as a scientist" is summarized in the 

selection of his most important articles entitled Cumv.lative Re

cord. Finally, Skinner affirrns that behaviorists see, explore, and 

manipulate thernselves in the same way as they see, explore, and 

manipulate their subjects (Boring and Lindzey, 1967, p. 407). 

The case of Freud's life history, as it is narrated within the 

psychoanalytic movement, illustrated the phenomenon at a far larger 

scale. In Freud, Biologist of the Mind, Frank Sulloway (1979) 

argues that "the chief aim of psychoanalist-historians ... was to 

show that psychoanalysis emerged in a manner that, above all, was 

consistent with psychoanalytic theory itself'' (p. 442). Because the 

legend and the mythology transmitted by those historians contribu

ted to hide embarrassing but necessary conceptual elements of 

Freud' s ideas, and served to justify and promote the orthodox 
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followers' monopolization of legitimate psychoanalysis, to question 

Freud's offical biography amounted to questioning the theory he bad 

created. It is not hard to see that, to a certain extent, the 

psychoanalist-historians were all writing their own biographies, 

legitimating their lives through that of a heroic father, vica

riously trying to escape error and oblivion. 

Autobiography is always written from the retrospective view

point of a person interpreting his past; its form and content 

largely depend on what the person is at the time of writing, and 

part of its function is to preserve and be true to the writer' s 

personality. (On this subject, see Weintraub, 1978). At the same 

time, however, an autobiography will affect its author' s very 

being; to a certain extent, the autobiographer will become the true 

subject of bis own narrative. Thus, one may find in the social and 

intellectual constitution of psychology that a great 's 

autobiography can furnish a recapitulationist collective 

By narrating the development of a theory of mind and 

through the development of someone wo turns out to as the 

theory says, such autobiography becomes a figure of thought essen

tial to the "rhetoric of scientificity" (Bourdieu, 1976). Through 

this rhetoric, a group manages to bring ab out the belief in the 

scientific nature of its product andin the scientific authority of 

its members, and introduces a variety of ideologies - all of it as 

it were merely stating unquestionable natural events. 

Piaget's Autobiographg 

The situation we examine here is in between that of Skinner and 

that of Freud. Although Piaget' s autobiography has not given rise 

to a historical production from within the "Piagetian" movement, it 

is abundantly used by the rnovernent. The authors we shall cite in 

the following section are cornmentators or popularizers of Piaget' s 

work. They are psychologists; however, they work under the biogra

phical illusion, once pervasive in the history of literature, 

according to which theories are grounded for the most part on the 

life of great individuals. This is not as surprising as it rnight 
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be, since Piaget' s autobiography operates un<ler the analogous 

illusion of an isomorphism between tbe stages of the author's own 

life and those of bis own theory. In addition, it tends to reduce 

the origins of the theory to a series of purely intellectual events 

progressing according to the conception of progress implicit in 

Piaget' s own rational istic theory. In particular, the description 

of Piaget's passage from biology to philosophy, and then to psycho

logy, tends to assure the "scientific" nature of genetic epistemo

logy, by eliminating those aspects of Piaget's enterprise that are 

most difficul t to reconcile with the assurnptions that underlie its 

claim of being exclusively "scientific". 

Emblematic of the message Piaget' s autobiography wishes to 

transmit is the title of one of its versions (Piaget, 1972, eh. 1): 

"An account of and an Analysis of a Disenchantment" - of Piaget' s 

disenchantment with philosophy. This narrative basically describes 

the progress of Piaget's thought from an "egocentric" stage domina

ted by fanciful metaphysics and speculations, to a logical and 

formale stage endowed with the "decentered" objectivity of scienti

fic knowledge. Its opening, for example, smuggles a scientistic 

view of science and, at the same time, silences possible questio

ning by declaring the supposed limits of what the public is about 

to read. Piaget writes (1952, p. 237): 

An autobiography has scientific interest only if it succeeds 

in furnishing the elements of an explanation of the author's 

work. In order to achieve that goal, I shall therefore limit 

myself essentially to the scientific aspects of my life. 

Piaget goes on to tel1 about bis dedication, from age eleven, to 

mollusk taxonomy, and concludes that his early scientific studies 

functioned "as instruments against the demon of philosophy. Thanks 

to them", he writes, "I had the rare privilege of getting a glimpse 

of science and what it stands for before undergoing the philosophi

cal crises of adolescence" (Piaget 1952, p. 239). He clairns to have 

been formed "by a precise prob lern: that of species and of thei r 

indefinite variations as a function of the environment, that of the 

relations between genotypes and phenotypes, with predilection for 
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the study of adaptions ... In short, "Piaget argues, "since then I 

have always thought in terms of forms and their evolution'' (1959, 

p. 9). 

In such statements - which are "accurate" only if one accepts 

his psychological and philosophical assumptions - Piaget subsumes 

under "science" a predominantly descriptive and classificatory 

natural history. He also forgets that, as our study of his youth 

tends to show, the interest in life, evolution, and adaptation that 

may be put in strict continuity with his later interests developed 

within the Bergson-inspired framework of a philosophical biology, 

at a time when he had given up natural history (Vidal, 1981a, 

1981b; Vidal et al., 1983). Yet, his autobiographical narrative 

enables Piaget to establish at the outset his image as a life-long 

scientific biologist and, therefore, to recall without <langer the 

emergence of his philosophical concerns. 

The young Piaget had become very concerned with the apparent 

conflict between science and faith. After finding a temporary 

solution to that conflict in the evolutionary interpretation of 

religion set forth by the Protestant theologian August Sabatier, he 

had the quasi-mystical experience of reading Henri Bergson' s Crea

tive Evolution. He writes (1952, p. 240). 

First of all it was an emotional shock. I recall one evening 

of profound revelation. The identification of God with life 

itself was an idea that stirred me almost to ecstasy because 

it now enabled me to see in biology the explanation of all 

things and of the mind itself. 

In the second place, it was an intellectual shock. The problem 

of knowledge suddenly appeared to me in an entirely new 

perspective and as an absorbing topic of study. lt made me 

decide to consecrate my life to the biological explanation of 

knowledge. 

In a complementary version, Piaget ends his account saying: "je 

consacrerais ma vie a la phil osophie avec pour but central de 

concilier la science et les valuers religieuses" (1972, p. 12). 

Yet, after such statements, the prob lern of religion immediately 
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disappears from the autobiography, which will make room neither for 

it, nor for the hast of moral questions became concerned 

with since about the age of sixteen. But since the "emotional 

shock" appears early on, and just where it ought to, at the onset 

of adolescence, it can be forgotten, by the cognitive 

growth towards obj that apparantly followed the "intellec

tual shock". As Jorge Luis Borges has written in a short story 

entitled "La otra muerte" ("The other death"), "modificar el pasado 

no es modificar un solo hecho; es anular sus consecuencias, que 

tienden a ser infinitas" ("modifying the past is not changing a 

single fact; it is abolishing its consequences, which tend to be 

infinite") . 

Thus, the autobiography continues, Piaget started to explore 

the epistemological problem "from the perspective of a scientific 

biology", (Piaget, 1959, p. 9). He created a system that anticipa

tes his theory of equilibration and, in the course of trying to 

escape its speculative nature, discovered that psychology might 

provide i ts empirical testing ground: "Between biology and know

ledge", be says, "I needed something other than philosophy" ( 1952, 

p. 240). This n.arrative closes the developmental explanation of the 

origins of genetic episternology. 

Let us observe, however, that before setting forth his system 

in a 1918 philosophical novel and Bildungsroman called Recherche, 

Piaget had expressed deep social, rnoral and regilious concerns in 

his 1915 prose poem La mission de l'idee, which he does not mention 

in his autobiographies. This poem is important since, for example, 

the identity it asserts between evolution and morality strengthened 

Piaget's rejection of Darwinism, which had already taken place in 

the course of scientific debate, and under the influence of Berg

son's philosophy (see Vidal et al., 1983). As Piaget points out, 

Recherche anticipates his theory of equilibration. Yet, he does not 

state that his system aimed at uniting biology, knowledge, and 

morality. He de-emphasizes the importance of moral concerns, even 

though his main problem at the time was, as he wrote in a 1917 

letter, "to base morality on science" (Piaget, 1917). When Piaget 

turned to psychology to verify his system (as he acknowledges), he 
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started to carry out not only his well-know epistemological enter

prise, but also a moral enterprise that culminated in 1932 with bis 

book on The Moral Judgment of the Child (see Vidal, Yet, the 

reader can hardly notice the emergence of this latter 

which Piaget dilutes through certain omissions, through his com

ments about the "adolescent" and "preliminary" nature of his first 

books (Piaget, 1959, p. 10), and through his story about the hapha

zard origin of his work on moral judgment (in Evans, 1973, p. 37). 

In conclusion, the "cognitivization" of Piaget' s biography is 

carried out by means of three solidary narratives: one, on the 

purely "scientific" development of Piaget's interests and point of 

view; another, on the purely "epistemological" motivation of his 

passage from biology to philosophy and then to psychology; and a 

last one, on the absence of anything like a "moral 

persisting beyond adolescence. Thus, the "purification" of life 

proceeds along the same lines and according to the same criteria in 

the autobiography as it does in the theory of the 

Piaget's system aims at establishing "isomorphisms" between biology 

and knowledge; his autobiography aims at establishing analogous 

correspondences between the stages of his developmental theory and 

the growth of his thinking. At each level, the central process 

consists of the formation of increasingly abstract structures that 

include and transcend the previous ones. Moreover, since Piaget's 

theory assumes that such process is natural and spontaneous rather 

than historical, his autobiography manages to transform a histori

cal product (his theory) into a natural one. This "naturalization" 

of history fulfills one of the main functions of myth, which is to 

present history as a simple matter of course. 

Piaget's "Autobiographers" 

the naturalizing function of the autobiographical myth is made to 

stand out by the large number of commentators, popularizers, and 

divulgators of Piaget' s theory who have reproduced the master' s 

autobiography. Since a theory is an interpretation of reality, it 

is not surprising to see Piaget (or any social scientist) inter-
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preting his own life through his own theory. However, it is harder 

to understand why his commentators do not put such interpretation 

in a critical unless we assume that they also see 

their lives as a Piagetian process, or that they think that such 

process ies to 's life but not to theirs. Piaget's 

"autobiographers" usually p1ace a sketch of Piaget' s 1ife (and 

especially of his youth) at the beginning of their books. They 

generally do so without revealing their purpose; however, the ones 

who do, affirm their professional belief in the explanatory power 

of deve1opmental descriptions. A North-American author, for 

example, says that although an overview of Piaget's life is inte

resting in its own right, its main importance is that "it may serve 

to illuminate the dark corners of Piaget's theory" (Brainerd, 1978, 

p. 1). More emphatically, his South-American colleague declares 

that "a thinker' s life often provides the key to understand the 

true sense of his work; but it is rare to find in a scient ist' s 

life elements as significant as those in Piaget's personal history" 

(Battro, 1969, p. 9). 

Those illuminating elements concern especially how biology 

entered the constitution of genetic epistemology and Piagetian 

psychology. Popularizers hope that their biographical sketch will 

contribute to justify, legitimize, and explain ( or explain away) 

the role of biology in Piaget's system. To start with, they adopt 

Piaget' s version of the psychological significance of his early 

malacological work. One commentator, for example, says that this 

work gave "a very firm grounding in the principles of scien

tific method and observation" (Fancher, 1979, p. 342). (Note the 

hyperbolic transformation of Piaget's "glimpse of science" into the 

biographer' s "very firm grounding"). Another reports that "Piaget 

was grateful that his early scientific experience had shored 

him up against the seductive lures of philosophy" (Gardner, 1974, 

p. 53). Their pages, unawarely and unacknowledgly, smuggle Piaget's 

assumptions about the nature of science and philosophy. 

In the second place, all divulgators basically repeat Piaget's 

version of his access to psychology after his encounter with meta-
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physics: as an "equilibration" moved exclusively by epistemological 

concerns. A na:ive rendering is given by two well-known American 

popularizers, who tel1 that Piaget "was convinced that the philo

sophical approach was too speculative, and that the scientific 

approach was too factual. What was needed was a linkage between the 

two" (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969, p. x). Al ready during his "pre

psychological" period, Piaget was motivated to solve the problem of 

the articulation of valid norms and empirical facts. In the course 

of his development, he became less interested in how such articula

tion could give rise to moral obligation, and more concerned with 

how it could give rise to logical necessity. Yet, at the same time 

that is has been clearly indicated that the relation norm-fact 

remained the core of Piaget's problematique (Cellerier, 1973) 

Piaget' s non-scientific or non-philosophica 1 motivations are con

sistently obliterated from the record. Most authors even 

Piaget' s purified account, and are firmly convinced of a belief 

that clarifies things for them: "that during adolescence Piaget 

concentrated on two major intellectual pursuits: biology and epis

temology" (Ginsberg and Opper, 1969, p. 3). Their pages uncritical

ly contribute to transmit Piaget' s rationalistic view of human 

development. 

In general, Piaget's early work in natural history is seen as 

providing both the themes and the scientific basis of his later 

work. One of the most rotund statements of such view is made by two 

of the most important American popularizers of Piagetian theory, 

Elkind and Flavell, who affirm (1969, p. x): "Piaget' s concepts 

were born in biology and were nurtured by logic". As the theory, 

the biography asserts continuity between biology and knowledge: "La 

zoologie a travers le probleme des adaptations", writes one author 

on Piaget, " semblait devoir etre l'orientation definitive de 

sa vie" (Lerbet, 1970, p. 13). (The first chapter of this author's 

book is called "La vie d' un non-philosophe"). Others argue that 

Piaget' s "biological interests" should be considered carefully, 

"for they provide the thrust of Piaget' s theory, as well as the 

foundations for a learning-theory approach to genetic epistemology" 
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Gallagher and Reid, 1981 p. 15). (The section from which we are 

is entitled the Psychological Epistemologist with 

Biological Roots"). The origins of 's concern with adaptation 

are moved back to bis earliest classification papers: ''cette notion 

d'adaptation'', we are told as if the same word always stood for the 

same concept, "jouera un role souverain dans la pensee piagetienne" 

(Nicolas, 1976, p. 5). A commentator says that Piaget's "biological 

studies" had 1919 suggested the answer to his questions about 

the relations between biology and knowledge (Boden, 1979, p. 14). 

As the above citations show, many authors reproduce Piaget' s 

version of hiw own development with additions of grandiloquence, 

emphasis, and verbosity. Such stylistic traits betray their enthu

siasm for the Piagetian interpretation of Piaget' s theory, and 

their happy faith in its explanatory and illwninating power. In 

addi tion, at least one author has inflated Piaget' s account, not 

only romanticizing it, but also distorting it on both factual and 

conceptual points (Gardner, 1974, p. 59): 

Piaget began his life work as a biologist, and he remains 

deep committed to the study of organic life. Like others of 

his time, he was deeply influenced by Darwinian evolutionary 

theory, and in fact came to believe that processes and states 

should be understood in terms of their development. An early 

experiment convinced Piaget, however, that Darwin's account of 

natural selection was too simple. 

By as the life-long continuity of Piaget's hiological 

interest and scientific identity, and by ascribing his central con

cepts and points of view to scientific experience, the authors we 

have considered constantly reinforce the myth of a purely rational 

and scientific Piaget whose desires, motivations, and reasonings 

are never understandable or questionable from a viewpoint other 

than that of his own "scientific" genetic epistemology. They there

by construct the heroic and archetypical epistemic subject. 

Autobiographg and Myth 

The mythification of an intellectual figure into the unique dimen

sion of his theory provides a reflective confirmation of the vali-
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dity of his ideas. The rhetorical function entailed by this opera-

tion is many times greater than its logical faults. Let us just 

point out some feature of mythification. First it stops questio-

ning, or at least channels it, by placing the figure above suspi-

cion. Second, it assures him, as well as the public, that the 

acceptable explanation of his behavior will take place within the 

space of problems he defined, thus leaving no room for ambushes, 

rearguard attacks, or surprise effects in the battle for social 

recognition in the scientific city. Third, by the very 

of life and ideas, it assures the naturalness, and thus the 

timacy and inevitability, of those ideas and of that life. If ideas 

are in full continuity with life, then they must be real and true, 

and if life is in continuity with ideas, then its 

directly readable from the great Book of Nature -

course, that one is armed with the proper set of ideas. 
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Abstract. 

Hamon's writings during the period 1889-1905 are examined both for 

the novelty of their social psychological contents - unknown within 

the discipline - and as a way of critically evaluating the current 

historiography of the discipline. Among the emerging varieties of 

French social psychological discourse at the turn of the century, 

,._ Ce travail a ete realise dans le cadre du programme d' echanges 
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redige pendant le sejour de Ian Lubek au Laboratoire de 

Psychologie sociale. Nouw exprimons ici nos remerciements et 

notre gratitude a Mlles M. et G. Hamon qui, en nous accueil

lant dans leur maison Ty An Diaoul et en nous facilitant la 

consultation des archives privees de leur pere, ont rendu ce 

travail possible. 

Une autre version de ce travail est paru sous le titre: 

"Augustin Hamon aux origines de la psychologie sociale". 

Recherches de Psychologie sociale, 1982, 4, 35-48. En anglais, 

une discussion plus complete est disponible (Lubek et Apfel

baum, 1982). 

,._,._ La correspondance peut etre adressee a: Erika Apfelbaum 

Laboratoire de Psychologie sociale, 18 rue de la Sorbonne, 

75005 Paris, France, ou Ian Lubek Department of Psychology, 

University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario NlG 2Wl, Canada. 
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Hamon's writings, especially his two "Studies of Social Psychology" 

(1894, 1895a), emphasized systematic, empirical research and situa

ted the "problematique" of social psychology at the interface of 

the individual and societal levels of analysis. Hamon's formula

tions of social psychology and social pathology differed from the 

analyses of bis contemporaries (eg. Tarde and Le Bon) in that they 

linked a strong commitment to social movements expressing anar

chist-communist ideas with a critical reevaluation of concepts in 

the social sciences, criminology, etc.; that 

conceived of the social sciences, sui generis, 

ces. 

is to say, Hamon 

as critical seien-

C' est en tant que psycho-sociologues que nous nous sommes 

avant tout interesses a l' oeuvre sociologique et psycho-sociale 

(1889-1905) de A. Hamon (1862-1945). Presque contemporain de Tarde 

et de Le Bon, it publiait, a la fin du siecle dernier, en particu

lier la Psychologie du Militaire Professionnel et la Psychologie de 

l'Anarchiste-Socialiste (Hamon, 1894, 1895a) dans une serie intitu

lee "Etudes de Psychologie sociale". Puisant la matiere de sa 

reflexion psycho-sociologique dans l'observation de la realite 

sociale environnante, dans les mouvements sociaux qui ebranlent son 

epoque et dans les "questions sociales" dont on reclame avec in

sistance la solution scientifique (Apfelbaum, 1981), Hamon partage 

a bien des egards les preoccupations de Tarde out Le Bon. Chacun a 

sa maniere a traite des desordres sociaux, sans pour autant s'ac

corder sur les causes de la criminalite ni m~me sur ce qu'il con

vient de designer sous cette etiquette (cf par exemple, Hamon 1893, 

a). 

De fait, le point de vue theorique de Hamon s'oppose radicale

ment a celui des deux autres psycho-sociologues. Cependant malgre 

son originali te, la diffusion de sa pensee psycho-sociale a ete 

limitee de son vivant deja et, de nos jours, ses ecrits sont tota

lement inconnus meme des historiens de la discipline (cf. Apfelbaum 

& Lubek, 1982, pp. 35-36). Au dela du cas singulier de Hamon, 

l 'existence de theories oubliees, dont le developpement a ete en 

quelque sorte prematurement interrompu, pose un double prob lerne: 

celui du statut a accorder a ces theories dans 1' histoire de la 
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discipline consideree et celui, plus general, de notre pratique en 

taut qu'historien des sciences. 

Si 1' on admet que l' oubli d' un courant de pensee n' est pas 

necessairement un effet de sa mediocrite, il devient 

de resoudre la question prealable du pourquoi et du comment de 

cette mise a 1' ecart. Dans cette perspecti ve, les rapports de 

pouvoir dans lesquels s'inscrive en particulier toute relation 

d'auteur/editeur sont determinants: l'editeur ou le comite de 

redaction a en effect les moyens de dresser un barrage plus ou 

moins infranchissable qui maintient sur la touche des manuscrits 

qui expriment par example des divergences d'ordre theorique et/ou 

politique. Il exerce par consequent un contröle efficace, meme s'il 

n'est que partiel, sur la dissemination des idees ou des theories 

dont le rayonnement n' est donc pas exclusivement un effet de sa 

valeur heuristique intrinseque. L'analyse du sort des theses 

psycho-sociales de Hamon, traitee ailleurs de fa~on plus detaillee 

(Lubek et Apfelbaum, 1982) corrobore les travaux effectues sur le 

meme sujet concernant Garcia (Lubek et Apfelbaum, 1979) ou Tarde 

(Lubek, 1981) et souligne 1' importance d 'une "psychologie sociale 

de la science"; celle-ci consti tue, a notre avis, un des volets 

indispensables a l'histoire des sciences en demontant les mecanis

mes proprement psycho-sociaux qui participent a la destinee des 

idees et des theories nouvelles. 

Quanta la meconnaissance de certains courants de dans 

l'histoire de la psychologie sociale ou des sciences sociales, tout 

en etant lie au point precedent, elle renvoie en outre plus speci

fiquement aux fonctions que l'histoire d'une discipline est amenee 

a jouer dans son evolution meme. Ainsi, ce tient lieu en ce 

moment d'histoire a la psychologie sociale (cf. Allport, 1968) 

s'attache avant tout a legitimer le statut scientifique actuel de 

la discipline et, dans ce but, met en avant son enracinement dans 

le courant positiviste, fait principalement etat des realisations 

experimentales de la discipline, meme si c' est au d'un mythe 

d'origine (Samelson, 1974) ou de l'exclusion de courants importants 

pour qui veut conserver l'integrite de la psychologie sociale. 
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En tout etat de cause, on constate qu'il n'existe pas encore a 
ce j our, du moins pour la psychologie sociale, de travail histo

rique qui ait tente veritablement de retracer les etapes du deve-

loppement de la dans ses rapports avec l'histoire gene-

rale des idees et de mouvements politiques. Or, selon nous, une 

veritable histoire de la discipline suppose que l' on prenne en 

compte, non seulement le developpement interne des idees, mais 

aussi les evenements socio-historiques dans lesquels ces idees 

s'enracinent; de meme qu'il convient d'analyser comment les insti

tutions et la communaute scientifique dans lesquelles ces theories 

voient le j our, en fai;;onne la nature a chaque periode consideree. 

En d'autres termes, l'histoire d'une discipline consiste a remettre 

dans leur contexte propre chacun des courant theoriques afin d'en 

mieux saisir la centralite et ensuite les fluctuations dans le 

temps et, inversement, afin de prendre une plus juste mesure de la 

portee et des limites de ces theories. Ce dernier point revient a 
souligner la fonction critique et heuristique que toute historio

graphie devrait, a notre sens, exercer pour la discipline consi

deree. L' examen du cas particulier de Augustin Hamon peut etre 

consideree comme une illustration partielle de ce projet plus 

global. 

L'eclectisme de Auguste Hamon 

Hamon se situe dans une tradition de penseurs plubliciste mais 

s'en demarque par une souci constant d'objectivite et de scientifi

cite - "Je suis un scientiste" repete-t-il. Cela signifie en parti

culier qu'il s'emploie a demontrer ses theses au lieu de se conten

ter de les affirmer: non pas que ses analyses soient moin marquees 

par ses options politiques que celles des autres penseurs sociaux 

de son epoque, mais il s'attache davantage qu'eux a les fonder de 

maniere systematique et methodique a partir de faits et de donnees 

empiriques. Il publie des livres, collabore a diverses revues 

(notamment aux Archives d'Anthropologie Criminelle, de Criminologie 

et de Psychologie Normale et Pathologique (l) ; a Societe Nouvelle 

mais aussi a la Revue de bibliographie medicale . . . et fonde la 
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revue Humanite Nouvelle qu' il dirigera de 1897 a 1903 (Lubek et 

Apfelbaum, 1982). 

Il n' est cependant pas seulement "homme de cabinet"; il est 

aussi homrne d'action. Son engagement politique le situe aux cotes 

des anarchistes-communistes (dans la lignee de P. Kropotkine ou E. 

Reclus) et des socialiste/
2
), ce qui lui valut plus d' un demele 

avec la police. Dans Les Hommes d' Aujourd'hui (1896), Whirlily 

note: "J' ecris cette biographie specialement pour les policiers 

(qui ont pris) l'habitude d'aller embeter la concierge d'Hamon 

chaque fois que celui-ci lance un livre nouveau ... " Les preoccupa

tions scientifiques de Hamon qui l' ont conduit jusqu' en 1889 a 
s'interesser aux "applications de la science au confort des hommes" 

devaient, selon Whirlily, fatalement l' entrainer a s' occuper de 

sociologie (cf. Hamon, 1889). I1 ecri t en effet a partir de 1889 

plusiers ouvrages d'abord en collaboration (Hamon en Bachot, 1889; 

1890; 1891) puis seul (Hamon, 1893b) tout en decrivant la physiono

mie de la France contemporaine, il y denonce les abus de pouvoir du 

monde poli tique et financier et en analyse les mecanismes. "Socio

logie et Hygiene" (Hamon, 1889) amorce ce que l'ont peut appeler la 

"periode sciences sociologiques" de l' itineraire professionnel de 

Hamon; il s 'achevera brusquement en 1905 quand, accule par de 

multiples problemes financiers, il accepte l'offre de George Ber

nard Shaw et devient le traducteur de ses oeuvres (Lubek et Apfel

baum, 1982). 

La psychologie sociale de Hamon: mentalites et determinations 

sociales 

En november 1893 paraissait la Psychologie du Militaire Profes

sionnel (Hamon, 1894) et en j uillet 1895, la Psychologie de 

l'Anarchiste-Socialiste (Hamon, 1895a). 

Ces deux ouvrages inauguraient une serie intitulee "Etudes de 

Psychologie sociale" qui n' aura pas de suite bien que Hamon ait 

prevu plusieurs autres volumes; il avait d' ailleurs entrepris de 

reunir les donnees destin~es a une troisieme etude sur la psycho

logie des artistes et des savants. Nous y reviendrons. 
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Examinons tout d'abord l'objet de ces etudes. Un meme projet 

les sous-tend vise a mettre en evidence la double determination 

du comportement des individus, l' articulation entre les predispo

sitions hereditaires et d' une part et les facteurs 

sociaux et plus generalement mesologiques (sociaux, climatiques oll 

familiaux, en bref, les cadres de la vie), d'autre part. C'est deja 

sur l'importance de ces derniers que Hamon insistait dans l'essai 

qu' il publiait 1' annee precedent (Hamon, 1892), sur 1' anarchiste 

Ravachol, son analyse s'ecartant resolument des theories courantes 

du criminel ne, meme si Corre (1893), commentant le texte de Hamon 

dans les colonnes des Archives, le rejoint sur certains points. 

D'une maniere plus generale, l'incidence des determinants 

sociaux est manifeste quand on considere la mentalite profession

nelle (qui exprime la maniere dont une profession modele le com

portement des invididus qui 1' exercent) out la mentalite philoso

phique (ce que l'on designerait aujollrd'hlli par politiqlle ou ideo

logiqlle). Car, selon Hamon, on peut parler de mentalite profes

sionnelle oll philosophique au meme titre que Le Bon parle de men

talite nationale. Mair leurs points de vue sont totalement 

etrangers, voire opposes l'un a l'autre. Le Bon, en effet, soutient 

que la mentalite nationale - c'est a dire la similitude des carac

teres psychiques d' individus d' une meme nationalite - provient "de 

1 'heredi te de leur race", donc d' un archetype transhi s torique 

transmissible et immuable. Or "nous pensons que cela (la mentalite) 

est surtout dfi aux influences climateriqlles, telluriques, sociales 

qui sont similaires pour tous les individues d' une meme nationa

lite". (Hamon, 1895a, p. 31). Tandis que Le Bon se rattache a une 

tradition de pensee qui, dans cette seconde moitie du 19eme siecle, 

ancre une large partie des theories de 1' homme dans une conception 

des races, et de l'heredite incontournable, Hamon s'en distinque en 

refusant precisement tout determinisme bio-historique au profit des 

facteurs sociaux plus labiles. Les mentalites sont donc modifiables 

et malleables et non plus hereditairement fixes et inalterables. 

L' institutions militaire apparait comme un des exemples il

lustrant comment les facteurs sociaux fa~onnent et uniformisent la 
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"mentalite" des individues. Pour le demontrer dans la "Psychologie 

du Miliaire Professionnel", Hamon s' appuie sur des extraits de 

presse et sur des descriptions qu' il trouve dans les 

ouvrages qui decrivent les milieux militaires. A partir d'un col

lage de textes (sorte d' analyse de contenue sommaire), il decrit 

les methodes disciplinaires comme l'un des modalites aboutissant a 
faire des soldats "une armee d' esclaves" (p. 99), expose les me
canismes qui assurent et perpetuent "la non-revolte de la genera

lite des victimes de ces abus" (p. 100). Parallelement il analyse 

les effets nefastes, inevitables et irreversibles qui accompagnent 

1' usage prolonge de l' autori te, et favorisent les crimes et les 

exactions dont se rendent coupables les officiers; en bref, l'in

stitution militaire fabrique des criminels. Dals la logique de 

cette these, il n'est quere suprenant que Hamon ait ete resolument 

anti-dreyfusard tout au long de 1' affaire Dreyfus qui eclate en 

1894. 

En bref, et pour employer un language moderne, on dira qu'il a 

traite dans la Psychologie l'llilitaire Professionnel des effets de 

pouvoir dont la legitimite est institutionnellement fondee. Son 

etude des effets de 1' establishment militaire evoque les analyses 

des interactionnistes des annees 1960 et particulierement celles de 

Goffman concernant les effects de depersonnalisation dans les in

stitutions totales. Mais quand Hamon parle des marques distinctives 

(des officiers notamment) qui, en leur donnant un statut particu

lier dans la societe, sert de justificiation a la perpetration 

d'actes reprehensibles - et criminels -, on pense aussi aux ques

tions posees par Zimbardo sur les consequences de l'anonymat et de 

la desindividualisation. C'est dire la permanence des problemes 

abordes par Hamon qui font aujourd'hui encore partie integrante du 

champ de la psychologie sociale contemporaine. 

Parce qu'il s'attaque a l'institution militaire, le livre de 

Hamen a fait scandale avant meme sa parution; non seulement il 

avait ete refuse successivement par sept editeurs, mais il 

sera enfin sur le point de paraitre, il sera menace - ainsi que son 

auteur - de poursuites si bien que le depositaire parisien refusera 
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d'assurer la diffusion (Lubek et Apfelbaum, 1982). Pourtant, 

l' existence de la criminalite militaire est alors un fait bien 

connu: Corre (1891), prenant appui sur des statistiques officielles 

en avait deja etudie l'evolution et avait souligne la necessite de 

distinquer entre le crime-delit militaire proprement dit et le 

crime ordinaire qui range le militaire coupable dans la meme ca

tegorie que les autres criminels. Par ailleurs, l' influence des 

professions sur la criminalite etait elle aussi reconnue: Coutagne 

(1892) a ete le premier dit-il, (mais pour la verite historique il 

faut s que Quetelet (1893) ( 3 ) en parla avant lui) a pre

senter un memoire sur ce sujet au Congres d'Anthropologie Criminel

le a Paris en 1889. Selon lui, a toute profession s' attachent 

inevi tab lement certains crimes, deli ts ou f raudes specifiques de 

sorte que l'on peur parler de psychologie professionnelle; celui-ci 

se traduit par des conduits specifiques qui se transmettent par une 

veritable "contagion professionnelle". Mais le preoccupation de 

Coutagne, medecin legiste, est moin d'expliquer que de prevenir: 

son rapport de 1892 au Congres de Bruxelles aboutit a des recomman

dations en faveur du developpement d'associations professionnelles 

qui, en imposant un controle, limiteraient la propagation de ce 

type de criminalite. Hamon, en revanche, cherche avant tout a 

rendre compte des causes memes de tels phenomenes; l' explication 

qu'il propose du mode de fonctionnement de l'institution militaire 

aboutit implicitement a une denonciation et, au-dela, a la mise en 

cause des choix de la societe qui la finance. C'est dire que l'es

sai de Hamon, inspire par d'indiscutables sentiment antimilitaris

tes, inaugure une veritable psgchologie sociale critique. Cela 

explique sans doute pour une part le tolle que provoqua la publi

cation de la Psychologie du Militaire Professionnel mais qui en a, 

par ailleurs, assure le succes commercial puisque le livre se 

vendit a plus de 9.000 exemplaires. 

La Psychologie de 1 'Anarchiste-Socialiste ne rencontrera pas 

le m~me succes et sera tres froidement accueilli. Cette etude doit 

pourtant etre consideree, sur le plan theorique, comme la contre

partie de la precedente. En effet, une fois que l'on a montre que 
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les cadres professionnel, "philosophique" (traduisons: ideologique) 

ou culturel produisent une certaine uniformite et/ou une pathologie 

au niveau des conduites individuelles it reste encore a s' inter

roger en amont sur les raisons qui conduisent les individus a 
suivre une voie, a embrasser telle profession de preference a une 

autre. Avant meme que les cadres sociaux ou ideologiques ne trans

forment et ne modelent les individus, peut-on trouver entre eux des 

similitudes, un denominateur commun a tous ceux sont animes par 

un meme elan, une meme mentalite philosophique? Tel est le propos 

de la Psychologie de l'Anarchiste-Socialiste et Hamon s'efforce de 

determiner une configuration de traits propres au groupe des anar

chistes, une communaite de caracteres qui les predisposeraient a se 

rallier a ces doctrines et pratiques. Bien entendu, l'objet d'etude 

n'est pas quelconque. Il evoque une actualite brillante, celle des 

"annees sanglantes" du mouvement anarchiste dont les activites en 

s' intensifiant rencontrent une repression elle aussi accrue 

les lois scelerates destinees a reprimer l'agitation syndicale et 

anarchiste). Ce n' est evidemment pas un hasard si Hamon dont on 

connait les affinites politiques s'interesse aux anarchistes tandis 

que, de leur cote, Tarde et Le Bon traitent simultanement des 

foules pour en denoncer les mefaits. 

Pour etablir le portrait de l'anarchiste, Hamon ne se contente 

plus de faire appel a des recits; il amorce une veritable enquete 

adressant directement une questionnaire ( 
4

) aux anarchistes qu' il 

connait et le diffusant plus largement dans plusiers pays par 

l'intermediaire de publications anarchistes. Il obtient 68 reponses 

qu' il depouille systematiquement (cf. archives privees) degageant 

Une Serie de traits communs a la majorite des Sujets de S011 echan

tillon. 

Il s'agit d'etablir "le type ideal, moyen de l'Anarchiste

Socialiste, de meme que le natura liste etabli t le type ideal, 

moyen, de l'homme ou d'une espece animale quelconque. (Hamon, 

1895a, p. X) en recourant a la "methode positive". En passant, on 

remarquera que cette preoccupation relative au "type moyen" 

s'inscrit dans une autre des preoccupations dominantes de l'epoque, 
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celle de l' etablissement d' une psychologie differentielle, a la 

Quetelet ou Galton. Mais apropos de l'ouvrage de Hamon, on pense 

egalement a 1' interet que suscitaient a l 'epoque les biographies 

des grands hommes (cf. par example l'ouvrage de Joly, 1883, sur la 

Psychologie des Grands Hommes ou celui de Toulouse, 1896, sur Emile 

Zola). 

Les intitules des chapitres de la Psychologie de l'Anarchiste

Socialiste correspondent a l' enumeration des traits qui caracte

risent les anarchistes, ä partir de leurs propres reponses: esprit 

de revolte, amour de la liberte, individualisme, altruisme, senti

ment de justice, sens de la logique, curiosite de connaitre, esprit 

de proselytisme. Sur le plan methodologique, l' essai s' apparente

rai t auj ourd' hui a une pre-enquete. Pour 1' auteur, il s 'agi t par 

cette demarche de faire oeuvre d' homme de science; de maintenir 

donc une certaine "serenite" qui est le propre du "scientiste" 

(Hamon, 1895a, p. IX) occupe a rechercher la verite "sans se 

soucier des inconvenients ou des avantages qui en peuvent resulter 

pour soi, pour les siens, son pays, la societe" (ibid, p. VIII). 

Cette insistance n'est sans doute pas vaine quand on sait que Hamon 

acheve son livre alors que la repression pour toute propagande 

anarchiste s' est encore intensifiee. Mais 1' auteur vise a autre 

chose qu' une defense de son livre ou une pure declaration d' inten

tions: pour garantir 1' "impartialite" et l' "impassibilite" (ibid. 

p. IX), il prend appui sur des donnees empiriques, demarche inusi

tee a cette epogue. s ! il emprunte l' idee d tun questionnaire au 

discipline de Lacassagne, le Dr. St. Paul, son souci de rigueur, 

d'echantillonnage et de controle de certaines variables ne revient 

qu'a lui. 

De fait, dans la version publiee, le livre est largement 

tronque en regard du projet initial, beaucoup plus ambitieux. Le 

plan primitief de la Psychologie de l'Anarchiste(S), tel qu'il 

avait ete accepte par P.V. Stock qui l'edite, comprenait trois 

sections: outre celle que nous connaissons, une deuxieme partie 

devait etre consacree ä la psychologie des "propagandistes par la 
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violence" qui deconcent la societe par 1' action directe et sont de 

ce fait meme assimiles par elle a des criminels. Une troisieme 

partie devait etre consacree a une "comparaison de l'etat 

des premiers chretiens et des anarchistes". Il s' agissait, dans 

cette derniere de montrer les analogies existent selon Hamon 

entre les doctrines des anarchistes et celle qui prechait Jesus; de 

montrer en outre par la "methode positive", en s'appuyant sur les 

histoires des martyrs, les similitudes des de deux doc-

trines (cf. notes non datees des archives privees de la famille 

Hamon). Mais bientöt "cette etude ebauchee devient trop importante 

pour former une deuxieme partie du livre precedent. A elle seule 

elle forme un volume care elle comprend, par la juxtaposition des 

textes et leurs commentaires, la preuve de l'identite des doctrines 

de Jesus et les anarchistes communistes(6 ), la preuve que les 

de l'Eglise ont adopte cette maniere de voir. Une autre 

montrerait a l' aide des actes des martyrs que les premiers ehre-

tiens avaient le meme etat d ! que les anarchistes actuels. 

Vous voyez, cela fait un volume qu'il ne faut pas desorganiser en 

le resumant comme deuxieme partie de la Psycho ... " (Lettre de Hamon 

a P.V. Stock, 10 Aout, 1894). Ce livre ne verra jamais le jour; 

seul un des ses chapitres sera publie 1 'annee suivante (Hamon, 

1895b). 

Quant a la partie consacree aux anarchistes criminels, elle 

sera abandonnee pour d' autres raisons. Rappelons qu' au moment Oll 

Harnon reunit les elements de son livre, l'assassinat de Carnot, en 

Juin 1894, par l'anarchiste Caserio intensifie les poursuites 

contre ceux qui defendent les anarchistes ou propagent leurs doc

trines; les lois scelerates sons a cette epoque appliquees avec un 

zele accru. Avec d'autres anarchistes, Hamon s'exile en Angleterre 

Oll il termine la Psychologie de 1 'Ana:rchiste. Devant l' inquietude 

de son editeur, Harnon ecrit: "Ce livre ne tornbe point sous "la lois 

scelerate" car il n' a pas pour but un acte de propagande anar-

chiste. Dans la ce sera affirme. C'est un 

livre de science, rien qu'un livre de science. Etant donne 

l'article 2 de la dite loi, jene veux pas etablir la psychologie 

des propagandistes par la violence. En effet, cette etude impar-
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documentee et purement scientifique pourrait en certains 

a des mal intentiones comme une apologie -

serai t pas mais cela pour 1 'etre - . Donc je 

reserve pour plus tard, dans un an au plus, l'etude de l'etat d'ame 

des Ravachol, Vaillant, Henry, etc.; cela fera partie d'une cri

minologie politique que je prepare". (Lettre deja citee). Plus 

loin, il conseille cependant a Stock de banaliser le livre au 

maximum: "Maintenant a mon avis il serait preferable que vous 

abandonniez la couverture rouge et la serie pour en recommencer une 

autre avec couverture severe: verte ou bleue; et avec la rubrique 

generale: Bibliotheque de sociologie. Cela indiquerait bien le but 

purement scientifique des livres" (ibid.). Cela resout le mystere 

de la disparation brusque de la serie "Etudes de Psychologie 

sociale" main on ne peut s 'empecher de souligner l' etrange destin 

de cette psychologie sociale qui apparait et disparait au gre des 

vents politiques (cf. Apfelbaum, 1978). 

La Psychologie de 1 'Anarchiste-Socialiste parait donc mais 

l' accueil est extremement reserve; il n' en sera pas fai t mention 

dans les colonnes des Archives bien que l'ouvrage soit dedicace a 
son directeur, Lacassagne, chef de file de l'ecole criminologique 

de Lyon. Il est vrai gue l'anatheme frappe alors tout ce qui releve 

de pres ou de loin de l'anarchisme; il s'exprime dans des lettres 

de Lacassagne, de Tarde (co-directeur des Archives) et de Storck, 

editeur de la revue. Leur role inhibiteur dans la diffusion des 

"Etudes de Psychologie sociale" a ete discute plus longuement 

ailleurs (Lubek & Apfelbaum, 1982). 

La finde la "Periode sciences sociologiques". 

Cela n' empechera cependant pas Hamon de tenter de poursuivre 

son entreprise initiale, ni meme d'etre sollicite pour d'autres 

projets dans le domaine des sciences sociales. S'il les abandonne 

bientöt sans les mener a leur terme pour devenir le traducteur 

exclusif des oeuvres de Bernard Shaw, on peut en attribuer en 

partie la cause a divers deboires financiers (Lubek et Apfelbaum, 

1982). Mais il est vrai aussi que les demarches qu' il a tentees 
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pour obtenir un renseignement, notamment aux Etats-Unis, n' ont 

jamais abouti. 

Parmi ses projets deja anciens, il entreprend avec Rene Ghil, 

le poete, celui de "determiner 'etat psychique et compare des 

artistes et des scientistes" qui prolonge directement les deux 

precedentes "Etudes de Psychologie sociale". Il s'en 

d' ailleurs lui-meme: "Dans la Psychologie du Militaire Profes

sionnel j'ai etudie l'influence d'une profession sur ceux qui 

l' exercent. Dans la Psychologie de 1 'Anarchiste-Socialiste j 'ai 

montre 1a mentalite specifique au.x individus ayant une doctrine 

philosophique determinee. Dans 1a Psychologie de l 'a.rtiste et du 

scientiste, M. Ghil et moi nous avons l'intention de montrer les 

caracteres mentaux necessaires a un etre humain pour etre artiste 

ou scientiste. Nous voulons determiner les modes de , de 

conception et d' action qui font que tels ou tels individus sont 

plutot musiciens que peintres, plutot sculpteurs que poetes, 

romanciers que biologistes" (A. Hamon. Une Enquete. Manuscrit 

inedit, 1896; archives privees). A cet effet Hamon a diffuse un 

questionnaire - voir Annexe 1 - base sur celui que le Dr. St. Paul 

avai t utilise pour une etude sur la parole interieure; mais le 

projet n'aboutira pas faute de reponses (une trentaine 

La responsabilite en incombe-t··elle aux articles critiques parus 

dans la presse dorrt un de la plume de Octave Mirbeau? Ce romancier 

fut l'un des anarchistes qui avait precedemment lui-meme repondu au 

questionnaire sur l' anarchisme, et qui publie en juin 1896 un 

article qui tourne en derision l'enterprise de Hamon et Ghil 

(Mirbeau, 1896; Hamon, Une Enquete, 1896). 

A cette meme epoque il est par ailleurs sollicite par 

l 'Universite Nouvelle de Bruxelles qui accueille 

socialistes et anarchistes. En 1896 en 1897 son 

frequemment 

cours sur la 

criminologie est pro ehe de 1' optique professee par E. Ferri, un 

socialiste italien qui enseigna lui aussi a l'Universite Nouvelle. 

A defaut de faire cette criminologie qu' il annon<;;ait a 

son editeur Stock, (voir plus haut), il developpe ses idees et ses 

theories sur la criminologie dans cet enseignement dont une 
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dans Determinisme et Responsabilite (Hamon, 

, Hamon, 1899). 

1898; 

Cet ouvrage chez Schleicher une nouvelle collec-

tion (Bibliotheque internationale des sciences sociologiques; cf. 

Lubek & Apfelbaum, 1982) dirigee par Hamon, fait apparaitre la 

ligne directrice qui unifient les differents travaux de l' auteur 

dans le champ de la psycho-sociologie en les situant dans une 

reflexion plus large sur la criminologie, un des themes cles de 

l' epoque; de meme que 1' on saisi t mieux comment ses theses l' op

posent a nombre de ses traitent des sciences 

sociales en general ou de la psychochologie sociale en particulier. 

Cette divergence rend-elle compte du silence qui s'est fait autour 

de Hamon des qu'il a cesse de participer activement a ce domaine? 

Il faut se garder de souscrire trop vite a une these qui 

ramenerait l 'eclipse subie par Hamon a de simples considerations 

politiques: alors qu'on aurait pu tout aussi valablement solliciter 

Tarde, de Roberty, Duprat, de la Grasserie, Baldwin et d' autres 

encore, c' est a Hamon que Vaschide, en tant que secretaire de la 

collection dirigee par le Dr. Toulouse, demande en 1900 d'ecrire un 

traite de psychologie sociale pour la "Bibliotheque internationale 

de Psychologie experimentale, normale et pathologique". Or, le Dr. 

Toulouse etant Directeur du Laboratoire de psychologie experimen

tale a l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes, et Medecin en chef de l'Asile de 

Villejuif, cela temoigne au moins que son autorite en la matiere 

est reconnue et sur l'inquietude que ses positions politiques 

pourraient susciter aupres de certains. Apres avoir accepte le 

contrat, Hamon differe d'annee en annee la realisation de ce traite 

malgre l'interet qu'il semble y porter et les multiples rappels a 

l' ordre de Vaschide. Leur echange de correspondance fait etat de 

l'incertitude de Hamon quant a l'objet precis d'un tel ouvrage. "Il 

faut (donc) que vous m' exposiez bien le plan de cet ouvrage qui 

peut etre con<;u de maniere differente car la Psychologie sociale 

n'est pas bien determinee: (Lettre a Vaschide, 3 Aout, 1903). Il 

est vrai qu'a Cette epoque les domaines abordes SOUS cette etiquet

te etaient souvent fort heterogenes (cf. Apfelbaum, 1981) comme si 
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le terme "social", dont Hauser (1903) disait que c'etait la "tarte 

a la creme", se retrouvait accole a celui de psychologie sans 

raison theorique precise (comme s' est le cas de l' ouvrage posthume 

de Chasles, 1875). 

A dire vrai, Hamon avait quelques idees quant i la fa~on de 

traiter du sujet comme en temoigne le plan tres sommaire retrouve 

dans ses archives (cf. Annexe 2). On y retrouve comme theme orga

nisateur ce double versant qu' il s 'est efforce en perrnanence de 

mettre en evidence: d' une part celui de 1' influence de la societe, 

de la collectivite mais aussi du groupe restreint sur les individus 

et, d'autre part, celui de l'influence de l'individu sur la societe 

ou le travail qu'il a amorce sur les genies, les criminels politi

ques, etc. trouve naturellernent sa place. En definitive, ce livre 

ne verra jamais le jour. En 1905, Harnon ecrit i Vaschide qu'il ne 

peut honorer son contrat qui le lie a Doin dans les delais prevus. 

Cette rnerne annee paraitra, sans grand succes, Socialisme et Anar

chisme (Hamon, 1905) dernier ouvrage de cette periode consacree aux 

sciences sociologiques. 

La portee des ecrits psgcho-sociologiques de Hamon 

Hamon tout comme Binet, Le Bon ou Tarde a ete le temoin ocu

laire des revoltes et des luttes sociale qui traversent la societe 

fran~aise et servent de toile de fond a la psychologie sociale qui 

s' elabore en cette fin de siecle. Les themes abordes en sont le 

reflet direct: que l'on traite des "questions sociales" (cf. par 

example, Coste, 1886), des foules ou de la criminalite, il s'agit 

toujours de comprendre les fonctionnements et les dysfonctionenne

ments de la societe contemporaine afin de la mieux gerer et/ou de 

la transformer. Dans l'avant-propos de presentation de la nouvelle 

collection "Bibliotheque internationale des sciences sociologiques" 

qu' il dirige chex Schleicher (1898-1901) Hamon ecrit: "Gette uni

versalisation des sciences sociologiques mettra fin au desordre 

social qui affecte toutes nos formes actuelles de societe et per

mettra la realisation de ce mieux etre que chacun appelle de tous 

ces desirs" (Hamon, 1898). Theme que l'on retrouve comme leit-motiv 
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chez ceux qui preconisent le developpement d'un discours du social 

(Apfelbaum, 1978). 

Comprendre la genese des desordres sociaux et de la crimina

lite demeurera une des preoccupations majeures de Hamon, tout comme 

elle l' a ete pour Tarde; s' :i.ls se trouvent sur un terra:i.n commun, 

leurs points de vue sont b:i.en divergents a commencer par l' objet 

d'investigation meme. Reveler la cr:i.minalite des cadres de l'armee, 

la "cr:i.minalite sociale" est occulte du fait qu' elle ne releve pas 

de la leg:i.slation, ou encore etudier les mobiles des anarchistes en 

recusant ainsi le caractere scientifique et operatoire d'une as

similation trompeuse et reductrice entre crime et anarchie, ces 

themes qui sont au centre de 1.a pensee de Hamon restent etrangers a 

cel.le de Tarde par exemple (Lubek & Apfelbaum, 1982). 

En revanche, ce n' est pas un hasard si le theme des foules ne 

trouve guere d' echo dans la problematique de Hamon - et ce terme 

est d'ailleurs peu usite dans les ecrits socialisants - alors qu'il 

est abondamment developpe dans celle de Tarde (1892) ou Le Bon 

(1895) en rapport etroit avec une analyse des desordres sociaux 

(Cochart, 1982). A les lire, il devient evident que la notion de 

foule est utilisee comme un euphemisme pour designer les revoltes 

et que les connotations negatives qui y sont en permanence at

tachees annoncent la theorie qui en est proposee; en d' autres 

termes, la theorie est a priori inscrite dans la designation de 

l'objet d'etude, les foules. Pour Tarde (1892) comme pour Le Bon 

(1895), la foule est l' occasion pour les hommes - qui, pris in

dividuellement, peuvent se montrer polices, domestiques - de re

trouver leurs instincts primitifs et un comportement de horde, de 

redevenir sauvages en somme. D'ailleurs en assimilant le comporte

ment de la foule a celui d' un sujet sous hypnose (et ils ac

ceptaient l'idee a la suite de Charcot(l) que l'hypnose est liee a 
un desordre mental), on affirme le caractere essentiellement 

pathologique de la foule consideree comme une entite et on con

tourne le probleme prealable et critique des circonstances de 

constitution d'une foule. 
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S'opposant a cette vision du desordre social comme expression 

d' une pathologie, d' un mal destructuer dont la faute incomberait 

aux individus reunis en masses informes, Hamon suggere dans ses 

ecrits que la racine du mal n'est pas ä rechercher avant tout dans 

l'individu mais tout autant dans la societe elle-meme. Meme si l'on 

reconnait l' existence d' un facteur d' heredite, il est module par 

les effets des facteurs mesologiques: la profession engendre de la 

criminalite tandis qu' a l' inverse certains actes juges par la loi 

comme criminels peuvent etre inspires par divers sentiments de 

justice notamment (cf. Psychologie de l'Anarchiste-Socialiste). De 

ce point de vue, l'analogie evoquee entre les premiers chretiens et 

les anarchistes (Hamon, 1895b) permet a la fois d'etablir le bien 

fonde de certaines revoltes, d'en indiquer le caractere constructif 

et de montrer le role incitateur joue par la societe - le comporte

ment revolte des martyrs s'expliquant par example par la repression 

dont ils furent l'objet (Hamon, notes inedites, non datees, sur la 

"comparaison des premiers chr.etiens et de l' etat psychique des 

anarchistes, archives privees). 

A certains egards, la divergence qui existe entre Hamon et 

nombre de des contemporains se retrouve ulterieurement a diverses 

etapes du developpement de la psychologie sociale, quand se sont 

opposees, notamment dans les theories du conflit, celles qui ont 

admis sans plus ample questionnement son caractere nocif et des

tructeur a celles qui, au contraire, l'envisageaient sous son angle 

constructeur, voire liberateur. Il est incontestable que les pre

mieres ont connu un vaste developpement tandis que les secondes ont 

rencontre une resistance suffisamment grande pour en limiter l'ex

pression (Apfelbaum, 1979; Apfelbaum & Lubek, 1976), la dissyrnetrie 

qui en a resulte contribuant a creer l' illusion que seules les 

premieres sont de nature a enrichir le patrimoine des connaissan

ces. 

Pour en revenir a Hamon, il subirait en somme le sort commun 

reserve a ceux qui ont fait entendre une voix souvent discordante 

et minoritaire dans les milieux de la sociologie (Coser, 1956) ou 
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de psychologie sociale, en tentant de construire une theorie du 

social en rupture avec la normativite de l' objet social brut. Il 

s' agissait en effet pour Hamon de montrer que l' on ne peut se 

contenter, comme le faisaient souvent les theories criminologiques 

classiques de l'epoque, d'adopter sans plus ample examen les cate

gories socialement et legalement admises pour definir au sens 

scientifique la criminalite. Transgressions, crimes et delits sont 

toujours definis a travers une norme historiquement et socialement 

marquee (souvent en outre dans une couche sociale determinee), et 

la normativite qui se presente comme objective et univoque est 

elle-meme un objet a etudier. Meconnaitre Hamon, c'etait donc 

marginaliser cette tentative de situer d' emblee la science sociale 

sur un plan critique et de la definir en rupture avec les pratiques 

sociales courantes. 

Mais c' est meconnaitre aussi l' importance d' une perspective 

qui prend en compte l' emprise de la collectivite et du groupe, ses 

repercussions au niveau du comportement individuel et inversement 

les effets de celui-ci sur ceux-la. Faut-il rappeler que l'insis

tance de Tarde sur l'importance de l'interpsychologie (Tarde, 1903) 

n'a pas non plus rencontre d'echo (Lubek, 1981)? 

Apres la mort de Tarde en 1904 et le tournant que prend Hamon 

a l' epoque dans son itineraire professionnel, se trouvaient re

legues des modes d'apprehension des phenomenes sociaux qui mettront 

longtemps avant de refaire surface. 

NOTES 

(1) Pour des raisons de commodite, Archives designe les Archives 

de 1 'Anthropologie Criminelle et des Sc.iences Penales (1886-

1892) qui devient a partir de 1893 les Archives d'Anthropolo

gie Criminelle, de Criminologie et de Psychologie Normale et 

Pathologiqu.e. 

(2) Au Congr~s international du socialisme (2e Internationale) a 
Londres (Juillet 1896), Hamon participait a la delegation 

fran,;;aise qui pronait la reinsertion des anarchistes dans le 

mouvement socialiste international, (Hamon, 1897). 
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(3) Quetelet (1839) consacre une partie du chapitre "Developpement 

du penchant au crime" a envisager l' influence des lumieres, 

des professions et du climat sur le penchant au crime" (p. 

175-209). 

(4) Outre des questions d'ordre demographique, le questionnaire se 

reduisait aux deux questions suivantes: A) "Pourquoi. etes-vous 

un anarchi.ste?"; b) "Comment l'etes-vous devenu?" 

(5) Les archi.ves personnelles de Hamen ne font pas etat dans le 

titre de l'ouvrage du terme soci.aliste qui semble bien avoir 

ete ajoute par opportunisme pour attenuer le caractere explo

sif du titre et minimiser les risques de voir tomber l'ouvrage 

SOUS le COUp des lois scelerates. 

(6) Anarchistes communistes - au sens donne a ce terme a l'epoque 

(voir Hamon, 1897). 

(7) Il est evident dans le cas de Le Bon que sa reference est 

Charcot plutöt que le point de vue divergent de l' ecole de 

Nancy, et notamment de Bernheim. 
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ANNEXE 1: Le questionnaire de Hamon & Ghil (1896) 



ENQUETE SVR L'ETAT PSYCH1QUE DES ARTISTES ET DES SCIENTISTES 

1:-12, avenue de Clichy, Paria. 

MONSIEUR, 

ll nous a paru interessant de rechercher l'etat psychique, essentiel 
et compare, des artistes (peintres, sculpteurs, musicieus, poetes, 
romanciers), et des scientistes (naturalistes, hio!ogistcs, philosophes, 
sociologues, etc.). 

Dans ce hut, nous avons <.lresse Je questil;mnaire suivant. Notre 
inlention est d'utiliser les documents envoyes dans un ouvrage a 
para1tre fragmentairement dans des revues de France et de l'etranger, 
et cnsuite en librairie. 

Persuades que vous voudrez bieu nous aider eu cetle muvre scienli
fique, nous vous prions de nous favoriser de,votre reponse - dans 
Je delai Je plus court qu'il vons sera possible. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, avec nos vifs remerciemcnts, l'assurance 
de nolre parfaile consideralion. 

A. HAMON Reue GmL 

NoTA: Les reponses doivent ctrc adressees ii M. A. HAMON, avenue 
de Clichy, 1:J2, Paris. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

&. HA1110N 
:l, llwul<ward Berthier 

PARIS ... 
fü,NSEIGNEMENTS GENF.RAUX: Age, Sexe, antecedenls hereditaires au 

point de vue psycho-physi9logiqu". - tteligion. Race. Pays ou l'on 
vit. Esprit sedentaire ou voyageur, etc ... 

Qualites dea sens: Vue, ou"ie, tact, couleur de vos chevcux et celle 
de vos yeux:, etc. 

Annum:s GENtRALES: Etes-vous observaleur? parliculierementd'un 
<'ertain ordre de choses? duquel 1 - Avez-vous le gout des sciences 
philosophiques ? des sciences malhematiques? biologiques '/ Avez
vuus des nptitudes gencrales pour l'uue de ces sciences ·/ - L'insliucl 
musical tres developpe, peu ou pas1 Aimez-vous !es heaux-arts, la 
!itterature 1- Etes-vous peintre, sculptenr, musicien, poete, roman _ 
cier, lwmme de science t 

2 

ll 

Pi!RCEPTION 

l' Etanl donnc que le monde exterieur nous impressionne diver
sement par 110s divers sens, - par quel mode vibratoire (visuel, 
auditif, taclile, gustatif, olfactif) ctes-vous i111pressiunnf\ le plus 
onli11aire111enl, le plus naturellemenl, cumme inco11scie111111ent ·? 

':.!" Une impressiou, venue d'un sen1s, t\veille-t-elle en votre cerveau, 
co111111e inconsciemmeut, fatalement, une autre ou plusieurs aulres 
impressions, d'autres mo,Jes de scutir "/ 

Lcs i111pressions visuelles, par exemple, se lieut-elles immediale
mcnt ,1 des impressions auditives, etc ... !es couleurs se lient-elles il 
des sons, ~ des saveurs, i1 des parfnms ? 

:l" Ou, suns, saveurs, etc., {,veilleul-i]s des images? 
,~" L'i111pression eveille-t-elle une image ob/ective ou sub/ect'ive? 

- ou uuc id,\e de rnouvements '! Ces mouvemenls sont-ils rytbmiques? 
;i" Pcffevcz-vous synthetiquement, ou aualytiquc,ucut, c'esl-a-dire 

l'impression se produit-elle d'ensemblc, ou de delail ? 
(i" ()ucl est le mode d'exp1·ession mentale de l'impression '/ 

S'i,xprinw-l-elle sous forme mentale d'images, de sons, couleurs, 

saveurs, parfums? 
Ou lonle impression se metamorphose-l-elle, im111tidiatemenl et 

incouscie111111cnl, en concept, cl e11 son exprcssion nwntalc, le 1not? 
Ou cdlt, opi,ration est-elle conscienle ·/ necessite-t-clle un efforl "/ 

MEIIIOJRE DES SENSATIONS 

1" A vez-vous une bonne memoire visuelle ? la rnemoire des physio· 

nomies, paysages, figurations '! 
\!" Vos pcnsees out-elles, en dehors de l(JUt effort de volre parl, 

ternlance naturnlle ii s'aceompagner des images visuelles qui leur 
sonl propres 'l Ces images sont-elles precises "/ eolorces ? Ou ne 
peusez-vous qu'avec des mots 11011 accompagnes d'images "/ 

lvfhnofre auditive: Vous souvenez-vous bien de ce que vous avez 
entt•n,ln "? conversations, airs de musique? Vos souvenirs auditifs se' 

avec les <1uaföes veritables des sensations auditives 

anl,•ricures : hauteur, intensite, timhre ? 
lvlemoi,·e ver·bale: Avez-vous la rncmoire des dales, noms propres, 

chiffres '? Apprenez-vous facilement par cceur '? Que retenez-vous le 
mienx, de ce <1110 vous avez cntendu exposer, ou lu '! 
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Autres memo-ires: Vous so11v<>11ez-vuus lo11f;lt•111ps des sensations 
gustatives, tactiles, olfadives t',prouv,'.les 1 des si,nsaliuus doulou
reuses? - Des sensatiuns de plaisir et di, do11leur physiques, 

lesquelles persistent davanlnge Y 

III 

CüNClsl'l'lON 

4" Coucevez-vous par assuciatiun, en quelque s,1rll' incons('icnte et 
involonlairi;, d'idees '/ 011 par asso<'iation vuulue, i.;ouvcrnce, - don!', 
rnisonncmcnt, contröle '/ 

:i," Lorsque vous pensez, •'les-vuus de ceux qui ente11dent en 
dedans d'e11x-mhne11, 11ieutalc111ent, tuus les mots de lcur pensee? 

;1• Etes-vous ue ceux. qui, au nllllraire, lis,·111 li,s 1uols de lenrs 
pens,··es, cumme eerits tlcvanl 1•11x.-/ - Si 011i, lisi•z.vous de volre 
,1c1·iture, ou du caracthe d'impri111erie "/ Corrnueut sout disposees !es 

lignes '/ 
l" Appartenez-vous, euli11, i, la classe de ecux 1p1i parle11t nwnla

lewent les mols de leurs pensi•es 't - Employez-,·uus toujours l'un 
de ,·es procedcs pour certaiues op,,ratious i11lcllc<'l,11•lles, et toujours 
nn autre pour certaines autres '/ 

,\• Avez-vous l'esprit syulhetiqu,·, ou aualytique "/ - Proeedei-vous 
de 1u·t.~förence eu vos raiso1111enwnts, par <lO<l1wtio11 ou induclion ~, 

()0 Avez-vous tentlauce ;1 vuus ruprösenler sous for111c concri'•te Im, 
notions a!Jstraites Y Cm11me11t vous represe11tcz-vons les nolious 
d'infini, d'clernitc, de perfecliou 1 

7° ()uclle esl la part de l'intnilion en vos raisourn·111ents '/ 
8" Ad111etlcz-vous l'hypolhi·s,· "! c'esl-i1-dire lc dl'Oit d'imaginm·, 

supposel' des chuses possibles, dt',111011trabll'S 1111 1wJ1, pour "" tirer 
une (·onst',queuce, ou exp!i(pwr cerlains pl11\1101111'11t·s, 011 elablir un 
syslcme? 

\l" Admellez-vous le ri't•e pur, la rt\verie sans bases sures ou rigou
rt•uscs '1 

IV 

ACTION. - Ou i111sii EN rnwvnv. 

1° Dans la procr,iati4u de l'muvre, etes-vous tlomin,\, immt\dia 
lemPnt, par le souci de " fonue ,1 ·/ ou <t tl'idt',e 1, "/ 

4 PSYCHOLOGU!l NOl\MALl!l ET PA'l'HOLOGIQUE 

2· L'idee se realise-t-elle amorphe, eherchant sa forme d'cxprt;,ssion '! 
ou la realisation de l'idee entra1ne-t-elle en meme temps sa forme 
expressive? 

3' Dans l'expression ecrite, picturale, plastique, musicale, de . 
l'idee, - quels sont le ou les genres de forme qui vous preoccupent? 
(Rythmes, sonorites (timbres vocaux), coloration, images ,ou compa
raisons). 

4° Etes-vous plutöt harmoniste que melodiste? Coloriste que dessi
nateur? Ou reciproquement. 

5° Vos muvres sout-elles synthetiques, ou aualytiques ? 
6° Dans vos muvres, pouvez-vous indiquer la part due a l'influence 

sur vons des milieux sociaux, t'amiliaux., professionnels, ou autres ? 

NOTA. - Les 1·eponses peuvent Jt-1·e en fran9ais, aaalais, allemand, espaanol, 
italien ou 7JOrt1t(lais. 



ANNEXE 2: Notes de travail pour un livre de psychologie 

sociale.(Inedites, archives privees, Hamon, 1902-3) 



Notes de travail pour une psychologie sociale (archives privees inedites, Hamon 1902-
1903). 

PSYCHO SOCIALE. 

Expose ce qu'est la sociologie 

Spencer 
Socio/ogie 

son origine 
Evolution de l'idee { ce qu'elle est 
Etat actuel de la sociologie ce qu'elle veut 

Qu' est-ce que la societe classes - groupes 

lnfluence de la societe - de la collectivite sur l'individu 

Lais - Enseignement et education - mceurs { predjuges, 
tra 1t1ons 

lnfluence du groupe restreint sur l'individu 

mecanisme secte l 
profession 

de I' action religion 
milieu familial et mondain 

Psychologie des peuples des races - des groupes ethniques 
milieu geographique 
milieu climaterique 

Pyschologie economique de Tarde 
Palante Precis de sociologie 

lnfluence de l'individu sur la societe 

inventeurs 

genies 

Conclusions 

Liste bibliographique 

science theoriciens 
hommes politiques 
prophetes - religion 
philosophes 
criminels politiques 
sectaire - revolution 
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PSYCHOLOGY BETWEEN SCIENCE AND SOCIETYl) 

The development of psychology at the Catholic 

University of Nijmegen 

R. Abma 

Two general tendencies in the history of psychology are illustrated 

by an overview of the development of psychology at the Catholic 

University of Nijmegen. The first consists in the growing cleavage 

in psychology caused by the coexistence of both scientific and 

pragmatic·aspirations. The second tendency is the loss of national 

and regional solutions for this problem. 

Ever since psychology began to emerge as an empircal science, 

it has been subjected to two opposing tendencies: (1) the desire to 

become a science similar to the natural sciences, (2) the expecta

tions of society that psychology would be of practical use in the 

fields of education, mental health, vocational counseling, selec

tion, etc. The relationship between these two types of psychology 

is often conceived as a 'scientific' (experimental) psychology, 

which 'applies' its results in 'the field'. It is my contention, 

however that experimental psychology and psychology 'in the field' 

have, generally speaking, followed quite separate courses during 

the past century. This has resulted in a fundamental cleavage in 

present-day psychology. 

This split was enhanced by a second development: the growing 

influence in Europe of American psychology and the subsequent 

decline of national and local traditions in European psychology. 

Before World War II, Dutch psychology was clearly an example of 

'European' psychology with its own specific characteristics. These 

were lost when postwar American psychology took over and mainstream 

European psychology was relegated to second place. 

I 'd like to illustrate these developments by giving a brief 

account of the history of psychology at the Catholic University of 
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Nijmegen (The Netherlands). First, I will provide abrief sketch of 

the attitudes held by the Dutch Catholics towards psychology up 

untill 1930. Then, the development of psychology in Nijmegen will 

be treated, as divided in two major phases: 1930-1960, the period 

in which Rutten left his mark on empirical psychology; 1960 until 

now, when a new 'experimental revolution' in psychology took place. 

Catholics and psgchology 

Catholic intellectuals and, more especially, church officials 

in the Netherlands were not very familiar with 'empirical' psycho

logy. They were more at home with 'rational' (philosophical) psy

chology. They were, however, aware of its intention of creating a 

'science of man'. With Galilei: and Darwin in mind, Catholics could 

not help but suspect that their own world view would come under 

fire should the human mind be subjected to the experimental method. 

What they feared most in the new science was its determinism: the 

reduction of the human mind and behavior to material stimuli and 

responses. This was in blatant contradiction to the Catholic axiom 

that human beings distinguish themselves from the animal world by 

the possession of rationality and free will. 

Although wary of the supposed <langer of empirical psychology 

on a philosophical level, some Catholic intellectuals in Holland 

did find themselves attracted to the practical possibilities of 

this new science of man. In 1917, for instance, Jac. van Ginneken, 

a Jesui:t, ventured out of his own speciality of lingui:stics into 

psychology. He advised the assembly of Catholic labor organizations 

in Holland to set up a 'Central Psychological Vocational Bureau' 

which could serve in placing the 'right man' in the 'right job', 

thus preventing psychological disturbances and curbing social 

unrest. The Bureau started its work in 1918 with Van Ginneken 

himself as its director. It was quite succesful until 1925. In 

addition, F. Roels was appointed reader in 'empirical and applied 

psychology' at the University of Utrecht in 1918. Four years later 

he became the first professor of psychology in Holland. He was also 

the first Catholic to hold such a chair. When the Catholic Univer-
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sity of Nijmegen was founded in 1923, Roels received an appointment 

in Nijmegen as well for 'empirical and applied psychology, with an 

emphasis on educational and industrial psychology'. The admission 

of empirical psychology to the Nijmegen University, despite its 

supposed anti-Catholic implications at a philosophical level, may 

certainly be attributed to the expectation that psychology could be 

of practical use. At any rate, this conviction was held by J. Hoog

veld, a very influential professor of education and cofounder of 

the Nijmegen University. Hoogveld claimed that 'in order to be 

up-to-date, education has to make use of the results of modern 

psychology'. 

Psgchologg in Nijmegen 1930-1960 

In its first few years, in Nijmegen empirical psychology did 

not amount to much. It could only be taken as a minor subject by 

students of philosophy, theology and law. Roels did not have much 

time left for Nijmegen because of his work in Utrecht. In 1926 

things changed, when Th. Rutten, a former student of Roels, was 

given an appointment to set up laboratory courses in applied 

psychology. Convinced of the possibili ties of this new science, 

Rutten set out to promote psychology both within and outside aca

demia. In 1931, his enthousiasm and obvious intellectual capacities 

(he had obtained two doctorates, one of which summa cum laude) won 

him the professorship which Roels had been holding in Nijmegen. 

This appointment was followed by an incident, which clearly demon

strates the suspicion and the lack of knowledge concerning empiri

cal psychology among the Catholic clergy. The bishop in charge, A. 

Diepen of 's-Hertogenbosch, sent for Rutten and asked him to ex

plain experimental psychology. His answer ('it infers theories from 

experimental work') did not satisfy the bishop, and he led Rutten 

to understand that he was still an 'unexperienced young man' and 

'was to avoid the subject of free will in his lectures'. Further

more, Diepen opposed psychologists taking an advisory role in 

education. In his view, this was a matter for clergymen. 
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In his inaugural address ('New viewpoints in the methodology 

of experimental psychology') Rutten stressed that using the expe-

rimental method did not necessarily a deterministic view of 

man; in his opinion, human behavior could only be studied experi

mentally in those areas where it is determined by external, i.e. 

natural, social, causes. Rutten was convinced that an element of 

volition was involved in all human behavior, a point which he even 

tried to prove experimentally in his thesis 'The psychology of 

perception - a study of optical illusion' (1929). In this study, he 

used the Muller-Lyer illusion to demonstrate the Gestalt-principle 

that perception is a constructive process. 

Being trained not only as a psychologist but also as a lin

guist, Rutten took a broad view of research methods. His methods 

included the systematical observation and careful registration of 

human behavior in everyday life. In fact, he considered this the 

starting point of all psychological research. An experiment should, 

in his opinion, be used mainly as a final check on conclusions 

drawn from observations. This view was a result of Rutten's desire 

to create a pragma.tic psychology. In order to understand human 

behavior and provide adequate advice in case of problems, you have 

to stay close to the 'natural' situation in which the behavior 

occurs and not simply isolate a piece of behavior in the laboratory 

room. Rutten expanded the Gestalt-principle of 'the primacy of the 

whole above the sum of the parts' beyond perception to all fields 

of human behavior in order to support his view. Thus, elements of 

behavior should always be related to the total situation, including 

the goals which direct and unify behavior. 

With this relatively coherent set of views regarding the 

various aspects of psychology (its domain, method, theory, practi

ce) Rutten approached those areas of society which might 'benefit 

from psychology'; education, industry, mental health, child gui

dance, teaching and training. While doing this he had tobe careful 

in maintaining an appropriate relationship with the Catholic 

church. On the one hand, Rutten was determined to keep psychology 

free of church influence. Psychology, he often stated, is methodo-
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logically speaking devoid of value judgements, including those of 

the church. On the other hand, he always made sure that bis recom

mendations did not contradict offical Catholic doctrine. It was 

only his line of argument which differed. For example, the tradi

tional family structure ought to be preserved because of the 

psgchological benefits for its members; class struggle was conside

red an evil caused by distortions in human relations. Along these 

lines he succeeded in introducing a humanism which merged very 

well with the post-war Catholic ideology. 

By the time World War II broke out, Rutten was well-known and 

well-regarded throughout the Catholic community in Holland. He was 

looked for advice in both educational as well as industrial mat

ters. Even the clergy seemed less suspicious. Rutten took advantage 

of this situation entering claims for other professorships in 

Nijmegen. As soon as the war was over, professors and readers began 

tobe appointed for psychopathology, developmental and theoretical 

psychology, psychodiagnostics and the psychology of culture and 

religion, Rutten himself continued to lecture on general, social, 

and industrial psychology. All these professors were, of course, 

'good Catholics', which more or less influenced the kind of psycho

logy they taught. This did not prevent them, however, from develo-

ping a 

world. 

critical view on wrongs perpetrated within the Catholic 

Particularly F. Buytendijk (theoretical psychology) and H. 

Fortmann (psychology of culture and religion) were deeply involved 

in a struggle against the Catholic morality, which tended to reduce 

psychological problems faced by Catholics to moral issues or sinful 

behavior. Buytendijk and Fortmann, on the other hand, considered 

such matters primarily as mental health problems. On a more theore

tical level, both were greatly influenced by the Existentialism of 

Sartre and the Phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty. 

By the end of the fifties, psychology in Nijmegen had become a 

full-grown department, still firmly anchored in the organizational 

framework provided by Rutten. Experimental work remained subordi

nate to a psychological discipline which was both pragmatic and 

humanistic in orientation. 
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The second experimental revolution 

in 

At about the same time a younger generation of psychologists 

Holland (De Groot, Snij ders, Kouwer, etc.) were beginning to 

dissatisfied with the 'unscientific character' of Dutch grow 

psychology. Impressed by the methods and results of American expe-

rimental psychology, they propagated a more quantitative and objec

tive approach, expecially in psychodiagnostics. They opposed the 

widespread qualitative and subjective approach being used, particu

larly its theoretical manifestations as respresented by the 'Pheno

menological school' in Utrecht (Buytendij k, Linschoten, etc.). In 

Nijmegen too, a younger generation of students and staff members 

had started a silent revolution. Psychology must be devoid of the 

value judgments present in theoretical humanism and should once 

again look at the natural sciences for its model. 

Rutten partly supported this development. Directly after World 

War II, he had visisted the United States and had been able to get 

financial aid for the rebuilding of the psychological laboratory, 

which had been burned during the war. He also arranged for American 

professors to take their sabbatical year in Nijmegen, with the 

possibility for Nijmegen students to take courses in the U.S. 

Although he was aware of the fundamental differences between U.S. 

psychology and the Dutch tradition, Rutten was convinced of the 

importance of developments in American Psychology. In his opinion, 

psychology should be pluralistic. Human behavior had to be studied 

in the laboratory, as well as in everyday life. In addition to a 

psychology of learning, perception and motivation, Nijmegen needed 

to develop a psychology of human behavior (gedragsleer). This, he 

maintained, could serve as theoretical and methodological framework 

for the observational studies in various areas of everyday life. 

The younger generation of Nijmegen staff members, however, was 

more interested in psychological processes than in human beha

vior. They had considered the experiment the 'via regia' for scien

tific psychology. Compared wi th tb.e thirties, experimental psycho

logists had more adequate apparatus and better statistical techni

ques at their disposal. For this reason, experimental psychology 
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was able to expand to such a degree that it could become the domi

nant ideological force in academic psychology. Between 1960 and 

1968, readers and professors were appointed in Nijmegen for experi

mental methodology, psychology of learning, motivation and percep

tion, mathematical psychology and statistics, and animal and 

physiological psychology. This was accompanied by a profound change 

in climate and scope, corresponding to the more general waning of 

church influence. 

In the course of the sixties, nearly all Dutch psychology, 

including Nijmegen, lost its specific local character and became 

subordinate to American mainstream psychology. The latter had 

undergone a transition which was not without repercussions in 

Holland. On the one hand, the development of an experimental, 
1 value-free' psychology, and on the other hand, the emergence of 

various humanistic psychotherapies and interview techniques, spur

red on by Carl Rogers' client·-c:entered therapy. The differences 

between two forms of psychological activity appeared too great to 

make reconciliation in one unified scientific discipline possi

ble2) _ 

Concluding remarks: (1) As long as Nijmegen psychology had a 

lim:i.ted and regional character, it was able to combine theory, 

method and practice in a flexible way. The introduction of American 

thought, produced an experimental as well as a therapeutic revolu

t:i.on which split up psychology. In the academic world, this clea

vage is often hidden behind formulas like 'experimental and applied 

psychology' or 'specialization in one of the fields of psychology', 

suggesting some unity where there is, in fact, none tobe found. 

(2) Psychology has been juggling between science and society. In 

the course of the last century, it was torn apart by the desire to 

become a 'real science' and the desire to be pragmatic. Whereas 

Rutten tried and partly succeeded in combining both requirements, 

his original synthesis of science and society was pushed aside when 

American psychology took the lead and the ranks of psychology 

became filled w:i.th 'specialists'. 
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Notes 

1) This text is based on a historical investigation which is more 

extensively reported in: R. Abma: Psychologie en katholicisme: 

een episode uit de geschiedenis van de Nijmeegse psychologie, 

in Psychologie en maatschappij, 1979, 7, pp. 35-65 (including 

a list of references and sources). Helpful comments on the 

current text were made by Kathy Davis, H.arrie Kempen, Sylvia 

Lammers and Paul Voestermans. 

2) Obviously there is more to psychology than experimenting and 

counseling. I have chosen these two extremes to demonstrate 

the cleavage in psychology which I view as fundamental. I have 

worked this out in more detail in: R. Abma. Psychologie als 

historisch verschijnsel, in H. Boutellier en L. Wouda (red.). 

Progressieve ontwikkelingen in de psychologie, SUA, Amsterdam, 

1981, pp. 314-319. 
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EMOTION: SOME REFLECTIONS ON JAMES' CONCEPTION 

SUMMARY 

Sybe Terwee, 

Leiden University 

The Netherlands 

In this paper, James' theory of emotion is expounded as an effort 

to clear the ground for a new, unitary paradigm of emotion-research 

in psychology. 

It is maintained, with a reference to Wittgenstein' s philosophy of 

mind, that James failed to provide, at least in some 

respects, a consistent framework for later and 

research. However, his views under discussion here have exerted an 

undeniable influence on the 20th century psychology of emotion; 

this may be considered a rather paradoxical 

conceptual confusion. 

EMOTION 

effect of a 

Toset the stage for the problem I want to discuss in this paper, 

let me take you back in time to the International Congress of 

held in Rome, 77 years ago. 

On April 30, 1905 William James read a paper in French titled 'La 

notion de conscience', which was about radical empiricism. He sent 

this paper to bis friend Charles Sanders Peirce, who replied 

enthousiastically: (July 23, 1905) "When you write English (it is 

better to say the disagreeable thing) I can seldom at all satisfy 

myself that I know what you are driving at. Your writing would, I 

can see, be immensibly forcible if one knew what you meant; but one 

don't". This was by no means a unique isolated comrnent on the 

work of his friend. And from time to time James replied in the same 

spirit; though he, in his more modest way, explained that he didn't 

understand a word of Pierce's writings. Not much later Peirce wrote 

in another letter: "I just have one lingering whish, for your sake 

and that of the countless minds that, directly or indirectly, you 
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influence. lt is that you, if you are not too old, would try to 

learn to think wi th more exacti tude. I f you had a fortnight to 

spare I believe I could do something for you, and through you to 

the world; but perhaps I do not sufficiently take account of other 

psychical conditions than purely rational ones ... '' However, Peirce 

continued: "I have often, both in my lextures and in my printed 

papers, pointed out how far higher is the faculty of reasoning from 

rather inexact ideas than of reasoning from formal definitions 

(Peirce, CP 8, 260). 

11 

It is good to note that at the time this was written, James had 

reached the respectable age of 65, while Pierce was 3 years older. 

There is no historical evidence that James took the lessons offered 

by Peirce. Maybe the reason is indicated by Peirce himself: James 

was perfectly well able to reason in a specific domain, that is to 

say, he found his way with sufficient exactitude in the fuzzy 

problems of psychology. Nevertheless, bis ideas and arguments were 

sometimes confused, and it is about one of these ideas that I whish 

to reise a few questions in the following. With this in mid let us 

take a closer look at James' theory of emotion. 

As an exact measurestick, if such a thing is possible at all, I 

will use some ideas of what has been called the most influential 

philosopher of this century, Ludwig Wittgenstein, whose ideas are 

fairly well-known from works like the Ph.ilosophical Investigations, 

The Blue and Brown Books and Zettel. When I shall quote, however, I 

will mainly draw upon the volumes titles 'Remarks on the Philosophy 

of Psychologg' that have recently appeared in a bilangual edition. 

It is remarkable that so little has been written on the influence 

that James had on Wittgenstein, or on the relation between the two, 

e.g. concerning their views of religion and mysticism. To my know

ledge, virtually nothing has been written concerning the influence 

of James' pragmatism on Wittgenstein, nor about the inspiration 

Wittgenstein got from reading James' Principles of Psychologg (PP). 

Although many people know that James explained the concept of 

'family-resemblances' 

Experience', just a 

in Lecture 2 of his 'Varieties of Religious 

few notes have appeared on the meaning of 
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religion in the 'Varieties of Religious Experience' andin Wittgen

stein' s Tractatus. Les us first take a look at James' theory of 

emotion, the so-called James-lange theory as we find it expounded 

in every textbook of psychology nowadays. As Titchener claimed in a 

paper he published in 1914, the one novel featute of James' theory 

was his assertion of its novelty. However I will leave the histori

cal question as to the origins of this theory for what it is, 

because even a tentative answer would lead us back at least to 

Aristotle. About emotions like grief, fear, rage and love James 

states: "Our natural way of thinking about these coarser emotions 

is that the mental perception of some facts excites the mental 

affection called emotion, and that this latter state of mind gives 

rise to the bodily expression. My theory, on the contrary, is that 

the bodily changes follow directly the perception of the exiting 

fact, and that our feeling of the same changes as they occur IS the 

emotion" (PP, 449). Common-sense says, we tremble because we are 

afraid, but James thinks it is the other way around: we are afraid 

because we tremble. Immediately, cri tics pointed out that some 

people tremble, while others don't, and asked for an explanation. 

Of course, for any common-sense theory of emotion, the answer is 

obvious. 

In a reaction to this critics, James explained that it is the total 

situation which is the 'object' to which the subject, formed by its 

history, reacts. (CER, p. 50; 'The Physical Basis of Emotion', 

1894). Had he worked out this idea, he would have arrived at a 

cognitive theory of the sort we will discuss later on in this 

paper. But he never returned to the prob lern. For this reason I 

think the Dutch psychologist Linschoten was mistaken, in his book 

on James, to speak of James' "phenomenological theory of emotion"; 

his thesis demands a good deal of hineininterpretieren. 

So, in some situations we run away, in other situations, when we 

are armed, we take a shot at the bear. Only in the first case, it 

is clear from our reaction that we are afraid; in the second case, 
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a hunter may be happy with the sudden opportunity of a little 

exercise. 

What are James' arguments in favour of his theory? He argues that 

our body reacts to obj ects and events wi th numerous and subtle 

changes, changes which we are able to feel. If we fancy some strong 

emotion, and then try to abstract from our consciousness of it all 

the feelings of its bodily symptoms, we find we have nothing left. 

The affections are made up of those bodily changes which we ordi

narily call their expressions. This can also be concluded from the 

fact t.hat the voluntary arousal of the expression of a special 

emotion is able to produce the emotion itself. E.g., panic is 

increased by flight, and 'each fit of sobbing makes the sorrow more 

acute'. (PP. 463). 

With this new theory, James hoped to provide a new framework for 

psychological research into emotion. The trouble with 19th tentury 

psychology was its lack of a central point of view; psychologists 

did not look for the general causes of the emotions. Now, these are 

indubitably physiological, according to James, and the new theory 

states the problem as a causal question: "just what changes does 

this object and what changes does that object excite? ... We step 

from a superficial to a deep order of inquiry ... We now have the 

question as to how any given 'expression' of anger or fear may have 

come to exist; and that is a real question of physiological mecha

nics on the one hand, and of history on the other ... " (PP, 453/4). 

As you probably have noticed, there is some similari ty between 

these ideas and Wittgenstein's views on the relation between emo

tion and expression. With his private language argument, as brought 

forward in the Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein attacked 

the popular notion of subjective, private feelings, that are some

times given expression or result in certain actions, but are really 

known only to the individual himself. That conception presupposes 

the existence of a private language, and Wittgenstein showed the 
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impossibility of such a thing with references to the concept of 

rule-following behaviour. A rule cannot be followed just by one 

person or only once. (P.I., 199). If we view the expression of an 

emotion as if it were the description of a private object, the 

object falls out of the picture. 

This criticism of private languages is accompanied by a positive 

account of how feelings get their meaning and how the meaning is 

related to their expression. Basically, the positive amount runs 

like this: children first react to their environment in a natural 

way, with 'primitive reactions' (RPP, I, 313), e.g. they will cry 

when feelings hungry. In the RPP Wittgenstein asks: "How do you 

know, then, that the experience that you have is the one we call 

'pain' ?". And his ans wer is: "That is different - I know that, 

because my spontaneous behaviour in certain situations is what is 

called the expression of pain" (RPP, I, 304). Here I presuppose 

that these remarks on pain can be generalized to at least the 

'coarser' emotions. Gradually, we learn rules and are able to 

transform the natural expressions of emotion into more 'civilized' 

and conventional responses when necessary. E. g., we will not cry 

immediately, but say instead: 'I feel sad, because this or that 

happened'. Our reaction is called the expression of an emotion, but 

it would be wrong to regard it as an external sign of an internal 

event: this whole terminology is inadequate, although it is true 

that we sometimes try to hide our feelings or thoughts from others. 

As is well-known, however, people frequently fail to do this 

adequately, with the result that others know their feelings as well 

as, or even better than, they themselves do. This is possible 

because the criteria for emotions are behavioral reactions. 'If 

someone behaves in such-and-such a way under such-and-such circum

stances, we say that she is sad. (We say it of a dog too). To this 

extent it cannot be said that the behavior is the cause of the 

sadness; it is its symptom' (RRP, II, 324). 

Now, in view of all this, it becomes easy to understand what Witt

genstein's criticism of James' theory of emotion consists of. 
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According to Wittgenstein, the relation between an emotion and its 

expression is not a contingent fact, a co-variation of two indepen

dent ent.ities: it is a logical or conceptual relation. James, as 

much disagreeing with the traditional view as Wittgenstein, tries 

to correct the errors of tbis view by suggesting that, as a matter 

of contingent facts, the order of sequence is contrary to what is 

commonly believed. The emotion follows as it were its 'expression', 

and the stuff out of which emotions are made is bodily reactions. 

That is to say, he presents his solution in the form of an empiri

cal hypothesis, which could essentially be subjected to experimen

tal testing. Here it should be added that James admitted the diffi

culty of testing the theory in practice (cf. PP, II, 454). It is 

this self-misunderstanding in James' psychology that Wittgenstein 

tries to correct. He appreciates James' insight into the nature and 

meaning of emotions and their expression, and insight of real 

philosophical interest, that would eventually have the power to 

clear the ground for empirical psychology. However, in order to 

make his ideas acceptable to practitioners in the field, James 

thought it necessary to present bis idea in the form of a testable, 

empirical hypothesis which would - in accordance to the principles 

of pragmatism -lead to some particular consequence in our future 

practical experience. (cf. CER, P. 412). This meant he had to 

vulgarize its philosophical contents. The result was a mongrel 

product, not a philosophical statement and not an empirical theory 

either. 

In a different context, Wittgenstein mentions James' psychology in 

one breath with Goethe' s theory of colours: "it really isn' t a 

theory at all. Nothing can be predicted with it. It is, rat.her, a 

vague schematic outline of the sort we find in James' psychology. 

Nor is there any experimentum crucis which could decide for or 

against the theory" (RC, I, 70). And on James he comments else

where: 'here too James says something that sounds like a psycho

logical statement and is not one ... it would have tobe proven by 

the experience of individuals' (RPP, I, 173). 
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Let us su.m up how Wittgenstein evaluates the James-Lange theory of 

emotion. He agrees with it on four main points. 

1. Emotions are tied up intimately with bodily reactions, and in 

a sense, the reaction of the body indeed is the emotion. 

2. James' revision of the traditional view, with its dualistic 

suppositions, is justified and necessary. 

3. Emotions are not private phenomena, and any psychology which 

wishes to regard them as such is doomed to end either in 

subjective introspectionism or in a pseudo-objective behavio

rism. 

4. The object of emotion is the total situation, an event within 

its context. 

However, he disagrees with James on the following issues: 

a. To speak of a 'sequence in time' of bodily reaction and emo

tion is misleading. The real issue consists in the conceptual 

connection between the two. 

b. James replaces the traditional dualism by another dualism of 

physiological events and the subjective perception of these 

events. 

c. To say that emotion is made up bodily changes is making a 

pseudoempirical statement. Bodily changes are only the sign or 

criteria of what we call emotions (cf: RPP, I, 451/6; II, 325; 

Z, 495). 'lt cannot be said that the behaviour is the cause of 

sadness: it is its symptom' (RPP, II, 324). 

d. In the first-person case, I cannot say that I am afraid be

cause I tremble, as James contends. If asked for the reason 

for my fear I would point to the bear, and not to my trembling 

band (RPP, II, 24; cf RPP, I, 454). 

What we have said about Wittgenstein' s criticism so far leads to 

the following conclusion. James clearly recognized a conceptual 

problem in the foundations of late nineteenth century research into 

emotion. He conceived part of the right solution, but because he 

tried to present it as an empirical hypothesis he detracted from 
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his original philosophical conception. Subsequently, this vulgari

zation of his philosophical ideas lead to much di scussion and 

confusion. 

You will have understood that so far I am in general agreement with 

Wi ttgenstein' s views. If there is any truth in his theory of emo

tion, or bet ter, in bis phi losophy of mind, we would expect i t to 

have exerted some influence on empirical psychology. So, it is 

interesting to take a look at the state of affairs in present-day 

psychology. Did Wittgenstein' s idea exert any rea 1 influence? Are 

the shortcomings of the James-Lange theory that we discussed 

earlier indeed recognized as mistakes by theorists in the field of 

psychology? Textbooks are careful to explain the essentials of 

James-Lange 

theory and 

to students of psychology, along with the Cannon-Bard 

the Schachter-Singer theory. The reason for this is, 

that the James-Lange theory is at the roots of the newer theories 

that emerged during this century. And although nobody literally 

believes in James-Lange, many researchers in the field agree that 

it has never been falsified properly. The Schachter-Singer or 

cognitive-arousal theory, which gave rise to a lot of empirical 

research during the past 20 years, is basically Jamesian. lt sug

gests that the emotions that we report to ourselves or to others 

result from the ways in which we interpret not only our state of 

arousal, but also the situation causing the arousal. lt is presup

posed that there is only one form of bodily arousal which only 

varies in intens i ty. Consequently, the bodil y rea ction in i tse 1 f 

cannot provide us with much information about the precise nature of 

our emotion. This is the main difference with James, who speaks of 

the body as a perfect 'soundingboard' that reacts differently to 

every new stimulus. Cognitive arousal theory has lead to a lot of 

experimental studies that try to confirm the idea that people lable 

their emotions in concurrence with their cognitive interpretations 

of the context in which they occur. lt seems plausible indeed that 

we are attributing the causes of our emotions to the envirorunent. 
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To return to the question concerning Wi ttgenstein' s influence on 

empirical psychology: I am afraid this influence is non-existent, 

at least I could not point to any idea in present-day theory or 

methodology that really has been inspired by his ideas. Wittgen

stein' s critics, I suppose, will conclude from this that his philo

sophy of mind is simply too outrageous to find any support among 

men of science. I don't think one could stage it that easy. Witt

genstein was not so excentric in his philosophical ideas as he is 

sometimes believed to be. With his theory of emotion he finds 

himself in basic agreement with many other philosophers. I mention 

only some thinkers of a phenomenological bent, e.g. Sartre: 

'Esquisse d'une theorg des emotions' or Frijda' s theory of the 

recognition of emotion, and German philosophers like Scheler and 

Plessner. Still, the answer to the question 'what is an emotion?' 

has not yet been found. A quotation from a recent study by Leven

thal who aims at a comprehensive theory of emotion (1980) will 

suffice: "The one thing upon which various emotion theorists agree 

is, that the concept of ernotion is poorly defined and research is 

fragmented and unintegrated" (Leventhal 1980, p. 140). 

James certainly would feel sorry might he hear this, and perhaps 

turn himself in his grave, if he was still alive. 

There are several answers possible with regard to such a sceptic 

statement, of which I mention only three that come directly to 

mind. 

One could think, first of all, that the one definition that will 

eventually bring peace and cooperation between the various theories 

in psychology has not yet been found. Second, one could maintain 

that one' s own definition is the best ever given, while other 

theories stubbornly fail to recognize this fact. One could also, 

thirdly, argue that one definition of emotion will never be agreed 

on, because the exclusion of other definitions and visions would be 

impossible, or at least highly improbable, on conceptual and logic 

grounds. 
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According to this last view, emotion and i ts defini tion founds a 

phenomenon dependent on historical and cultural notions that are 

changing continuously. Many workers in psychology have a problem in 

recognizing this possibility and admitting its reality. 

I would suggest here that psychologists are still committing the 

same mistake as that made by James, that is to say, they only 

believe in facts, experimental data with immediate 'cash-value' and 

are fairly disinterested in theoretical conceptions. 

Seen from this point of view, James' errors and alleged self-mis

understanding turn out tobe a perfect understanding of the wants 

of his fellow scientists. Or, in the words of Peirce, it is the 

faculty of reasoning from rather inexact ideas, where one cannot 

furnish to logicians the exact forms that they are skilled in 

dealing with, but where, nevertheless, one comes to the right 

conclusions in most cases. 

"That faculty makes one useful", wrote Peirce, "while I am like a 

miser who picks up things that might be useful to the right person 

at the right time, but which, in fact, are utterly useless to 

anybody else ... " (letter, june 13, 1907). 

This might be read as an indication of the difference between 

Peirce's pragmaticism ('effects that might conceivably have practi

cal bearings') and James' interpretation of it, the "cash-value 

pragmatism" that has been so much more influential. 

James conceived the conceptual framework that he creates as a fresh 

alternative to dull classification into an empirical hypothesis. 

This made his theory, indeed, influential both in his times and 

later on in this century. 

The question with which I want to conclude is: will it remain 

influential in the long run, and if so, for what reason? Because it 

forms a testable hypothesis, or, on the contrary, because it is one 

of the various possible ground-positions in the philosophy of 
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emotion, that will turn up again in the course of history, with 

different faces? 

I cannot resist the temptation ,to quote one time ,more, as a respon

se to my own question. Wittgenstein gave a partial answer in his 

criticism of presentday psychology: "in psychology there are expe

rimental methods and conceptual confusion ( ... ). The existence of 

the experimental method makes us think we have the means of solving 

the problems which trouble us: though problem and method pass each 

other by" (PI, p. 232). 
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The case is made for cognitive-psychological research based on 

introspection. At the heart of the argument is the call for a basic 

distinction between data collection and theory construction. Intro

spection may be used for the former, but not for the latter. Once 

this segregation is maintained much of the standard criticism of 

introspection does not seem to hold. By way of implementation, the 

basic distinction is supplemented by consideration of the choice of 

material tobe studied, of the level of the analysis, of the mode 

of interpretation, as well as of the epistemological status of the 

investigation. Throughout the discussion reference is made both to 

historical cases and to current research conducted by the author. 

Introspection has a notorious his tory. No other method of 

psychological research has been the target of such criticism, both 

extensive and harsh. Boring, (1953) the famous historian of the 

field, might have been blatant when saying that "Introspection that 

does not lie does not exist", but certainly his appraisal was not 

unrepresentative. Indeed, throughout the century of their existen

ce, psychology in general and cogni ti ve psychology in particular 

have viewed their freeing themselves from introspection as one of 

the foremost steps towards becoming full-fledged scientific disci

plines. In the past few decades this stance, as well as the practi

cal ramifications it implies, have been particularly pronounced. 

There have also been other voices. While not numerous, these 

have been definitely prominent. In surveying the methods of psycho

logy, William James (1890) went as far as claiming that 
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Introspective observation is what we have to rely on first and 

foremost and always. The word introspection need hardly be 

defined -it means, of course, the looking into our own minds 

and reporting what we there discover. Every one agrees that we 

there discover states of consciousness. The existence of such 

states has never been doubted All people unhesitantly 

believe that they feel themselves thinking, and that they 

distinguish the mental state as an inward activity or passion, 

for all the objects with which it may cognitively deal. I 

regard this belief as the most fundamental of all the postula

tes of Psychology, and shall d:i.scard all curious :i.nqu:i.ries 

about its certainty as too metaphysical 

Following these comments, James offered his, by now, classical, 

"investigation of the mind from within", namely, his study of the 

stream of thought (1890, chapter IX). 

James was not the first. In 1879 Galton published his "Psycho

metrie experiments" (see Crovitz, 1970) in which he "desired to 

show how whole strata of mental operations that have lapsed out of 

ordinary consciousness admit of being dragged into light, recorded 

and treated statistically, and how the obscurity that attends the 

initial steps of our thoughts can thus be pierced and dissipated. 

He proclaimed showing "measurably the rate at which associations 

sprung up, their character, the date of their first formation, 

their tendency to recurrence, and their relative precedence". In 

his famous walk Galton "scrutinised with attention every successive 

object that caught (his) eyes, and (he) allowed (bis) attention to 

rest on it until one or two thoughts has arisen through direct 

association with that object; then (he) took very brief mental note 

of them, and passed on to the next object". The repeated walks 

eventually produced a compendium of 75 words and ideas associated 

witb them. "Tbe results" collected in the course of "a most repug

nant and laborious work", were deemed by the ardent introspectio

nist "tobe as trustworthy as any other statistical series that has 

been collected with equal care". Ironically, Galton might have been 

bogged down by bis adamancy on methodology and statistics. In bis 
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experiments he created, in fact, the method of free association and 

even came to the appreciation of its power in eliciting vast samp

les of seemingly bygone incidents from the course of one's entire 

life, with a persistent bias on early childhood experiences. Galton 

failed, however, to draw one step further and to consolidate his 

insightful self-observations i nto a theory. Such an enterprise was 

later taken up by Freud. 

The method of introspection clearly plays a crucial role in 

both the practice of psychoanalysis andin its theoretical develop

ment. Clinically, most of the material for the analytic work is 

furnished by means of this method. Dreams and free associations 

could simply not be documented in any other fashion. Historically, 

this process was also crucial in the very construction of the 

psychoanalytic theory; it is well-known that many of Freud's 

psychological insights are the fruits of his own laborious self

introspection. 

James reflected, but actually he did not conduct systematic 

cognitive investigation. Galton was daring is his pilot studies, 

but he did not develop it, and Freud's clinical work was primarily 

concerned wi th the affecti ve. Only wi th the Würzburgers was the 

introspective investigation taken as the cornerstone of a fully

flegded scientific paradigm. Külpe, Mayer, Marbe and Orth are names 

which directly rise in the psychologist's mind when the introspec

tive method is mentioned. I guess the common feeling evoked by the 

work of these early investigators is coloured by romantic enthu

siasm, relentless inquisitiveness and scrupulous toil yet, all 

told, the research program is considered a dead end failure, fruit

less even in the juvenile days of psychology. As pointed out at the 

time by Wundt (see Humphrey, 1963) and by other psychologists 

since, introspection is subjective, its findings are of limited 

reliability, they do not allow independent checks and they are not 

replicable. Arguments of this kind, which have been marshalled 

against the Würzburgers, have come tobe taken as arguments against 

introspection in general. In fact, the downfall of that school has 

been since regarded as demonstrative that the criticism is, indeed, 

decisive and that the issue is closed. 
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The present paper sets itself to put the issue of introspec

tion in a new perspective. lt is guided by the belief that even if 

the arguments raised against the Würzburgers are valid, they need 

not hold as principled arguments against introspection in general. 

The method of introspection is clearly problematic, yet this does 

not necessarily imply that it should never be used. Rather, the 

very criticism suggests that the employment of introspection should 

be guided and constrained. For such an employment to be ap

propriate, the limits of the methods should be appreciated, and 

guidelines, proper for its use should be defined. The examination 

of these is the subject matter of the present paper. 

By way of substantiating the distinction between the Würzbur

gian and the principles use of introspection, let us consider the 

introspective practices of the members of this school. Marbe 

(1901), for example, asked his subjects (amongst them prominent 

psychologists) to observe themselves as they executed simple cogni

tive tasks, and to record the exact processing that was involved. 

One such task was the addition of 8 to 7, and it elicited the 

following reports. (The following is my free translation from the 

original, not otherwise translated, German): "The picture of the 

number 15 appears attached to the interrogation mark", "the inner 

pronounciation of the word 'fifteen' appears after a short pause", 

"15 appears without any association", "no pict.ure of the number 

form". Reports of this kind were taken as conclusive and demonstra

tive, and the nature of mental representation and cognitive proces

ses was taken as immediately determined by them. Specifically, the 

reports constituted the proofs that people think in words, in 

pictures, or in imageless forms. Indeed, it was exactly on this 

basis that the existence of the Bewussteinslage, i.e. the imageless 

thought, was established. The discovery of this mode of thinking 

was taken by the Würzburgers tobe their most significant psycholo

gical discovery (for a review, see Humphrey, 1963). 

The use of introspection just described may bebest characte

rized as direct. As exemplified by Marbe's account, the introspec

tionist psychologist is interested in the workirigs of the human 
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mind, and he wants to construct a theoretical model of its dyna

mics. In order to accomplish this goal, he sets himself to look 

inside. He is attenti ve, and he tries to be as accurate as pos

sible. Hopefully, the care would prove worthwhilf; and actual mental 

structures and processes would be observed, detected and deciphe

red. Isn' t careful looking the essence of science? Alas, this is 

the Achilles heel of the entire enterprise. One cannot simply turn 

one' s head inside, so to speak, look and settle psychological 

issues. These remarks, note, are not specific to introspection. In 

no science can theoretical issues be solved by the direct obser

vation of facts. As pointed out by Feyerabend (1978) even telesco

pic observations are not immune from the vagaries of the inspector 

who interprets them. In general, all instruments have their own 

rules of use, and for one to profit from an instrument one has to 

acknowledge these rules and to appreciate its limitations. Thus, 

much of the misuse of introspection resulted, to my mind, from the 

failure to recognize the logic of the employment of this instrument 

and from a consequent breaching of the limitations it imposes. It 

is to the examination of this topic that I now turn. 

The first step of the examination is already defined by the 

foregoing discussion. I refer to the distinction between data and 

theoretical interpretation. Essential as they are, facts do not 

constitute science: for this theories are needed. The Würzburgers, 

it appears, failed to make the distinction between the two, nor did 

they appreciate the fact that theories are not direct reflections 

of data. On the one hand, as noted, the generation of theories is 

mediated by instruments associated with procedures of interpreta

tion. On the other hand, as pointed out by Koffka (1912, see 

Mandler and Mandler, 1964) in his (not much known, but higly moder

nistic) critique of introspective Denkpsgchologie, it is one thing 

to perceive an image, and another to postulate as a theore

tical entity in psychological modelling. As marked by Pylyshyn 

(1973) in a totally different context, an image may very well be 

experienced but unless it is systematically incorporated in a 
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account it is only an epiphenomenon. What is implied, 

a fundamental distinction between data collection and 

theory construction. Surely, this distinction is not particular to 

introspection, but with this method it gains special significance. 

Indeed, it seems to me that much of· the criticism marshalled 

against introspection should be taken not as holding against the 

method as such, but rather against the misuse resulting from the 

failure to make this distinction. 

The distinction, I think, also sets guidelines for the proper 

use of introspection. Introspection should be used for the retrie

val of data, but not for the detection of processes, let alone the 

construal of models, or the establishment of theories. Naturally, 

the data collected will be subjective, for only the one particular 

introspectionist could have generated them. For this very reason, 

such data cannot (as James noted) be generated by means of any 

other method. Yet, it should be clear that having generated the 

data, the iotrospectionist ceases to hold any priviledged status 

with respect to them. For any psychological conslusion tobe drawn 

the products of introspection have tobe open to public analysis as 

any other linguistic or cognitive material would be. That data 

collection and theory generation are distinct not only sets a 

restriction on the role of the introspectionist, but also imposes a 

limitation on the theoretician's use of the data he analyses. Just 

as the introspectionist is confined to the furnishing of data, the 

analyzer is confined to the analysis. In other words, the analyzer 

has to adopt a strict phenomenological approach, one which takes 

the data as given. Specifically, the analyzer cannot stipulate that 

the date is inaccurate or incomplete and therefore suggest modifi

cations or ammendments to it. Rather, taking the data as they are, 

the analyzer sets himself to detect the regular patterns in the 

data and to offer ordered characterizations and anchor them in a 

theoretical framework. 

Simple as it is, the division of labor just noted already of

fers a preliminary response to the standard criticism of introspec

tion. The data are, indeed, objectively derived but the analysis 
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is not dependent on the particular introspectionist. Being conduc

ted by other people the analysis is objective, replicable and 

amenable to repeated and independent checks. Yet, clearly, this 

solution is not sufficient. Objective and rigorous as the analysis 

may be, if its subject matter is capricious, what use and interest 

can it have? Necessary as it is, our distinction is, indeed, not 

sufficient. It has to be ammended by constraints on the types of 

material to be investigated, on the appropriate level of their 

analysis, and on the scope of their interpretation. These material, 

analytic and interpretative considerations, as well as the episte

mological ones that will follow them, are now tobe presented. By 

way of illustration, andin order to concretize the discussion, the 

presentation will center around a particular case, drawn from my 

own empirical research. 

First, the material considerations. To counter the subjective 

character of introspection we would like the material investigated 

to be one that minimizes individual differences. Experimental

psychological experience of the past two decades suggest that 

variance is smaller, even insignificant, in tasks which are highly 

automated. Such tasks involve little, if any, problem-solving, and 

are carried out without the individual being aware of the procedu

res involved in their execution. Suchtasks are likely to reflect 

the natural working of the mind, and not the strategies and heuris

tics developed by individuals in response to different contextual 

demands. The tasks employed by the Würzburgers were not of this 

kind. They were solicited by an external agent and they were often 

quite complicated. As a case which does meet the criteria noted 

above I would like to present thought sequences (Shanon 1983), that 

is the series of verbal-like expressions which freely pass in one's 

head. These series, of which (*) is an example are characterized by 

their having experientially distinct beginnings and ends, and of 

their being composed of a rather small number of discrete steps: 

('k) 0. A day earlier the thinker had tried to rernember a 

friend' s name and couldn' t. That same day friends from 

Haifa came to visit and someone said "You' ve got it cold 

in Jerusalem". The sequence starts with a recollection of 
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the utterance: 

L 'You've got it cold in Jerusalem' 

2. Andin Tel Aviv? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

In Tel Aviv - Gabi 

"Tip of the tongue" in an interesting phenomenon 

This is "TOTT" 

No, "TOT" 

7. "TOP" 

8. The concept of "iceberg" and its "top" 

9. Freud: the conscious is like the top part and the un

conscious consists of the bottom part. 

The particular examp1e of thought sequence marks another 

advantage in the study of naturally occuring, automated introspec

tive material. As noted in (--:<), thought-sequences typically reveal 

themselves in introspection as data, not as processes. This state 

of affairs further accentuates the segregation advocated here. 

Processes are less neutral than data (data may, of course, not be 

neutral either, but without data one cannot get off the ground at 

all) and more varied. The variation has already been noted above: 

it is due to psychological processing being heuristic, hence sensi

tive to contextual variations. The neutrali ty is due to the fact 

that the report of processes involves reflection and self-observa

tion. Moreover, the definition of processes presupposes a concep

tual framework, hence hypotheses (even if only implicit) regarding 

the workings of the minds. For these reasons, processes seem to 

call for more involvement of the introspectionist than data do. 

Processes involve in a sense some analysis on the part of the 

introspectionist himself, whereas data minimize the role of the 

introspectionist and pass the bulk of the analysis to the observer. 

(For empirical evidence indicating that people' s reports of data 

are more accurate than their reports of processes (see Nisbett and 

Wilson, 1977; Ericsson and Simon, 1980). 

In concluding the material considerations let me note that 

these are not only qualitative but also quantitative. Clearly, the 

analysis is tobe based on a corpus of data furnished by different 
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people. While each piece of data in itself provides only a limited 

basis for analysis, the corpus as a totality can reveal systematic 

patterns. In this manner the analysis made and the interpretations 

drawn become less dependent on the contribution of the individual 

introspectionist. The study of thought sequence confirms these 

observations. Having amassed a corpus of several hundreds of se

quences, a state of stability has been reached in which the des

cription of the structural patterns in the corpus is not affected 

by the addi tion of new data. In other words, the increase in the 

number of tokens ceases to increase the variety of types. Such a 

state clearly allows for objective analysis which is amenable to 

check. 

The contrast between token and type brings us to the conside-

rations which concern the appropriate level of . The heart 

of the argument is that this level cannot be that of the atomic 

expressions which comprise the sequence. The reason bears on the 

individual variance already noted above. Being des 

tions and assertions, the atornic expressions reflect contents 

pertaining to the introspectionist' s individual . Fur

thermore, being the direct products of introspections, these ex

pressions are more likely tobe affected by the procedure of report 

itself. !1oreover, the atornic expressions do not allow for proper 

check and evaluation. Such check would require a comparison of the 

overt expressions with covert structures, the underlying thoughts 

that are presurnably hidden in the cognizer' s mind. The presently 

advocated methodology perspective, however, does not allow such a 

cornparison to be rnade. The division between data and analysis 

coupled with the phenomenological approach exclude reference to 

covert structures. For us, the only persmissible comparisons are 

between entities which are overt. Consequently, it is not single 

thought expressions, but rat.her parts thereof which define the 

smallest unit of our analysis. This shift of level, note, also sets 

a shift in the type of questions to be found in the analysis. 

Whereas the questions found in conjunction with single expressions 
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are typically contentual, the ones found in conjunction with the 

relations defining higher-ordered entities may also be structural. 

Structures are less particular than content; they are not associa

ted with the introspectionist's idiosyncratic experiences, nor are 

they likely to be consciously appreciated by him. For all these 

reasons, structures are less affected by the process of data col

lection and they are more amenable to theoretical formulation. 

Specifically, abstract and not context-dependent structures can 

appear in conj unction wi th different contents. As a consequence 

they permit repeated checks, hence objective evaluations and more 

general conclusions. 

The last remarks draw us to the interpretative considerations. 

The shift from content to structure entails a shift from an extrin

sic evaluation to one which is intrinsic. The two types of evalua

tion are associated with two basic theories of truth: that of 

correspondence and that of coherence. As pointed out by the stan

dard critiques of introspection, and as stipulated by the present 

methodological restrictions, data collected by means of this method 

cannot be evaluated on the basis of correspondence. The standard 

conclusion is that data allow for no objective evaluation whatso

ever. The above rnentioned analytical considerations, however, 

readily suggest evaluation on the basis of coherence. Such an 

evaluation will consist of the definitions of regular patterns 

which together define a compact well-ordered system. The study of a 

large corpus of thought sequences suggests that the structural 

relations between coupled thought expressions do, in fact, define 

such a system. Specifically, while there is no principled restric

tion on what thoughts may pass in one' s mind, the relationship 

between adjacent thought expressions do seem tobe constrained. lt 

appears that the number of such possible relationships is srnall and 

that together these relationships define a formalizable coherent 

system (for details, see Shanon, 1983). 

Replacing correspondence evaluations by coherence ones is a 

move with significant epistemological remifications. It implies 

that the question whether thought sequences, or any other introspec-
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tive reports (dreams, for example, cf. Wittgenstein, 1953, Malcolm, 

1962) correspond to "real" psychological states loses much of its 

relevance. Whether such correspondence actually holds or not will 

determine neither the merit of the analysis nor its interest. If 

systematic coherence is found, the data and the analysis are surely 

of significance. This last appraisal, note, is not specific to 

introspective psychological studies. Following Kant (1953), western 

philosophy exhibits a progressive trend, which dominates the role 

of extrinsic considerations; in current philosophy of science the 

role of intrinsic considerations is clearly dominant (the methodo

logy adopted in transformational-generative linguistics is a para

digmatic example, see Chomsky, 1965, as well as Soames and Perlmut

ter, 1979). Yet, in the case of introspection the epistemological 

considerationas are of special significance. Introspection is 

unique in that it is not only an instrument for the collection of 

data. Unlike any other tool of observation, introspection is itself 

an object of inquiry in the field of investigation in which it is 

being employed. This, while the telescope or the microscope are 

mere technical instruments, introspection is, in fact, a genuine 

cognitive phenomenon. Consequently, even if the products of intro

spection are nor the direct reflections of underlying thoughts, 

they are still manifestations of the workings of the mind. Thus, to 

the allegation that these might not constitute a reliable documen

tation of thoughts proper, we can retort that we simply do not 

care. Nothing would be detracted from the interest of an investiga

tion if, instead of being characterized as the study of thought, it 

would be characterized as the study of introspection. Practically, 

the epistemological considerations noted bear no concrete ramifica

tions which are not already implied by the analytic and interpreta

tive considerations. 

Yet, philosophically, the entire issue of introspection is placed 

by these considerations in a new light. The restrictions on the use 

of introspection now can be viewed not as mere methodological 

constraints implied by the shortcomings of this methods, but rather 

as guidelines of scientific conduct which altogether free one from 
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the problems traditionally associated with the method of introspec

tion. 
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LOGICAL SEMANTICS AS A RESEARCH TOOL FOR THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY 

Han F. de Wit 

Free University, Amsterdam 

Summary 

The relevance and nature of logical semantics as a tool for 

research in the history of psychology is illustrated by clearing up 

some semantical confusion about the interpretation of the universe 

of discourse that behavioral and phenomenological languages of 

psychology seem to imply. A formal explication is proposed. lt is 

suggested that the universe of discourse Db of behavioral theories 

basically consists of events or propositions, while the universe of 

discourse D of phenomenological and related theories consists of a 
p 

semantically different set of so-called 'meaningful events'. The 

meaning of 'meaningful events' is explained by making use of Hin

tikka's semantics of modal logic and propositional attitudes. 

Criteria for (dis-)similarity of elements of Db and Dp are stated, 

which have different bearings on the notion of objectivity in both 

groups of psychological languages. Although the way Db and Dp are 

divided into subsets by further terminological stipulations is by 

and large the same in behavioral and phenomenological psychology, 

Db and Dp are definitely different sets; which might explain some 

of the terminological confusion on the basis of apparent understan

ding. 

1. Introduction 

Particularly over the last decades, history of psychology as a 

scientific discipline has developed a great variety of tools that 

enable us to develop an objective perspective on the growth and 

changes of psychological theories. Just to mention one of them, 

historiometric tools are helpful to get some exact, though possibly 

incomplete information about the direction that psychological 

thinking and writing is taking. 

Another variety of tools that are relevant to the historiogra

phy of psychology is provided by the application of linguistics to 
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psychological language. In particular logical semantics, as a 

linguistic discipline, that focusses on the relationship between 

language and that which language speaks about, has become more and 

more relevant to what could be called 'theoretical psychology'. So 

what we would like to do is, to show in what way logical semantics 

in an invaluable tool for carrying out research that has psycholo

gical ways of thinking or writing as its object. Basically, logical 

semantics, as developed by logicians like Carnap (1956, 1968), 

Hintikka (1969), Montague (1969) and many others, can be applied to 

compare and clarify the meaning of different psychological termino

logies, whether these terminologies are 'old' or 'new', strange or 

familiar. 

In order to illustrate the way logical semantical research 

works, we will show i ts application to a couple of key terms of 

such different language as the languages of behavioral and phenome

nological psychology. 

2. The releva.nce of semantical research for psgchology 

The reason for looking into the meaning of psychological 

terminology is an old one; first of all language, natural, scienti

fic or formal, is the medium in which the resul ts of scientific 

investigations are formulated and by which the systematic experien

ce of the investigator is made accessible to the present and future 

(scientific) community. Second, there are, especially in the social 

sciences, a great variety of theories and languages that seem to 

pertain to more or less the same universe of discourse. Although 

they are often related, no explicit rules of translation exist 

between the different languages which speak about social or psycho

logical reality. Inasmuch as a scientific language has been emanci

pated from the vagueness of natural language, the nonexistence of 

rules of translation between them is a consequence of i ts raison 

d'etre, which creates not so much a scientific but a social problem 

between layman and scientist. But between the languages (and the 

theories formulated in them) which are considered tobe scientific 

or precise, the nonexistence of rules which give information like 
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'term X of language means the same as term Y in language L.' 
J 

bars the understanding between scientists. As a consequence the 

results of , when formulated in L. do not 
1 

always 'spread' to Or, in the opposite case, if the identity of 

meaning (synonymy) of a term 'X' that occurs in as well as in 

L., is 
J 

assumed at face value - although the semantical relation-

ships between 'X' and other terms in L. differ from the relation-
1 

ships of 'X' with other terms of L. - then the results of an inves
J 

often do tigation formulated in 

if one wants to do something about 

to L., but wrongly. Now, 
J 

this problematic situation, 

which in our opnion is one of the main stumbling blocks for the 

progress of the social sciences and the development of their theo

ries, the obvious approach is semantical analysis of the terms 

which are most common in present theories. For, if we would have 

semantical models of the language and L. at our disposal, we 
J 

would be in a position to formulate rules of translation on the 

basis of the isomorphy 

exist at all. 

homomorphy) of the models, i f such' rules 

As empirical theories in rare meant to refer to some 

domain of inidividuals, a referential theory of meaning, according 

to which the concept of meaning is explained by the notion of 

extension, is taken as our methodological basis. What we will try 

to do is to give some sketchy hints for the construction of a few 

very simple models, us the semantics of propositional and modal 

logic as our building blocks. 

Because the semantical analysis of empirical terms of psycho

logy is still a rather unexplored area of theoretical research, we 

will narrow down the scope of our investigation to a problem area 

that is basic to all theory construction: 

a) the selection of the domain D about which a theory is intended 

to speak; and 

b) the choice of criteria according to which two elements in D 

are considered tobe 'the same' or 'similar'; 

c) and explanation of basic terms that are related to the choice 

or interpretation of D. 
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Tobe able to deal with this area of analysis we need some 

logical equipment. Expecially the semantics of modal logic appears 

tobe of great use with respect to the interpretation of the domain 

of psychological theories. As the semantics of model logic and 

propositional attitudes are well known, we will not go into the 

technical explanation of its concepts here (vide Hintikka, 1969). 

3. The domain (universe of discourse) of psgchological theories 

Psychological theories might be divided into two groups. 

3.1. Phenomenalistic theories 

Theories belonging to this group pertain to sense data, i.e. 

to events that impinge on the sensory apparatus of the organism. Or 

as a psychologist would qualify the phenomenalistic group: behavio

ristic or stimulus-response-theories. The domain D of behavioristic 

theories may easily be identified as a set containing stimulus 

events and response events. The question about the choice of a 

criterion for similarity of elements in D, whether stimuli or 

responses is usually (see Skinner 1938, Estes 1955, Bezembinder 

1970) dealt with in a very interesting and paradoxical way: simila

determined and defined in rity of stimulus events s. and s. is 
]. J 

terms of similarity of response events r(s.) and r(s.), which are 
]. J 

elicited by the stimuli s. and 
]. 

responses to two stimuli gives 

s .. The similarity of two particular 
J 

us the information in what sense the 

stimuli are 'similar'. This semantic dependency of the terms 'sti

mulus' and 'response', implied by this criterion, suggests a deci

sion rule like the following. If both s. and s. are (materially) 
]. J 

implied by the same response r of an organism x, then and only 
X 

then are the stimuli for x or in symbolic notation: 

(1) s. = s. if and only if (r 
l. X J X 

s.) - (r 
l. X 

s.) 
J 

Here the sign '=' has the meaning 'similar to x'. Put into another, 
X 

more colloquial form: two (stimulus) events are similar if and only 

if each of them is a necessary condition for the same (response) 
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event. Phenomenalistic theories can be seen as theories about 

events, i.e. states of affairs or propositions, and the similarity 

of events can be explained as a relationship of implication between 

s and r seen ans propositions. Of course (1) is a rather crude 

explanation, which has a couple of shortcomings: first of all the 

notion of causal relationship between s and r is obviously not the 

same as the notion of material implication. Second, the relation

ship between s and r is usually conceptualized in terms of probabi

lity. On the other hand the notion that s is likely to elicit r 

goes back to the idea of s as a necessary but possibly not suffi

cient condi tion for the occurrence of r. Also ( 1) brings out the 

old problem of behaviorism whether it is conceptually possible that 

two 'different' stimuli bring about the 'same' response, the 

semantical dependency between s and r. However this may be, here we 

will be particularly interested in the role of variable x 

under 3.3), or as it is called in behaviorism, the 'organism x' 

which is supposed to be the material substratum of the responses 

r . 
X 

3.2 Phenomenological theories 

The phenomenological group of theories will be defined broadly 

here as containing not only phenomenalastic statements (in the form 

of propositions about events), but also 'geisteswissenschaftliche' 

theories and more modern hybrids like existential and humanistic 

psychologies. 

The theories in this group seem to have in common that they 

all speak about reality as something that has 'meaning' to us. In 

these theories reality appears more or less like a partner who is 

speaking to us in a very personal way. Often the metaphor of a 

dialogue is used, but even then it is not always clear whether the 

concept of a dialogue is really used as a metaphor or as a descrip

tive term per se. Of course the concept of meaning and the related 

notion of a 'meaningful reality' has nothing to do with another 

concept of meaning, on which the semantical method itself is based, 
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and which is explained by means of the notions of 'truth condition' 

and 'sentence' . In phenomenological and related theories i t is 

perceived reality, not just language which 'conveys meaning' to us. 

And whatever the concept of reality may mean, one thing at least is 

clear, reality does not have truth conditions. The concept of 

meaning as it functions in the second group of theories is closely 

related to the concept of 'intentionality'. In fact, it is a recur

rent theme in the work of Edmund Husserl (1963), and his followers, 

that the meaning of the experienced world is given and constituted 

by the intentionality of the experiencer. Not only does the parti

cular intentionality, which relates subject to object, determine 

the meaning of the object for the subject, but there is also an 

ontological implication: in phenomenology the existence of an 

intention itself amounts to the existence of an intended object, 

and vice versa. Taking 'intentionality' tobe a relation I between 

subject x and object y, the meaning M of an object y for a subject 

x could be explained as the inverse relation of I: 

(2) I(x,y) = M(y,x) 

Because of the ontological implication, the elements in the domain 

D of phenomenological theories exist only as 'meaningful objects'. 

Therefore, it is only for syntactical reasons that a phenomenolo

gist, in our conception, speaks of 'y' and 'its meaning', for it is 

unnecessary to distinguish between the meaning of y and y as an 

element of the phenomenological domain. Likewise there is a tenden

cy in phenomenological writings to identify the subject x with its 

intentionality as such. 

However that may be, we can interpret the elements of D as 

meaningful objects, and the difference and similarity of two ele

ments y. and y. in D can be explained as a difference or similarity 
1 J 

of intentions towards y. and y .. If we want to make this criterion 
1 J 

of similarity operative, a clarification of the logical form of the 

concept of intentionality is necessary. lt looks like the logical 

form of the modal notion of 'propositional attitude', as it is 

semantically defined by Hintikka (1969), is a reasonable candidate. 
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If we take the phenomenological claim seriously, to with, that 

there is nothing 'outside' the relationship of intentionality, then 

at least all those propositional attitudes, for which a translation 

from a propositional 'that construction' into a 'direct-object 

construction' is possible, must, from the phenomenological point of 

view, be equivalent to intentionality. And inasmuch as 'intentiona

lity' refers to the psychological faculty of awareness or percep

tion, there is also an argument for the modal logician to equate 

the logical form of 'intentionality' with propositional attitudes. 

For 'direct-object' constructions with perceptual terms may be 

reduced to the 'percei ving tha t' construction (Hintikka 1969, p. 

164). 

Therefore I would like to propose to identify the semantics of 

intentionality with the semantics of propositional attitudes. 

'Phenomenological meaning' may than be defined along the following 

lines. 

Let nA p(y) stand for the conjunction of all propositional 
X 

attitudes A of person x towards the proposition p(y). The proposi-

tion p(y) is a proposition about y. So 'y' is meant here as an 

index which relates p(y) to the object y, which is mentioned when 

A p(y) is rewritten in the form of a direct-object construction. 
X 

We call nA the 'connotative meaning of p(y) for x'. 
X 

Next we identify the phenomenological meaning of y for x with the 

connotative meaning of p(y) for x. 

1) 

(3. 1) y is phenomenologically meaningful for x if and only 

if p(y) has connotative meaning for x; p(y) has 

connotative meaning for y if and only if $TIA(x,µ) -

{µ} f: 01). 

The expression '$nA(x,µ)' refers to the set of possible worlds 

that are compatible with the compound attitude TIA that x holds 

towards p(y) in the actual world µ. 
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The important phenomenological expression 'phenomenon y is 

meaningless' we define thus: 

(3.2) y is phenomenologically meaningless for x if only if 

p(y) has no connotative meaning for x; p(y) has no 

connotative meaning for x in µ if and only if 
3) 

~TTA(x,µ) ={µ} . 

The rule according to which elernents y. and y. are phenorneno-
1 J 

logically similar is then stated as follows: 

(4) y. = Y. if and only if TTA p(y.) _ nB p(y.) 2 ) 
lX J X 1 X J 

Note the 'extensionalistic flavor' of this decision rule: all 
3) 

meaningless (and absurd) phenomena are similar. The idea expres-

sed by (4) seems relevant to the notion of meaning in phenomenolo

gical as well as 'geisteswissenschaftliche' theories. 

3.3 The semantical difference between phenomenalistic and phenome

nological theories. 

The difference between phenomenalistic theories about domains 

which contain elements differentiated according to rules like (1) 

on the one hand, and phenomenological or geisteswissenschaftliche 

theories about domains which contain elements differentiated accor-

2) 

3) 

'TTA' and 'TTB ' stand for conjunctions of propositional atti-
x X 

tudes of x towards p(y.) and p(y.) respecitvely; 'TTB p(y.)' is 
2 J k X J 

short for 'B
1
p(y.) & B p(y.) & ... Bxp(yJ.) ... & Bnp(y.)'. 

X J X J X J 

The existentialistic notion of 'absurdity' of y for x inµ may 

accordingly be related to the condition that <PnA (x, µ) = ~, 

which amounts to inconsistency of the propositional attitudes 

involved in TTA towards p(y) or to inconsistency of the argu-
x 

ment p(y) of DA. 
X 
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ding to (4) on the other hand, has its methodological consequences. 

These consequences are reflected by the different positions of the 

subject variable x in (1) and (4). In (1) the similarity is depen

dent on a relationship between stimulus events and response events 

of x. These events are observed by an implied observer who is or 

may be logicallg independent from x. In (4) the similarity is 

dependent on a relationship between events and attitudes of x 

towards these events. Moreover, the implied observer (experiencer) 

of the attitudes is here necessarily the same as the subject x. So 

the 'objectivity' of the similarity of y. and y. in (4) is not the 
1 J 

same as the 'objectivity' involved in (1). In fact, the possibility 

of mutual independence of 'subject and object' which is maintained 

in (1) is broken down in (4). This, of course, lead us to a 

re-examination of the methods of investigation that are used in 

phenomenological and geisteswissenschaftliche psychology: the so 

called method of 'Wesenschau' and the method of 'Verstehen' respec

tively. It seems that the 'Verstehende Methode' is based on a naive 

theory of meaning in which 'meanings' are seen as 'objective pro

perties' of things. In the light of our interpretation of phenome

nological meaning, the activity of 'Verstehen' seems to amount to 

the activity of recollecting or bringing back into consciousness 

forgotten propositonal attitudes which one has towards the state of 

affairs one tries to understand (Verstehen). This activity boils 

down to a kind of selfexamination. The phenomenological method of 

'Wesenschau' and its 'epoche' can be seen as a psychological method 

that aimes at recalling the meaning of things, while (temporarily) 

putting aside (=epoche) all those intentionalities which make 

situations meaningsless (3.2) or ununderstandable. When 'Wesen

schau' is applied between people the method consists of a mutual 

process of communication, consisting of mutual acts of opening 

(epoche), which leads to 'mutual understanding', in the sense of 

being able to have and experience the same intentional or meaning

ful relationship TTA towards the proposition involved, as the person 

one communicates with. 
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PSYCHOLOGY AND THE REIGN OF TECHNOLOGY* 

Willem van Hoorn 

Department of Psychology 

Andragological Institute 

The University of Amsterdam 

"Den Himmel überlassen wir 

den Engeln und den Spatzen" 

Heinrich Heine 

I A program, a congress and a personal statement 

The Oxford English Dictionarg tells us that a congress is an 

assembly or a conference for the discussion or settlement of some 

question or a periodical series of meetings of some association or 

society of specialists. The organizers of this conference and their 

American brethern usually have the latter purpose in mind. I, for 

my part, would like to settle one or two questions concerning the 

history and historiography of psychology. In my contribution to the 

first European meeting of Cheiron, I will broadly sketch a program 

for the reconsideration of the place of psychology in an industria

lized society. In rough outline I propose to argue that from the 

beginning of this century on, mechanistic ways of thinking have 

penetrated into the heart of the science of psychology. This 

'mechanization' of the mind has reversed the relationship between 

theoretical and applied psychology. From the First World War on, 

applied psychology, usually called psychotechnics, has pushed out 

theoretical and general psychology at an ever increasing speed. 

From the Second World War on, psychology has become a social 

technologg, which together with a handful of other social technolo

gies, contributes to the control of individual's lives. 

··k· Parts of this paper were earlier presented in talks at Queens 

College, CUNY, New York, and Swarthmore College in 1981 and 

during an invited lecture at the Free University, Amsterdam in 

1982. 
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Looking back at the 'SO's and the '60's in the Western world, 

when mechanization and automation took command, I feel that one 

important social issue has not received enough attention. The point 

I have in mind is that more industrialization leads to an increase 

of societal conflicts. I will not speculate about human nature with 

regard to this finding. I shall not point to an old socialist 

saying 'desire has set us on fire'. The only thing I would like to 

do, is call for a new sobriety of which simple human values and the 

appreciation of small goods forms apart. 

II Transformational Contextual.ism 

Ideally, dear friends and colleagues, I would like to evaluate 

the development of 20th century psychology from the standpoint of 

transformational contextualism. Transformational cont.extualism 

conceived as a theory of the growth and spread of psychology as a 

science, a profession and a social technology, and a conception of 

social reality, 

have, CUNY and 

was 

me, 

developed, in close cooperation, by Thom Ver-

th 1 t 
1 ) In . over e ast en years or so. our view, 

social conflicts form the source of psychological knowledge and one 

way or the other, the actions of the psychologists contribute to 

the maint.enance, intensification or the melioration of human con

flict in a stratified and hierarchical society like ours. 

From this vantage point then, I would like to look at the 

development of post World War II psychology as an intertwined 

transformation of social conflicts, theoretical reflections 

scientific theory formation - and psychological practices, i.e. the 

actions of the psychologists. Thus seen, three approaches towards 

the historiography of psychology are combined into one model: 

societal history Gesellschaftsgeschichte 

+ 

the analysis of concepts and theories - Ideengeschichte 

+ 

cultural history - Kulturgeschichte, history of mentality 

In line with the historiographical considerations just mentioned, 



Figure I 

Transformational contextualism and the development of 

20th.C.Psychology. 

I 

1900 1980 

Annotation. 

I = Societal conflicts in an industrialized society. 

III 

II Theory formation and ideology production in psychology. 

III Fields of psychological practice . 

..,.... Mediating links. 
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TC, in its analysis of the societal context of any historical 

complex, employs three planes, each of which may itself consist of 

as many subdivisions as are needed or useful. 

As far as our three-dimens ional model is concerned, imagine a 

cube like Rubik's (see figure). Fortunately, we need only three 

sides, each of which is divided into a number of small cubes. Each 

of the cubes of the frontal surface represents a distinct and 

specific societal conflict. Since "strife is the father of all 

things", our frontal plane indicates our a priori assumption, viz. 

that human conflict forms the source of theoretical and practical 

psychological knowledge. The top surface of our cube represents the 

level of theorizing in psychology and lists the appropriate aspects 

of the transformations taking pl.ace in psychological theories of 

any kind. Here, matters of ideology and legitimation, in sofar as 

they influence psychological theory formation, are taken into 

account. The lateral plane of the TC-cube represents the actions of 

the psychologists, more specifically the development of the fields 

of psychological practice. Thus, it is closely related to the 

outcome of the interacting transformations represented by the other 

two planes. 

The top surface represents the ever-changing metaphorical, 

symbolical and ideological discourse, as this can be related to the 

perennial societal conflicts of the frontal surface. The lateral 

surface represents, in each specific field of psychological activi

ty, the resultants of the interactions of the ongoing transforma

tions represented by all three surfaces.
2

) 

The existing histories of psychology usually do not make a 

distinction between the development of psychology as a science, a 

social technology (a so-called 'application'), and a profession 

(see, however, Van Hoorn & Verhave, 1977). Moreover, the way 

psychology has influenced 20th century Western conduct and mentali

ty - Philip Rieff, Serge Moscovici and Christopher Lasch notwith

standing - has not been studied to a satisfactory extent. Generally 

speaking, the fundamental irnportance of the cleavages of World Wars 

I and II as the societal impetus of the institutionalization of the 
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fields of psychological practice has not been recognized. Here we 

may think of psychotherapy, industrial psychology and ergonomics, 

educational psychology, developmental psychology and the psychology 

of testing, which still has to be described and evaluated. 
3

) In 

this respect, the aims of TC are: 

(i) to determine the mediating links - Vermittlungsglieder -

of the interdependency of societal conflict, theoretical 

psychology and psychological practice. Karl Marx, Karl 

Mannheim and Max Scheler have paved the way for this 

approach. 
4

) Well understood, psychology emerges at the 

intersections of I, II and III 

(ii) to search for the societal roots of theoretical and 

(iii) 

practical psychology 

to stress the temporalization of social and mental pro

cesses such as labor and to systematically investigate 

the Nacheilung of theoretical psychology in comparison to 

the development and the spread of the fields of psycholo-
. 1 t. S) gica prac ice 

(iv) moreover, TC tries to describe the variants and constan-

. . h . d b h · 6 ) cies in uman experience an e avior 

(v) fifth and finally, then, TC expresses the program that 

psychological knowledge may lead to a qualitatively 

different self-knowledge, and that the points just men

tioned may contribute to a healthier way of life in a 

post-industrial society. Health being, according to 

Descartes: " ... saus doute le premier bien et le fondement 

de tous les autres biens de cette vie".
7

) 

III Post World War II psgchology and the politics of industriali

zed societies 

What I would like to bring out, is that psychology is a very 

recent phenomenon and that World War I and World War II - e.g. 

mechanization and automation of the production processes - form 

breaking-points in the transformation of the 20th-century psycho

logy. 
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Whg? 

As everyone present in this room knows, up to the beginning of this 

century, there was no societal psychology to speak of. Around the 

time of the First World War, a handful of self-styled psychologists 

decided that the newly emerged scientific psychology bad to become 

an intervention-oriented 'science' , i. e. , in my view, a societal 

psgchology. This is to say that labor -, educational -, selection 

of personnel -and mental health problems were turned into fields of 

psychological practice, a development which was to bring with it 

all the inescapable ethical and moral problems of every applied 

science. More specifically speaking, a social technology is built 

up, in analogy to industrial technology as this, characteristical

ly, blossomed forth during the 2nd Industrial Revolution. During 

this transitory stage of Western development, technology pushed out 

science to take the lead in the construction of the material world. 

Ever since then, science, especially pure science, reine Wissen

schaft and her twin-sisters epistemology and philosophical anthro

pology, have lost ground to the engineers, civil, social and other

wise who technocratically shape and control our society. This also 

means that the nature of scientif.ic Jmowledge in the social scien

ces has drastically changed, particularly after World War II and 

the emergence of the Welfare State. 8 ) 

During and after World War II, technology, military and other

wise, takes the lead in shaping the production processes. In the 

same period, psychologists came to the fore maintaining that their 

experimentally proved, technical body of knowledge could be of 

great help in building industrial society and the Welfare State. 

The technology of production should solve the problems of scarcity; 

we, the psychologists, will take care of people's individual lives, 

and if necessary, contribute to the social ordering. In my opnion, 

it is precisely this focussing on the person as an a-historical, 

individual being in clinical, educational and industrial psycholo

gy, which has led our science into a blind alley. Summarized in 

one brief sentence: the unholy alliance of psychologists with the 

national institutes of health, with the requirements of profit-ma-
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king in industry and with the overall structure of education, have 

turned us into servants of power, to use Bari tz' s expression. I 

seriously doubt whether clinical psychology, the teaching machine 

and programmed instruction, behavior therapy and-behavior modifica

tion, scientific management and the human relations movement in 

industrial psychology, and indeed, even psychoanalytic psychothera

py as a consolation for the embattled (upper) middle class, 

have genuinely contributed to the emancipation of the people con

cerned. In my opinion, the social technology as developed by scien

tific psychology, has rather lent itself to the oppression of 

people. The control of behavior and the emancipation of human 

beings are at odds in an economic order, which is governed by the 

strife after ever-increasing production. In Dutch we have a saying: 

"Wiens brood men eet, diens woord men preekt", which can properly 

be translated into English by: "Don't bite the hand that feeds 

you". 9 ) 

IV In conclusion 

Dear friends and colleagues: Of course I know about the won

ders psychology has worked in the li ves of people. I also know 

about the impressive improvements wrought by our ergonomic collea

gues in the outfitting of cockpits, military and otherwise. And, 

certainly, I do not close my eyes to the fact that at least 50 

percent of all psychotherapy yields one success or the other, 

whatever 'success' may mean in this context. What disturbs me is 

the disconnection between psychology, pol i tics and ethics. Wha t 

bothers me is that psychology in the 50 odd years of its societal 

existence has produced much more Herrschaftswissen than Bildungs

wissen ( to borrow Max Scheler' s terms). The almost undisturbed 

reign of material and social technology - there is one and only one 

technical solution to every problem - has prevented us from focus

sing on individuals as historical, social and ethical beings, who 

as secular men and women want tobe happy on earth. 

Freud' s second chapter of Civilization and its Discontents 

(1930a) deals with the anthropology of happiness. One of the prin-
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cipal questions Freud puts before us is to ask how much religion, 

art and science can contribute to human happiness. First, however, 

says Freuds, we have to investigate why people want tobe happy at 

all. Here, the principal issue seems to be: what is the goal of 

human life? In this connection Freud does not hesitate to maintain 

that: 

a) the idea of a goal in life stands or falls with the system of 

religion 

b) from a psychoanalytic point, i t is simply the program of the 

pleasure principle which directs the goal of life 

The trouble with this position is that secular and non-analytic 

angehauchte women and men would find themselves at a loss when it 

comes to answering the questions of life's goal and human hapiness. 

Freud sumrnarizes his anthropology in Civilization and its Discon

tents in a misanthropic passage par excellence: " ... die Absicht, 

dass der Mensch "glücklich" sei, ist im Plan der "Schöpfung" nicht 

enthalten". From a contextualistic point of view I would like to 

counter this by saying that we know nothing about creation's plan 

(either with or without parentheses). In our secular and technolo

gical world, the proper study of psychology should be the promotion 

of the happiness of people. Thus one could end by quoting Goethe's 

Faust: "O glücklich wer noch hoffen kann, aus diesem Meer des Irr

tums aufzutauchen!"lO) 

Annotations and References 

1) The first extensive treatment of what Verhave and I have later 

labelled "Transformational Contextualism" can be found in my 

As Images Unwind. Ancient and modern theories of visual per

ception. University Press, Amsterdam, 1972, pp 16-39. Most of 

the ideas put forward in the Images are of an internalistic 

nature: "Contextualism simply means trying to understand the 

past for the sake of the past". "Psychology partly belongs 

to the domain of art and literature and partly to the natural 

science field. Thus, psychology is partly a hermeneutics of 

the mind and partly a science of the mind". " ... I propose to 
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let the history of psychology proper deal with the last 75 

years of psychology' s development. It is my that the 

greater part of the history before 1900 belongs to historical 

psychology, because psychology as it flourisbes nowadays, is a 

very recent invention" (1972, pp. 24, 27 and 31). In 1975, I 

became a member of the special research unit Technics, Techno

logy and Society which was started by Prof. Kees Bertels. 

Discussions with the members of TTS opened my eyes to the 

value of social and economic history, while I had 

started a Marxist introduction to the history of the social 

sciences by teaching a course (from 1974 on) in which I used 

Bernal' s Science in Historg, vol. 4. The frui t of these new 

insights was expressed in Van Hoorn & Verhave: "Socio-economic 

factors and the roots of American psychology: 1865-1914. An 

exploratory essay". In the meantime, Thom Verhave was digging 

into the importance of the concept of temporalization for 

understanding social history and the history of science. See 

Verhave & Van Hoorn: "The temporalization of ego and society 

during the nineteenth century. A view from the top". Drafts of 

both essays were finalized while I stayed at Thom' s home in 

april 1976. The final texts were published in Rieber & Salzin

ger (Eds.) The Roots of A.merican Psgchology. Annals of the New 

York Academy of Sciences, vol. 291, New York, 1977. Verhave 

and I were engaged in lengthy historiographic discussions. Out 

of this carne an unpublished analysis of the concept of 'trans

formation' by Verhave. In 1977, Sacha Bern joined the staff of 

the Leiden Psychological Institute, which has resul ted in a 

fruitbearing division of labor between him and me. Sacha 

teaches the introductory history of psychology course, frorn 

Descartes to the beginning of the twentieth century, while I 

teach psychology's developments from the end of the nineteenth 

century to the present. From 1978 on, my research interests 

have moved away from the analysis of concepts and theories 

towards the societal significance of the fields of psychologi

cal practice in the 20th century. Together with Ben Vincent 
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and Thom Verhave, I am preparing a book about this subj ect, 

which is now in its final stage. 

In the autumn of 1981, Prof. Luciano Mecacci of the Rome 

CNR Psychological Institute invited Prof. Barbara Ross and me 

to parta.ke in a spec:i.al workshop: "Problemi della recerca 

storica-critica in psicologia", supported by CNR. Dur:i.ng this 

workshop, I presented our views in a paper entitled, "Trans

formational contextualism as a general model for the develop

ment of psychology''. Additional information was presented with 

reference to psychoanalysis and behaviorism. In this paper we 

find the appearance of the TC three-dimensional "box" or 

"cube" as this was worked out by Thom Verhave and me. An 

application of this three-dimensional - societal conflict -

theory formation - action - model can be found in my contri

bution to the Pongratz Festschrift (G. Bittner, Ed.): "The 

cultural context of psychoanalysis;i (Toronto, 1983). In the 

latter paper I have tried to describe several mediating links 

(Vermittlungsglieder) between the socio-cultural context, 

psychoanalytic concepts and the emergence and spread of 

psychoanalytic psychotherapy. "It is le charme discret de la 

bourgeoisie (Bunuel), which as a social-psychological process 

constitutes the new, repressed unconscious of the 20th cen

tury. The vices and virtues and the attitudes towards sexuati

ty of the bourgeoisie, form the start of a secular conflict 

psychology of every··day life". "In conclusion, the shared

life-style of patient and doctor forms a mediating link be

tween societal processes and the emerging profession of the 

psychotherapist. In their turn, the radiating effects of the 

psychotherapeutic profession constitute a mediating link 

between scientific psychotherapy and the proto-professionali

zation of particular social groups. Thus conceived, the dis

creet charm of the friends and supporters of psychotherapy 

serves, in part, to explain the cultural significance of 

psychoanalysis in the twentieth century''. (Pongratz Fest

schrift, 1983, pp 230-241). 
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A further elaboration of TC's concept of 

can be found in Verhave & Van Hoorn: "The 

the self in a technological society" in Gergen & Gergen 

Historical Social Psychologg, Erlbaum, 1983, 

of 

'\ 
• J 

2) Since Rubik' s cube consists of 3x3x3 small cubes, the total 

number of possible transformations exceeds 4.3 x 10
19

. Such a 

device seems sufficient to serve our goal, viz., to represent 

the interactions and interdependencies of societal conflict, 

theory formation and the actions of the psychologists. 

3) The emergence and spread of the fields of psychological prac

ti.ce are descri.bed in Van Hoorn' s, Vi.ncent' s and Verhave' s 

forthcoming book on the societal development of psychology in 

the 20th century, of whi.ch earlier versions were published by 

the Lei.den Psychological Institute in 1978, 1980 and 1982. 

4) See, e. g. , Scheler' s Die Wissensformen und die Gesellschaft 

(1926, Ges. ,Werke, vol. 8, Bern, 1960), which deals extensi

vely with his sociology of knowledge. The value of Scheler's 

contributi.ons to this field has hardly been touched upon. See 

H.J. Lieber: "Bemerkungen zur Wissenssoziologie Max Schelers" 

in Max Scheler im Gegenwartsgeschehen der Philosophie (Paul 

Good, Ed.). Bern, 1975, pp 225-239. 

For Mannheim's position see, e.g., "Historismus" (1924), 

Ideologie und Utopie (1929) and Wissenssoziologie (K. Wolff, 

Ed.), 1964. Best known is Mannheim's Mensch und Gesellschaft 

im Zeitalter des Umbaus (1935; 1940 Engl. transl.). 

5) Lovejoy' s concept of temporalization plays an important role 

in the theoretical framework of transformational contextua

lism. See Verhave & Van Hoorn, 1977 and 1983 (see also 

note 1). 

In a recently published paper, "Wundtian psychology and 

the psychologies in post-industrial societies" (Revista de 

Historia de la Psicologia, 1982, Vol. 3, Num. 2, pp 115-132), 

I have pointed to the significance of the intrusion of newto

nian, uniform and linear time into the conceptual framework of 

theoretical psychology. I think that such a process developed 
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all of a sudden at the very end of the eighteenth century and 

that hence from 1800 on, we can see the simultaneous rise of a 

general and theoretical psychology (Herbart, Lotze, Wundt) and 

a differential psychology (Mesmer, Gall/Spurzheim, Galton). 

By the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 

twentieth centuries, we see the rise of the fields of psycho

logical practice and from the time of the First World-War on, 

we may note an increasing Nacheilung of theoretical psychology 

in comparison to practical psychology. In this respect, the 

psychology of testing would be an excellent case to investi

gate: first came the war, then the testing, and finally its 

theory! 

In the paper just mentioned, I have launched the idea of 

accelerated Nacheilung, which implies that after World War II, 

especially as a result of the unexpected growth of clinical 

psychology, theoretical psychology is lagging behind the 

developments in practical psychology at an ever-increasing 

speed. 

Here TC explicitly makes contacts with historical psychology 

and historical sociology and anthropology. See H. Peeters' 

Histor.ische Gedragswetenschap (A historical science of beha

vior), Boom, 1978. 

7) Descartes, Discourse, part 6. The context of this quote is 

truly fascinating and of great interest to the further deve

lopment of a contextual psychology. lt contains tbe principles 

of Descartes' notion of praxis, his famous idea of people as 

maitres et possesseurs de la nature and his Epicurean stance 

of enjoying the fruits of the earth. Moreover, Descartes links 

the preservation of health with the betterment of mankind and 

the attainment of longevity with the progress of medicine. 

Drawing the logical consequences from the Cartesian position, 

I have called for a preventive medicine, preventive architec

ture and a preventive psychology in the paper mentioned above. 

8) The idea of a social technology can be found in Weber, Mann

heim, Huxley, Zamiatin, Ellul, London, Marcuse, Packard, 
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Skinner, Sennett and many others. 

psychology has touched upon 

Obviously, theoretical 

the ethical and moral 

problems inherent to psychotechnology. The reasons for this 

neglect are not hard to find. The almost exclusive concentra

tion upon the individual, as the proper object of in 

psychology, has brought about the near complete divorce of 

theoretical psychology and the ethical, social and moral 

concerns of an industrialized society. In this respect there 

is a grotesque Nacheilung between developments taking place in 

theoretical psychology and the real needs and deeper concerns 

of the people of our time. 

In the summer of 1982, a group of doctoral students (S. 

Vermeulen, K. de Mik en B. Vincent) of the Leiden Psychologi

cal Institute has compiled a bibliography of literature on 

social technology as this pertains to military control, propa

ganda, labor, advertising, elections, welfare work and deviant 

behavior. This bibliography may be ordered from the secretary 

of the Vakgroep Theoretische Psychologie, Psychological Insti

tute, University of Leiden, Hooigracht 15, Leiden, The Nether

lands. 

9) I am aware that my text indicates my disappointment about 

psychology's idleness in the technological wilderness. Here I 

would like to only shortly mention a number of friends and 

colleagues who have expressed similar and other feelings of 

dissatisfaction with psychology's course: 

Kenneth Gergen, 1973, 1976, 1979, 1980, etc. 

Russell Jacoby, 1975 

James Hillman, 1975 

Gordon Westland, 1978 

Klaus Riegel, 1978 

Seymour Sarason, 1981 

10) With reference to the teneur of my presentation, the immediate 

context of the Faust quote seems to lead us zu den Sachen 

selbst: 
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"Wenn du, als Mann, die Wissenschaft vermehrst, 

So kann dein Sohn zu höhrem Ziel gelangen ... 

Was man nicht weiss, das eben bracht man, 

Und was man weiss, kann man nicht brauchen". 

What I do not yet know is, how a psychology unaffected by 

whatever christian or jewi.sh religious ideas and prescrip

tions, would look like. In this sense I make a plea for the 

construction of a secular, humanistically oriented anthropolo

gical psychology, which lies diesseits of good, evil and the 

pleasure principle. 

Still, the call for a thoroughly secular psychology does 

not imply that there would be no room for a religiously inspi

red psychology. On the contrary: "Du choc des sentiments et 

des opinions la verite s'elance et jaillit en rayons!" And 

since transformational contextualism is a relativism pur sang, 

by slightly twisting Frederick the Great' s words, one might 

say: In meinem Staat kan jeder selig werden, chacun a son 

facon. 
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MEDIEVAL-RENAISSANCE EPISTEME AND A CONCEPT OF PERSON 

Jerzy Bobryk 

Psychology Department 

Warsaw University 

Swnmary 

This paper attempts to present the origin of a concept of 

person. 

Since the Middle Ages, the term person has meant an individual, 

autonomous and reasoning being. At that time, the concept of person 

was associated with Divine Persons and with the concept of 

A human being was termed 'person' only because of connections with 

God. 

In the Renaissance humanism the human being, his intellect and 

individual freedom was of key value. However, it has failed in the 

discovery of the basis of human autonomy and dignity, different 

from that of the Middle Ages. The main ideas about relations be

tween man and the Universe, and God, basic epistemological and 

ontological questions and solutions are the same in the Renaissance 

andin the Middle Ages . 

.lntroduction 

According to Michel Foucault1 every age is characterized by an 

'episteme' a largely unconscious world view providing the basis for 

all forms of knowledge or social cognition, during that period. The 

Tartu School 2 assumed that this unconscious world view is the 

result of properties of a particular culture and comprises a struc

ture of social concepts like categories of time, space, causality 

and human being, which t.ogether make up the cultural model of 

reality. 

All products of a culture of any time: customs, religion, ethical 

language, philosophical systems, the language of formal sciences, 

are the objectivization of the cultural picture of reality. 

These products, called social semiotic systerns by the Tartu school, 

could be studied by social and behavioral sciences in order to 

reconstruct the social picture of the world. 
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The history of Western culture comprises several varying periods, 

which display an evolutional change of the picture of the world. It 

seems that the world views of different periods are incompatible, 

and the evolution of social cognit.ion is not the gradual accumula

tion of knowlegde; it is rat.her the history of the revolutions in 

social cognition. 

The cultural picture of the world is not entirely closed and com

pact, it contains the concepts of previous or next 'episteme'. 

This is probably the main reason of evolution of social cognition. 

The Renaissance period is according to many authors a typical 

example of the revolution, both in social structure and social 

cognition. On the other band, other authors 3 emphasize the sirnila

rities between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance picture of the 

world. The solution to this problem can probably not be separated 

from the point of view of an author and his decision as to which 

revolutionary aspects of the Renaissance should be deemed most 

irnportant. 

To understand the present, we must understand the past. This truism 
4 5 6 has a fresh meaning in the works of Kuhn, Foucault or Rorty 

lt is probably necessary to study the history of ideas not in order 

to avoid the old mistakes, but in order to understand our modern 

concepts or behavior. 

Contemporary fortune telling is based, in a manner of spea

king, upon a rational, however very old, rule of 'universal analo

gy'. In this case, the deck of cards is a model of the Universe and 

because of this it can reveal the hidden aspects of this Universe, 

particulary in the past, present and future of a particular person. 

The same rule of universal analogy was the base of the mnemo

technic invented in ancient Greece and developed in the Renais

sance. The art of memory which had been founded on the false, from 

the modern point of view, assumption that the individual mind 

resembles the whole Universe and the act of remembering is analo

gical to an act of ordering things in physical space, was a suf

ficient and useful method allowing a large quantity of material to 
7 be remembered . 
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From' the author' s point of view, it would be useful to investigate 

historical changes of the concept of human being and other concepts 

connected with thiß, such as individuality, the individual mind, 

psychological unity and freedom. 

This kind of investigation can help to understand our modern con

cept of mind, consciousness, or free will. 

The ambiguity of these concepts is, perhaps, the result of the fact 

that they are based on an anachronistic world view. Besides this, 

it seems that it is not quite clear how many revolutions have 

happened. 

This paper attempts to reconstruct the Medieval and the Renaissance 

concepts of human being and other concepts connected with these. 

For this purpose it is necessary to analyze conception, in 

these ages, about relations between humans and the Universe and the 

place of an individual in society and the world. 

The Concept of Individual 

The concept of soul and the relations between the soul and the 

human body was a central problem in Medieval thinking. 

Generally, there were two main approaches: one contending that the 

soul had been understood as a form of the body, and the other, 

stating that it was connected with body substance. 

The soul is the main part of a human being because i t is connected 

with God. This assertion is common :i.n the Medieval period. But 

questions like: 'How strong is the connection between man and 

God''; and 'Can man be a thinking being without God's help?'; 'Is 

the soul equ:i.valent to man?', seemed complicated for Medieval 

thinkers. 

Many philosophers followed Plato and thought of the soul as a 

spiritual substance making use of a body, but which is in itself 

self-sufficient, and after the death of its body it could survive 

and live a life of its own. 

Other philosophers, including Thomas Aquinas, followed Aristotle 

and assumed that the soul is the form of a body, it is not a sepa

rable substance8 . 
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It seems that Medieval philosophers had to choose between the 

immortality of the sould and the substantial unity of man, or, in 

other words, between the Platonic and Aristotelian traditions. 

The assertion that the soul does not fully constitute an individual 

being, and an individual itself is a 'compositum' of soul and 
9 body ; together with the assertion that the body is the rather 

worthless part of man, resulted in a very ambiguous attitude to

wards individuality during the Medieval period. 

The Renaissance humanism was above all a manifestation of 

individualism. The Renaissance thinkers tried to discover human 

truth, rather than divine truth and found secular values rather 

than religious values. Man, his individual freedom, and his intel

lect were of key value in Renaissance humanism. This humanism was 

an attitude rather than a coherent philosophy. The Renaissance 
10 

philosophy has an eclectic character ; there is not a single 

first-rate philosopher between Ockham and Descartes. 

The general conception of the Universe, the place of man in this 

Universe, was the same as in the Middle Ages. Man was perceived as 

consisting of two parts: body and soul (mind). The human body is a 

microcosm of the physical world, the mind is a microcosm of the 

invisible world. Man is at the centre of the Universe because he is 

between the physical and spiritual worlds, all of his properties 

are the result of that position. 

The Renaissance attitude of exploration and activity contradicted, 

however, the Medieval conception of man as a passive element in a 

hierarchic and fundamentaly static social structure. The new econo

mic structure of the Renaissance was favorable for an active, 

enterprising, ingenious and bold individual. Renaissance man was 

the initiator and creator of his fortunes. Humanists of this period 

stressed the need for a broad education. Renaissance man noticed 

human potentialities as the necessity of self-development. The 

inidividual personality could be developed by the extension of 

dimensions of experience; this means that the scope of human 

activities should be enlarged. 
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Self-realisation through active involvement in any human and possi

ble activity also meant the active participation in social life. 

Individualism and Human Cognition 

Activity, exploration and critisicm form the early beginning of any 

individualisation process. Also, the empirical and experimental 

approach seems conformable to the attitude of exploration. 

Medieval man based his ideas on authority rather than on his own 

experience. Medieval philosophy had a mostly systematic and ratio

nalistic character. There were, of course, several exceptions; the 

best example is the philosophy of Roger Bacon, who pointed the way 

to Newtonian physics and the further development of positivism. 

Renaissance thinkers did not care about philosophical systems, they 

preferred the experimental approach and the usefulness of any 

science. 

However, Platonism was popular in Renaissance philosophy as 

well as Aristotelianism11 . The first was the basis for later ra

tionalistic tendencies in philosphy, the second for later materia

lism and empiricism. lt seems, however, that the empirical approach 

is more characteristic for the Renaissance period. 

Materialism en empiricism were expressed in Renaissance art as well 

as Medieval art expressed idealistic and universalistic interests. 

lt is commonly held that Renaissance art differs in character from 

the art of the Middle Ages. Renaissance man appreciated and enjoyed 

a secular life; his art, even that of a religious theme, has a 

secular and sensual character. Furthermore, the Renaissance painter 

like the modern painter (realist) abode by the same principles of 

geometric perspective. The perspective of Medieval painting12 has a 

different character; the objects painted are represented from 

several different ponts of view and the perspective of whole pain

ting has a dynamic character. But is is not true that the princip

les of geometric perspective had been discovered in the Renais

sance. According to Uspenskij 13 , the composition of Medieval pain

ting had a semantic rather than geometric order. lt seemed neces

sary for Medieval painters to paint all important things, and 
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because of that they did not care about geometric perspective. 

However, they predominantly used angular perspective when represen

ting unimportant elements of a painting. 

Simply speaking, Medieval man painted what he knew about the ob

jects painted; Renaissance man painted what he saw from bis own 

individual and motionless point of view. This is the reason for the 

different perspectives of Medieval and Renaissance painting. Any

way, the Renaissance painting reflects an individual and empirical 

rather than a universal and rational at.titude. "Wisdom is the 

daugther of experience" - these words of Leonardo da Vinci were 

conformable to both his artistic and scientific activities. 

The foundation of science and knowledge upon experience rat.her than 

reason seemed during this period the way to certain knowledge. 

Renaissance man knew that his logic and thinking could be 

delusive. But is was tobe for another epoch to discover that both 

empirical and rational knowledge are uncertain. 

The scientific discoveries of Copernicus and Kepler were the result 

of this experimental approach. But also the magic and alchemy of 

the Renaissance were products of this same attitude. 

The Idea of Individual Autonomy and Dignity 

Accordong to Thomas Aquinas, man is an intellectual substance 

(soul) which can be united to the body as its form. Cognition is 

the most important human property. In Aquinas' philosophy human 

cognition is relatively independent of God, But according to St. 

Augustine, knowledge of truth is impossible without illumination by 

divine light
14 

The connection between human intellect and superindividual di vine 

substance (God) is closer according to the system of Averroes. 

Averroes followed Artistotle and distinguished between active and 

passive intellect. The intellect of the human soul is entirely 

passive and has a potential for knowledge actualized by the active 

Intellect (or agent intellect), This agent intellect is, according 

to Averroes, outside the human soul; it is a superindividual divine 

substance15 . The comparison of the philosophical systems of Aver-
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roes and St. Augustine, on the one hand, and the system of Aquinas, 

on the other, reveals an evolution in the Medieval mind: Man, or 

rather his intellect, was gradually understood as more 

of God and more individual. 

The most developed stage of this process is represented by the 

ideas of Duns Scotus. For him every human is an individual, a 

unique being, and deepest loneliness is a human property. Because 

of his loneliness a man is a person, that is, an individual auto

nomous and reasoning being. Human love, human autonomy spring frorn 

rnan's loneliness and individuality16 . The philosophical system of 

Duns Scotus is a polemic with the tradition of Averroes, which was 

more typical for the Middle Ages, in which the rnost important 

element of a man, his reasonable soul, is apart of the universal 

(superindividual) intellect. 

Medieval thinking contains many contradictions. On the one 

band, man should be an autonomous reasoning being capable of choo

sing between good and evil; on the other hand, man and his thinking 

depends on God's illurnination, and his most and valuable 

part - the reasoning soul - could be apart of a divine intellect. 

However, the Medieval period seems tobe an important step in the 

complicated history of thinking in Western culture. 

The rnain discovery of the cultural tradition, which was born in the 

Mediterranean area, is the concept of 'person'. The elaboration of 

this concept took several centuries in the history of this culture. 

The term person (lat. persona) meant a mask, then a role in reli

gious cerernonies (Etruscian civilization), next a legal entity (a 

person in the legal sense, Rome), and finally it became the synonym 

of the true nature or essence of man, bis spirit, his self, or bis 
. 17 consciousness 

In Medieval Christian philosophy and religion the term person 

referred to Divine Persons. Less frequently this term was used in 

description of a human being (St. Thomas Aquinas. Sum. theol. I, 

29, 3-4) 18 . 

To the Medieval mind, due to his soul, a human being is of value, 

but he is of value only because of his connection with God. In the 
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1 . n d . h 1 - h a· . 19 
Medieval persona ism uo is t e on y source of uman ignity 

Every human being is a person - "an individual substance considered 
. . d. . f . ..20 as possessing a certain native ignity o .. its own . 

In the Renaissance philosophy, as in that of the Middle Ages, tobe 

a person meant to be reasoning and independent, to be able to 

direct oneself and tobe of value for oneself and for others. 

The Renaissance thinkers tried to found secular values; according 

to them, human dignity depends on human intellect
21 

and the special 

position of man in the Universe (the Center of Universe). 

The modern concept of person (which has been elaborated in 

post-Kantian philosophy) is associated with human individuality and 

subjectivity, human consciousness; in other words, with the psycho

logical aspect of a human being. 

Medieval-Renaissance Episteme and the Next Development of Social 

cognition 

The problem of autonomy, individuality, human dignity, the central 

problems of Renaissance humanism were noticed and investigated in 

the Middle Ages. For !1edieval thinkers, human dignity is the 

reflection of God' s magnificence, human wisdom is possible because 

of its connection with God' s supreme wisdom, and human autonomy 

(and dignity) is possible because of God' s will. The eclectic 

Renaissance philosophy was looking more for human than divine 

truth, but in the end it was impossible for this epoch to discover 

a basis of individual autonomy and dignity which would be different 

from that of the Middle Ages. In both epochs individual autonomy 

was due to something beyond the individual. 

The surface structure of Renaissance thinking may appear very 

different from medieval thinking. But the depth structure, the main 

ideas about relations between man and the Universe, primarily 

unconscious epistemological and ontological basic questions and 

solutions, are the same in both epochs. 

Up to Descartes' days, the soul had been often described as a 

special subtle kind of matter, and thought was understood as a 
22 movement of mind-atoms . 
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According to Rene Descartes, man' s nature is 

into two kinds of reality: the mental and the 

separable 

Matter is 

extended, while soul or mind is not extended, it is a rational not 

a spatial reality. The dualism of Descartes is a conception beyond 

that of the Medieval-Renaissance episteme. Descartes, thus opened 

the new era in philosophy, made the revolution in thinking which 

consists in the "invention of the mind" 23 . 

Descartes' dualism is also the beginning of a mind-body problem, 
24 

which according to some authors (e. g. Eccles ) seems to have 

remained unsolved up to now. Despite the fact that according to 
25 other authors (e.g. Ryle, Armstrong ) the mind-body is not 

a real philosophical problem, this idea still exists in our ordi

nary thinking. 

The dualism of Descartes and the opposition of spiritual and 

physical realities was the basis of the concept of subjectivity. 

Subjectivity seems to be the main category of post-Kantian 

philosophy26 and ordinary thinking of the XIX and XX centuries. The 

literature of Romanticism expecially celebrates the subjective 

experiences of the individual. In this period the individual at

tains value in and of himself, and the Romantic artist views him

self as a creator equal to God. 

In ancient Greece andin the Middle Ages an artist was considered 

as a craftsman rat.her than a creator. This was due to the underly

ing notion of beauty. Unlike in later periods, beauty was conside

red to exist objectively and thus, the artist's role consisted in 

i ts imi tation or discovery. This has changed in the Romantic and, 

expecially, modern notion of art, where it is viewed as a matter of 

creation. 

Romanticisim does not found key humanistic values (like: 

truth, right, beauty) on any universal or divine order. Since 

Romanticism and Kantian philosophy an individual is of value only 

because of himself. 

One can say that the Medieval-Renaissance period is an epoch of 

elaboration of the conception of man as a person. Man as a person 

though, was not conceivable (could not be comprehensible), espe

cially for Medieval man, without the idea of God. 
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Modem humanism has its origin in late Medieval and Renaissance 

humanism but it is founded on a different picture of the world. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern behavioral sciences study human behavior ma within 

the dimension of their own time. Human behavior :i.s studied in 

molecular t.:i.me units, or in wider time units of short or medium 

duration. The borders of one's own time, therefore, are ever 

crossed. Shortly after it.s beginning, psychology defined its task 

in such a way as t.o make it impossible to discern to what extent 

human behavior is included in a historical context. 

after the natural sciences and a positive methodology, 

gave preference to the study of human behavior, 

itself 

divided 

into subcomponents, as detached from its historical surroundings. 

Originally finding its material and object in 

retreated more and more to the field of actuality. The complexity 

of the present gradually became too much of a challenge to trouble 

about the past. For this reason, research of human behavior from 

deep in the past, including the research of behavior forms of 

duration and changes of behavior in the long term, was and still is 

generally disregarded. 

Naturally, this limited perspective had consequences with 

regard to the view of the object that one studies, human behavior, 

and the terms, theories and methods that one desings and employs to 

describe and investigate the object. First of all, an indentation 

is normally made in the time levels in which people are included, 

and the wide stream of their history is narrowed to the here and 

now. This distracts attention from the historicity of people, the 

cont:i.nuance and functioning of their old behavioral patterns, the 

historicity of behavioral determinants, and the processes and 
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factors which cause these changes or constants and with which they 

are connected. Above all, this onesided accentuation removes any 

possibility of dis the interaction and mutual dependence 

between the present conditions and the more permanent structures or 

organizational principles. 

2. A-historical views and concepts 

People are hardly aware, of the historical character of their 

existence. They primarily perceive themselves as acting out of a 

permanent identity which remains constant in all circumstances. The 

opinion that people do not change, or at least do not 'essentially' 

change, can also be found in psychology. One finds this in classi

cal psychology, where psychological processes are seen as a mani

festation of an intellectual inner life, or as a natural function 

of brain t:i.ssue. In both cases, the concept:i.on is of an a-his

torical kind (Luria, 1971). Another example of an a-historical view 

in psychology is to be found in the personality concepts which 

belong to the so-called trait theories. In these theories, persona

lity is seen as a structured cluster of traits, or inner behavioral 

positions, which determine certain forms of behavior in divergent 

situations, independent of external condtions. The situation is 

left out of consideration, due to the concept that many situations 

are functionally equivalent against the background of a certain 

trait-structure. By these theories, the individual is truly lifted 

above his situation (Hettema 1967: 618-641). Petrification of 

internal processes and functions, as well as their substantiation 

towards tra:i.ts, also leads, therefore, to a lack of appreciation 

and a denial of the historicity of behavioral determinants and to 

the opinion that situations are characterized by rigidity and 

invariability. Generally, an a-historical attitude in the behavio

ral sciences appears by the use of static concepts, by substantia

tion and reification of processes, relations, and concepts, by the 

reducing of complex phenomena to simple metaphors and by generali

zing specific regularities to general laws. Some behavioral varia

bilities are obviously so permanent (especially biological-psycho-
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logical processes) that they seem to justify the search for regu

larity. This search for regularity has presented some general 

propositions from which, by manipulation of conditions, a variety 

of behavioral forms can be derived (Schlenker, 1974; Romans, 1967). 

However, the problem with human beings is that they are not only 

regular and explainable creatures, but also primarily social- and 

cultural-historical beings, characterized by continuous new adap

tations, by new information, by new world-3-products (Popper), and 

by new social surroundings and ecological settings. Realization of 

the historicity of human behavior led Gergen to believe that social 

psychology is "primarily a historical inquiry", and that it, there

fore, cannot detect general principles of human interaction. Social 

psychology is limited to facts that are largely non-repeatable; to 

surmount its own historical limits is not possible. According to 

Ger gen, the observed regularities of human behavior (and, there

fore, the most important principles) are firmly bounded to histo

rical circumstances. To support this opinion, Gergen, among others, 

refers to: the different variables, which were indicators for 

political activism during the onset and the conclusion of the 

Vietnam war, to the fact that Festinger's theory of social compari

son is based on the assun1ptions that people wish to evaluate pre

cisely, and that they compare themselves with others (assumptions 

which do not always have validity), to the theory of cognitive 

dissonance, which emanates from the supposition that people cannot 

stand contradiction although it is obviously possible in other 

cultures (and other cultural periods), and to reinforcers of human 

behavior which do not remain stable (i. e., social approval and 

applause are not of equal value in all historical periods). In 

addition to these historical factors, one can add the social theo

ries which reach the common consciousness and, therefore, neutra

lize each other, as well as the prophecies that fullfill or destroy 

themselves due to the fact that knowledge of the law leads to 

actions stated in the preconditions or to actions known to be 

countersuggestive. (Gergen, 1973: 309-320; Th. de Boer 1975: 756). 

Gergen concludes that because of these changes of behavior, social 
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psychology cannot be a nomothetical science, but only a sort of 

historiography. 

Empirical relations change in every field. In psychology, J.W. 

Atkinson suggested that when a substantial relation is found be

tween personality variables, it describes only "the model persona

lity of a particular society at a particular time in history" 

(1974, 408). class differences observed in the 1950' s were some

times just the reverse of what had been observed in the 1930' s 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1958). Each construct validity is temporary. With 

new times, the items carry new implications. Lee J. Cronbach once 

said: "Generalizations decay. At one time a conclusion describes 

the existing variance, and ultimately it is valid only as history. 

The half-life on an empirical proposition may be great or small. 

The more open a system, the shorter the half-life of relations 

within it are likely to be. We cannot store up generalizations and 

constructs for ultimate assembly into a network. It is as if we 

needed a gross of dry cells before we had half the battery comple

ted. So it is with the potency of our generalization" (Cronbach, 

1975: 123). 

By reflections on their own results, psychologists are forced, 

at present, to reformulate the institutional rules of their own 

language game, to redivide the 'reality domain', and to make new 

internal rules. 

4. Timelevels of behavior - a qualitative distinction 

People stand in time in multiple ways at each moment of their 

history. They are part of time in different ways. In other words, 

differences in the durability of behavioral aspects constitute 

different time levels. For an analysis and elaboration of the 

historical partition of behavioral aspects, conceptual distinction 

and nomenclature of these time levels is inevitable. A well-known 

classification in historiography was made by the French historian, 

Fernand Braudel. This classification distinguishes between the time 

span of short duration, the conjuncture of medium duration, and the 

long duration of structure (Braudel, 1958: 725-753). This distinc-
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tion is of the molar kind, but it can sufficiently illustrate the 

heuristic importance of time levels. 

The time span of short duration is comprised of the daily 

events. The range of most research in modern behavioral sciences is 

not larger than one of those events or one of a series of loose 

events. 

Conjuncture is a time span of medium duration; of decades, of 

a quarter of a century, or, maximally, of half a century. With its 

rythm, repetition, and regularity, it is the timelevel that scien

ces such as economy and sociology are concerned with: the span of 

time that shows price curves, demographic progressions, develop

ments in wage scales, production, and traffic. In as far as dura

tion is concerned, it is also the source of the so-called longitu

dinal studies in psychology. 

Above the time level of cycles and intercycles, stands the 

time level of long duration, of 'la tendance seculaire', the time 

of structures, of organizations, of connections between quite 

steady elements of social generations. According to Braudel, the 

"cadres menta.ux" are imprisoned in long duration. 

The time level of long duration is essential for behavior, 

and, therefore, is equally important for behavioral science. It 

provides the structural framework for research of human behavior, 

manifesting itself in the time tempi of shorter duration (molecu

lair time units, events, conjunctures). These time tempi have tobe 

fitted into more comprehensive and stable frameworks, in the 

''Wirkungszusammenhang" of structures. Those structures precede, 

carry and surround the elements and conjunctures, and often conti

nue to exist when those elements and conjunctures have passed. More 

importantly, they are the immanent partners to events and conjunc

tures. There is, however, the opposite as well: structures cannnot 

be separated from the events and conjunctures, and are, in fact, 

influenced by them. 

For the analysis and elaboration of the history of human 

behavior this means that, in negative terms, one should not get 

entangled in methodological and theoretical pseudo dilemmas, and, 
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in positive terms, that there has to be a fluent change-over be

tween narrative, descriptive and analysing methods; between redu

cing and totalizing schemes. Hermeneutic investigation of peoJJle 

and thei r behavior can only be a coherent, segmented proceduce. 

Naturally, that also means that it has tobe shown what is str1c

tural in human behavior and what is conjunctural or determined by 

events. 

The classification of behavioral aspects by time levels .rnd 

the establishing of those aspects on a time axis has, although :10t 

always explicitly, been tested several times in the history of 

psychology. 

For Freud, the most hidden element was also the most permanent 

one. The 'id' kept its strength despite the various manipulations 

by the 'ego'. For Jung, the durability was identical to that of the 

archetypes; they were the prototypes of the residues of the expe

rience of all earlier generations. Others (Rokeach, 1960; Williams, 

1971; Hermans, 1973; Popper, 1972) associated langer durability 

with valuation, values, institutions and organizations rather than 

with attitudes and cognitions. 

5. Psgchologg in 3 d.imensions 

The historicity of human behavior and the different time 

levels should be a sufficient reason for formulating new rules and 

redividing domains, tasks and methods in psychology. 

Recognizing that people are changeable does not yet mean that 

the search for regularity is pointless. That is not at all the case 

with characteristic behavioral aspects, physiological-psychological 

processes, and language structures. A structural psychology should 

operate within these permanent behavioral conditions and forms of 

behavior. Methodologically, this can be done by means of scientific 

(biological, biochemical, or 

ethological observation and 

structuralistic (linguistic) 

physiologica 1) methods, by means of 

formal mathematical analyses, and/or 

research. The search for 

ever, can only be conditionally formulated even in 

laws, how

structural 

research. Only if certain earlier conditions are realized, certain 
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consequences can follow: should these conditions not exist, the 

results fail to appear (Popper, 1972: 337-338). This means that it 

is not laws, which are relative or temporary, but rather the con

ditions under which they are valid. The is, therefore, 

not in the law, but in the circumstances (de Boer 1975: 750). 

A conjunctural psychology should study hlli~an behavior 

in a medium term of duration. lt is mainly directed at social and 

cultural aspects. Here, too, there are several methodological 

possibilities: time series analysis, longitudinal research, cohort

analysis, "figurative" research (Elias), and the "orthodox" histo

rical description. lt is situated between other historical-social 

sciences and the so-called "mental history". Conjunctural psycholo-

gy also can not avoid the search for laws and ri ties. A 

continuous radical change of action patterns is possible, 

but, empirically, rather an exception. More than a structural 

psychology, conjunctural psychology would have to take a 

application Held" into account (de Boer, 1980). 

Contemporaneous and event-directed has to look at 

behavior as i t manifests itself here and now. Methodologically, 

this psychology should be mainly guided by what Cronbach has called 

'the aspiration to assess local events accurately and develop 

explanatory concepts'. This can occur by the use of experimental 

research, field research, treatment, action researcb, and des 

tion. Here, every generalization (whether or not distilled out of 

the other two psychologies) is a working hypothesis, not a con

clusion. Therefore, it is the task of contemporaneous psychology to 

pin down the contemporary facts (Cronbach, 1975). The great chal

lenge, however, would be to attune these levels to one another. 

Empirical results of their interaction would appear tobe the best 

guarantee "to know the human being as he is". 

6. A frame of reasoning for the studg of long-term human behavior 

The evolutionary frame work 

6.1. A metaphysical 

The theory of evolution is not a scientific theory since it 
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can not be refuted. Even if we found three species of bacteria on 

Mars tomorrow with a genetic outfit similar to that of three ter

restrial species, Darwinism would not be refuted (Popper, 1976, 

1973). And yet, according to Popper, this theory remains inva

luable. Without this theory, our knowledge would not have progres

sed as it bas since Darwin. Although the theory of evolution is not 

a scientific theory in the strict sense of the word (Popper calls 

it a metaphysical theory) it seems able to throw light on practical 

and concrete research (e.g. the adjustment of bacteria to penicil

lin). To date, the theory of evolution is the only theory that 

suggests the existence of an adjustment mechanism and makes it 

possible to study this mechanism in detail. In addition, this 

theory can uphold criticism and can be improved. 

6.2. The variants of the 'third world' and the 'third way' 

The theory of evolution (Darwin and Lamarck) and psychology 

have met several times througbout their mutual histories. Evolu

tional mechanisms of variation, selection, and retention can be 

recognized in the behavioral model, especially in operant conditio

ning. One should also think of Tolman and Brunswik who respecti

vely, investigated, the processes of learoing and perception. 

Lamarckian views were asserted in theories about the dangers of 

'social mixing' (Van Hoorn and Verhave, 1977). 

After a temporary decline, the epistomological climate changed 

again in the 1950's and 1960's in favor of evolutionary thinking. 

Parallels were drawn between biological and cultural evolution 

(Kluckhohn and Rapoport, 1956: 6-19; Campbell, 1975; 1103-1126), 

and differences such as between of the exogenetical and the exoso

matical conveyance (Medawar 1975: 105-155; 1977: 13-18), as well as 

in cumulation and speed (Tinbergen, 1976: 1977) were pointed out. 

Popper, as we11 as Piaget and Moscovici pleaded that two 

variants of evolutionary thinking the 'third world' and the 

'third way' - are of fundamental importance for the research of 

human behavior of a long duration. More than any other theoreti

cian, Popper not only applied evolutionary thinking to the seien-
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ces, but to everything that people do, make, or made. He applied it 

to theoretical systems, problems, problematic situations, critical 

arguments (all of these inside as well as outside of science), 

books, libraries, houses, tools, art, and the descriptive and 

argumenting functions of language. What he calls the 'third world' 

next to the (first) physical world and the (second) world of sub

jective consciousness is, although created by men and reacting on 

men, greatly autonomous. lt creates its own domain and generates 

new facts and problems, but at the same time, creates new refuta

tions. This world is also real; it is not fiction. The atom-theory 

works through technologies that are representative of the second 

world (the second world is always intermediate between the other 

two worlds) and acts upon the a-organizal and organizal world in a 

radical manner. This third world is, contrary to other third worlds 

(e.g. the one of Plato), variable and changeable. According to 

Popper, people's struggle for existence takes place mainly in tbis 

world. The third world is a massive block with guiding mechanisms 

such as traditions and institutions which provide the necessary 

stabilization of achievement. According to Popper, the evolutionary 

process does not at all lead to chaos. His interpretation of the 

Darwinian theory of evolution suggests that the mechanisms of 

natural selection simulate what could be the effect of 'the 

Creator's plan', or what could be the goal of mankind. The conti

nuous series of trials and errors, the confrontations with ever 

upcoming problems makes it, for instance, possible for a compli

cated organ such as the eye (possibly resulting from a long series 

of accidental happenings) to appear as though created according to 

a well-considered plan. Analogous processes appear throughout the 

history of societies and human behaviors. With this 'third world', 

we nearly reach the 'third way; , a tertiW11 quid between exclusive 

endogenic and exclusive exogenic dynamism. 

Popper thinks - together with Alister Hardy, Schrödinger, and 

Waddington ·· that evolution shows 'orthogenetic trends' , meaning 

that it shows successions of changes which go in the same direc

tion. Popper explains this orthogenesis through the operation of 
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internal as well as external selection mechanisms. With the assump

tion of different sorts of genes: 

a-genes which mainly control anatomy 

b-genes which mainly control behavior, and which are divided 

into: 

p-genes which control preferences or purposes, and 

S-genes which control skills, 

he has an instrument with which interactions between environment, 

genetic structure, and behavioral forms can be described. Changes 

in the environment can cause new problems and lead to the adapta

ti.on of new preferences. Those manifest themselves first i.n the 

form of investigati.ng, tentative behaviors. If they are successful, 

changes are brought about in behavior. If they are successful, 

changes are brought about in the s-structure, which in turn change 

the a-structure: 

p s A 

There is a process of feedback evident i.n every phase, taki.ng 

care of a continuous interaction between the different structures 

(Popper, 1976: 167-180; 1973). Similar ideas were formulated with a 

stronger emphasis on behavior as a factor in evolution by Jean 

Piaget, and with an emphasis on social behavior by Serge Moscovici. 

The adaptation of people to their environment has always been a 

fundamental problem for Piaget. Mankind controls all knowledge with 

respect to his world: he can think, he can use terms, and he can 

discover relations which, in turn, enable him to control his envi

ronment. According to Piaget, the relationship between thinking and 

reality is an unique example of the biological relation between an 

organism and its environment. Thinkings, therefore, serves a func

ti.on in adaptation. Piaget believes that this adaptation demonstra

tes the aspects of assimiliation and accomodation. In these proces

ses, the available structures of schemes play a guiding role. The 

structures are not the product of accidental processes or of an 

absolute preformation: these structures structure themselves in a 

process that Goldschmidt called the 'phenocopy', a process whereby 
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changes in the phenotype precede changes in the genotype, and 

whereby the phenotype is copied by the genotype. lt is, therefore, 

a process by which behavior acts as the motor of evolution (Piaget, 

1976). 

The process of adaptation, as formulated by Piaget, can be 

appropriated bot only to the level of reflexes, instinct, and 

higher cogni ti ve functions, but also to the levels of organisms, 

individuals, groups of individuals and their products such as 

sciences, organizations, institutions, societies and cultures. A 

series of conditions, however, have tobe fulfilled before specific 

completions and concrete applications are possible: 

Each level of organization has its own structure or scheme; 

this structure or scheme assimilates and accomodates to the 

possibilites present at that moment. 

Each level stands in time in i ts own specific manner (or 

constitutes time in its own manner). Each level must, there

fore, be classified by a time category to determine the extent 

of durability and the working power of its scheme. 

The lower levels serve as preconditions for the rise and 

existence of higer levels. 

The phenomena and processes of a lower level are indispensable 

to the complete understanding of phenomena and processes of a 

higher level; they do not, however, explain wbat is specifi

cally characteristic of that higher level. 

The specific character of a phenomenon at a higher level that 

which distinguishes it from the phenomena of lower levels) is 

only explained by recalling its own preceding events and 

regularities. 

The higher level influences the lower levels; e.g. collective 

cultural values give orientation to individual persons (Fort

mann, 1971: 164-165; Piaget, 1974: 231-253). 

An action scheme, therefore, exists at each behavioral level. 

These schemes originate from earlier schemes which, through succes

sive differentiations, go back as reflexes and movements. In Pop

per's terminology, these schemes are forms of background knowledge 
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which play apart in the formation of problems and their solutions; 

at the higher levels, values, insti tutions and tradi tions accom

plish these functions. 

lt is my opinion that the theory of evolution offers the best 

chances for connecting the historical long term to the biological 

phylogeny, and for researching the interaction between species-ty

pical and individual-typical aspects of human behavior (Vossen 

1967: 69-86) as well as cultural-typical aspects (Duijker, 1976). 

It also provides an opportunity to replace the dichotomies between 

nature and culture or between human and animal behavior and the 

suppositions that are connected with them (i. e., 'the specific 

difference' or 'the dominant reality') with new postulates such as 

'the transformation of totalities' and 'the complementarity' 

(Moscovici, 1972: 30, 42; 1974: 236. 238-274). 

6.4. A new synthesis: sgstem and evolution 

The new positive interest in evolution by system-theorists 

(e.g. Parsons after 1953, and Luhmann, 1972) and the concurrent 

association of systems to evolutionary principles, have opened up 

new theoretical perspectives. The fundamental realization that 

systems are open and differentiated from the environment is also 

'historically produced' because, as Luhmann syas, with differen

tiation a "momenthafte, Punkt für Punkt korrelierende Erhaltung der 

Differenz" is excluded; "Es kann nicht mehr alles gleichzeitig 

geschehen". 

The broadening of concepts to thinking in terms of systems and 

their relativeness to evolution is the consequence of a sharpened 

realization of how complicated and differentiated our society and 

our behavior have become. System-theorists have increasingly reali

zed that human society was, and still is, subject to change. A 

system-theory must be universal if it is to have validity. Its 

pronouncement should be valid for any and all societies ever in 

existance. 

The theory of evolution, however, also needs system-theory. 

_j 
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Without a fundamental difference between an organism or a social

cultural unit and the environment, evolution is not possible 

Moreover, evolution is based on differentiations within the mecha

nisms of variation, selection and stabilization. These functions 

must be divided up in different vectors, and their coordination 

must be regulated. A good understanding of the nature of systems 

and the terms and methods of system-theory is inevitable if one is 

to analyse these processes better (Luhmann, 1975; 154-168). 

In addition to those already mentioned, there are other reasons for 

looking at the two theories conjointly. The term wherein 

phenomena manifest themselves, the metaphysical research program 

and, what Popper calls 'the situational logic' of Darwinism, are 

arguments in favor of evolution theory: if one accepts a world of 

limited constancy, a world with specific conditions and creatures 

of limited variability l in it, then a situation is in 

which the idea of trial and error elimination can be called 

logically necessary. To be able to reduce the real 

manageable and representative models by expla continuities or 

hierarchic connections with outher (sub)systems, and by stringent 

arrangement of prediction and testing of propositions are arguments 

in favor of systems-theory. By coupling the t.heory of evolut.ion 

wit.h the systems-theory, it. becomes easier to understand why the 

genetic equipment is not sufficient for adaptation to the construc

ted third world. W11en the feedback between people and their envi

ronment stops and their psycho-social or cultural systems become 

closed systems, when the processing of new information ceases, 

people alienate themselves and their societies become 'abstract 

societies' which can no longer show the adaptive power necessary in 

critical moments. Due to this conjunction between evolution and 

systems, and their collective merging into cybernetics, a larger 

framework of information-theoretical views can be offered. 

7. Historical psychology and the history of psychology 

7 .1. 

Historians of science no longer present the history of their disci-
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pline as a development from lower to higher, from simple to intri

cate, or as a pedagogical didactic introduction to the treatment of 

contemporary problems. But the Kuhnian practitioners of the history 

of psychology overlook one thing (which is not important in the 

natural sciences that serve as the model for Kuhn); namely, that 

human behavior changes in the course of history, that is, that the 

object of their science changes and not only the view on that 

object. Some examples might help to illustrate this point. 

7.2. 

Psychological development is a process of qualitative changes in 

functioning, relative to the world and oneself. This process is 

closely related to the biologically determined physiological matu

ration and the socially determined phasing of age, but it is not 

identical to i t. The psychological development occurs wi thin cer

tain dimensions such as sexual behavior, social behavior, cognitive 

processes, and moral behavior. There are certain phase theories 

within the psychological theory of development that have been 

established for those different dimensions. Their implicit assump

tion made by these classifications is that the subsequent phases 

imply the former ones; that the characteristics of the subsequent 

phases also belong to adult behavior. The occurrence of characte

ristics in the former phases determines childlike or adolescent 

behavior. With that, however, contemporary views on growth to 

adulthood determines the view on growth to adulthood in former 

days. It is impossible, however, to compare the phases of life in 

this abusive manner. Analysis of early-medieval practices show, for 

example, that the behavior of people was guided by external autho

rities and the considerations of reward and punishment; it was 

hardly guided by internalized norms or supposed intentions by 

others. If Kohlberg's moral phases were applied to this example in 

an anacbronistic way, the conclusion sbould be that these people 

were not adult and were still in a earlier phase of life. 

The degree of internalization, Selbstzwang, or selfcontrol 

has, in itself, nothing to do with adultness but has almost every-
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to do with the social-cultural matrix to which people belong. 

It was an extremely' ' adaptation that made , 1500 

to 1000 years ago, guide themselves to external forms and norms of 

authority (Radding, 1978: 577-597). 

In the dynamical process of psychological development, the 

environmental factors (in addition to the individual nature) deter

mine which behavior will be actualized and demonstrated. People 

from a certain cultural or a certain social class show 

conformity in forms of behavior because have internalized the 

same roles, symbols, and values; or they react in the same way 

because they have reached about the same point of development in 

each of the sectors in human growth. On the basis of demands, 

education or schooling, role patterns, and other behaviors, modal 

profiles of children, boys and girls, young people, men and warnen 

from certain historical periods and social sett can be con-

structed with the assistance of these starting (Keniston, 

1971: 329-346). lt can be deducted from late medieval letters and 

instructions written to future merchants that should have a 

good memory for figures, should handle situations rationally, 

should always be alert to profi t. These people were forced to 

attune their social behavior to this. The Puritans, in particular, 

made moral demands upon their children, thus creating a different 

profile of development with a strong awareness of guilt, a sup

pressed inner life and instinctive life, and a developed conscious

ness. In every phase of their life, they were forced to make the 

choice between good and evil; the child was still completely unable 

to do that, the young people were a bit more able, but they, even 

more than the adult, were threatened by commotion and unbalance. 

The process of attribution in this case is morally determined: 

phases in the course of life are placed on both ends of the axis 

(pure-spoilt, good-evil), and the chances that existed for moral 

strength (Greven, 1977, 1970; Demos, 1970; Stannard, 1977; Davies, 

1977; Levy, 1978). Other demands were required of the artisans' 

children during development than those required of the farmers' 

children or aristocrats' children. It is only these different modal 
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profiles of development (which have tobe constructed), and not the 

massive concepts of child, adolescent, or adult that are comparable 

through the ages. By the differentiations made between age phases, 

physical maturation, and psychological dimensions, it is also 

possible to more clearly distinguish the influences of the bioso

cial-historical matrix on psychological development. 

7.3. 

Social and cultural conditions play an important role in the begin

ning, the dispersion, and the disappearance of psychological dis

orders. According to Elias ( 1969), one of the determinants from 

this so-called extra-discursive sphere lies in the process of 

civilization. Ever since the Medieval times, western society has 

become more and more differentiated, integrated and complex. These 

changes manifested themselves witbin interwoven areas; i.e., ways 

of production, forms of government, education and science. Sociolo

gically and psychologically these changes can be seen as an in

crease of mutual dependence between people, and, therefore, also as 

an increase of social control over spontaneous impulses and emo

tional expressions; the development of the 'them' perspective, and 

the rational weighing of goals and means. The history of mental di

seases is included in this wicker-work of the dependences at issue. 

The incarceration of the 'lunatics' in the 17th century was made 

possible by the greater power of the state, the sense for social 

order, and the new ethics of labor. lt was also made possible by 

the increased feelings of distress that resulted in people with 

deviant behavior being 'put away'. As such, the history of mental 

diseases is a symptom of the general process of c:i.vilization, of 

the 'stashing them backstage'. It shows parallels with the disap

pearance of public executions, which shifted to the use of sepa

ration and isolation for forms of punishment; the evolvement of the 

more closed family (in contrast with the previous open family); the 

development of architecture so designed that it became possible to 

seclude oneself. Even death, mourning and burying of the dead 

became more private. The increasing control of affect also became 
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discernible in the history of mental diseases. The control of 

affect, the social constraint for it, and the internal and external 

conflicts caused by it have, therefore, especially manifested 

themselves as the cause of disturbed behavior andin its forms of 

expression. 

8. Natural science, once again a model 

In the natural sciences, it became obvious that the acknow

ledgement of movement and change in nature was a necessary condi

tion for their development. Classical Physics studies physical 

phenomena as separate units against a background of unchangeable 

coordinates of time and space. In the pursuit of locating the 

unchangeable behind the changeable, there were conservation for 

materials, impulse and energy: every real causal explanation meant 

a conversion to identity. Modern physics, on the contrary, is 

directed towards establishing a sequence of continuously moving 

fields which can only arbitrarily be analysed in separated compo

nents (Dij ksterhuis, 1975: 7). This change in the conception of 

reality has been, according to Einstein, the most profound and 

fruitful change in physics (Einstein, 1934). For behavioral scien

ces, the recognition of human behavioral changes in a continuously 

moving field of social, biological, and physical factors will also 

be necessary. Mankind can only become a complete object of scien

tific research when scientists recognize that 11movement is an 

essential property of bis being not something that has tobe ac

counted for separately" (Kelly, 1971: 296). 
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The image of a science always includes several dimensions. At 

least it its possible to differentiate in it between theoretical 

and conceptual dimensions, and social and material ones. The pro

blem lies in finding a unifying principle for all these facets 

(Ziman, 1968). 

We have suggested, as an integrative model, to consider scien

ce itself as an organization. As much, it would aim at the discove

ry of laws governing different kinds of natural phenomena through 

the specialized labour of many people, working in groups under the 

direction of some leading scientists, and mantaining formal and 

informal commu:iications, supported by society that benefits from 

its results (Carpintero, 1981). 

When we want to obtain an historical image of psychology as a 

scientific enterprise, we can assess the value and importance of 

different authors and their theoretical contributions measuring 

their impact and weight in scientific community, specially through 

their presence in scientific networks (journals, proceedings, 

conferences, books). In doing so, the quantitative analysis of 

scientific literature becomes an important tool for the task of the 

historian and bibliometric methodology can be employed 

(Carpintero & Peiro, 1981; Garfield, 1979). As Garfield proposed, 

"bibliometry can be defined as the quantification of the biblio

graphical information capable of being analyzed" (Garfield et al. 
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1978). This methodology is not without limitations, but gives 

useful insights and an objectively based knowledge of historical 

influences and interactions, as it works on some apparent features 

of informations and communications (Endler, 1978; Carpintero & 

Peiro, 1981). 

In what follows, we offer two applications of that methodology 

to the history of the psychology in the States. In both cases we 

have analyzed psychological journals with a common general back

ground. They belong to the same country, the same epoch, and the 

same scientific community, apart from their differential particu

larities. A research program enabled us to elaborate complete 

bibliographic files and ci tation indexes for some j ournals from 

their foundation till 1945 (Carpintero & Peiro, 1978, 1979). For 

our preseo.t work we will take into account data coming from Ameri-

can Journal of Psgchology (A.J.P.) 1 The Psgchological Review (P.R.) 

and Psgchological Bulletin (P.B.). From each original article 

appearing in them, we have recorded not only title, and authors 

signing it, but also every citation included in it. (In the case of 

laboratory communications, presented through as well-known profes

sor, we took also this as an author - or a signature - of the 

paper). So, it has become possible to evaluate frequency of produc

tive work of an author (through the frequency of appearance of bis 

name among the collected signatures), and also to measure his 

impact (through the number of evoked citations). Now we turn to our 

data about eminent authors and their works. 

Eminent authors in two Journals (American Journal of Psgchologg, 

and the Psgcholog.ical Review) 

A historical approach to the development of a science inclu

des, as well as many other factors, the detection of its leaders, 

and of those works that have contributed the most to present theo

retical paradigm. A knowledge of those authors that have made the 

biggest theoretical contributions is also needed. These leading 

scientists are persons with academic and social recognition and 

power, frequently invited by well-known uo.iversities and institu

tions, whose works are supported with private and statal funds; 
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they normally have many collaborators, and frequently their re

searches are awarded by learned societies (Cole and Cole, 1973; 

Cole, 1979; Zuckerman, 1972). 

In the detection of these important authors many ways have 

been employed. Among them, citation analysis tries to evaluate 

their eminence through the volume of references evoked, in the 

communication network (books, periodical journals, symposia, and so 

on) by every author and every work, in the frame of a scientific 

community (Margolis, 1967; Garfield, 1979). 

We have tried to establish, by this method, the most eminent 

authors - that is, the most cited ones, in A.J.P. and P.R., from 

their birth till 1945. Both journals seemed ·to us well suited for 

our purpose; both are interested in broad theoretical questions of 

scientific psychology, and for many years they have maintained a 

sort of competition between them. lt is noteworthy that A.J .P., 

founded in 1887 by G.S. Hall, and bought in 1920 by K.M. Dallen

bach, has been published as a private journal for the whole period 

analyzed; at the same time, P.R., founded by J.M. Baldwin and 

J.McK. Cattell in 1894, became an A.P.A. journal in 1925, a dif

ference in ownership not tobe dismissed as meaningless as has been 

found recently (Gotor, 1982). In any case, they seem to provide us 

with a good sample of the information, papers and knowledge pro

duced by psychologists in the United States till the middle of our 

century. 

We have taken into account all the citations that appear in 

original contributions and papers published by A.J.P. and P.R. 

Table I offers the main features of the data we have employed here. 

It appears that both j ournals have a very similar citation policy, 

and the existing differences seem to come from the different annual 

volume of papers edited by each journal. The average number of 

citations per article are pretty much the same (10.80 in /LJ.P., 

10.58 in P.R.), and the average citations per author cited, for the 

whole period, are very similar (3.53 citations per author in 

A.J.P., in 59 years; 4.31 citations in P.R. in 52 years). (That 

means an average of 0.05 (in A.J.P.) and 0.08 (in P.R.) citations 

author-year). 



TABLE I.-INFORMATION EMPLOYED IN A CITATION ANALYSIS OF AJP (1887-1945) AND PR (1894-1945) 

AJP 
NUMBER OF YEARS 
ANALYZED:::::::::::: 59 

ffi AH 
DIFFERENT CITED AUTHORS::: ::: :: :: 6635 

52 CITATIWS TO ANONIMOUS AUTHORS:::: 306 
AVERAGE CITATIONS PER NUMBER OF ARTICLES 

ANALYZED:::::::::::: 2198 
NUMBER OF CITATIONS: 23754 
AVERAGE CITATIONS 

1571 CITED AUTHORS:::::::::::::::::::: 3.53 
16062 NUMBER OF CITATIONS TO THE 

FOR ARTICLE::::::::: 10. 80 
20 MOST CITED AUTHORS:::::::: :::: 3215 

10.58 PERCENT OF TOTAL CITATIONS 
CORRESPONDING TO THE 20 MOST 
CITED AUTHORS:::: :: ::: :::: ::::::: 13.50 

TABLE II.- THE MOST CITED AUTHORS IN AJP (1887-1945) AND PR (1894-1945) 

a) Common Authors: 
AJP PR 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (a) (B) (C) 
WUNDT, W 593 1826 Germany 27 125 
TITCHENER, E. 547 1871 G.Britain 27 l 86 
JAMES, W. 156 1841 USA 27 168 
BORING, E.G. 153 1886 USA 96 
KOHLER, W. 118 1886 Germany 27 106 
KOFFKA, K. 107 1886 Germany 27 101 
THORNDIKE, E. 91 1871 USA 27 191 

b) Differential Authors: 

WASHBURN, w. 261 1871 USA 23 TOLMAN,E. 180 1886 USA 
BENTLEY, I. 137 1871 USA 21 WATSON,J.B. 161 1871 USA 
HALL, G. S. 129 1841 USA 27 HULL,C.L. 151 1886 USA 
FERNBERGER, S. l 10 1886 USA 18 McDOUGALL,lv. 150 1871 G.Britain 
DALLENBACH,K. 108 1886 USA BALDWIN ,J .M. 125 1856 USA 
EBB ING HAUS, ll. 105 1856 Germany 27 LASHLEY,K. 120 1886 USA 
STUMPF ,K. 97 1841 Germany 27 LEWIN,K. 106 1886 Germany 
BINET,A. 94 1856 France 27 WOODWORTH,W. 102 l 871 USA 
HELMHOLTZ,H. 90 1826 Germany 27 DODGE,R. 90 1871 USA 
CALKINS,M.W. 82 1856 USA 20 SPEARMAN,C. 84 1856 G. Britain 
WARD,J. 81 1841 G.Britain 24 CARR,H. 75 1871 USA 
F~EUD,S. 78 1856 Austria 27 DEWEY,J. 75 1856 USA 
KULPE,O. 78 1856 Germany 27 DUNLAP,K. 75 1871 USA 

----------------------- ------------------
Total citations: 3215 (13.50%) 2467 (15.35%) 
Average citations 
per author •...... !60.75 123.35 
Average citations 
per author in 1 year: 2.7 2.4 

PR 
3532 
828 

4.31 

2467 

15.35 

(D) 

27 
27 
27 
27 
25 
27 
26 
27 
20 
27 
23 
27 
22 

A) Citation obtained; (B) Supposed generation; (C) Country of origin; (D) Rank in the 
Anning-Boring-Watson's ranking. 

TABLE III.- FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOST CITED AUTHORS (AJP AND PR) ACCORDING TO 
THEIR COUNTRY OF ORIGIN, SUPPOSED GENERATION AND EMMINENCE RANK (AB,) 

a) Country of origin AJP PR b) Generation AJP PR c) Emrninence AJP PR 
Germany 7 4 1826 2 Rank 27 l 3 14 
Austria l 0 1841 4 l Rank 26 0 l 
Great Britain 2 3 1856 5 3 Rank 25 0 1 
France 1 0 1871 4 8 Rank 24 0 
USA 9 13 1886 5 7 Rank 23 1 l 

Rank 22 0 l 
Rank 21 0 
Rank 20 1 
Rank 18 l 0 
Rank 1 7 0 0 

Average Rank 25.39 26 
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We have established (Table II) the most cited authors in 

A.J.P. and P.R. till 1945. All are placed well above the average 

level of citations, as they received at least one citation per 

year. At the same time, these 20 authors, represent, for each 

j ournal, more than 10 per cent of all the ci tations collected, 

because they represent less than a 1 per cent ( 0. 3 per cent in 

A.J.P.; 0.5 per cent in P.R.) of cited authors. 

It is possible to group these authors in different ways. They 

are common names in both lists; nevertheless, each j ournal also 

contains some differential ans specific authors. 

The common authors seem to represent a scientific core for the 

American Psychology. Here we find the structuralist tradition, with 

W. Wundt and E.B. Titchener; the Gestalt school, with K. Koffka and 

W. Köhler. All of them are foreign people. There are also three 

american-born persons: W. James, E.L. Thorndike and E.G. Boring, 

they perhaps could be taken as representatives of an open-minded 

approach to different problems and different schools of psychology. 

The case of Boring is particularly interesting; as an "eclectic 

psychologist" (see Murchison, 1930), he was able to integrate 

historical and experimental ways of research, psychophysics and 

psychoanalysis, the structuralism ot Titchener at Cornell and the 

operationalism of Feigl at Harvard, "moving - as it was said (Wat

son & Campbell, 1963) - from a narrow focus on particular problems 

to a focus upon the science of psychology as a whole". 

It is also noteworthy the similarity of the impact obtained by 

these authors in both journals; the exceptional amount of citations 

of Wundt's and Titchener's works in A.J.P. are, in part, due to the 

fact that the journal offered their complete bibliographies (for 

Wundt, see Titchener & Geissler, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911; Titchener 

& Foster, 1912, 1913, 1914; Titchener, 1921; Titchener & Feldman, 

1922; for Titchener see Boring, 1927; Dallenbach, 1928). 

There are also differential aspects, besides the common ones. 

First of all, there seems tobe the differences in leading theore

tical interests. Hence A.J.P. seems to offer well-known names in 

experimental psychology, centered around Wundt; many of them focu-
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sed upon the study of consciousness, from such different points of 

view, as structuralism, psychoanalysis and Gestalt; P.R., on the 

other hand, includes the main representatives of psychological 

schools that occupied the scientific field in the '30s: functiona

lism (Dewey, Carr, Baldwin), hormic psychology (McDougall), dynamic 

psychology (Woodworth), behaviorism (Watson, Tolman, Hull, Lashley, 

as well as others as Dunlap and Dodge, not very far placed), facto

rial correlational psychology (Spearman), field theory (Lewin), 

plus the core schools (structuralism and Gestalt) found to be 

common. 

When we consider the most cited authors from the point of view 

of their native countries, it appears to be some differential 

trends in both journals (Tables II and III). More than a half of 

the names included in the A.J.P. list are european (55 per cent), 

and 8 (40 per cent) belong to German-speaking tradition; P.R., on 

its part, includes only 35 per cent of european-born psychologists, 

and seems to pay more attention to national authors. 

The most cited authors in both journals could also be compared 

in their levels of eminence, as measured by the importance given to 

them in such a scale as the Annin-Borning-Watson's ranking (Annin, 

Boring, Watson, 1968). In the A.J.P. list we find 18 authors that 

also appear in that ranking, and 13 are included in the highest 

level (65 per cent of all the eminent listed); if averaged their 

ranks, we obtain a mean of 25.22 per author. In the case of P.R., 

the list includes 19 authors also appearing in the ranking - the 

only missing in both lists is E.G. Boring, not entering as evalua

ted author in the ranking by self-evident reasons , 14 authors 

(that means 70 per cent of the names) belong to the highest level; 

the average rank is equal to 26. So it could be said that similar 

levels of eminence have been taken into account by both journals 

(or by the authors publishing in them and accepted by editorial 

committees), but perhaps P.R. seems to pay a little more attention 

than A.J.P. to the psychologists considered most eminent by the 

Annin-Boring-Watson's ranking, and closer to that way of evaluating 

psychology than A.J.P. does. 
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We also considered all these psychologists in a generationa l 

perspective (Tables II and III). Given their birth years, we group

ed them into generations, taken every generation as the group of 

persons that have born into a span of fifteen years, as a rough 

measure suggested by the theoretical work of Ortega and Marias 

(Ortega, 1959; Marias, 1970; Jausen, 1975). These generations will 

be designated here by its central year. So, all the authors very 

frequently cited in both journals belong to five generations: that 

of 1826, of 1841, of 1856, of 1871 and of 1886. Taken both lists as 

a whole, it is possible to see the growth of modern psychology 

reflected in them (Table III); more than a half of the authors 

belong to the two younger generations (1871 and and 1886). If we 

consider at the same time the generation and the native country of 

each author, there seems to be a greater importance of European 

psychologists in the older generations (1826, 1941 and 1856) and a 

greater weight of American psychologists in the younger ones (1871 

and 1886). This points to a change of the gravitational center in 

modern psychology from the old to the new continent, detected in 

different ways (Perez-Delgado, Peiro & Carpintero, 1981, Tortosa, 

Carpintero & Peiro, 1981; Ben-David & Collins, 1966; Littman, 

1979). 

When we consider the distribution of citations according to 

the generational level of cited authors, we also find different 

trends of citation in A.J.P. and P.R. articles. In P.R., younger 

generations (1871, 1866) include 15 out of 20 names (75 per cent); 

the same generations in A.J.P., add upp 9 authors (that means 45 

per cent of its l:i.st). So, it could be said that A.J.P. seems to 

pay more attention to older eminent people than P.R. does. 

To summarize, A.J.P. and P.R. seem to differ in their scien

tific policies, as they offer differential echoes to the leading 

authors of classical and modern psychology. 

Eminent works in A.J.P. and P.R. 

A complementary view can be taken from the study of most cited 

works in both j ournals. Generally speaking, very high levels of 



TABLE IV THE MOST CITED WORKS IN AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY (1885-1945) ANDIN 
PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW ( 1894-1945). 

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY 

BENTLEY, I.M. 
THE FIELD OF PSYCHOLOGY.-13-1924. 

BOR ING, E.G. 
URBAN'S TABLES AND METHOD OF 
CONSULTANT STIMULI (~I~),1917)-21-1917. 

CA L KIN S, M.W. 
FIRST BOOK IN PSYCHOLOGY-20-1909. 

E B BIN G HAUS, H. 
GRUNDZUGE DER PSYCHOLOGIE-36-1897. 
UBER DAS GEDÄCHTNIS-30-1885. 

HELM HOLT Z, H. 
HANDBUCH DER PSYCHOLOGISCHEN OPTIK-58-
1856-1869. 
DIE LEHRE VON DEN TONEMPFINDUNG-20-1863. 

JA ME S, W. 
PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY-111-1890. 

K O F K A, K. 
PRINCIPLES OF GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY-18-1935. 
PERCEPTION: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GESTALT 
THEORY (~~~~ 1922)-17-1922. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL REVIEW 

BALD W IN, J.M. 
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CHILD AND THE 
RACE-25-1895. 

J A. ME S, W. 
PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY-82-1929 
PSYCHOLOGY: BRIEFER COURSE-27-1895. 

K'O'H L ER, W. 
GESTALT_PSYCHOLOGY-26-1929. 

K O F F K A, K. 
THE GROWTH OF THE MIND-31-1924. 
PRINCIPLES_OF_GESTALT_PSYCHOLOGY-26-1935. 

LAS H L E Y, K.S. 
BRA.IN MECHANISMS AND INTELLIGENCE-22-1929. 

L E W I N, K. 
A DYNAMIC THEORY OF PERSONALITY-27-1935. 
PRINCIPLES OF TOPOLOGICAL PSYCI!OLOGY-22-
1936. 

Mc D O U GALL, W. 
OUTLINE OF PSYCHOLOGY-29-1923. 
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY-26-1908. 

THOR ND I K E, E.L. 
K ·a H L ER, W. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY-40-1913-1923. 
GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION TO NEW ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE-25-191 l, 
CONCEPTS IN MODERN PSYCHOLOGY-19-1929. 

K Ü L P E, 0. 
GRUNDISS DER PSYCHOLOGIE-52-1893. 

S T U M P F, K. 
TON PSYCHOLOGIE-41-1883-1890. 

TI TC HE NE R, E.B. 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: A MANUAL OF 
LABORATORY PRACTICE-97-1901-1905. 
A TEXTBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY-73-1909. 
LECTURES OF THE ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY OF 
FEELING AND ATTENTION-33-1908. 
LECTURES OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
OF THOUGHT PROCESSES-30-1909. 
BEGINNER'S PSYCHOLOGY-24-1915. 

W A S H B U RN, M,F. 
THE ANIMAL MIND-17-1908. 

WUNDT,W. 
GRUNDZUGE DER PHYSIOLOGISCHEN PSYCHOLOGIE-
128-1874. 
VORLESUNGEN UBER DIE MENSCHEN UND 
TIERSEELE-21-1863. 

See First and Second Note 

TI TC HE NE R, E.B. 
A TEXTBOOK OF PSYCHOLOGY-46-1909. 
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY-26-1901-1905. 

T OLM AN, E.Ch. 
PURPOSIVE BEHAVIOR IN ANIMALS AND MEN-' 
44-1932. 

W AT SO N, J.B, 
PSYCHOLOGY FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A 
BEHAVIORIST-49-1919. 
BEHAVIOR: AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE 
PSYCHOLOGY-31-1914. 

WO O D WORT H, R.S. 
PSYCHOLOGY: A STUDY OF MENTAL LIFE-39-
192 l. 

WUND T, W. 
PRINCIPLES_OF_PSYCHOLOGICAL_PSYCHO~QQ~-59-
1893. 
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citation for works are parallel to those that are found for au

thors. Exceptions are found in two cases: when we deal with the 

great impact of authors of a solitary work, (the case of exceptio

nal work), or when the sustained activity of some scientists gets a 

feeble but continuous rate of citation that totalizes an important 

amount. 

In our present study, some interesting features are detected 

about scientific policies orienting citing behavior. lt is easy to 

see that both lists (Table IV) contain a large amount of books, and 

only two journal papers are included in them both in A.J.P. list (a 

fact that fits well with the dominant experimental character of 

this journal, and the greater attention paid to journal articles 

than to books in experimental research). It is also noteworhty 

that, in both lists, all the cited items are works written in 

English or German, and most of them are broad expositions of theo

retical value, not specialized monographies; the most frequent word 

appearing is "psychology"; and many works are text-books. 

Although it is not the case that every eminent author has a 

correlative "eminent" work, it is true that the most cited works 

have been written by the most cited authors. 

There also seems to be a core of works, common to both j our

nals; they present the theoretical ideas of structuralism and 

Gestalt. included are two text-books of Titchener, the physiologi

cal psychology of Wundt, and two general expositions of Gestalt 

theory, namely those from Köhler and Koffka. There must also be 

added the classical work of James, Principles of Psychologg, the 

work that occupies the first place in a global consideration of the 

citations of both journals. 

When both journals are considered from the standpoint of the 

eminent works they have cited most, there also appears tobe an 

important difference between them. A.J.P. pays more attention to 

duch experimental works as those of Ebbinghaus, Stumpf, Helmholtz 

or Kulpe; whereas P. R. seems to cover a broader scope of theore

tical views by the citations to the main presentations of several 

schools and tendencies. 
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A.J.P. and P.R. seem to have paid different attention to 

various historical stages of psychology; A.J .P. list includes 11 

works out of 20 belonging to the present century, whereas P. R. 

citations 16 out of 20 for the same period - that means 55 per cent 

against 80 per cent -. If distributed through decades, in A.J.P. 

the mode pertains to 1901-1910 decade, (frequency equal to 5), 

whereas in P.R. the mode is placed in the 1921-1930 decade (fre

quency equal to 5). 

In conclusion, our citation analysis of A.J.P. and P.R. arti

cles has shown interesting trends in the development of American 

psychology. Two different scientific policies in American psycholo

gy have been detected, governing the two oldest journals (A.J.P. 

and P.R.). One journal appears more interested in German experi

mental research and oriented to older authors and older works; the 

other, P.R., interested basically in the presentation of a broad 

scope of different theoretical points of view that were dominating 

the "era of schools" of American Psychology. 

But, at the same time, we have detected the existence of a 

common nucleus of ideas in both journals coming from structuralism, 

functionalism and Gestalt, that seem to lay the basis for the 

American psychological tradition. 

A more complete view will probably be gained when other jour

nals will be analyzed with this methodology, and new data could be 

added to our present information. 

fliorking groups in two journals (American Journal of Psychologg and 

Psgchological Bulletin). 

One of the main features of modern science lies in its colla

borative way of obtaining knowledge. This collaboration implies the 

possibility of combining pieces of research, as a result of the 

general acceptance of some methodological principles by a wide 

scientific communi ty. As in other organizations, modern science 

offers in itself a division of labour, with specialization and a 

plurality of functions in the research. The sociology of science 

has detected an increasing growth of collaborative groups in scien

ce in our century (Merton, 1973). 



TABLE V: COLLABORATIVE GROUPS ("INVISBLE COLLEGES") ESTABLISHED BY 
JOINED AUTHORSHIP IN A.J.P. (1887-1945) andin P.B. (1904-1945) 

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOWGY PSYCHOWGVCAL BULLETIN 

1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 
1 598 598 874 l 434 434 1104 
2 97 194 216 2 47 94 136 
3 24 72 110 3 13 39 90 
4 10 40 69 4 4 16 35 
5 9 45 92 5 2 10 12 
6 3 18 46 6 2 12 20 
7 - - - 7 1 7 14 
8 1 8 30 8 

13 - - - 13 1 13 45 
19 1 19 35 
20 1 20 32 

375 1 375 690 
TOTAL 745 1398 2194(3) TOTAL 504 625 1456 

NOTE: Number of authors in each group (l); Number groups (2); Total number of authors (3); Number of 
articles for each class of groups (4) 
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A deep study of collaborat.ive groups in modern psychology is 

needed. It could be admitted as a general hypothesis, that the 

growing collaboration in psychology paralleled an increasing degree 

of "naturalization" of its epistemological status as a science. 

In the present occasion we try to offer a sketch of collabora

tive work in american psychology, through the analysis of the 

articles published in two well-known journals - the American Jour

nal of Psgchologg (A.J.P.) and The Psgchological Bulletin (P.B.), 

from the first numbers tiU the end of World War II (1945). 

In our study, we differentiate working groups j oining all 

those authors together that have joined their signatures when 

publishing some article. In doing so, all the names that are bound, 

are, taken as members of the same group, or, as sometimes it has 

been called (Price and Beaver, 1966; Peiro, 1981), as an "invisible 

college" defined through collaborative work and joined authorship 

(joined signatures) of papers. 

The hypothesis is that those authors who do their research and 

publish the results together are closely connected and become 

indirectly related to those who collaborated with their own colla

borators. In this way we may group many authors in a complex unity, 

whose real meaning has to be ascertained in the context of the 

history of our science - in the context of American psychology, in 

our case. 

In our study, we have taken into account all the articles with 

two or more signatures appearing in both journals for the studied 

period. Every new author that produced a collaborative work with a 

former member of oae "invisible college" has been included in the 

same group. Applying this methodology, we obtained some working 

groups with a lasting presence and influence in each journal, as 

well as many others of more limi ted scope and shorter existence 

(Table V). 

More than half of the authors in A.J.P. (791 authors, that 

means 57 per cent) are included in the 147 groups that have been 

found (with an average of 5. 38 members in each group). The biggest 

"invisible college" joins 375 members (Appendix I) (nearly one 
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third of all the authors) and explains also one third of the whole 

volume of published articles (690 papers). The following group adds 

up to 19 authors, with 35 articles (nearly a 2 per cent). 

The former includes many important psychologists that headed 

different sub-groups, all around the leading figure of E.B. 

Titchener. It is easy to understand that this group represents the 

main intellectual line of the journal. lt covers the whole analyzed 

period and includes nearly all the editors of A . .J.P., with the 

exception of G.S. Hall and J.W. Baird. Many of the 

authors obtained their Ph.D. degree at Cornell Univers , under 

Titchener, as E.G. M.F. Washburn, K.H. Dallenbach, M.L 

Bentley, and W. P. Pillsbury. It also includes H. P. Weld, close 

collaborator of Titchener in the laboratory of Cornell, and E. C. 

Sanford, head of a subgroup centered at Clark 

friend of Titchener (Boring, 1950; Ross, 1972). 

Cornell University, with Titchener, and Vassar 

and close 

, with 

Washburn, appear to be the institutional core of this "invisible 

college" and also of the A.J.P. itself. The group aimed at the 

progress of scientific psychology, paying special attentjon to the 

laboratory research, 

A.J.P. (Hall, 1887, 

and this was also the program and goals of 

1895; Titchener, 1921; Dallenbach, Washburn, 

Bentley and Boring, 1926). 

The main subject matters studied by this group are basic 

psychological processes, from an experimental point of view, and 

research methodology. 

As the group had an active life in the journal for more than 

half a century, there does not seem tobe a small difference be

tween its early members and the latter ones. At the beginning, M.F. 

Washburn, E.B. Titchener and E.C. Sanford worked on the dominant 

questions of those days, namely sensation, perception and feeling 

processes. After that Pillsbury, Boring, Dallenbach, among others, 

added supplementary interest on memory and learning questions. As 

Ti tchener passed away, Guilford, Thorndike and other well-known 

members paid more attention to research in educational and intel-

ligence areas. As a whole unity, this "invisible col seems to 



GRAPHIC l "Invisible College" of E.B. TITCHENER (American Journal of Psychology, 1887-1945) 

Numer of authors 375 
Number of articles 690 
Years of permanence 1888-1945 

MULL, H.K. (8-3) 
1919-1944 

NAFE, J.P.(7-2) 
1924-1938 

WASHBURN, M.F.(69-7) 
SANFO E C / 1894-1938 I"" ZIGLER, M.J. (5-4) TlNKER, M.A. (7-6) 

RD, , ',. .,;/ 
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"·, 1920-1934_ 1922-1941 

l 3SS-l 92"~WJUPPLE, G.M. BOLGER, E.M. i l COBB, M.E. r"-, J 
1898-190~9 1907 jl 1918 " / MEENES, M. / 

PILLSBURY, W.B.(10-5) K~~~tID, M._ _ 
1923

-l
9

JO / 

1895-1943 t<--_ ~ . v,· 1' -- ! ./ --------------=~ .....,L ---------BOR ING, E. G. ( 28-21) 

BENTL~Y, /1. I. ( l l-23) - TITCHENER, E.B. (68-39) F-=====~=-:-:..::::==:-==~:1 1912-1942 

1899 1945 l 1894-1925 --·-- t 
____.-:· 1 

. . · 0 ________ __... __..----;_,../ / 1 HOLWAY, A.H. (6-0) 

GEISSLER, L.R.(5-9) ~/ ,- / 1 1937-1941 

1 908- l 91 5 ~-------.. // / 1 
__.- ,/ I \ -"'~ // WELD, H.P.(30-l) ./ / / ~DALLENBACH, K.M.(48-24) 

1912-1940 .. .. / 1 19 1945 

FOSTER, W. S. ~- l ) //' 1 f~~~:f~ 3 t · ···------ . ;, C~AKLEY '. J. 

1912-1917 ,, \ ______ J,
34

-
1943 

// \ CULLER, E. (6-0) 
~ ., 1934-·1943 

DIMMICK, F.L.(l 1-10) RICH, G.J.(6-5) 
1915-1939 1915-1926 

GlJlLFORD, J.P.(18-3)------) HELSON, H.(5-8) 
1925-1941) 1925-1942 

See Forth Note 



GRAPHIC 2 "Invisible College" of W .A. HUNT and S. S. STEVENS (American Journal of Psychology, !887-1945) 

Number of authors 19 
Number of articles 35 
Years of permanence !928-1942 

FORBES, T.W. (2-3)--,MAYS, L.L.(!-0) 

1928-1936\ {;-!':_:_ 
FLANNERY, J. (1-0) 

938 

CANTR lL, H. ( l - l ) 
1932-1934 -'------'1 

HUNT, W.A. (6-5) --- McGOURTY, M. (l-0) 

1931-194! f:.,___ !940 T 
,------.--------1 -----~ ' __.,-

;? ~::::; VOLKMANN, J: (7-0) 
WHITE, R. 

1930 
(l-0~ LANDIS, C. (3-l )--FERRAL, S. (l-0) !936-191+! 

. 1928-i936 1936 / /' ~ \ 

~ 1 , / \\ 

_,__.--

KELLER, F.S.(1-0) 
---J 194 l 

MORGAN, C.T.(2-0) 
1941 1942 

;\ 

I ~ PAGE, J.~l-0) // \ \ 
!936 // \ \ 

' ,/ 1 STEVENS, s. s. ( 6-4) II 

GERBRANDS, R.(3-0) ~ !936-1941 

j 
CALAMBOS, R.(1-0) 

191+2 ~- I 
NEWMAN, E.B. (l-2) 

1936-1939 
YOUTZ, R.E.P.(l-0) 

1938 
\ 
HARSCH, C.M.(1-0) 

1938 
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focu.;:·l upon ht~man psychology ·'--vith an e.xpe·rtmental background not far 

·rhe- seconG 1.,rr· g.c-!)Up ir,1e wa.nt te consider here includes 

19 authors and hed rontributed tot A.J.P. with 35 articles (1.6 per 

cent of all the a.rticles). It groups many important psychologists 

t.l1 ~d- ~ .. 1 ,):·!<ed in t:b.f: Har:·•.7ard labora.tories in the 1 30s" By t.hose years 

the operationalist psychology was at its best in Harvard, by the 

efforts c>f S~S~ Steve-r}s, influr~nced [)y 11 e·1.g1 and supported by 

Borin.g There are two subg:roups, he;-,ded by Stevens and Hunt, re--· 

spr.:::cti .. veiy; both of them seem to be connected by the work of J~ 

VolkrnatnJ. T'he Stevens subg.roup worked on psychophys i es and scal ing 

theo:ry 1 and the Hunt subg:roup in psychophysiology and erootion; 

Vo1r.xnanu seems Lo have been interested in emotion and affection, as 

,1ell 21.s i11 scal.LnR; rnethodology. The whole group worked on buman 

psychology witt1 psychometric methods. 

Wox·k.j.ng g.roups in tlliE! psgeholog.ica.1 bul]et..i.n 

This journal sh0ws a very different pict11re. lt offers a short 

number of articles written in collaboration. For the whole period 

the)r represent o~Jly ?.l1t,.2 per cent of the publisbed articles'.) and 

the amount of arti~Jes with one s:i gnature equals to 7'.'>. 8 per 

cent. 

Only one third of the authors (191, that means 30.6 per cent) 

show jo:Lnt signatures, and there is a lsrge number (Lf34, or 69,L; 

per witbo1rt col} ab,..J1·a ti·ve Ylork in t..he j ournal. 

lt 1s als<> noteworthy the large number of authors with only 

<)rH:· or t\10 articles 5.n the journ.111; they appc~ar to be "transient 

anthors" in Cole and Cole term:irwlogy, with sporadic presence in 

these pages. 

Among the groups of authors detected in P.B., the two biggest 

"invisible colleges" appear to be centered round E.G. Boring and 

A.T. Püffenherger respective}y. Let us consider their main feat.u-

res. 

Around the leading figure of E.G. Boring there appear tobe 13 

author:;, tJ13t h3ve conLributed with 45 art icles, but on ly 9 papers 

hat;re ts(:o or mor•.?' s:i.gnature~ The permanence of the group in the 



GRAPHIC 3 GROUP OF E.G. BORING (Psychological Bulletin) 

Number of authors 13 
Number of articles 45 
Years permanence in PB 1904-1945 
Number commun articles 9 

R.S. (1-10) WOODWORTH, 
1908--1930 

l 
BLOOMFIELD, D. (l-0) 

MORGULIS, S.(1-0) 1910 

1909 ~----~----., 
BORING, E.G. (4-l l) 1-------......; YERKES, R.M. (4-5) 

1

. 
,/1 1915-1944 1904-1945 

/ ll.....__-------r-r --,-.---,~"' 
BRYAN, \. 1. (3-0) / 

1942-1~~" j J 
DOLL, E.A.(2-1) 

1942- l 943 
~"-.., 

C.M.(1-0) 

STONE, C.P. (4-2), 
1927-1943 1 

ELLIOT, E .. 
1924-1944 31;-5)_11· . "-----. COMMINS, W.D.(l-1) 

~"'-
HILGARD, E.R.(3-5) 

1936-1945 ",,. 
MARHENKE, 

1940 

1932-1942 

P. ( 1-0) 

GRAPHIC 4 GROUP OF A.T.POFFENBERGER y G.H.S. RAZRAN (Psychological Bulletin) 

Number of authors 7 
Number of articles 14 
Years permanence in P.B. 1914-1944 

POFFENBERGER, A.T. (1-5)~--.__ RAZRAN, H.S.(2-3)1 
1914-1939 1 ~~ ~l929r-l94l ~ -

WETMORE, R.G. (J-0)-- BROWN, H.C. (2-0) 
1939 1939-1941 

/ 
ANSBACHER, 

1939-1944 

/ 
H. ( 1-3) 

MILLER, S.C.(l-0) 
1939 

WARDEN, C. ( 1-0) 
1929 
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j ournal covers the whole period; it takes 42 years. lt includes 

well-known psychologists as Yerkes, Woodworth, Stone, Hilgard and 

Boring himself. 

The unity of this group is not deep rooted. lt seems to in

clude four minor nuclei, put together as a result of collaborative 

work in the World War II. One of them, around Yerkes, has focused 

on anirnal psychology, with the presence of D. Bloomfield and S. 

Morgulis (this one, with Yerkes, offering in P.B. the first account 

of pavlovian metbodology for American readers in 1909). The second 

one, around C.P. Stone, seems interested in psychophysiology, and 

includes W.D. Commins and C.H. Keene; its central years are in the 

'30s. The third nucleus contains the names of E.R. Hilgard and P. 

Marhenke, working on learning; and the latest one, is based in a 

report at the IX International Congress of Psychology, in New Haven 

(U.S.A.), jointly signed by R.S, Woodworth and E.G. Boring. All 

these groups became integrated and in a larger structure, with new 

names as those of Bryan, Doll and Elliot, when a subcommittee on 

survey and planning for psychology, created on the occasion of the 

II World War, published two reports on military psychology in the 

pages of P~B~ in 1924~ Those reports were signed by all these 

authors - Boring, Yerkes, Stone, Hilgard, Bryan, Doll and Elliot -

Without the reports this "College" would not exist at all. 

The second group to be considered he:re includes two shorter 

clusters centered around A. T. Poffenberger and G.H. Razran. They 

a:re linked by H. C. Brown who collaborated with Poffenberger in 1939 

(working on an index of "The Psychological Index"), and with Razran 

in 1941 (on military psychology). Here we are also dealing with an 

artifactual "invisible college", of very problematic unity, without 

thematic coherence. 

The obtained results show us interesting differences between 

the two Journals according to the structure of their collaborative 

groups of authors and its theoretical meaning. 

The "invisible colleges" of A.J.P. present internal coherence 

based in theoretical grounds, with frequent master-pupil connec

tions, common :research facilities or institutions of educational 
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nature, and with an important amount of collaborative work. They 

seem tobe some kind of psychological school, guided by a leading 

researcher, placed in a laboratory center, and doing experimental 

research along a common line. 

At the other hand, the groups of P.B. seem of a very different 

nature. They have only an artifactual unity, not a theoretical one; 

they include only few members with a small amount of collaborative 

work, and their final structures seem to depend an social grounds. 

The journals differ also in the amount of collaborative arti

cles and the number of groups of authors detected. 

By far, the ultimate reason of all the founded differences 

could be places in the various nature of both journals. 

A.J.P. has been all the time a journal dedicated to experi

mental psychology, publishing original research done in laborato

ries. P.B., on its part, focused on reports and reviews, giving 

critical accounts of psychological literature and research carried 

out by others, and was also interested in social and institutional 

facts and news. 

The crucial point seems here to be placed in the deep dif

ference between both kinds of scientific literature, the "research 

article" and the "review article", that are produced in two dis

similar ways with particular conditions in each case. 

Concluding remarks 

At the end of our present exploration of three specialized 

journals through bibliometric methodology, it appears that the 

image of a science, when established through scientific literature, 

offers characteristic features, modulated by the literary genus of 

analyzed works (journal article, bibliographical revision), the 

dominant orientation of periodical publications including theoreti

cal bias and particular interests of editorial groups. The variable 

'journal' has not to be forgotten, as it explains an important 

amount of 'variance' in scientific communication. 

Existing differences had been sh9wn between three journals, 
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A.J.P., P.R. and P.B., differences that include differential theo

retical influences, specific networks of collaborative work through 

"invisible colleges", and idiosyncratic response to eminent works 

and classic authors. 

Moreover, bibliotmetric methodology, when integrated in a 

larger comprehensive understanding of data, permits to differen

tiate between different kinds of resul ts, such as real "invisible 

colleges" against the episodic ones, or normal rate of citation 

against simple bibliographies. 

We have detected, trhough quantitative methodology, well-known 

theoretical differences inside the psychological community of the 

United States, that very early benefited from the existence of 

various communication channels for the ideas and a rich institu

tiona1 background supporting differences. 

lt would be possible to go further in this sort of research, 

by taking into account important changes in time, corresponding to 

real developments and variations of a science in a historical 

frame. We tried here only to offer the flavour of that kind of 

approach. 



APPENDIX 1 

ALFABETICAL LIST OF 375 AUTHORS INCLUDED IN THE "INVISIBLE COLLEGE" OF E.B. TITCHENER 

(American Jourbal of Psychology 1.887-1.945). 

ABRAHAMS, H. (l, O, 1937); ADAMS, A.L., (l, 0, 1932); ADES, H.W. (2, 0, 1939-1943); 

ADLER, H. (l, 0, 1914); ALSPACH, E.M. (2, 0, 1916-1917); ALSTON, J.H. (l, 0, 1920); 

ALSTYNE, D. Van (l, 0, 1922); ALVORD, E.A. (i, 0, 1907); ALLEN, E.C. (!, 0, 1936); 

ALLEN, L.K. (!, 0, !938); ANDREWS, G.A. (l, 0, 1900); ARNETT, L.D. (!, 2, 1904-1905); 

ARONOFF, S. (l, 0, 1936); ATHERTON, M.V. (l, O, 1912); ATWATER, M.J. (1, 0, 1924); 

BACON, M.M. (1, 0, 1914); BAILY, H.W. (l, 0, 1945); BARBITT, M. (1, 0, 1915); BAR-

NES, F.F. (1, 0, 1908); BARNES, S.B. (1, 0, 1905); BARNHOLT, S.E. (l, 0, 1911); 

BASSETT, M.F. (1, 0, 1919); BAUM, H. (1, 0, 1919); BAXTER, M.F. (l, l, 1917-1927); 

BELL, A. (l, 0, 1906); BENTLEY, I.M. (! 1, 23, 1899-1915); BERGSTROM, J.A. (2, 3, 1893-

1907); BICKNELL, N. (1, 0, 1935); BIRCH, L.G. (!, O, 1897); BOLGER, E.M. (1, 0, 1907); 

BOLTON, T.L. (2, 3, 1891-1903); BOOTH, M.E. (l, 0, 1926); BORING, E.G. (28, 21, 1912-

1942); BOSWELL, F.P. (1, 0, 1916); BOWMAN, A.M. (1, 0, 1920); BROGDEN, W.J. (3, 4, 

1935-1943); BROWN, A.J. (1, 0, 1916); BROWN, D.E. (!, 0, 1913); BROWNING, M. (1, 0, 

1913); BRUES, A.M. (l, 0, 1927); BURGERT, R.H. (1, 0, 1936); BURKE, R.S. (1, O, 

1924); BURNETT, N.C. (2, 0, 1927-1928); BURNS, M. (l, 0, 1933); BURR, E.T. (1, 0, 

1913); CALKINS, M.W. (4, 7, 1893-1927); GARNES, M. (1, 0, 1916); CATTELL, J. (1, 0, 

1918); CLARK, D. (1, 0, 1911); CLARK, H. (1, l, 1913-1916); COAKLEY, .J. (3, 0, 1934-

1943); COBB, M.E. (1, 0, 1918); COGGINS, K. (1, 0, 1942); COLEGROVE, F.W. (2, 1, 1899); 

CONKLIN, V. (1, 0, 1925); COCK, B. (1, 0, 1930); COOK, C. (1, O, 1937); COCK, H.D. (1, 

0, 1899); COTZIN, M. (2, 0, 1941-1941,); COWDRIK, M. (2, 0, 1917-1919); GRANE, R.L. 

(1, 0, 1917); CRAWFORD, D. (l, 0, 1911); CULLER, E. (6, 0, 1934-1943); CURTIS, H.S. 

(!, 0, 1900); GURTIS, J.N. (1, 2, 1915-1917); CHAMBERLAIN, E. (J, 0, 1909); CHAPIN, 

M.W. (1, 0, 1912); CHICHIZOLA, T.L. (1, 0, 1931); DALLENBAGH, K.M. (48, 24, 1913-

1945); DALLENBACH, J.W. (1, 0, l91r3); DANTELS, A.H. (1, 1, 1893-1895); DANZIG, E.R. 

(1, 0, 1940); DARLINGTON, L. (l, O, 1898); DEAN, P.R. (1, 0, 1909); DEWEY, D. 

(1, O, 1924); DEYO, D. (i, 0, 192/r); DICHMAN, B. (1, 0, 1944); DIGGS, E. (1, 0, 1942); 

DIMMICH, F.L. (11, 10, 1915-1939); DODGE, A. (1, 0, 1934); DODGE, R. (3, 3, 1912-

1931); DON, V.J. (1, 0, 1924); DONALDSON, H.H. (!, 6, 1888-1892); DONOVAN, M.E. (1, 

0, 1913); DRESSLAR, F.B. (1, 4, 1892-1903); DRURY, M.B. (1, 1, 1931-1933); EARHART, 

R.H. (1, 0, 1933); EBERSBACH, R. (1, 0, 1930); EDES, B. (!, 0, 1936); EDWARDS, A.L. 

(1, 0, 1939); EKDAHL, A.G. (!, 0, 1934); ELLIOT, M. (1, l, 1922-1924); ENGLISH, H.B. 

(4, 5, 1921-1939); ERB, M.R. (J, J, 1937-1939); ERNEST, J.L. (l, 0, 1924); EWART, 

E. (!, 0, 1940); FATSON, C. (1, 0, 1934); FARNSWORTH, P.A. (4, 4, 1925-1938); FEHRER, 

E.V. (1, 1, 1932-1935); FELDMAN, S. (l, 5, 1922-1944); FERRALL, S.C. (l, 0, 1930); 

FIELD, R. (!, 0, 1923); FINCH, G. (2, 0, 1934-1935); FINEMAN, A.E. (!, 0, 1924); FOSTER, 

W.S. (8, 1, 1912-1917); FREDERICKSEN, N.D. (1, 0, 1934); FREIBERG, A.D. (1, 2, 1929-

1937); FRIEDLINE, C.L. (1, 1, 1918-1929); GALLOWAY, C.E. (l, O, 1904); GARD, W.L. 

(1, 0, 1907); GARVER, L.N. (1, 0, 1915); GATES, E.J. (2, 0, 1915); GEISSLER, S.R. 



(5, 9, 1908-·l915); GLANG, E. (1, 0, 1925); GIBSON, L. (l, O, 1919); GILL, N.F. (l, 

O, 1926); GILLETTE, A. (l, 0, 1933); GINSBERG, D. (1, 0, 1924); GLANVILLE, A.D. 

(l, l, 1929-1933); GLASCOCK, J. (l, 0, 1918); GLEASON, J.M. (1, l, !915-1919); 

GLIKSMAN, E. (1, 0, !926); GOLDMAN, N. (!, 0, 1932); GOODELL, M.S. (l, 0, 1911); 

GRAHAM, C.H. (4, 0, !930-1937); GRASSI, J.R. (1, 0, 1942); GRAVDS, K.B. (l, 0, 1919); 

GRITMAN, W.B. (!, 0, 1929); GROSE, S.L. (l, 0, 1921); GROSS, N. (1, 0, 1943); 

GRUBBS, W.H. (1, 0, 1932); GUILFORD, J.P~ (18, 3, 1925-1941); GUNDLACH, R.H. (2, 2, 

1930-1935); RACK}l.AN, R.B. (l, 0, 1936); HAIGHT, B. (1, 0, 1921); HALLAM, F.N. (1, O, 

1896); RAMLIN, A.J. (1, l, !895); HANGER, E. (1, O, 1942); HARDING, L. (1, 0, 1925); 

RARTMAN, T. (1, 0, 1919); H,.!\TT, E. (2, 0, 1923); l!EATH, E. (l, 0, 1919); HELSON, H. 

(5, 8, 1925-1942); HENSLEY, R. (l, 0, 1942); HERRINGTON, F.A. (1, 0, 1907); l!EYWOOD, 

A. (1, 0, 1905); HICKS, J. (1, 0, 1908); HILL, A.B. (l, 0, 1894); HOAG, R. (1, 0, 

1908); HOISINGTON, L.B. (3, 2, 1917-1924); HOLT, C.N. (l, 0, 1929); HOLT, E.D. (2, 

0, 1923); HOLWAY, A.H. (6, 0, 1937-1941); HOPSON, L. (l, 0, 1917); HOUSTON, H.E. 

(2, 0, 1907-1908); HOWE, l!.C. (l, 0, 1894); HOWELL, A. (1, 0, 1917); HUBBARD, M.R. 

(2, 0, 1939); HUDGES, E. (1, 0, 1930); HURVICH, L.M. (2, 0, 1937-1938); HYDE, W.F. 

(1, l, 1926-1929); lVES, M. (l, 0, 1925); JACOB, E. (l, 0, 1930); JACKSON, H. (l, 0, 

1930); JENKINS, J.G. (3, 2, 1924-1933); JOHNSON, C. (l, 0, 1944); JONES, M.G. (1, 

0, 1926); KEELER, K. (1, 0, 1929); KELLY, E.L. (1, 0, 1934); KEPLER,!!. (1, 0, 1927); 

KILLEN, B. (1, 0, 1904); KINCAID, M. (2, O, 1918); KNOX, H.W. (1, 0, 1894); KRAKAUER, 

D. (2, 0, 1937); KREEZER, G. (2, 4, 1932-1939); KRYTER, K.D. (1, 0, 1943); KUNKEL, 

F.M. (2, 0, 1919); LACEY, B.C. (l, 0, 1%1); LACEY, J.I. (2, 0, 1939-1941); LASKI, E. 

(2, 0, 1916-1918); LAY, W. (!, O, 1909); LEACH, H.M. (1, 0, 1910); LEAROYD, M.W. (1, 

0, 1895); LEUBA, J.l!. (2, 7, 1893-1917); LEVINE, !LA. (1, 1, 1936-1942); LEVINE, J. 

(l, 0, 1937); LINDEMANN, J.A. (l, 0, 1908); LINDNER, R.M. (1, 1, 1938-1939); LINDSAY, 

C. (1, 0, 1942); LIPMAN, E.A. (2, O, 1938-1942); LITCHFIELD, M. (1, 0, 1919); 

LOWENSIEIN, E. (2, o, l 930·· l 937); LOWY, K. (1, 0, J9!d); LUGE, A. (l, 0, l 917); 

McBROOM, N. ( 1 , 0, 1927); McDONALD. M.T. ( l , 0, l 922); McKENZIE, M. ( 1 , 0, 1930); 

McLEAN, K.G. ( l, o, 1934); McMICHAEL, G. ( l , 0, 1933); McNEIN, M. (l, 0, 1909); 

McOUBREY, C. ( l , o, 1931); MACK, M. ( l, o, 1926); MAJOR, D.R. (1, l, 1895-1898); 

MALIAY, M. (l, 0, 1931); MANNING, P. (l, O, 1934); MANRO, l:J.M. (1, 0, 1908); MARKS, 

D. (I, 0, 1921+); MARRILL, G. (1, 0, 1942); MARSHALL, B.H. (l, O, 1934); MAY, S. (1, 

0, 1917); MEAOS, L.G. (1, 0, 1915); MEENES, H.A. (2, 1, 1923-1930); MILES, C.C. (3, 

0, 1895-1932); MILES, W.R. (3, 4, 1928-1939); MILLER, D. (l, 0, 1930); MISUMI, I. 

(1, 0, 1931); MODELD, J.D. (1, 0, 1915); MOEDER, W.D. (1, 0, 1933); l10ESSNER, L.R. 

(l, 0, 1924); MOGENSEN, M.F. (1, 0, 1926); MONTAGUE, M. (1, O, 1918); MOORE, E.M. 

(l, 0, 1934); MORGAN, E. (1, 0, 1919); MOULD, M. (1, 0, 1915); MOYER, F.E. (1, 0, 

1897); MUCKENHOUPT, L. (1, 0, 1906); MULL, H.K. (8, 3, 1919-1944); MULLER, E.F. (1, O, 

1922); NAFE, J.P. (7, 2, 1924-1938); NAYLOR, A. (1, 0, 1931); NEAL, E. (l, 0, 1926); 



NEFF, W.S. (1, 2, 1936-1937); NEW, K.B. (1, 0, 1929); NOH, L.J. (!, 0, 1930); NORRIS, 

E.L. (!, 0, 1911); NORTHUP, K.M. (1, 0, 1926); PARK, D.G. (1, 0, 1931); PARRISH, C.J. 

(l, 0, 1895); PARRISH, C.S. (1, 0, 1897); PARSHALL, F.M. (1, 0, 1929); PARTRIDGE, G. 

E. (1, l, l900);PATERSON, D,G. (3, 0, 1930-1933); PATERSON, E. (1, 0, 1929); PHINNEY, 

E.D. (l, 0, 1896); PILLSBURY, W.B. (10, 5, 1895-1943); PISEK, F. (1, O, 1925); 

POLLACK, M. (l, O, 1925); POTTER, H.M. (1, 0, 1914); POWELL, N.J. (3, O, 1937-1942); 

POWELSON, I. (l, 0, 1913); POYNTER, W.F. (l, 0, 1931); PRAT'f, C.E. (2, 3, 1920-

1933); PRESTON, B. (I, 0, 191+4); PRITCHARD, W. (1, 0, 1927); QUACKENBUSH, N. (1, 0, 

1913); RAUSH, H.L. (l, 0, 1943); RAVESSLER, R.L. (l, O, 1943); REAGAN, C. (!, 0, 1934); 

REGENSBURG, J. (1, 0, 1921); REIMER, I. (l, 0, 1927); REYNOLDS, M.M. (l, 0, 1918); 

RICH, G.J. (6, 5, 1915-1926); RING, C.C. (l, 0, 1930); RIZZOLO, A. (l, 0, l92L,); 

ROBERTS, D. (1, 0, 1930); ROBINS, H. (1, 0, 1915); ROBLEE, L. (l, 0, 1912); ROESE, K. 

(1, 0, 1916); ROFF, M. (1, 0, 1938); ROOD, E.A. (1, 0, 1914); ROHE, L. (l, 0, 1908); 

ROWLEY, J. (1, 0, 1926); RUBIN, B.R. (l, 0, 1924); RUCKMICK, C.A. (1,, 16, 1912-1932); 

RUDERMAN, S. (1, 0, !924); RUDISILL, E.S. (1, 1, 1924-1925); RUNDQUIST, E.A. (l, 0, 

1933); RUSSO, S. (l, 0, 1939); SABINE, G.H. (1, O, 1905); SANDERS, R.W. (l, 0, 1929); 

SANFORD, E.C. (20, 23, 1888-1924); SAUDERS, W.H. (l, 0, 1907); SAUNDERS, M. (l, 0, 

1944); SCAHILL, H.G. (1, 0, 1925); SCHAUB, A. de V. (l, 2, 1909-1911); SCOTT, R. (l, 

0, 1934); SCRIPTURE, E.W. (1, 3, 1891 1894); SEARLE, H.E. (1, 0, 1907); SECOR, W.B. (1, 

0, 1900); SEVERENCE, E. (l, 0, 1907); SHAAD, D.J. (l, 0, 1931); S1LAW, A.M. (1, 0, 1908); 

SHEARER, L.C. (1, 0, 1916); SHELLEY, M. (l, 0, 1926); S1-!UEY, A.11. (l, l, 1924-1926); 

SHURRAGER, P.S. (l, 0, 1939); SIMONS, 1-L (1, 0, 1925); SLAUGHTER, J.W. (l, 3, 1900-

1902); SLIGH, G. (i, O, 1930); SMITH, D.L. (l, 0, 1933); SMITH, F.E. (1, 0, 1924); 

SMITH, D. (!, 0, 1915); SMITH, J.S. (l, 0, 1915); SMITH, M.K. (l, 0, 1907); SPENCE, W. 

(], 0, 1933); STEPANOVA, V, (1, 0, 1923); STEVENS, H.C. (1, 3, 1902-1905); STEVENSON, 

T.J. (1, 0, 1908); STEWARD, C.C. (!, 0, 1900); STEWART, C. (1, 0, 1930); STOCKER, S. 

(l, 0, 1926); STONE, L.J. (2, 0, 1934--1936); STONE, S.A. (l, 0, 1926); STRAUSS, H.H. 

(1, 0, !919); STROH, 11. (l, 0, 1908); STRONG, C. (!, 0, 1921); SUCHMAN, E.A. (l, 0, 

1938); SUPA, M. (2, O, 1941-1941,); TALBOT, E.B. (l, l, 1897-1898); TAYLOR, A.H. (l, 0, 

1910); TAYLOR, D.W. (2, 1, 1942-1943); TAYLOR, M.L. (l, 0, 1895); TAYLOR, R.W. (!, 0, 

1901); TERMAN, L.H. (l, 2, 1905-1929); THALMAN, W.A. (l, 2, 1921-1941); THORNDIKE, E.L. 

(3, 8, 1908-1935); THORNE, F.C. (1, l, 1933); THU11A, B.D. (3, 0, 1927-·1942); THURNSTONE, 

E. (l, O, 1934); TINKER, 11.A. (7, 6, !922··1941); TITCHENER, E.B. (68, 39, !894-1925); 

TOMLINSON, D. (l, 0, 1925); TRAVIS, R.C. (2, 4, 1925-1945); TREADWELL, L. (l, 0, 1915); 

TRIPLETT, N. (1, 4, 1898-1902); TUTTLE, R. (l, 0, 1914); Tl-/ISS, A;G, (l, 0, 1911); 

UHL!1AN, R.F. (1, 0, 1919); VARON, E.J. (l, 0, 1933); VOGELER, R. (2, 0, 1931-1932); 

VORTRIEDE, H.A. (1, 0, 1905); WAGONER, K.S. (5, 0, 1937-1938); WALKER, A. (l, O, 1919); 

WALLACE, R.F. (1, 0, 1933); IIALTON, ,T.E. (1, l, 1933-1937); WARD, K. (1, 0, 1928); 

WARNE, C,J. (1, 0, 1919); WASHBURN, 11.F. (69, 7, 1894-1938); WATANABE, R. (3, 0, 1894-



1895); WATKINS, P. (l, 0, 1900); WEBER, C.O. (2, 5, 1925-1941); WEED, S. (!, 0, 1896); 

WELD, H.P. (30, l, 1912-1940); WEMPLE, L. (l, 0, 1930); WERNER, S. (4, 2, 1935-1942); 

WEST, J. (J, 0, 1921,); WESTON, S.B. (i, 0, 1926); Wl:!EELER, H.S. (l, 0, 1906); WHIPPLE, 

G.M. (2, 7, 1898-1909) WHI'l'E, A.rL (!, 0, !932); WHITE, S.D. (l, 0, 1917); WILKE, M. 

(1, 0, 1930); WILSON, D. (!, 0, 1921,); WILSON, T. (l, 0, 1934); WILLIAMS, H.D. (l, 0, 

1918); WILLIAMS, M. (1, 0, 1914); WINFIELD, H. (2, 0, 1919-1921); WINTER, C. (!, 0, 

1926); WOLF, E. (l, 0, 1923); WOODRUFE, L. (l, 0, 191+4); WOODS., (l, 0, 1915); WRIGHT, 

C. (l, O, 1938); YAMADA, K. (l, 0, 1917); YOUNG, C.W. (l, 0, 191,i); ZIGLER, M.J. (5, 1,, 

1920-1934). 

See F if th Note. 
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Notes 

(1) The works underlined have been cited in the two journals. 

(2) The numbers to the left of works denoted, the first the tota

lity of citations, the second the year of publication. 

(3) Not included here are 4 anonymous papers detected in the 

journal. 

(4) All the authors with 5 or more articles are represented here. 

Also included are those authors who served as connecting bonds 

of different groups. Each arrow goes from a first author to 

every second one; second authors are connected by mere 

straight lines. In brackets, the number of articles in colla

boration, followed by the total number of articles published 

in the journal. Also indicated is the year of presence in the 

journal. 

(5) Each name is followed, in brackets, by an indication of the 

number of articles published in collaborative way, the number 

of articles published as single author, and the years cor

responding to his presence in the journal. 
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BIBLIOMETRIC METHODS AND THE INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF 

SCIENTIFIC SPECIALTIES: CITATION TRACING AND THE HI STORY OF 

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS. 

Marc De Mey 

University of Ghent 

The life cgcle of a paradigm 

In some applications of the paradigm-concept, the difference 

between implicit knowledge and expectations on the one hand and 

explicit and established knowledge on the other, is accounted for 

in terms of a trade off relation maintained over the paradigm 

life-cyle. In its initial phase the paradigm is a promis source 

of ideas evoking possible investigations and generating 

tions about their outcome. As the suggested research is 

realized and solid data are assembled, the knowledge involved 

gradually becomes more articulated and the share of 

principles diminishes. Finally, the suggestive power of the para

digm seems used up and the scientific community is left with a more 

or less stabilized body of knowledge which can be added to the 

store of established science or classified as a dead end. The 

specialty enters what Yellin (1972) calls the "post developed 

state". Several models for the development of specialties distin

guish between four stages for a paradigm life-cycles.Goffman (1971) 

introduces a sequence of stage 1: insufficient and unordered infor

mation; stage 2: insufficient but ordered information, stage 3: 

sufficient but unordered information and stage 4: sufficient and 

ordered information. Crane (1972) couples the four stages of know

ledge development to four developmental stages for scientific 

communication. In stage 1, when the paradigm appears, there is no 

developed social organization, in stage 2 when normal science 

flourishes, invisible colleges appear, in stage 3 wi th maj or prc

blems solved and anomalies turning up, social splitting occurs; in 

stage 4 with the paradigm exhausted, the number of participants 

decreases. A clear link is suggeted between cognitive "states" and 

characteristics accessible to socio-

(This paper is based on materials reported at the OECD-conference 

on Science and Technology Indicators, 1980). 
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Figure 1: Characteristics of the life-cycle of scientific specialties in relation to the 
various stages "superimposed" on the logistic growth curve (see Crane, 1972, p. 172). 
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metric analysis. In Figure 1, we have added an augmented table of 

stage-characteristics to Crane's stage-segmentation of the logistic 

growth curve for specialties. Manifestly, through those various 

stages the nature of the expectations and accumulated knowledge 

changes and one wonders whether bibliometric indicators could be 

sensitive to such changes and provide a lead to their study. 

In an effort to check the accuracy of the phase-characteris

tics on a specific case of specialty development, we made some 

analyses on the diffusion of innovations paradigm. Rogers & Shoe

maker (1971) contains a bibliography which covers the development 

of the area from its very beginning and which distinguishes between 

empirical studies and publications that do not report empirical 

resul ts. Furthermore, they provide for a detailed list of hypothe

ses which express the diffusion paradigm, a listing of the biblio

graphic items which either support or do not support the hypothesis 

studied. This should allow us to verify whether indeed non empiri

cal or programmatic studies are to be retrieved in the earlier 

phases and whether the negative anomalous findings constitute a 

substantial portion of the studies reported in the later phases. 

Figure 2 and 3 show the distribution of items respectively split up 

in empirical versus non-empirical and supporting versus non-.suppor

ting. 

With respect to empirical versus non-empirical, it is clear that 

the non-empirical literature seems to develop as an almost constant 

proportion of the whole literature, roughly one third, rather than 

as a category mainly tobe found in the earlier stages. 

With respect to supporting versus non-supporting studies, the 

proportion of non-supporting literature seems to increase but it is 

not the category that dominates the later stages. 

There are several possibilities to explain why the diffusion 

paradigm as registered in the 1971-bibliography should not follow 

the paradigm lifecycle. One could argue that the specialty is 
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still expanding and hardly in the third phase since new domains of 

application are still added. An alternative formulation of this 

argument would be that the 1971-bibliography covers a whole sequen

ce of related and partly overlapping paradigms which have gone or 

go through the life-cycle on their own. 

I first applied in rural sociology with the diffusion of 

hybrid corn, then medical sociology with the adoption of new drugs 

by physicians, then marketing ... etc. Conflating this whole li te

rature into one bibliography results in a mixing up of late li te

rature in one sub-paradigm with early literature of another. 

Therefore, the classification in Rogers and Shoemaker might not be 

an optimal sample for tracing the development of one specialty. In 

order to understand the organizing and suggestive forces of a 

paradigm one would need to locate the real seminal papers or works 

and study the details of their impact on the specialty communi ty. 

For such an analysis, we have found a more suitable domain in a 

case where there is one well defined author who is unambiguously 

considered the intellectual leader of a field which he revolutio

nized by publishing a seminal monograph: Noam Chomsky and his 

Sgntactic Structures of 1957. 

While the diffusion paradigm promoted by E.M. Rogers followed 

a rather smooth diffusion pattern, Chomsky' s innovative ideas in 

linguistics and psycholinguistics caused much turmoil and became 

highly controversial. If there is a sequence of inspiration, ap

plication, criticism, and rejection in the cognitive life-cycle of 

paradigms, it should be particularly apparent in the reception of 

his ideas. 

The case of the Chomsk:yan revolution. 

In the list of social science documents cited at least 200 

times from 1972 to 1974 (Garfield, 1979, p. 143), Chomsky's Aspects 

of the Theorg of Sgntax (1965). "scores" 382 citations. For a 

monograph which is not on methods, this is quite high and an unde

niable indicator of influence. 

We will not investigate whether Chomsky' s movement qualifies 

as a genuine Kuhnian revolution or whether Kuhn needs tobe revised 
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on the basis of the history of that movement. The revolution impact 

of his publications, in particular Syn.tactic Stru.ctures (1957), 

seems widely accepted. The statement of purpose for the new journal 

Linguistic Inquiry published for the first time in 1970 starts out 

with the statement "With the publication of Noam Chomsky' s Syntac

tic Structures in 1957, the field of Linguistics began to undergo 

certain rad:i.cal changes". The f:i.rst sentence of Sm:i.th & W:i.lson' s 

Modem Linguistics reads: "The publ:i.cation of Noam Chomsky' s Syn

tactic Structures, in 195 7, marked the start of a revolution in 

linguistics" (p. 9). But while Katz and Bever (1977) indicate that 

"the transformationalist revolution in lingu:i.stics" which denotes 

Chomsky's innovation "f:i.ts Thomas Kuhn's (1962) account of scienti

fic revolutions" (p. 11), W:i.nston (1976) feels justified to claim 

the "failure of the revolution to conform to the Kuhnian account" 

(p. 30). For our purposes it is sufficient to notice that their is 

a major development in science induced by N. Chomsky and that it is 

manifested in a great number of references to his work. The ques

tion is whether we can trace the cognitive dynarn:i.cs of that move

ment by means of these references and in particular, whether they 

provide a hint on the inspirational qualities of the :i.nnovat:i.on. 

Among the hallmarks of Chomsky' s doctrine is the competence

performance d:i.stinct:i.on. The Chomsky oriented linguist is interes

ted in a theory of language that is independent of the psychologi

cal and social processes that are actually involved in producing or 

understanding language. The emphasis is on grammar, considered as a 

set of principles or rules by wh:i.ch acceptable strings of language 

elements can be characterized ( the preferred term is "generated", 

from there: "generative grammar"). Grammar is reduced to syntax 

which occup:i.es a central position. A syntactically generated deep 

structure "sentence", later on "base string", serves as a pivotal 

unit for both semantic interpretation and surface implementation of 

a sentence. The "surface structure" is the actual form a sentence 

takes. It is derived from deep structures (earlier version) or base 

strings (later version) by means of "transformations", hence 

"transformational grammar". The base string or deep structure is 
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derived with or generated by phrase-structure rules or recursive 

rewriting-rules. Tbis technical apparatus which is succesfully 

applied to specific grammatical problems (such as active-passive 

and auxillary verbs) is coupled to a philosophical position of 

rationalism emphasizing innateness of language capacity in terms of 

linguistic universals. lt is important to notice that Chomsky' s 

system contains both specific technical devices such as various 

types of rules and philosophical posi tions which are, while being 

general, nevertheless articulated. In principle, he can be ci ted 

for either of them and the one category of bis contributions does 

not entail the other. 

The reterence in Chomsk:g-citations. 

In a review of a book that he ca11s "the definitive defence of 

the relevance of Chomsky' s work to psycholinguistics" (Fodor, 

Bever, Garett, 1974) Johnson-Laird points out that "the book proba

bly marks the end of an era" (p. 264). According to that view, it 

would not seem inappropriate to go through fifteen to twenty years 

of references to Chomsky' s seminal works in the hope of finding 

successively preponderantly positive references (first general than 

specific) and then preponderantly negative references (first criti

zing specific technical problems, then rejecting the whole para

digm). But according to monographs as Smith & Wilson's (1979): "the 

effects of th.at revolution (Chomskyan) are still worked out" (p. 

9). They would apparently not consider it appropriate to apply 

"post-developmental" characteristics to Chomskyan linguistics, all 

the more because Chomsky is still very active and he recently 

published another major work Rules and Representations (1980). What 

we have mentioned with respect to diffusion-of-innovation-studies 

applies equally well to Chomsky. While he might be considered 

outmoded in one area, another specialty might only recently have 

hit upon his relevance and the latter might introduce his concepts 

as a potential solution while the former has reached the stage of 

rejection. 
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In a classificiation of journals according to the number of 

Chomsky-references the Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Beha

vior (JVLVB) ranks probably first. (SCI does not contain 

Lingua, Linguistic.s and other highly relevant linguistic journals 

which makes exact comparison difficult). The journal came into 

being in 1962 after a rather long gestation period reported in 

Cofer (1978) "Origins of the Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal 

Behavior". Before their big impact upon linguistics, Chomsky' s 

concepts affected psycholinguistics and the journal became a major 

medium in its expansion. 

Because of its central position in the first wave of the Chomskyan 

revolution, we decided to do a detailed analysis on the Chomsky-ci

tations in the JVLVB, in particular the references to Sgntactic 

Structures (1957) and Aspects of a Theory of (1965). Since 

these are the cited monographs and since they can be consi-

dered as the official texts of the doctrine, we could 

expect that the pattern of references to those works over time 

would reflect the cognitive life-cycle of the Chomsky-paradigm. 

There are 171 references to Chomsky in the JVLVB from 1962 (first 

volume) to the 1979 volume, 44 to the 1957-monograph, 66 to the 

1965-book and 61 to other publications of Chomsky. Figure 4 gives 

the distribution of these references over the eighteen volumes 

which have been analysed. 

We analyzed the 110 references to the two monographs in detail and 

classified them with a classification scheme comparable to Chubin 

and Moitra' s (1975). Their classification scheme distingsuishes 

between 

affirmative references, further subdivided into: 

basic 

subsidiary 

additional 

perfunctory 

negative references 

partial 

total 



VOLUME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
JVLVB 

References 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 
to 

SYNTACTIC 
STRUCTURES (5 7) - 4 2 8 3 5 2 5 3 4 3 - - 2 1 1 

ASPECTS OF A THEORY 
OF SYNTAX (65) - 3 6 8 8 8 5 10 10 2 3 - 2 

OTHER CHOMSKY PU-
BLICATIONS - 2 1 5 8 5 6 4 5 4 2 3 5 3 3 -
TOTAL NUMBER OF RE-
FERENCES TO CHOMSKY - 6 3 13 14 16 16 17 16 13 15 13 7 8 4 3 

Figure 4 Distribution of references to N. Chomsky in Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 
Vol.l to Vol. 18. Total number of references is 171. 

17 18 

78 79 

1 

- 1 

2 3 

3 4 
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In our interpretation, these categories link to stage-characteris

tics of the paradigm life-cycle roughly as follows: 

stage one: establisment and recognition of the paradigm: basic 

affirmative references expected to it; 

stage two: application and utilisation: subsidiary af

firmative references; 

stage three: indiciation of anomalies turn up: 

additional affirmative references coupled to remedy

ing suggestions for improvement of the paradigm; 

partial negative references poiting to serious and 

possibly irremediable trouble; 

stage four: rejection of the paradigm: total negative referen

ce. 

Perfunctory affirmative references do not fit the scheme because 

they acknowledge familiari.ty with the cited reference without 

expressing a definite commitment to or against the position it 

represents. 

The results are represented in Figures 5 and 6. 

Before we attempt to see whether they provide any insi.ght on the 

cogni.tive dynamics of a speci.alty, it should be emphasized that 

content analysis of citations, at least in thi.s case of N. Chomsky 

is rather ambiguous. 

Our results are comparable to other classi.fications of citati.ons in 

that we notice a substantial number of perfunctory citations. This 

number would be higher if we would have restricted our analysis to 

the local context of the citation. Many citations require an analy

sis of the line of argument of the whole paper in order to be 

properly understood. Gi.lbert' s (1977) warning with respect to the 

relevance of context is highly appropriate. One cannot avoid taking 

i.nto account context when analyzing content and as we have argued 

elsewhere (De Mey, 1982) context i.s a glibly notion. Paraphrasi.ng 

Wittgenstein, one could say "to understand one citation is to 

understand a whole field" (vs. Wittgenstein "to understand one 

sentence is to understand a whole language"). 



'~me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 l 12 l 3 14 15 16 17 18 Total 
JVLVB 

Type '~ 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 
of referenc~ -,, 

BASIC 

----·~"--·--·· ----·--- -

SUBSIDIARY 4 2 2 1 1 1 11 

--·--~--· 

ADDITIONAL 4 2 1 l 1 1 1 J 12 

PARTLY 
2 NEGATIVE 1 2 5 

-----
TOTALY 
NEGATIVE 

PERFUNCTORY 1 i 1 2 2 1 l 1 10 

-·- -----···-~ -- - ... -· - --~- ~- .. .. ------~------------- -- -~--------
NOT 

1 1 2 1 5 CLASSIFIED 

Figure 5: Classification of Reference to Syntactic Structures (1957) 



._v 'v ..1. \ ... U4~"-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 l l 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Total '-,, 

',_JVLVB 

Type 

of reference, 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

BASIC 

----------.-----·---- ·--------·--------· ---- ·--·· 

SUBSIDIARY 2 3 2 3 l 3 2 16 
-----------· 

ADDITIONAL 2 4 2 2 6 5 2 23 
--- ·-. -~--------·--·----------·--·---- -··---- ------

PARTLY 
NEGATIVE 

] l l 1 4 

--

TOTALLY 
NEGATIVE 

. ·------·- _,,., 

PERFUNCTORY l 2 2 3 2 ] l 2 1 l l 1 7 

--
NOT 2 2 
CLASSIFIED 

] 1 6 

Figure 6: Classification of References to Aspects of a Theory of Syntax (1965) 
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Nevertheless, the classified citations seem to confirm the 

life-cycle model of specialites, although rather weakly and only 

for stages two and three. The bulk of the citations links indeed to 

constructive or critical use of the cited monographs. The prominent 

feature of these citations is that citing authors take great cau

tion not to express too strong a commitment or too strong a rejec

tion. The general line of argument is: "given the evidence I have 

assembled, there is something to say for Chomsky's notion of 

--------" (subsidiary citations) or "there is something to say 

against Chomsky's use of ------- and some correction or alternative 

needed" (additional citations). Furthermore, citations which iden

tify generic concepts of the cited autor are rare. Most authors 

cite a technical concept or a particular position of the cited 

author and avoid attempts to come to a global grasp of his contri

bution. Surprisingly, the rare exceptions come rather late in the 

specialty life-cycle and not at the beginning where we expected 

them. 

In a 1976-paper of Smith & Baker, we find a general characterisa

tion of Chomsky's endeavor in the following terms: " ... The reason 

for this claim derives from a characteristic argument that pervades 

much of generative grammar: If we attempt to write rules, so the 

argument runs, with reference only to overt linguistic forms, we 

can succeed in producing only a very complex system with many 

irregularities, and we gain little insight into the general prin

ciples that might govern linguistic structures: however, if we 

allow ourselves to assume the existence of underlying linguistic 

forms that are not directly observable, then a significant simpli

cation of the rule system is possible, and we stand a better chance 

of discovering general linguistic principles" (p. 267). Manifestly, 

it is this two-component-model with "deep structure" and "surface 

structure" which inspires the first generations of Chomsky-users 

contributing many of the subsidiary citations. However, their 

citations do not identify that generic notion in Chomsky. Rather 

uncritically, they take the two-component-model for granted and 

apply it straightaway in its technical details. A citation which 
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aims at identifying a generic aspect of Chomsky (1957) does so (in 

1975!) in blaming current literature for still adhering to associa

tionism while acceptance of Chomsky would mean its rejection. 

If, in general, generic aspect of frequently cited text, would 

be revealed only relatively late in the life-cycle of paradigms, 

the analysis of citation contexts would not be very instrumental in 

discovering the suggestive and guiding role of these popular docu

ments. One is indeed surprised to find how heterogeneous the cita

tion contexts are which focus upon the same book. Small (1978) 

suggested a study of citations in chronological sequence in order 

to follow the narrowing of meaning which occurs with respect to 

such documents. 

For the series of citations we have analyzed, it is far from clear 

how this occurs. The first generation of citing authors does not 

justify its citing on an identification of the generic aspects of 

the text. The relevance and importance of the cited text is ap

parently taken for granted. The second and third generation of 

citing authors engange in detailed and rather fragmented analysis. 

A few fourth generation citing authors expresses a global view on 

the contribution, grasping a glimp of the generic concepts which we 

consider to be underneath the suggestive power of paradigms. The 

majority of the fourth generation authors however plays safe by 

restricting to perfunctory citations. If only few citing authors 

acknowledge rather late in the life-cycle the generic value of the 

highly cited publication, what then drives the majority of citing 

authors? 

The absence of explicit citations in the first stage of the 

paradigm life-cycle is not incompatible with the augmented Crane

model. To the contrary, informal communication definitely domina

tes. Therefore, in order to see how a cluster of high citing au

thors forms around a highly cited document, it might be required 

that we pay more attention to the informal communication process of 

the first generation of highly citing authors. In the case of 

Chomsky, it cannot be sheer coincidence that almost all these 

authors were related to Harvard's Center for Cognitive Studies or 
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M. I. T. The "negotiation of meaning" that went on there before it 

became reflected in high ci tation frequencies should be crucial in 

our understanding of nascent popularity. We need to know the cogni

tive basis of popularity in order to understand what indicators 

based on popularity measures (including co-citation networks) mean. 
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TECHNOLOGY AND HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY 

Antonio Caparros 

Universidad de Barcelona 

In general, histories of psychology present psychological investi

gation as if it were exclusively scientific, and do not take into 

account the existence of differentiated psychotechnological inves·· 

tigation with its own epistemological status. Science and technolo

gy in psychology are closely related but they form two different 

activities and have related in different ways through 

Psychological should study this matter in more 

depth. 

The Problem 

When the of psychology or contemporary psychology are 

presented from the academic standpoint, they are conceived as an 

almost exclusively scientific discipline. Generally, historians of 

psychology fail to recognize the technological research which 

founds the technics of professional psychologists and attempts to 

optimize it. They fail to recognize it, at least, as a specifically 

differentiated body of research. In some way, confine t.hem

selves to considering technological research and technics under the 

fallacious label of "applied psychology". By this approach, 

research is valid, legitimat.e and worthy of consideration in scien

tific psychology, to the extent that. scientific-psychology methods 

and theories are applied to the resolution of socially relevant 

problems. 

This attitude is present. in the main hist.orical presentations 

of psychology (Boring, Carpintero, Hehlmann, Marx and Hillix, 

Misiak and Sexton, Murphy, Lundin, Wolman, etc.). There is no 

preliminary discussion in them of the respective "stat.us" of 

science and technology and their relationship, and no differentia

tion between scientific and technological theories. Without this, 

everything is reduced to the systematic presentation of some psy-
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chologists' work Bruner, Guthrie, Murray, Piaget, Pavlov, 

Rotter, Skinner, Vygotsky, Wertheimer, ... ) with some later indica

tions about the cl:i.nical or educational "application" of their 

ideas as if the application to practical problems would happen 

w:i.thout mediating research whatsoever. This attitude, while failing 

to recognize technology, reduces research to scientific research 

without recognizing technology, and is also reflected in the treat

ment of differential-correlational psychology in the historical 

presentation of psychology. 

We believe that the reconstruction of the history of psycho

logy demands a restatement of this attitude. To reduce psychology 

to a science in the strict sense, would mean leaving out of this 

history a large part of the research activity of psychology. To 

understand psychology technics as a simple "application" of scien

tific psychology would be tantamount to depriving the history of 

psychology of its meaning by denaturalizing the specificity of the 

technological research. Reconstructing the history of psychology 

implies a critical reflection on the nature of science and techno

logy as different research activities with mutual and complex 

relationships. 

Need and Urgency to Confront the Problem 

Given the increasing technological orientation of psycholo

gical research, this reflection becomes more urgent and necessary. 

This orientation may be understood in the 1 of the increasingly 

known nurnber of professional psychologists. It is evident that 

academic work and research receive retroactively the impact of 

problems and to the technics of professionals and come out of the 

immanent internal dynamics of scientific research itself. 

There are many objective indicators of this technological 

orientation. Thus Tortosa (1980) has studied quantitatively the 

evolution of psgchological topics of research using Psychological 

Abstracts from 1927 to 1978 as a source. Tortosa verifies the 

increasingly applied and professionalized character of psychologi-
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cal publications since 1948. Pascual (1980) has also used Psgcho

logical Abstracts to study the most productive psychologists and 

the predominant topics of their publications between 1969 and 1976; 

his findings point in the same direction as those of Tortosa. The 

prevalence and omnipresence of the labels related to behaviour 

modification and/or behaviour therapy in an increasing number of 

manifestations, such as journals, books, scientific meetings, 

is another important indicator of this trend (cf. Carpintero and 

Peir6, 1980; Peiro and Carpintero, 1981). 

Science, Technology and Technics 

Herrmann (1979) distinguishes three types of psychological 

activities that we consider of interest to the historian of psycho

logy. They are the following: 

a) Psychology as a set of psychological activities of a 

non-researching nature which, in a different way (e.g. applying a 

test, modifying smoking habits), use psychological knowledge for 

practical purposes (e. g. diagnosing, improving behaviour) and do 

not directly attempt to increase psychological knowledge, even if 

the technics used have developed within academic psychological 

research. 

b) Psychology as a set of psychological activities of a 

basic-scientific nature. Within this "pure'' science two basic types 

may be differentiated: the "domain" type of research (Shapere, 

1964) where we start from the problematization of a thematic domain 

(e.g. semantic memory, language acquisition, etc.), and explanation 

or explanatorg tools are looked for; and the paradigmatic or quasi

paradigmatic type of research where we start from a methodological, 

ontological and theoretical nucleus of principles and ways are 

sought to articulate and apply them to progressively larger areas 

of a scientific discipline. 

c) Psychology as a set of psychological activities of a 

technological (non-basic scientific) research nature, but in prin

ciple just as innovating, genuine and authentic as basic-scientific 

research and using the same methodological principles as this. 
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Traditional academic psychology of the differential-psychometric 

type and significant psychological fields like educational or 

clinical psychology would belong to this technological acti vi ty. 

The purpose of this activity is to obtain rational rules and crite

ria which may guide the practice of "professionals" and improve and 

optimize their technical skills. The existence of this psycholo

gical technology as a field of resea:rch with its own goals makes it 

inadequate to consider the activity of clinical or education 

psychologists as simply "applied" psychology. The technics and 

procedures professionals use in their tech.nical activity are media

ted by an activity which is genuine research. This constructs theo

ries and models as well, if only the rationality of its decisions 

is based on their own values and criteria (usefulness, efficiency, 

possibility of application to concrete situations, etc.) and which 

are not the same as those of scientists (audacity, contrastability, 

novelty, conceptual precision, heuristic fertility, etc.). Besides, 

the problems it attempts to solve come from professional practice 

and refer to material, social and psychological needs. 

This technological activity, generally performed by scientifi

cally trained people, makes use of scientific procedures and nor

mally develops its own models and theories - especially at pre

sent - upon the theoretical knowledge that basic resea:rch provides. 

In simpler terms, we could say that from laws it formulates roles. 

Not forgetting, nevertheless, that it selects the laws according to 

its own objectives and that sometimes technology itself contributes 

with theoretic ideas t.o the basic research (let us consider for 

example the influence of Thorndike' s "educational" psychology an 

the basic resarch of neo-behaviourism). 

Historg of t..he Relationship bet..ween Science, Technologg and Tech

nics 

lt will be wise, however, to consider the relationship possi

ble between science, technology and technics from a histo:rical 

perspective. Kuhn (1977), after stressing that science and techno

logy had always been separate until Bacon proclaimed their union, 

and so they remained, despite the proclaims in the Baconian tradi-
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tion, pointed out three types of relationships: one going back to 

antiquity, another to the middle of the 18th century and the last 

one to the end of the 19th century. 

The first, which may occur at present only in the social and 

behavioural sciences, lies in the influence of already existing 

techniques, whatever their origin, on the sciences. The new scien

ces of the 18th century (e.g. chemistry, magnetism, etc.) and the 

thermodynamics of the 19th century are typical examples of it. In 

psychology it would be the tradition of animal magnetism and other 

educational and clinical techniques. In general, science has bene

fited from this and improved its knowlegde of nature and contribu

ted to explaining and understanding technology itself, but has not 

necessarily improved in its efficacy. 

A second kind of interaction initiated in the middle of the 

18th century is the increasing use of scienti:tic methods and of 

scientists in technology and practical trades. They are conscious 

attempts by scientists to apply scientific methods to social needs; 

they might or might not be scientifically relevant. By this ap

proach initiated in the 18th century, theories and discoveries 

meant hardly any changes of the techniques, though no doubt, the 

understanding and nature of them improved. Psychometrie psychology 

and most of the so-called "applied" psychology up to 20 years ago 

may be integrated in this kind of relationship wihtout having worn 

out yet. 

The third kind of relationship emerged at the end of the 19th 

century. It consists of a technology whose procedures and products 

derive from theoretical and empircal results from existing scienti

fic research; its development being dependent on research through 

forces scientifically formed. This phase started with Swiss and 

German coloring industries towards the end of the 19th century and 

radically changed the production and distribution of energy, medi

cine, war, etc. It constituted "big science" and its omnipresence 

and importance conceals the differences between science en techno

logy. Some recent developments in intervening, educational and 

clinical psychology should be interpreted from this point of view. 
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An Approach to the History of Psgcho.logg 

In any case, in the light of these systematic and historical 

considerations we shall outline what could be an attempt to inte

grate psychological technology in the history of psychology. 

Psychology as a technological and scientific discipline and as 

a profession acquired its identity from psychology as a science. 

Yet, it had already bad then a long past scattered through philoso

phy, multiple techniques (educational, clinical, commercial) and 

other activities (literary, etc.). To think that psychology absor

bed such a variety of knowlegde immediately, then, or even otoday, 

is an illusion. Soon though, some scientific psychologists became 

interested in practical problems (Ebbinghaus, Scott, Hall, Münster

berg, etc.), with their science and scientific optimism in the 

Baconian fasbion. But here we should distinguish, first of all, the 

case of some professionals with a stricts scientific formation who 

were interested in techniques already in existence. Such is the 

case of Freud who, as a physician, is interested in hypnosis and 

from the technical use of hypnosis develops a technology and little 

by little a science, both being closely related in his work. It may 

be perhaps for this reason that the technique of hypnosis itself 

does not improve much, for being very close, although it became 

more understandable and justifiable and science and technology 

benefi ted cons iderably. For years, psychoanalytic technology was 

the only technology in the therapeutic field. 

Secondlg, we have the case of scientific psychologists who 

approach practical problems with their scientific instruments 

(Einet, Meumann, American functionalists, etc.); they believed 

psychology could, as a science, provide instruments to solve prac

tical problems. But all they really did, was to apply their scien

tific-psgchological met..hods. Through the psgchometric tradition 

they obtained unquestionable success, which today is still con

tinuing. What it could not do was to found a technology based on 

the theoretical results of their research. Scientific psychologists 

(Judd, Thorndike, Meumann, Stern, Claparede, etc.) did indeed try 

to improve their educational, clinical or industrial techniques, 
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and even though they contributed with language, concepts and some 

"experiments", which helped to understand certain old techniques, 

they did not succeed in improving them noticeably. The modesty of 

their achievements has been made to stand out many times. 

Since the late 50s, the situation has changed radically. The 

third form of interaction indicated by Kuhn where technology makes 

use not only of the methods of science but also of the results, has 

come into sight. Today, we can speak of psychology as a real weft 

of programmes of scientific and technological research. In the last 

25 years, wi th the orks of Wolpe, Skinner, Eysenk, Mowrer, etc. , 

academic psychologists were faced with the interventionist demands 

of professionals who did not agree with simple diagnostic tasks, 

andin the light of the achievement and results of neo-behaviourist 

acquisition, decided to work out, without interruption, techniques 

with which to confront practical problems through the work of 

theorists of acquisition. Moreover, in the last decade or so, this 

technology has tried to base itself on the most recent but still 

immature cognitive psychology. In this regard, cognitive psychology 

is running the risk of working under the increasing pressure of 

technological demands and not following the rythm, that its own 

immanent dynamics as a scientific investigation should impose. 

Here we touch on a subject towards which the psychology historian, 

with the perspective that his own discipline offers him should 

contribute some elements of reflection on practical research in 

psychology. This research must be scientific and technological and 

be in both cases related, yet aware of the different objectives. 

The lack of reflection on the differentiated nature of these ob

jectives - the technological and the scientific - may lead to a 

loss of identity in psychological research itself. 

In any case, we think that the psychology historian must not 

be alien to the issue here discussed. He has to think about it in 

his praxis and be productive in his historical reconstructions. Our 

reflections may help to work out a research programme about the 

place of technology in the history of psychology. 
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For some time philosophers of science have been pointing out the 

importance of the so-called 'context of discovery', a stage in the 

development of science abused for long in the received view of the 

philosophy of s cience. According to this recei ved view wi th its 

theory-oriented bias, the task of the philosophy of science was to 

test the scientific products (theories) by following a number of 

methodological rules. These rules did not apply to the discovery of 

theories and since methodology was supposed to furnish criteria for 

rationality, discovery was considered irrational and was kept out 

of doors. 

Since Hanson and Kuhn, however, philosophers of science took an 

interest in science dynamics and particularly in the generation 

stage. Initially discovery was still described in terms of 'Gestalt 

switch', 'flash of insight' , 'spontaneous creativity', etc. Thus, 

it would appear that the philosophers reconciled themselves with 

the irrationality of the discovery stage. 

However, along with the exposure of the shortcomings of the old 

positivistic-popperian methodology, the discussion moved towards 

the concept of rationality. It was questioned whether rationality 

could be identified with 'logicality'; whether rationality was a 

matter of logical argument. With that, the odium of irrationality 

which rested on discovery was rolled off and the c. o. d. became a 

honest topic for many philosophers of science. Recently one of a 

growing number of "Friends of Discovery" even wrote about those 

matters in terms of a break-through (Nickles in Nickles, 1980b). 

In this paper I would like to show that, hidden behind this inten

sified interest in scientific discovery, there may still be found a 

considerable amount of positivism/scientism . '(Context of) disco

very' is a conception too narrow for the history of science. Fur

thermore, I hope to show that a so-called 'contextual' history of 

psychology can be of interest, not only for a small number of 

specialists, but for others as well. 
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Why is 'discovery' not the best concept for the history of 

science? In the first place 'discovery' suggests a too hard-boiled 

realism. Scientific realism is much debated nowadays in philosophy 

of science. Since some of the assumptions of positivism are refuted 

and no longer guarantee a stronghold for certainty, realism has 

been reformulated continually especially by those philosophers who 

abhor subjectivism. But the dichotomy of objectivism/subjectivism 

is one of the myths with which the history of philosophy had sadd

led US. 

Realism has dominated in our western scientific and daily 

outlook. We have learned to externalize reality. Everything we 

study we make an external object. We invest it with its own reality 

independent of ourselves. This is understandable when the objects 

are toucheable 'real' things. We give them names and the names 

refer to them. But our beliefs, stories, views, or scientific 

theories about reality are full of concepts, classifications, 

distinctions of which it is doubtful whether they refer to some

thing out there in a straightforward way: information, love, infla

tion, power, function, communication, agression, subjectivism, 

economy, culture, emotion, consciousness. We are apt to think that 

they pick out pieces of reality. 

What kind of certainty do we have for thinking that those 

concepts cover pieces of the world? Traditionally the candidates 

for such a certainty-base were sensations. Somehow, according to 

this common realism, the concepts we use must be based upon sense 

experience. Somehow causation must come into play in the formation 

of concepts. Our senses must be the gates that let in reality out 

there. We have to observe well in order to establish the contact 

between subj ect and obj ect and to achieve certain knowledge. But 

what are the sensations that cause concepts like 'power' or 'func

tion'. 

Sense experience forms just a slight part of the information 

we get. Experience is not sense experience only. When I perceive an 

elephant in a heavily built cage, I handle concepts and beliefs 

like 'elephant, zoo, captivity, very strong animal, heavily built 
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cage is necessary, otherwise ... ' etc. Those concepts and beliefs 

are not based on sense experience only, not now and not in the past 

when I learned them. "There is more in perception than meets the 

eye" (Hanson). That is what makes computer simulation of understan

ding natural language in artificial intelligence work so difficult 

("impossible" Dreyfus would say, 1979). In order to make an artifi

cial system really understand even a silly and simple joke about an 

elephant and a mouse walking on a wooden bridge etc., we would have 

to teach it a lot about elephants, mouses, wooden noisy bridges, 

about the relative slight noise a mouse makes compared with an 

elephant, about jokes and what not. The experience needed to under

stand a simple joke or to perceive and to make sense of what is 

seen and heard in a simple daily situation is very large. To under

stand such a situation is to understand a rather large context. And 

this context is not made up merely by sense experience. Only in a 

very preliminary way are the data coming from outside and received 

by our senses the causes of our beliefs or facts. The idea of 

causation by the world out-there is a remnant of old fashioned 

mechanistic and materialistic epistemology; an effort to shake off 

the spectre of subjectivism, relativism and uncertainty. No doubt 

we know by experience. But the learning of beliefs and the forma

tion of frames of mind can not be explained by a simple empiricism. 

For an artificial 'semantic engine' to understand the world we 

see and about which we talk, it should, as it where, have had the 

same experiences we had. I t should have grown up wi th us, in a 

world of communicating human beings. It should have learned the 

concepts, classifications, distinctions etc. we have learned in 

order to cope with our environment and to answer the questions we 

ask. What it should have learned is not information that comes 

straightaway from the outside world, an objective unchanging infor

mation, but it should have learned our information. That is, the 

way we make sense of the world. 

The concepts we use are ours. We are present in them, so to 

speak. We are present in our beliefs about the world no matter how 

objective we think they are. We are present in the objects we think 
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the world is composed of; in the beliefs on what there is. Espe

in science we invent new concepts every day. We make be

liefs. And to a certain extent we invent the we cover with 

our descriptions and explanations. This is the inevitable subjecti-

vist side. The whole of course, is to determine in what 

way and to what extent the ect is involved in the knowledge of 

the world. Philosophers and psychologists, from Kant to the Ge

staltpsychologists, from Marx and Mannheim to the phenomenologists 

and the cognitivists took on this job. 1 can not see how we could 

leave out the historical and social dimensions of this subjective 

side of the picture. 'Subject' can not be an individual. Communica

tion, beliefs and language are formed and changed by a community; 

Wittgenstein and others have made this perfectly clear. Somehow we 

have to bring this social dimension in epistemology and in our 

understanding of science. 

On the other hand, that worldviews are made by men does not 

preclude that there is a mind-independent world. Neither does it 

preclude that part of such a view somehow refers to that world, 

because no doubt the world contributes to the making of worldviews 

("The mind and the world jointly make up the mind and the world", 

Putnam 1981: xi). 

This mixture of subjectivism and objectivism affects the 

meaning of 'truth'. Truth in some absolute sense is unacceptable. 

Truth, and rationality too, is a function of the beliefs of a 

particular communi ty of thinkers and doers. A function of time, 

place, and context. Of course we meet the mind-independent world in 

our actions, and we check our beliefs in these confrontations. 

Because of the world we change, accept, or reject our beliefs and 

propositions about what there is or what is happening. But we never 

will be able to determine theoretically the role of the world in 

the formation of our beliefs, because we cannot go out of our 

minds. Observation, verification or falsification are never mind

independent. Fortunately, we can live rather well without this 

philosophical scepticism. People share lots of beliefs within a 

community. Although we have to admit, in general, that a truth-
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statement is relative, if we have no reasons to doubt a particular 

belief then it is the best truth we have and then we are rightly 

prepared to act upon that belief. We cannot live without beliefs, 

without truths. In a Humean mood we could say: "Philosophy, splen

did, but we have to live". Still, as our concern is the history of 

science we cannot afford to avoid a stiff dose of scepticism. 

Does science search for truth? Some philosophers contend that 

it does not, in order to avoid presuppositions about the veracity 

of scientific statements. But with enough relativism at band there 

are no obj ections to saying that science, among some other human 

activities, searches for truth. I cannot agree with Laudan asser

ting that "the single most general cognitive aim of science is 

problem solving" (1977: 124). It is not unusual that theories pose 

the very problems for which they find solutions. Psychoanalysis 

is an example. Problemsare part of theories. The appraisal of the 

rationality of a theory by "an analysis of the empirical problems 

which it solves" (o.c.: 124) looks like the onetime invoking of a 

transcendent truth. Problems, however, are not eternal; are not 

without history. Even the assessment of contemporaneous competing 

theories (or 'research traditions' as Laudan will have it) e.g. 

behaviorism and psychoanalysis in the beginning of the twentieth

century in America, by weighing out the problem solving power of 

each theory, can hardly be done, to put it mildly. Is it really 

possible to "determine whether our theories now solve more impor

tant problems than they did a generation or a century ago" (o. c.: 

127)? Laudan tries to rescue the idea of scientific progress from 

the wreck of positivism. For him scientific progress consists in 

"the solution of an increasing number of important problems". But 

like truths we cannot disjunct problems from their contexts. 

Of course, science is also a problem solving enterprise. That 

concept is valuable because it implies action. Actions are the 

natural consequences of beliefs (truths), and science as a whole 

bundle of beliefs is a powerful source of actions. This practical 

side of science is one of the reasons why science and interests are 

mingled. It is the intention of science and scient.ists to 'find' 
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truth and to solve problems. But to understand this in a study of 

science one has to search for the practical reasons behind this 

intention. History of science, therefore, is not only a study about 

truths, but foremost a study of human interests in a particular 

time, place and context. 

So, 'discovery' has a too realistic and a-historic flavour: of 

something that is 'there', of fixed disinterested truths, of pieces 

of reali ty we can find if we observe well. We could use, however, 

the term and the concept in a sophisticated way meaning the dis

covery of conceptions (models, theories etc.), not of realities. So 

the concept could be harmless if there were no other objections. 

Discovery-orientation contains an a-priori appreciation of 

what is discovered. In other words, a discovery-oriented history of 

science runs the risk of selecting those discovered units that have 

had 'success'; that have 'promoted' the scientific discipline. What 

counts as a success is, just as the measurement of success, deter

mined by yardstick of the present. Sure, we cannot avoid presentism 

altogether. What is more, I question whether 'Einfühlung' or 'her

meneutics' has to be the most important virtue of historiography, 

because it could strip history of its meaning for us. To impose, on 

the other hand, deliberately, say, one's own version of rationality 

upon the past, as Lakatos would have it in bis conception of the 

rational reconstruction of theories, is far too much presentism. 

Hence, we have to steer carefully between the two dangers and tobe 

as aware of our own categories, concepts etc. as we are of the 

concepts of the periods and communities we are interested in. 

Discovery suggests units too narrow for research in the his

tory of science. What has been discovered is rather circumscribed: 

theories, by preference, or entities (e.g. the mental test). In the 

so-called received view of the history and philosphy of science 

exclusive attention was paid to theories as the finished products. 

Now, as the shift is to discovery, the formation of theories is the 

subject of research. Still, one sticks to theories supposing that 

it is the task of the history of science to evaluate either their 

claim or approximation to truth or their problem solving progressi-
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veness. Instead of the onetime evaluation of the finished product, 

whether come up to universal methodological criteria, 

a history of the discovery of scientific theories runs the risk to 

be concerned only with the way of thinking, only with the step by 

step sequence of thought: how somebody came to a theory. Discovery 

is identified with reasoning. 

To stick to theories and to reasoning is having the conception 

of rationality as ratiocination. But to have reasons for a belief 

is not always reasoning. We can have reasons wi thout reasoning, 

even as scientists. Moreover, in every rather complex reasoning 

process beliefs sneak in which are so taken for granted that the 

scientist accepts them, without questioning, as premisses. And 

precisely those assumptions may be very revealing. To trace the 

source of those beliefs comes to leaving the path of logical reaso

ning. 

Having the logical conception of reasoning commits one to 

thinking either that real science boils down to reasoning (besides 

observation), or that some scientists are not always reasoning but 

then are irrational and unfortunately a prey to all kinds of in

fluences that do not earn them the honorable title of scientist at 

all. Laudan for instance in bis discussion of David Bloor' s so

called 'Strong Programme' of the sociology of science (Laudan, 1981 

and Bloor, 1981; Bloor, 1976) contends that we have to distinguish 

between rational and irrational beliefs. Rational beliefs result 

from a proces of ratiocination and reflection. A rational belief is 

rational "provided the agent can give reasons for it and can show 

that those reasons were antecedent to the adoption of the belief" 

(Laudan, 1981: 187). But reasons for a belief are other beliefs. 

Beliefs are part of whole systems of beliefs. To give reasons 

cannot be giving the whole system of beliefs (not to mention the 

regressus). Most of a worldview we take for granted; and scientists 

are no exception. This :i.s why 'ideology' is a useful concept; not 

in a political or conspirational sense but meaning that many rea

sons (beliefs) we have for beliefs are unreflected and not stated 
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in giving reasons. There is a difference between giving reasons and 

having them. Usually one has more reasons than one gives. 

To have reasons is to share to a certain extent the beliefs of 

the community or the sub-community (like a group of scientist) one 

belongs to. That is what rationality is about. One cannot justify 

one's beliefe if the reasons are not, at least, recognizable within 

the belief-system of the co111nunity. Although someone does not give 

all the reasons he has or does not actually reason, he cannot be 

called 'irrational' for believing someting or acting in a certain 

way if bis beliefs or acts fits in the worldview of his community. 

'Non-rational' or 'a-rational' will not do ei ther. In order to 

express disagreement with particular reasons someone gives or has, 

one can resort to 'bad reasons'. In short, we have to avoid using 

'irrationality' in the history of science. And this is possible if 

we strip the concept of 'rationality' of all normativity. Laudan's 

"modest notion of rational action and rational belief" (o. c.: 187) 

is not modest enough. 

As already stated, behind this idea of rationality as a well

founded reasooing process on the part of the believing agent, is 

the assumption that, if a scientist is irrational, i. e. is not 

reasoning, he unfortunately must be a prey to all kind of influen

ces. Laudan thinks that a belief can be "caused" either by a reaso

ning process or "perhaps by the direct action of social and psycho

logical forces unmediated by reasons" (o.c.: 188). That only if 

beliefs are irrational, i.e. unreflected, they are liable to socio

logical analysis. "Until the rational history of any episode has 

been written ( ... ), the cognitive sociologist must simply bide his 

time", he points out in his book (Laudan, 1977: 208-9). The socio

logist of science, it seems, can pick up the garbage thrown away 

from the table where philosophers and real historians of science 

are consuming the neatly discovered theories. 

However, as suggested earlier, all kinds of beliefs sneak in 

inadvertently in a reasoning proces. A scientific line of argu.ment 

is not scientific because it is transcendent, exalted above the 

petty, bustling world. On the contrary, it is scientific because a 
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community accepts it as such according to certain criteria. What 

counts as scientific are not a-historic reasons. Many 'scientific' 

reasons are based on 'plain' reasons which are part and parcel of 

the worldview, the mode of discourse, or the system of meanings of 

a community. The forrnation of a belief is never either wholly 

scientific or wholly social/psychological. Scientific and social or 

psychological reasons are mixed up. The 'self-explanatory picture' 

(Bloor, 1981: 205) of science cannot be accepted anyhow. 

To reach the interests behind the theory, whg a scientist came 

to the theory, we have to look for unexpressed assumptions, and we 

have to dig for hidden intentions, not mentioned in the finished 

and balanced product, not even in the scientist' s report of the 

discovery. To do that, the historian has to get accross the borders 

of the theory. (S)he has to follow the track of concepts, ideas, 

methodological demands, or to appraise the pressure of 'global 

theories'. In this context 'discovery' does not make sense anymore. 

Because it becomes clear that the unity of the discoverer, and the 

unity of the place and time of the discovery is a myth indeed 

(Grmek, 1980: 19). To understand, for instance, why Watson took 

'control' for granted in bis version of behaviorism, the historian 

has to trace that concept in the American society around 1900. 

When considering discovery one is in <langer not to take ac

count of an important stage in the development of a science: the 

stage of the understanding, the clarification, and above all the 

reception and transformation of the 'discovered' uni t. Conside

ration to discovery is also theory-biased in the sense that one 

does not have an eye for the practical field. Certainly, not every 

theory is or can be applied. But theories, in a broad sense, con

tribute to the frame of mind, to the beliefs upon which actions 

take place. The historical perspective on that practical side of 

the studied discipline is important in order to understand the 

discipline as a whole. 

The recent consideration to the so-called 'context of discove

ry' has strong philosophical intentions, that is to say, methodolo

gical aims. Underlying all this are assumptions deriving from the 
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positivistic-popperian tradition, notably the view that it is the 

task of the philosophy of science to be 'critical-normative'. 

Philosophy of science, in this conception, has to be after a con

tert-neutral methodology, a number of rules, not of theory con

struction this time, but of discovery. For that purpose, most 

attention is given to the reasoning proces, the hypothesis-genera

tion, and to the formation of a problem-solving algorithm. There 

again is the time-honoured scientistic concern with control and 

efficiency, with generalization, out of fear of relativism and 

historicism. The fear that science would be a prey to anarchism or 

would be liable to political or soci.al-psychological pressure is 

exaggerated. lt is the result of a stiff dichotomy between realism 

and relativism. A radical standpoint on either side is untenable. 

I shall now say something about what may be called a 'contextual' 

history of psychology. There are no context-independent knowledge 

claims, because all knowledge is social. Now, context can be every

thing. So, we have to search for that context that can clarify the 

origin and the sustaining of the knowlegde claim. 

The concept of causation is not very useful here. There is a mea

ningful distinction between the cause and the reason for a belief 

or a disposi tion. l do not rej ect the empirical reduction of mind 

to brain (Boden, 1972; Putnam, 1973), but there are two different 

answers to the question: why is x angry? lt would be better to save 

'cause' for the physicalistic explanation, say, in terms of brain 

processes. An historian will not be interested in the 'cause' for 

Locke' s belief that "the understanding can no more refuse ( the 

simple ideas) than a mirror can refuse ( ... ) the images or ideas 

which the objects set before it do therein produce" (Locke, 1960: 

II, i, 25), but he will search for the 'reasons' for this mechanis

tic picture of perception. On this I take issue with both Laudan 

and his adversaries, the Edinburgh sociologists of science Barnes & 

Bloor. Social events, structures, forces, or economic processes can 

not cause beliefs directly. That idea is a product of the same 

mechanistic epistemology l mentioned earlier: the world out there 
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causes in a straightforward way what is in our head. But we form 

opinions about what is socially going on; and with these beliefe we 

form other, say, scientific beliefe. I do not deny that beliefs too 

are caused, for the causes of beliefs, that is other beliefe, are 

'represented' somehow in the brain, but to explain in terms of 

causes, provided it is feasible to do this, is not the right answer 

to the historian' s question. To find reasons is not to explain 

causally. We have tobe content with less certainty in the history 

of science (as in most of the behavioral and social sciences). 

There are four objects or units which may be chosen as a 

startingpoint in a contextual history of psychology. First, there 

are the knowledge claims. The historical-minded philosophers of 

science found out that 'theory' is a too strict or too narrow 

obj ect for research and they proposed 'global' theories such as 

'paradigm' (Kuhn), 'research pro gram' (Lakatos), and 'research 

tradi tion' (Laudan). For reasons I can not go into in this paper I 

prefer Laudan's 'research tradition'. But what is more important, 

it is far better not to confine oneself beforehand. So, there are 

ideas, models, metaphors, problems, theories and research tradi

tions the context of which can be studied succesfully. An example 

of the latter is mechanistic philosophy with sub-traditions such as 

mechanistic optics (Descartes), mechanistic chemistry (Boyle), 

mechanistic fysiology (Harvey), and mechanistich psychology 

(Hartley). 

What has to be studied is: (a) not the reasoning to, in the 

first place, but the reasons for ideas, theories etc. The concern 

here is with 'justification' in a much broader sense than in the 

positivistic 'context of justification'. 'Rational' here is not 

formal, but refers to content: the (good) reasons scientists have 

had or stated for their opinions, explicitly and, more often, 

implicitly. "(Good) reasons", that is to say, not according to the 

conception of reality or the moral standard of the historian in the 

first place, and certainly not according to unchanging principles, 

because there are no canons like that. But of course, the historian 
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after having explored the reasons, will not and can not avoid 

evaluating them. He will assess the reasons according to bis own 

standards. This is an important incentive to do history of science: 

can we share the belief, and if so, for the same reasons? For the 

question of truth cannot be dismissed, as I suggested earlier. It 

is the human predicament tobe forced to combine a notion of rela

tivism with a belief in trutb. Tbus, tbere are two acts on the part 

of the historian: tracing the reasons of the knowledge claim and 

evaluating them. 

Besides scientific, there are all kind of reasons: philosophi

cal, religious, political, moral. That scientific knowledge, like 

all knowledge, originates in a social context does not mean that 

there are politi.cal reasons for every scientific belief. A contex

tual hi.story of science units internal and external history. Any

how, to confine oneself to the disci.pline, or to science would be 

short-sighted. 

What is tobe studied in addition to the 'reasons for' is (b) the 

impact: in what ways the ideas, theories etc. have di rected re

search or actions, as well as scientific as poli.ti.cal/soci.al. And 

further, the reception and possible transformations of the ideas. 

All this may be called a contextual history of ideas. It is 

not new; it resembles the work of Edgar Zilsel, among others. But 

in the history of psychology much has tobe done. There is a need 

for an animated hi.story of psychologi.cal ideas; a history of ideas 

not abstracted from general hi.story, not disconnected from belie

ving agents. But there is more. The next uni ts might be (and are 

mostly) studied in their own right. But on closer examination they 

are involved in the formation of knowledge and form an inherent 

part of the context of ideas. 

The second object in a contextual history is the scientitic 

discipline as a socia.l institute: the scientific comrmmitg. Here 

the science-sociological factors and social-psychologi.cal mecha

nisms are studied which affected and di.rected the development of 

the discipline: e.g. professionalization, the role of the scienti

fic insti tutes, the channels of publication etc. This kind of 
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history is not only important for the sociologists of scientific 

communities but also for the hist.orian who is interested in the 

vicissitudes of ideas. The modes of organisation, the distribution 

of money, the policy of editorial boards etc. may have everything 

to do with the pushing or thwarting of ideas and methods. These 

factors are related to t.he keeping of professional vested inte

rests, to tradition, status, prestige and even power. To put them 

aside as 'non-cognitive' sociology of science (Laudan, 1977: 197) 

is premature. Which factors did in fact belong to the context of a 

particular scientific knowledge formation can only be established 

by historical analysis. 

A third unit are the fields of practice. With regard to psy

chology, a vast professional area liet out of the academic domain. 

Analysis of the way psychological knowledge has been used and of 

the social role of psychology as a practice and as knowledge should 

not be ignored in a contextual history. In this context knowledge 

is influenced by political circumstances, social needs, problems 

and interests. The dialectic relation between knowlegde and practi

ce may result in the constitution of psychological phenomena and 

problems and in the flourishing of concepts and (would-be) solu

tions. Many knowledge claims related to the concept of intelligence 

can serve as an illustration of what is suggested here (Chase, 

1980). A typical political and moral question, and a question of 

science-historical interest all the same, is whether a particular 

psychological theory or practice has been a social technology in 

order to repress a certain social factor unwanted in a particular 

context. 

The leading researchers and practicians who influenced or 

controlled the discipline by their capacities and/or power are the 

last unit in a contextual history. Far from claiming that 'great 

men' are the key to the intelligibility of the history of science, 

outstanding biographies make it perfectly clear that we can learn 

quite a lot from these biographies in order to understand the 

history of a discipline in terms of power structures, the life and 

times of ideas, the constitution and keeping of rules etc. 
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We can not require that a particular history of science treats 

these four units simultaneously. But what is required at least is 

an appreciation of the connections between the domains, and the 

notions of the interplay of science-internal and external factors 

in the generation, establishing and failing of scientific know

ledge. 

With contextual history I want to stand up for a history of 

science (psychology), that has the evaluative task, suggested here, 

to study the broad justification and consequences of science in its 

theoretical and practical results. Because much of this kept ground 

during long periods, up until today, and because science is not 

self-moving but the work of men indeed, contextual history of 

psychology has something to say to everyone who at the supply-side 

wants to find his/her way in the discipline, and for many who at 

the demand-side expect something of it. 
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FREUDO-MARXISM IN HUNGARY: SOME PARALLELS BETWEEN WILHELM REICH 

AND ATILLA JÖZSEF1 

Ferenc Erös 

Budapest 

SUMMARY 

The most distinguished figure of Hungarian Freud-Marxism was 

not a professional psychoanalyst but a poet, Attila J6zsef who had, 

however, acquired intimate knowledge of and personal experience 

with psychoanalysis. As a Marxist theorist he wrote several essays 

on the conceptual relationship between Marxism and psychoanalysis. 

As a poet, he gave artistic expression to his ideas concerning the 

possible role of psychoanalysis in demonstrating and explaining the 

fate of the individual in contemporary society. As a patient, he 

had been treated by several analysts and analytically oriented 

psychiatrists. In this paper I want to show that some elements of 

his thinking are common with other Freudo-Marxian approached of his 

age. In particular, there are some striking parallels between the 

orientation of Attila J6zsef and Wilhelm Reich. Making a comparison 

between the ideas of the two thinkers, I call attention to simila

rities as well as to differences. Finally, I attempt to point out 

some general implications concerning the problem of the relation

ship between psychoanalysis and Marxism. 

Summarizing the early history of Hungarian psychoanalysis and 

the role played by Sandor Ferenczi in it, Paul Roazen writes: "In 

Freud's 'On the History of Psychoanalytic Movement', he listed only 

one Hungarian collaborator, Ferenczi, but 'one that indeed out

weighs a whole society'. The first meeting of the Hungarian Psycho

analytic Society had been held in 1913, with Ferenczi the leader: 

under his 'guidance' , i t became, in Freud' s view, a 'centre of 

intense and productive work and was distinguished by an accumula

tion of abilities such as were exhibited in combination by no other 

Branch society'. At the congress of analysts in Budapest in 1918, 

Ferenczi was elected president of the International Psychoanalytic 
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Association. ( ... ) The Budapest Congress marked a turning point for 

Freud's movement. For a short time, March-August 1919 (during the 

months of the Hungarian Concil' s Republic), Ferenczi held an ap

pointment in Budapest to the first university lectureship on 

psychoanalysis (Roazen, 1979, p. 361). 

However, Freud's early hopes of making Budapest the "analytic 

capital of Europe" outside Vienna had vanished after the defeat of 

the revolutions in 1918-1919. Tobe sure, psychoanalysis in Hungary 

could survive and continued to exist, but the victorious political 

and social reaction forced psychoanalysts into a relative isola

tion. Their once militant role in the progressivist and bourgeois

radical movements of the pre-war Hungarian intelligentsia had been 

replaced by a more or less passive, strictly professional orienta

tion. The leading figure, Sindor Ferenczi, suffered many personal 

and professional crises until bis early death in 1933. After 1933 

most of his disciples and other members of the "Budapest School"·of 

psychoanalysis gradually emigrated from Hungary. Those who remained 

in the country, lost their lives - with very few exceptions - in 

labour camps or in Nazi concentration camps. 

If one takes into account the fate of Hungarian psychoanalysis 

between the two world wars and the long - almost complete - offi

cial ban on "Freudianism" which followed after 1948/9, it is quite 

understandable that the theoretical and technical achievements of 

the "Budapest School", Sandor Ferenczi, Geza R6heim, Michael 

Balint, Robert Bak and others, are perhaps better known abroad than 

in their native country. (On the "Budapest School", see e.g. 

Dahmer, 1976; Paal, 1976; Harmat and Hebenstreit, 1982). 

There is, however, another line which has remained in almost 

complete darkness in Hungary as well as abroad: it is the line of 

those thinkers who did their share in the intellectual efforts to 

"synthetise" Freud and Marx2 

The most distinguished figure in Hungarian Freudo-Marxism was 

not a professional psychoanalyst but a poet, Attila J6zsef3 , who 

had, however, acquired intimate knowledge of and personal experien

ce with psychoanalysis. As a Marxist theorist, and, for a time, an 
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adherent to the one-time illegal Communist Party of Hungary, he 

wrote several, though mostly fragmentary, essays on the conceptual 

relationship between Marxism and psychoanalysis. 

As a poet, he gave artistic expression to his ideas concerning 

the possible role of psychoanalysis in demonstrating and explaining 

the fate of the individual in contemporary society. Moreover, he 

attempted to apply some of the elements of psychoanalytic discourse 

in describing and interpreting his own inner world and conflicts. 

His one-time friend, Arthur Koestler calls Attila J6zsef' s late 

poems "a new brauch of poetry ... the Freudian folksong" (Koestler, 

1955, p. 178). 

As a patient, he had been treated by several analysts and 

analytically oriented psychiatrists until his suicide in 1937, when 

he was only 32. 

Attila J6zsef has been celebrated in Hungary as one of the 

greatest national poets and the greatest poet of the working class 

and revolutionary socialism; some of his poems have become canoni

zed texts for schoolchildren. Until very recently, however, the 

relation of his poetry and thought to psychoanalysis was treated as 

a "taboo" or rejected as a deviation from "authentic" Marxism, even 

though it was acknowledged that the former sectarian policy of the 

Communist party leadership was also, at least partly, responsible 

for his silent expulsion from the movement in 1934. Apart from 

political implications, his relation to psychoanalysis has been 

regarded as a personal obsession, an idiosyncrasy, itself a symptom 

of his illness (allegedly schizophrenia), apart of the pathologi

cal process which finally led to his tragic death. 
4 

Recent research on Attila J6zsef' s poetry and life history 

has started to rivise the "Attila J6zsef question", which has been, 

for a long time, a neuralgic point in the Hungarian leftist thought 

and which is still largely covered by "social amnesia". It is clear 

now that psychoanalysis constituted an essential part of his poetic 

world view and of bis whole intellectual outlook: without conside

ring the Freudian impact, his relation to Marxism would be also 

inexplicable. One might say that indeed, in a certain sense Attila 
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Jozsef succeeded in accomplishing a genuine integration of Marxism 

and psychoanalysis - not so much on the level of pure conceptual 

"synthesis", but by expressing in an artistic, self·-reflective way 

the dilemmas and ambivalences, optimistic expectations and bitter 

disappointments of a generation which tried to define its own place 

and identity in Harxian as well as in Freudian categories. From the 

collectivistic messianism of his "early" poetry to the existential 

loneliness of his "late" poems one can feel the presence of a 

person, a "mere person" who experiences all the traps and laby

rinths a revolutionary spirit has to face with in a non-revolutio

nary age and who finally chooses to remain human in a dehumanized 

world. His personally reflected Freudo-Marxism is a powerful criti

que of doctrinaire Freudo-Marxism, a doctrinarianism to which he 

himself fell victim in some of bis tbeoretical writings. 

Unfortunately, in the context of this essay it is impossible 

to analyze Attila J6zsef' s Freudo-Marxism in its relation to his 

poetry - mainly due to linguistic difficulties5 Instead, I will 

restrict myself to showing that some elements of his thinking are 

common with other :Freudo-Marxian approaches of his age. In particu

lar, there are some striking parallels between the orientation of 

Attila J6zsef and Wilhelm Reich, the leading figure of Freudo

Marxism of the early thirties. These parallels seem tobe self-evi

dent, even though Attila Jozsef never referred explicitly to 

Reich's name or to any of bis writings. Nevertheless, he had to 

know about "the father of SEXPOL". In the early thirties Reich' s 

name, ideas and activities were fairly popular in Hungarian leftist 

intellectual circles
6

. The most authoritative journal of the Hunga

rian left, Korunk. (Our Age) - edited and published by Gabor Gaal in 

Romania, in the Transylvanian city Kolozsvar (Cluj) - of which 

Attila Jozsef was a permanent collaborateur, from 1928-29 on re

viewed all important writings of Reich and informed about the 

developments in the SEXPOL-movements. Korunk had published also a 

great number of articles sympathetic as well as hostile to Reichian 

ideas and SEXPOL. Beside Korunk, there was another forum which was 

more explicitly influenced by Reichian ideas. lt was Emberismeret 
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(Knowledge of Man), a short-lived series of five special numbers 

(1935-36) dealing with the problems of psychoanalysis and the human 

sciences. The periodical was edited by two leftist psychoanalysts, 

Istvan Kulcsar and Bela Szekely, both analytic consultants, friends 

and party comrades of Attila J6zsef. In the special number entitled 

For and against psychoanalgsis they published - under the title 

"Psychoanalysis and socialism" - a section of Reich's contradictio

nal essay "Dialectical materialism and psychoanalysis", which 

originally appeared in the bilingual journal of the Communist 

International Pod znamenem marksizma (Unter dem Banner des Marxis

mus) (Reich, 1929). In other numbers the editors of Emberismeret 

published texts by S. Bernfeld, O. Fenichel, K. Teschitz and of 

other Freudo-Marxists of the time. Attila J6zsef was also a contri

butor of Embiresmeret with an essay that appeared in the special 

number On suicide. Maybe it is no accident that Attila Jozsef did 

not refer to Reich: the two men had very different intellectual 

constitutions. Reich was, first of all, a propagandist and a pro

phet; he preferred to vulgarize, to put things as simply as possi

ble. Attila Jozsef - though in the communist movement he did not 

refuse the role of agitator - was predominantly a meditative cha

racter, he used highly, sometimes oversophisticated argmnents in 

the Hegelian-Lukacsian tradition. Nevertheless, the parallels are 

striking - at least until 1933, and on two essential points: on 

judging the significance of psychoanalysis for Marxism and on the 

emphasis on sexual repression and its abolition. As Attilia Jozsef 

put in his article "The sexual problems of youth", "Marxism is a 

science of liberating the oppressed proletariat, psychoanalysis is 

the science of healing the soul full of repressions" (J6zsef, 

1932a). The Reichian formula manifests itself in his other theore

tical essay of 1932 ("Individuality and reality"): psychoanalysis 

is a natural science complementary to Marxism; a "Hilfswissen

schaft", 7 
as Reich put it in his "Dialectical materialism and 

psychoanalysis", inasmuch as it can show what processes are 

place in the minds of class individuals and, consequently, it can 

contribute to enhancing class consciousness (Jozsef, 1932b). 
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In "Individuality and reality" Attila J6zsef introduces the 

dichotomy of "neurotics" and "revolutionaries" wbich is equivalent 

to the Reichian characterology of "neurotic" and "genital" types 

(Reich, 1933a). The aim of psychoanalysis is to bring repressed 

sexuality into consciousness, thus liberating the proletariat from 

the bourgeois morality. This can take place only on a social scale, 

the relationship between patient and doctor is already a social 

relation; thus, orthodox psychoanalysis should be transformed into 

a therapy for the masses, into a "human technology" of revolution
8 

This conception of psychoanalysis in a Marxist framework is a 

typical product of the messianism of the twenties which envisages 

that "bringing into consciommess" will automatically lead to a 

social revolution which will immediately re-establish the lost 

harmony between individual and soc:iety, am! abolishes alienation. 

The messianistic role attributed to psychoanalysis is rooted in the 

hopes and illusions of psychoanalysts in the Russian revolution 

which seemed to change radically not only the "economic base" and 

"political-ideological superstructure", but everyday life as well 

(including morality in general and sexual morality in particular). 

The early, partly favourable attitude of Soviet Marxism toward 

psychoanalysis seemed also to justify a "natural alliance" between 

Marxism and psychoanalysis: in a society where no antagonistic 

class contradictions exist any more, psychoanalysis can freely 

advance and can assume its genuine rnissi.on, first of all, in the 
9 socia.l prevention of neuroses . 

The "honeymoon" of psychoanalysis and Marxism ended, however, 

in a quick and drastic way. In the second half of the twenties, 

Soviet ideology started to identify "Freudiani.sm" with "bourgeois 

reaction" and "social fasci.sm" (i. e. social democracy). "Freudi.a

nism" as an ideological phantom assruned the role of "public enemy 

No. l". The moti.ves of this crusade against psychoanalysis can be -

at least partly -explained by the self-defensive ideological needs 

of the victorious Stalinist ideology. Tlms, socialism can be built 

up i.n one country; Soviet socialism already had realized practical-
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ly all messianistic ideals, the people in this country must be 

happy per se, consequently, there is no question of individual 

"discontents", which in the final analysis equals "bourgeois indi

vidualism". The paranoid logic of the attacks against Freudianism 

was projected immediately onto Freudo-Marxism, which became even 

more dangerous than "pure" Freudianism, because, according to these 

critics, it "steals back" bourgeois ideology under the mask of 

pseudo-Marxist terminology. It is instructive how Reich's attempts 

at "reconcilation" were refuted by his Soviet (and also Hungarian) 

critics. The more he was willing to put psychoanalysis into the 

framework of dogmatic Marxism, the more he was stigmatized as a 
10 

"deviant", as a "renegade" 

It is this context which explains the main characteristics of 

Attila Jozsef' s Freudo-Marxian writings: an attempt to place the 

problem of individuality into the framework of a rigid and deter-

ministic Marxist orthodoxy on the one hand; a real unders of 

the emancipatory function of psychoanalysis, a real faith in the 

liberation of the individual on the other. This contradiction 

between the technological exploitation and the emancipatory mission 

of psychoanalysis found a sort of poetic solution in his famous 

poem "On the edge of the city" (1933): 

hopes 

Mass 

book 

After 

Until brightens up 

our beautiful gift, the order 

by which the mind understands 

the finite infinite, 

the forces of production outside 

and the instincts inside. 

1933 the victory of fascism put an end to messianistic 

and illusion. Wilhelm Reich had drawn the conclusions in The 

Psgchologg of Fascism (Reich, 1933b). In this controversial 

he blamed the workers' parties for the vital needs 

of the masses and thus permitting and even promoting the Nazi 

seizure of power. Reich pictured fascism as a mass movement of the 
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lower middle class, subsequently, however he extended his concep-

tion of fascism to a cosmic Evil, that is, to the 

authoritarian character structure of all men in patriarchal 

societies for thousands of years. The break between Reich and the 

Communist movement became full and irreversible: the Communist 

analysis of fascism stressed that it was only a provisional defeat 

of the working class, a" of finance capital"; for Reich, 

it was the "emotional plague of mankind" includes Stalinism, 

the "red fascism" as well) (Reich, 1970). 

Between the poles of the self-defensive and hypocritical short

sightedness of the official Comintern politics and the Reichian 

mysticism a new approach had emerged: that of the Frankfurt School 

which defined its main task not in simply putting together Freud 

and Marx but in reconstructing historical materialism as well as 

psychoanalysis into a philosophy of history and a social theory 

which must be able to give a full account of the "dialectics of 

enlightenment" (see e.g. Jay, 1973). 

After 1933, in the remaining few years of his life Attila 

J6zsef went beyond the Freudo-Marxism of his earlier period. He 

also echoed the Reichian myth of the "emotional plague" ("A prime

val rat spreads disease among us", he wrote in one of his poems), 

but his basically rational mind prevented him from mere mythologi

zation. In his late essays he outlined a "critical theory of the 

subject" based on the anthropological humanism of the Marxian 

Economic - philosophical manuscripts and on psychoanalysis (see 

especially his theoretical essay from 1935 enti tled "Hegel, Marx, 

Freud": J6zsef, 1972). 

Surely, these theoretical attempts lacked the comprehensive

ness, philosophical depth and sophistication of the Frankfurt 

School thinkers. Nevertheless, they demonstrate a radical shift 

from a dogmatic, pre-deterministic Marxism in which psychoanalysis 

plays only the subordinate role of an "auxiliary science", toward a 

social theory as well as toward a historically more reflected, more 

concrete social psgchology which is able to understand and explore 

complex relationships between individual and society. 
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This intellectual effort, however, could not prevent the 

poet's personal breakdown. He was not, after all, a rich psychoa

nalyst, a prophet or a university professor in Frankfurt or in New 

York. He was only a poor poet in Hungary, a "mere person" who -

with his own poetic words - had to descend into hell "in order to 

play on the bagpipe". 

His Freude-Marxist "adventure" ended in a negative result. As 

he wrote in one of his last poems ("You know there is no pardon", 

1937): 

In distress you called for father, 

for man, if no god exists. 

And you found perverse kids 

in psychoanalysis. 

This negative experience, whether justifiable or not on a 

theoretical level, is a warning against the doctrinarianism and 

abstract intellectualism of most Freudo-Marxian integration at

tempts. 

NOTES 

1. This paper is based on the author's unpublished dissertation 

(Erös, 1980). See also: Erös, 1981. 

2. As documentary sources and interpretations of Freudo-Marxism, 

I used the following publications: Bernfeld, Reich et al. , 

1970; Dahmer, 1973; Dahmer (hrsg.), 1980; Gente (hrsg.), 1970; 

Jacoby, 1975; Jay, 1973; Mitchell, 1974; Schneider, 1975. 

3. There is, of course, a lot of editions of his works in Hunga

ry. The critical edition of his complete works: J6zsef, 1958. 

4. See B6kay, 1980; B6kay, Jadi, Stark, 1982. 

5. Some of his verses have been translated into different langua

ges and published mainly in various anthologies of Hungarian 

poetry. See a [ecent selection of his poems in German. J6zsef, 

1978. 
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6. A more detailed analysis of Reich's impact in Hungary see in 

Erös, 1980. 

7. "As a science, is equal to Mandan sociological 

doctrine: the former treats of psychological phenomena and the 

latter of sociological 

facts are tobe examined in 

. And only insofar as social 

life or, conversely, 

psychological facts in the life of the society, can the two 

act mutually as sciences to one another" (Reich, 

1929; quoted after the 1966 ish translation, p. 8). 

8. In the early twenties, Reich advances the idea, that "Neurosis 

is a mass sickness, thus, it cannot be prevented but on a 

social scale". However, "the feudalistic conception of psycho

therapy, wbich, by its very nature, extremely individualistic, 

naturally came into conflict with the requirements of medical 

work ( ... ).At the Budapest congress in 1918, Freud had spoken 

of the necessity of founding psychoanalytic clinics for those 

who could not afford private treatment. However, the pure gold 

of psychoanalysis would have, he said, tobe mixed "with the 

copper of suggestive therapy". Mass treatment would make this 

necessary" (Reich, 1973, p. 73). 

9. "Because psychoanalysis, unless it is watered down, undermines 

bourgeois ideology, and because, furthermore, only a socialist 

economy can provide a basis for the free development of intel

lect and sexuality alike, psychoanalysis has a future under 

socialism" (Reich, 1929, quoted after the 1966 English trans

lation, p. 56). 

10. See the various attacks on Reich documented in Bernfeld, Reich 

et al., 1970; Gente (hrsg.), 1970. 
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IMAGES OF MAN IN EARLY FACTOR ANALYSIS - PSYCHOLOGICAL 

AND PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS 

Sandy Lovie, Psychological Department, 

University of Liverpool 

This paper covers the psychological theories and philosophical 

positions of three major early figures in factor analysis, Charles 

Spearman, Godfrey Thomson and Louis Thurstone. Such a broad view 

enables one to provide plausible answers to fundamental problems 

about their relations, for example, the depth and length of their 

various quarrels, given that mathematicallg the three scarcely 

differed. 

It is argued that Spearman, with the strong Kantian and Leib

nitzian attitudes inherited from his time with Wundt, used factor 

analysis as a technique to demonstrate certain pre-existing 

theses about the structure of human intelligence and abilities. 

Thomson and Thurstone, on the other hand, showed themselves tobe 

instrumentalists and conventionalists for whom factor analysis was 

a natural exploratory and inductive machine. This philosophical 

clash reveals itself as much in the strength with which the various 

psychological positions are held as it does in the nature of these 

positions. The paper illustrates these points in retelling the 

theoretical progress of all three workers. 

In addition, recent ideas on the historical relationship 

between science and technology are used to illuminate certain 

further difficulties in the work of Thurstone whose psychological 

position seems puzzlingly archaic. 

Introduction 

The paper' s main aim is to provide a much fuller historical 

account than can be found in either the intelligence of psychome

tric literature of the psycbological theories and 

positions behind the early work on factor analysis. Although the 

account will concentrate on the work of Charles Spearman and God-
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frey Thomson, some space will be devoted to the origins and deve

lopment of Louis Thurstone' s psychological underpinnings of his 

system of multiple factor analysis. lt is hoped that the history of 

these ideas will better illuminate the reasons for the disputes 

between the three participants since, as various people have re

cently pointed out, the ma.thematical differences between them do 

not appear to justify either the seriousness or length of their 

various quarrels. It is also hoped that a longer treatment of the 

substantive psychological and philosophical issues will provide the 

foundations for a more rounded history of the area, since it is 

difficult to separate the psychological from the mathematical in 

early factor analysis. 

Since 1940 factor analysis has been viewed as a general pur

pose statistical tool for exploring data whose range of application 

is not confined to any particular discipline. This was not the 

case, however, in the beginning, as will be seen in the next sec

tion on Spearman. The evolution of factor analysis from a technique 

of hypothesis confirmation to one of data exploration is also 

better understood if one considers the nature of the changing 

philosophical and psychological positions that lay behind the 

technology. 

In the Beginning was the Word: Charles Edward Spearman (1863-1945) 

The earliest paper of importance is the well known 1904 one 

'"General Intelligence", Objectively Determined en Measured'. Here 

Spearman report the analysis of a large scale psychometric study. 

There are several initial remarks to make about ths paper: first, 

most later commentators, for example Holzinger and Harman (1941) 

and Steigerand Schönemann (1978), have claimed too much too early 

for Spearman. He did not, for example, offer a fully worked out 

theory of intelligence in 1904, nor did he have an elaborate mathe

matical model for such a concept. Second, the paper is as much a 

practical demonstration of the value of Spearman's own correlatio

nal discoveries as it is an exposition of a theory of intelligence. 

Indeed, the existence of a correlation corrected for attenuation 
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was vital for the demonstration of the existence of such a psycho

logical entity as "general intelligence". Third, the paper is not 

an objective test of the existence of general intelligence. Rather 

it is a partial report whose message is that general 

is alive and kicking. Finally, Spearrnan was clear that in this 

paper at least he was not interested in individual differences. 

Instead his concern was with what he saw as a crisis in experimen

tal psychologg. His approach was that of an experimenter, and his 

use of correlational techniques was to confirm a pre-existing 

hypothesis. 

Although the paper is tentative over the detailed form of its 

concept of intelligence (Spearman, for example, talks at one place 

about General Discrimination as having "great approximation" to 

General Intelligence, while almost immediately afterwards refers to 

a hierarchy of general and specific fi.mctions) it is much firmer on 

the philosophical and methodological foundations of the work. It is 

to these latter matters that I will now turn. As is well known, 

Spearman spent about seven years in Leipzig in Wundt's laboratory 

during the years 1897-1907. In fact, Spearman's influences were not 

only Wundt himself but Wundt' s colleagues, in particular Krueger 

and Wirth. He was also impressed with the work of Wundt's students: 

the experiments by the Danish psychologist Lehmann on limited 

mental energy and divided attention, for example, were used twice 

by him in his books. 

In the first few pages of his 1904 paper, therefore, on "Gene

ral Intelligence", Spearman strikes a clear Wundtian, not to say 

Newtonian, tone when he distinguishes between observable "Functio

nal Uniformities" that is, "like reactions under like conditions" 

(page 204), and "Conceptual Uniformity", that is, a coherent theo

retical system (see Danziger, 1980, on Wundt's philosophical back

ground). This latter Uniformity "in psychology is but an indispen

sable substructure - and one of lamentable fallibility" (page 205). 

Spearman also that the correspondences between the obser-

vable Functional Uniformities and the Conceptual system can only be 

made clearer the experimental methodology is improved. His 
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suggestions here were for a Correlational P~ychology which, unlike 

Oehrn's individual difference movement, aimed "to eliminate indivi

dualities as an obstacle to further progress, being itself, no less 

than General Psychology, in search of laws and uniformi ties" (page 

207). 

Spearman's grand aim, tberefore, was to use the system buil

ding potential of correlational methods to advance Wundtian experi

mental psycbology i'nto the realm of the "real" world outside tbe 

laboratory. This was also true of bis students. This was to be 

accomplished, first, by establishing the existence of observable 

behavioural regularities and then by mapping them into a complex 

theoretical structure whose form was suggested by the prevailing 

psychological and physiological ethos. Not surprisingly, for Spear

man such a substantive context was, in large part, that developed 

by Wundt and Wundt' s students and colleagues. Further, Spearman 

believed in the final reality of tbese psychological ideas and 

consequently viewed bis efforts more as an attempt to prove their 

viability than to objectively accept or reject them. In otber 

words, the evidence for tbe reality of these ideas was not just the 

products of his increasingly complex systems of factor analysis, it 

was in addition an a priori commitment to a Wundtian psycbological 

Universe. "They (the factors) do not in the least depend on any 

such hypothesis as that of "energy" but on the contrary supply the 

very facts upon which such hypotheses ougbt to be accepted or 

rejected". (1932, page 488). Notice that both factors and hypothe

ses are necessary for full understanding and exist in parallel. Of 

course, Spearman used later physiological and psychological eviden

ce to support his position (he was overjoyed, for example, over 

Lashley's ideas on equipotentiality and mass action) but inevitably 

such evidence was selectively chosen. 

Let me now return to Spearman' s development of the ideas on 

general intelligence. In a paper in 1906 with Krueger, Spearman 

suggested that general intelligence was a measure of the ability of 

a person's cortex to acbieve a flexible or 'plastic function'. In 

otber words, a person witb a high general intelligence would have 
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"a greater power of building up finally differentiated and 

ted structures", (quoted in Spearman and Hart, 1912). This quasi

physiological characterisation of general intelligence was further 

utilised in the Spearman and Hartpaper of 1912 which can be viewed 

as the final statement on the nature of this general function (now 

called the General Factor or General Ability). 

Here Spearman devotes several pages to deepening and generali

zing the definition suggested in the earlier paper with Krueger. 

Fi~st, he separates General Intelligence into the General Factor 

(characteristically described as "a deep underlying truth") and "a 

superposed mass of obscurity and error" (pag. 67). Spearman then 

offers a psychological description of the General Factor as a 

common fund of "intellective energy" which "is disposible for ang 

kind of nonmechanized process" (pag. 71). Finally, he offers a 

physiological description, claiming that the theory of general and 

specific factors is paralleled by the contemporary neurophysiologi

cal picture which presented a compromise between the extremes of 

those who argued for "functional equivalence" of the cortex and 

those who adhered to a belief in cortical localizat:i.on. Spearman 

then writes that "every particular mental operation requires two 

things: firstly, a specific activity of a particular system of 

neural structures; and secondly, the concurrence of neural energy 

from the whole, or a large part, of the cortex" (page. 72). 

The only refinements and extensions to this view are either 

little more than restatements of the earlier work, or the provision 

of names for existing concepts, or are incomplete and hence unsa

tisfactory. For example, in his "The Abilities of Man" (1927 and 

1932) Spearman differentiates between Monarchie, Oligarchie and 

Anarchistic theories of intelligence and not surprisingly plumps 

for the first. This hierarchical organisation of intelligence is, 

of course, little more than the equally hierarchical theory of 

general and specific abilities. Further, the phrase "Theory of the 

Two Factors" was suggested by De Sanctis in 1913, while 's 

1914 Psychological Review paper contains the first identification 

in English of 'g' with General and 's' with Specific Ability. 
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Finally, although Spearman claimed that 'g' powered the education 

of relations and correlates in bis so-called noegenetic system of 

cognition, in fact this attempt to merge the results of his factor 

analytic studies with his qualitative work on knowing and percep

tion etc. was never properly carried out. Consequently, the invo

cation of 'g' did little if anything to advance the work on cogni

tion (see Spearman' s "The Nature of 'Intelligence' and the Princi

ples of Cognition, 1923 and 1927"). Although Spearman, for tactical 

reasons, placed varying importance on the factor analytic evidence 

during his long and productive life, he never abandoned his central 

commitment to 'g' or the. general factor (see Spearman, 1946). 

Spearman' s main protagonist was Thomson whose much slighter 

ideas on the psychology behind factor analysis will be dealt with 

next. 

It Ain't Necessarily So: Godfrey Thomson (1881-1955) 

Thomson, as he admitted in his 1952 autobiographical sketch, 

"never had any teaching in psychology worth mentioning" (page 294). 

His doctorate was, in fact, in physics at the University of Stras

bourg in 1906. Of particular importance here is that at the start 

of bis time there (in 1904) he learnt of the views of the conven

tionalist Henri Poincare from the German translator of Science and 

Hypothesis (see Thomson 1969, page 55). 

This natural extension of Mach's Instrumentalist view of 

science overturned Kantian ideas of a priori truths, substituting 

for them a more empirical and psychological version of the scien

tific verities, with the a priori relegated to the status of good 

or bad, that is, useful or useless, conventions. Poincare's treat

ment of classical mechanics and thermo-dynamics emphasised their 

historical and anthropomorphic nature and hence constituted an 

attack on the naive realism that, for example, characterised 

Wundt' s herbartian and Kantian views of nature. Such a movement, 

therefore, encouraged increased methodological and logical effi

ciency. Poincare also emphasized the role of experiment as the main 

decider between hypotheses and hence made the status of such no-
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tions much more provisional. Scientific systems were viewed as 

cognitive aids to understanding, not ultimate truths (a more recent 

discussion which emphasizes such philosophical differences can be 

found in MacCorquodale and Meehl, 1948). 

All of these attitudes and ideas can be discerned in Thomson's 

criticisms of Spearman whose principle sin, in Thomson's eyes, was 

not that the notion of 'g' was necessarily wrong but that Spearman 

had not demonstrated its existence. This was a view that Thomson 

maintained throughout most of his life. Compare, for example, his 

1916 statement that "The object of this paper is to show that the 

cases brought forward by Professor Spearman in favour of the 

existence of General Ability are by no means 'crucial'. They are, 

it is true, not inconsistent with the existence of such common 

element but neither are they inconsistent with its non-existence" 

(page 271), with his remarks that "even supposing the tetrad-dif

ferences (early factor analytical measure) tobe as closely grouped 

round zero as Spearman and Hart claimed, yet the Theory of Two 

Factors, though a sufficient explanation, was not a necessary one" 

(page 14) of 1946. (lt will, of course, be recalled that Poincare 

rejected the possibility of "crucial" experiments in science). 

Since Thomson did not offer an alternative or even, as Thur

stone did, a generalised system of factor analysis to that discove

red by Spearman, his role was more that of critic (and propounder) 

of other people's views. Thomson's relatively negative contribution 

to the development of factor analysis, mainly I suspect due to 

Poincare's somewhat sceptical view of science, also shows up in the 

nature of, and degree of commitment to, alternative psychological 

theories. The earliest of Thomson's theories was advanced in 1919 

and appeared as a direct result of his criticism of Spearman. This 

was based on artificial data generated by the dice throws: "Let us 

suppose that the mind, in carrying out any activity such as a 

mental test, has two levels at which it can operate. The elements 

of activity at the lower lever are entirely specific; but those at 

the higher level are such that they may come into play in more than 

one kind of activity, in more than one mental test. These elements 
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are assumed tobe additive like dice, and each to act on the 'all 

or none' iple, not being in fact further divisible. 

The difference between the levels may be physiological, as 

between cortex and spinal cord, or it may be the difference between 

conscious and non-conscious, or what not " 341, the italics 

are mine). This rather tentative, somewhat hierarchical scheme was, 

however, rapidly abandoned in favour of one exhibiting little if 

any detectable structure, the so-called Sampling Theory (see Thom-

son, 1920). This change was no doubt due to Thomson's speedy 

realization that this dice studies did not imply ang pattern to the 

abilities. However, I have the that Thomson did not want 

to leave any hostages to fortune in the form of a degree of hierar

chical structure, since Spearman would undoubtedly have seized on 

this as evidence of positive support for his own views (in fact 

Spearman did just this, but much later on, see his 1938). 

The Sampling Theory took on a new name, that of the theory of 

bonds (see, for example, Thomson 1939), without, however, acquiring 

more structure. This new version follows from Thorndike's work on 

psychological bonds, or, as he later called them, 'connections' . 

Thomson was a great admirer of Thorndike, he had, for example, 

spent the academic year 1923-24 at Columbia at Thorndike's express 

invitation. Thomson had written up his lectures there for his 

monograph "Instinct, Intelligence and Character" (1924), a book 

which is full of Thorndikean wisdom. Even the chapter on Brain 

Localization, which shows Thomson' s admiration for Head, can be 

seen as indirect evidence for the Sampling or Bond theory. 

The end of the 1939 text, however, sees Thomson beginning to 

doubt the psychological reality of factors, except as cognitive 

aids, and, in a statement with a very Poincaresque tone, he states 

that: "There is a strong natural desire in makind to imagine or 

create, and to name, forces and powers behind the facade of what is 

observed, nor can any exception be taken to this if the hypotheses 

which emerge explain the phenomena as far as they go, and are a 

guide to further inquiry" (page 284). 
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This attenuation of the link between theory and technology can 

be seen as its most extreme in Thurstone's work on multiple factor 

analysis, abrief resume of whose rather thin psychological theori

zing is given now. 

Nothing Will Come of Nothing - Speak Again: - Louis Thurstone 

(1887-1956) 

In his short autobiography Thurstone states tbat although he 

bad written down tbe first equations for bis later system of multi

ple factor analysis as early as 1922, he had not taken up the task 

of developing the full system for nearly eight or nine years (1952, 

page 313). Before 1922 Thurstone had had a long and varied career, 

not only in psychology where he was active in test development 

during the First World War, but also in engineering, including a 

short period in Thomas Edison's laboratory. After 1922 he returned 

to the University of Chicago where he bad taken bis doctorate in 

psycbology (see Bulmer, 1981, on the ethos of Chicago during this 

period, including comments on Tburnstone's own contributions). Here 

be continued with his work on testing for the American Council on 

Education (see Noble, 1977, page 255,) and also pursued some of the 

most interesting work on scaling in America at this time. Tbis 

included extensive studies of attitude and social value scales, all 

of whicb were pursued with a degree of vigour not seen before in 

this area. In addition, Thurstone's contributions to scaling theory 

were as important as his practical illustrations of the techniques. 

One of the requirements of such a scaling approach to psycho

logy, however, is that there is little room for complex and subtle 

theorizing. This sacrifice of substantive content in return for 

increased systematization can also be found in Thurstone' s rather 

pragmatic approach to psychological theorizing in bis system of 

factor analysis. For Thurstone, factors are quite simply old 

fashioned faculties, with all the conceptual problems implied by 

such entities, for example, circularity and lack of an inherent 

limit to their number. "Factor analysis is reminiscent of faculty 

psychology. It is true that the object of factor analysis is to 
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discover the mental faculties" (1935, page 53). The lessons of such 

a pragmatic approach to psychology, almost certainly derived from 

Thurstone' s time as psychometrician and his stunning success in 

scaling social phenomena, are that if one wishes to construct a 

general purpose statistical system then one should avoid being con

strained by an elaborate and overly structured substantive theory. 

As with Thomson, the links between psychological theory and 

technique are almost non-existent. Further, his highly instrumenta

list orientation is apparent from his opening remarks to the "Vec

tors of Mind": "A scientific law is not be thought of as having an 

independent existence which some scientist is fortunate to stumble 

upon. A scientific law is not apart of nature. lt is only a way of 

comprehending nature" (1935, page 44). Also, "The laws of science 

are not immutable. They are only human efforts towards parsimony in 

the comprehension of nature" (1935, page 45). Further, "The crite

rion by which a new ideal construct in science is accepted or 

rejected is the degree to which it facilitates the comprehension of 

a class of phenomena which can be thought of as examples of a 

single construct than as individualized events. It is in this sense 

that the chief object of science is to minimize mental effort" 

(1935, page 45). 

The philosophical problems that this liberation from psycholo

gy has engendered have unfortunately stayed with factor analysis to 

the present day but it has allowed the technique to be usefully 

employed in other fields. Thurstone appeared to realize this too 

late. Compare for example, the contradictory statements in his 1940 

survey paper, thus "The method of factor analysis implies nothing 

about the biological, or physical, or statistical character of the 

primary factors" (page 204), while "My own contributions to factor 

analysis have been motivated by a desire to solve some fundamental 

problems in psychology, and consequently I have tried to discourage 

a tendency to regard the factor method as a self-contained and 

extraneous statistical technique" (page 235). Here he shows himself 

well and truly caught by the contradictions of a system that had 

become too flexible to be easily mapped on to any interesting 

psychological theory. 
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Epilogue 

The period 1904 to 1940 saw an increasing sophistication of 

methodology and analysis in psychology, with a decrease in theori

zing, general tendencies which would probably have by themselves 

etiolated the substantive theories behind factor analysis. In 

addition, the fact that both Thomson and Thurstone were in the 

practical business of developing psychological tests for specific 

groups meant that the needs of developing an efficient technology 

overwhelmed any wish that they might have had to match it with 

sophisticated theorizing about people. Edwin Layton, the distin

guished historian of technology, has recently pointed out that 

technologists do not necessarily share the same aims or reward 

systems of scientists and hence are usually content with rather 

conservative scientific ideas (see, for example, his seminal paper 

on science and technology, 1971). 

Perhaps Spearman should have the last word: "The intuitionist 

tries to make ideas work without mathematics. The psychometrist, 

mathematics without ideas. When will both learn that two legs are 

better than either alone? (1934, page 407). 
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English speaking historians of psychology have long subscribed 

to the presentist position that no significant research in develop

mental psychology was carried out before the end of the 19th cen

tury. The present study had attempted to refute this belief by 

presenting in some detail the experimental investigation of the 

behavior of newborn children with the German internist, Adolf 

Kussmaul (1822-1902), performed and published (1859) more than 

twenty years before Preyer's book was published (1882). Kussmaul's 

methods and results were compared with modern work in the same 

field. 

English-speaking historians of psychology have long prescribed 

to the presentist position that no significant experimental re

search in child psychology was carried out before the late 19th or 

the early 20th century. This perspective has found clear expression 

in Diamond's sourcebook, The Roots of Psgchology (1974): 

Before Darwin, child psychology was limited to occasional 

bits and snatches such as Aristotle's mention that children do 

not dream before the age of four (1) or Locke's reminder that 

supposedly innate thruths are not known to children in advance 

of experience. In the eighteenth century Smellie recognized 

the need for the systematic study of child behavior (p. 469). 

Modern interest in the "child mind" arose as a direct 

result of Darwinism. Darwin himself published a "Biographical 
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sketch of an infant mind", based on observations of his own 

son ... Preyer's work must have been initiated at just about 

this time, and it was followed by similar studies by Miss 

Shinn, the Scupins, and others (p. 471). 

The present paper will present in detail a truly experimental 

study of child behavior which was carried out and published almost 

two decades before Darwin's Biographical Sketch of an Infant Mind 

(1877), 23 years before Preyer's famous work, Die Seele des Kindes 

(1882) and nearly half a century earlier than Meumann' s classic, 

Vorlesungen zur Einführung in die experimentelle Pädagogik (1907-

1908). This research was performed by the noted German internist, 

Adolf Kussmaul (1822-1902) and published in 1859 under the title 

"Untersuchungen über das Seelenleben des neugeborenen Menschen 

(Investigations of the mental life of the newborn child). 

One can of course, discover forerunners of almost any modern

day discovery in psychology and related fields, if one only sear

ches long and hard enough. Kussmaul's work is remarkable because it 

represents a far more sophisticated form of investigation than the 

more popular writings by his famous successors Darwin (1877), 

Preyer (1882) and Hall (1883) on similar topics. 

I 

Elaborate details about the life and intellectual career of 

Kussmaul are readily available in the two volumes of bis autobio

graphy, which are rightly counted among the very best medical 

autobiographies (Bringmann & Balance, 1976; Kussmaul, 1899, 1903). 

In addition, his encounters with scientific luminaries like 

Puchelt, Henle, Semmelweiss, Rokitansky, Virchow, Roller, Helmholtz 

and rnany others are rernarkably candid and enlightening. 

Although he was about ten years older than Wundt, Kussmaul 

knew Wundt well. They had both graduated from the same high school, 

had both received the coveted research award of the Medical Faculty 

o.f Heidelberg University and both were arnong the founders of the 

Natural Science Club at the same university. Wundt reviewed Kuss

maul' s book on speech pathology and Kussrnaul, in term, charac

terized Wundt very positively in his autobiography (1903): 
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Despite his youth he was exceptionally well read. Although his 

critical comments were often poignant, he expressed them gent

ly. Wundt was personally warm hearted, and we spent a good 

deal of time on bikes through the beautiful Neckar valley. (p. 

72). 

Their acquaintanceship has been documented as early as 1856, and it 

is quite possible that Kussmaul was influenced in his developmental 

and experimental research by Wundt. Unlike Wundt, however, whose 

medical education was geared toward an academic and research ca

reer, Kussmaul, throughout his life, was strongly interested in 

clinical practice and was acclaimed as an outstanding physician. 

Near the end of his association with Heidelberg University 

Kussmaul researched his book on the psychology of newborn children. 

At that time he was supporting himself and his family as a public 

health physician. It is likely that his experiments with newborn 

children were made possible by this appointment. Kussmaul had 

demonstrated a special interest in pediatrics and obstetrics during 

his postgraduate studies at Vienna and Prague more than ten years 

before. Discussions of normal child development were also an essen

tial part of his lectures on psychiatry during the Heidelberg 

period (1959): 

As a teacher of psychiatry I began my lecture with a develop

mental history of the human mind, since I had observed that, 

in this manner, I was able to give my students the quiekest 

and most vivid picture of the elements of mental events (p. 

7). 

Dissatisfaction with the existing literature on infant behavior led 

Kussmaul to conduct his own experiments (1859): 

I discovered big gaps which the empircal study of the mind 

still has to fill in. It was primarily the earliest time of 

life about which I was able to tel1 my students little that 

was certain. This is the reason why I carried out several 

observations and experiments with newborn children ... (p. 8). 

Kussmaul's Investigations (1859) served as bis inaugural disserta

tion for Erlangen University. Although the little book was reprin-
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ted three times (Kussmaul, 1875, 1896; Brigmann and Balance, 1976), 

it generally attracted much less attention than his famous mono

graph on speech pathology, Die Störungen der Sprache (1877). 

II 

Introduction 

Kussmaul, like a good scholar, began his monograph by defining 

his subject matter as the psychological processes of " ... sensa

tion, imagination, thought, and motivation " in the newborn 

child (1859, p. 31). It is clear that he fully appreciated the 

difficulties of studying these activities in young children (1859): 

Knowledge of our own mental activities is mediated directly by 

consciousness. It is rnore difficult to understand the mind of 

another organism, since we can only make indirect inferences 

from their movements ... One and the same movement frequently 

can either have a psychological or merely a mechanical cause. 

It is not enough to simply conclude from the similarity and 

form of a given moment to another which is commonly mediated 

by the mind, that the mind has caused a given movement. 

Rat.her, one must document that a given movement or a sequence 

of movements ... could not ordinarily have been the result of 

mechanical causes ... (p. 4). 

Kussmaul also avoided using "purposefulness of movement" as a 

dependable criterion of psychological causation because robots - or 

to use his term - "automata" (1859, p. 4) existed in his time which 

were able "to write, draw, make his music and swim in the most 

purposeful and deliberate manner" (p. 4-5). In fact, he took the 

remarkably modern position that (1859): 

... the making of errors in the choice of means, can be consi

dered better evidence for the existence of mental abilities 

than the apparently superior purposefulness with which the 

most ingenious machine works (p. 5). 
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Review of the Literature 

About one-fourth of the book (pp. 8-22) is devoted to a scho

larly review of classical and recent literature concerning the 

behavioral repertoire of the human neonate. Kussmaul found the 

developmental position of Aristotle more compatible with his expe

rimental findings than those of the Bri tish Associationists, like 

Locke, who held that the mind of the newborn child is in effect a 

tabula rasa. With rare exceptions, Kussmaul saw little value in the 

literature (1859): 

As far as the mental activities of the newborn are concerned, 

many physicians and philosophers have devoted much attention 

to them. However, no one has, to my knowledge, subjected these 

(speculations) to careful study or used experimentation in the 

process. The assertions of the various authors are full of 

contradictions and, on closer examination, prove to a large 

extent tobe incorrect (pp. 10-11). 

The Experiments 

In the remaining part of the book (pp. 22-47) Kussmaul descri

bes the experiments he performed to collect baseline information 

about the sensory repertoire of newborn children. He studied the 

senses of taste, touch, smell, vision, hearing and the muscle 

sense. In addition, Kussmaul addressed himself to hunger and thirst 

in the neonate. The book closes with a fascinating discussion of 

various responses, which he regarded as evidence for the presence 

of intelligence in the newborn child. Each set of experiments was 

described by him with the traditional information about the sub

jects, the experimental equipment and materials, the testing proce

dures employed and finally both quantitative and qualitative re

sults. Kussmaul also critically evaluated the results of each 

experiment and attempted to integrate his findings wi th existing 

information in the field. Whenever his own results were incomplete 

or unsatisfactory, he made use of other data which we believed to 

be more reliable and valid. 
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Experiments on Taste, Touch, and Hunger 

Taste. The subjects for Kussmaul's investigation of the sense 

of taste consisted of slighly more than 20 newborn children. Al

though we do not know the exact composition of his sample, he 

informs us that it included children (1859): 

... who had barely left the womb and who had not yet taken any 

milk ... full-term and strong babies of both sexes, as well as 

... some children who were born prematurely in the seventh or 

eight month ... (pp. 22-23) 

"Sweet" and "bitter" liquids were used as experimental stimuli for 

the experiments on taste. These substances were first warmed to 

body temperature and applied to the mouth of his research subjects 

with a "fine camel hair brush". Kussmaul' s rigorous concern with 

experimental control is illustrated in the following direct quote 

(1859): 

These liquids consisted of a satiated sugar solution and a 

solution of 10 grains of sulphate of quinine in half an ounce 

of water. This substance had a very bitter taste and was used 

in this concentration in all experiments wi thout exception. 

The application of such precautions seemed indicated, in order 

to draw correct conclusions from comparative experiments with 

different individuals (p. 22). 

His major finding was (1859): 

The sugar and quinine solutions produced the same muscular 

movements in the neonate, which are designated in adults as 

the facial·expressions of sweet and bitter taste (p. 22). 

Kussmaul' s graphic description of the children' s behavior clearly 

demonstrated the presence of differential response patterns to the 

ingestion of sweet and bitter stimuli (1859): 

When sugar was brought into the mouth, the children shaped 

their lips like the snout of an animal, pressed their tongues 

between the lips and began to suck with pleasure When 

small amounts of quinine were applied, only the muscles con

trolling the nostrils and the upper lips contracted ... larger, 

amounts of quinine caused the muscles, which control the 
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wrinkling of eyebrows and eyelids, tobe activated. The eye

lids were pinched together and kept closed for a length of 

time. The throat contracted spasmodically, the children cho

ked, the mouth was opened wide and the tpngue protruded as 

much as an inch, and the applied liquids were often partially 

expelled together with a great amount of saliva. At times the 

children actively shook their heads like an adult might do who 

is overcome by nausea (p. 26). 

On the basis of the above observations, Kussmaul concluded that 

(1859): 

the sense of taste already functions among newborn child

ren in its major forms ... they do not merely experience taste 

in a vague manner, as Bichat thought ... (p. 26). 

Touch. Kussmaul's experiments on the sense of touch in newborn 

children were extensive, al though they concentrated primari ly on 

the facial area. He specifically explored the touch sensitivity of 

the tongue, the lips, the nasal membranes and the eyelashes. His 

experiments on the functions of the eyelashes as sensory organs 

provide a particularly valuable illustration of bis innovative and 

painstaking methodology (1859): 

The eyelashes are extremely sensitive to the slightest touch. 

In the waking child has opened his eyes, one can proceed with 

a thin glass rod almost to the cornea before the eye will be 

closed. However, as soon as a single eyelash is touched, the 

eye closes at once. The touching of the eyelid is by no means 

as effective in producing a closure of the eye. 

The extreme sensitivity of the eyelashes can be beauti

fully demonstrated by the following experiment. If one blows 

on the cheeks or the forehead of the newborn, it blinks with 

his eyes. At first, I had incorrectly explained this behavior 

as a response to changes in ternperature. If one, however, 

directs air through a narrow paper tube alternately to dif

ferent parts of the face, one can observe that the child will 

blink only if the airstream touches one of the eyelashes. The 
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eye on the stimulated side responds more intensely and quickly 

(pp. 32-33). 

Kussmaul concluded that this reflexive response served to guard the 

eye against injury at a time when conscious experience cannot as 

yet control the closure of the eyelids. As a good physiologist, he 

also suggested that it might be worthwhile " to determine if 

fully formed endings of the nerves of touch exist at the roots of 

eyelashes" (p. 33). 

Kussmaul concluded this section of his research with the 

observation that newborn children respond to the tickling of their 

palms and the soles of their feet with a feather. He was unable to 

duplicate these findings with premature babies, however. 

Hunger and Thirst. Kussmaul's research on hunger and thirst in 

the neonate is also very valuable. He suggested that neonates 

experience a mixture of hunger and thirst during the first 6-24 

hours of their life. An experiment, which he performed with "a 

lively, pretty, newborn girl" (p. 45) provides further information 

about bis methodology (1859): 

Sbe was born around 7 a. m. and soon gave repeated signs of 

hunger but was not fed until noon. By that time sbe bad become 

very restless moving her head back and forth as if searching 

for something and cried a lot. I stroked her left sheek softly 

with my index finger without touching the lip when she did not 

cry. Quickly she turned her head to the left side, grabbed my 

finger and began to suck. Next, I removed my finger and began 

stroking the right cheek. Just as quickly she turned to that 

side and once again took hold of my finger. 

Again I removed the finger and stroked the left side. lt was 

quite a surprise how deftly the child turned back on her left 

side and grasped the finger (pp. 45-46). 

Kussmaul continued alternating the stimulation of the baby's cheeks 

until she began to scream loudly and became quite upset. He then 

placed the little girl at her mother's breast without, however, 

placing the nipple directly into her mouth (1859): 
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She again calmed down and moved her head back and forthin a 

searching manner but was unable to find and take hold of the 

nipple. The nipple bad tobe placed between her lips and jaws 

and only then did she begin to suck. Thus, it is clear the 

child was able to grasp the firm, long index finger at once 

but not the soft, small nipple (p. 46). 

He concluded from bis researches that newborn children are already 

able to make sucking movements but cannot nurse well without assis

tance. He further observed that there are important individual 

differences among children in the acquisition of this essential 

skill and that some very clumsy children may never learn to. nurse 

successfully. 

III 

Replication by Genzmer 

Kussmaul's dissertation (1859) was partially replicated in the 

early 1870s by Alfred Genzmer, a doctoral candidate in "Medicine 

and Surgery" at Halle-Wittenberg University (1873). In contrast to 

Kussmaul, Genzmer did not summarize the relevant research litera

ture in the intervening years. His study focused exclusively on 

II the sensory perception ... " of newborn children. 

Genzmer collected his data at a school for midwives in Leip

zig. It is, therefore, very likely that this subjects came from the 

same lower middle class sample of the population as those studied 

by Kussmaul in Heidelberg almost 15 years ago. Although he claimed 

to have studied the sensory behavior of 50 infants he did not 

record the same observations for each of these neonates. For 

example, his results on the sense of touch were derived from only 

20 children but pain sensitivity was assessed in "almost 60 

Children". 

Kussmaul did not examine the sense of pain and the reactions 

of newborn children to oxygen deprivation empirically for obvious 

humanitarian reasons. Instead, his discussion of these topics was 

based on incidental rather than on experimental observations. 

Genzmer, however, collected his own data about both of these sensi

tive topics (1873): 
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The sense of pain is exceptionally poorly developed in the 

neonate During the first day (of their lives) I pricked 

premature infants with fine pins in the most sensitive parts 

(of their) noses, upper lips and hands so intensely that small 

droops of blood oozed from these injuries. They gave no evi-

dence of discomfort - not even a s 

ved) (p. 12). 

quivering (was obser-

Genzmer acknowledged that "the wetness of their eyes increased" 

when he peirced the children' s faces with needles but concluded 

that the children were only suffering from a cold (!). 

He also studied the effects of oxygen deprivation by pinching 

closed the noses of his newborn victims and reported the following 

consequences (1873): 

after about five seconds one notices a few attempts at 

swallowing. Soon afterwards the children become restless, toss 

their hands violently from side to side, wake up from sleep, 

and finally begin to scream and breath through their mouths 

full-term babies tend to cry sooner, while premature 

infants bear the lack of air more than half a minute without a 

reaction (pp. 17-18). 

Genzmer did not share the reactions of the mothers to bis experi

ments with us, however. While his findings are novel and may have 

important implications, Kussmaul' s caution and human concern are 

preferable by far. 

Kussmaul and Psychology 

Both Kussmaul and Genzmer were included among the authors whom 

Preyer quoted most frequently in his classic, Die Seele des Kindes 

(1892). Preyer seems to have regarded both authors primarily as 

convenient providers of normative information and to have disregar

ded the experimental sources of their data and their original 

methodological contributions. 

Specific findings from Kussmaul' s dissertation (1859) found 

their way into major reference works in developmental psychology 

from Murchison' s Handbook of Child Psychology (1930) to Mussen' s 
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third edition of Carmichael's Manual of Child Psgchology (1970). A 

quick examination of these handbooks revealed that Kussmaul was 

mentioned an average of 15 times in each volume. The comparative 

figures for Genzmer, G.S. Hall, Preyer and Tiedemann were 10, 4, 12 

and 33 quotes respectively. Unfortunately, references to Kussmaul 

and Genzmer seldom exceeded a few words, while Hall, Preyer and 

Tiedemann and their approaches attracted substantially more atten

tion and discussion. 

Among standard histories of psychology, only Hehlmann' s "Ge

schichte der Psychologie" (1963, 1967) mentioned on page 153 that 

Kussmaul published "his investigation of the mental life of newborn 

children (1859) in the same year in which Darwin's On the Origin of 

Species (1859) appeared''. Moreover, Hehlmann places Kussmaul's name 

and accomplishments at the very beginning of his chronology of 

child and adolescent psychology (1967, p. 435). A facsimile copy of 

Kussmaul's dissertation, which has recently been reprinted in the 

USA (Bringmann & Balance, 1976), and an English translation, which 

is being readied for publication, will hopefully introduce this 

seminal work to modern historians of developmental psychology. 

A "Modern" Successor of Kussmaul 

In recent years test procedures, which are strinkingly similar 

to those applied by Kussmaul more than one hundred years ago, have 

been standardized to provide objective information about the beha

vioral repertoire and developmental potential of newborn children 

(Self & Horowitz, 1979). The basic research has been carried out by 

T. Jerry Brazelton, the Medical Director of the Child Development 

Unit of the Children's Hospital Medical Center in Boston. 

The Brazelton Neonatal Behavior Assessment Scale (BNBAS) 

consists of 20 neurological observations which are rated on 4-

points scales for intensity of response. In addition, 11 specific 

behaviors are observed or elicited with simple instruments like 

(Quinn, 1982): 

a red spiee box with popcorn kernels, a small bell, a flash 

light, an orange rubber ball ... (and) a paper clip ... (p. 25). 
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The following example of specific test items is highly similar to 

the techniques applied by Kussmaul and Genzmer (Self & Horowi tz, 

1979): 

1. response decrement to light, 2. response decrement to 

rattle, 3. response decrement to bell, 4. response decrement 

to pinprick, 5. focusing and following an object, 6. reaction 

to auditory stimulus ... (p. 155). 

These behavioral items are each rated on a 9-point scale. The 

midpoint of each denotes the expected performance of a normal 

three-day old infant. 

The BNBAS has been found useful in the assessment of cross

cul tural differences between newborn children and the impact of 

socio-economic condi tions on infant behavior. The instrument has 

helped identify the effects of maternal drug taking on neonated and 

has been successful in predicting the physical and mental develop

ment during a child's first year. 

vior 

mous 

Kussmaul's importance for the scientific study of child beha-

has been expressed more than a hundred years ago by an anony-

reviewer of his study in the Cornhill Magazine (1863): 

Dr. Kussmaul of Erlangen first bethought himself of making 

newborn infants subjects of experiment. This would, no doubt, 

have drawn upon him the voluble execrations of outraged woman-

kind, were it not for one mollifying circumstance Dr. 

Kussmaul will no doubt be forgiven for the sake of the 

results which so dramatically indicate the psychological 

integrity of the infants (p. 651-652). 
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THE DANGEROUS FOOL AND THE 1838 LAW ON lNSANlTY 

IN FRANCE 

Dominique Cochart 

Laboratoire de Psychologie Sociale 

Paris 

This paper deals wi th the consequences of the 1838 law on 

insanity in France, especially on forensic psychiatry. 

To this effect, the historical and contemporary legislative, socio

logical, and theoretical contexts of this law were analysed. 

lt is demonstrated that psychiatry became a medico-legal discipline 

in the interest of public safety once the notion of dangerousness 

was legally accepted. 

From time immemorial there have been dropouts, vagrants or 

lunatic people. lt is usually assumed that, as far as lunatics are 

concerned, in 1838 a sociological dividing line was drawn between a 

previous period when lunacy was familiar and integrated into every

day life, and a subsequent period when it was kept silent, locked 

up, and excluded from social life. 

lt might be necessary to start by focussing on two arguments 

that blur, or rather move that dividing line somewhere else. On the 

one hand, were the lunatic really integrated into society? They 

were laghed at, too, or exhibited, or feared. On the other hand, 

their being locked up did not date back to 1838; the "great 

locking" as described by Foucault (1972) dated back to the end of 

the seventeenth century, together with prisons and hospitals, where 

lunatics were tobe found beside prisoners and poor or sick people. 

And yet, 1838 is a shock-date, when psychiatry was rushed into 

a social and therapeutic function. lt was granted great administra

tive facilities; an immense task was awaiting it, which it has 

never, in spite of some frictions, stopped fulfilling within the 
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frame set in 1838. In that way, 1838 really marked the advent of 

psychiatry in France. lt is the date when lunacy came out as a true 

social matter taken in charge by public authorities on the two 

levels, therapeutic care and social control, as pointed out by 

sociologists of psychiatry, in particular Foucault and Castel. 

The 1838 law was an organic law wi th two aspects; i t both 

rarified what had been done, it answered suggestions and wishes 

from political men, it took into account claims from doctors and 

philosophers moved by the fate of those lunatics and at the same 

time, it took radically new steps, going further and instituting a 

new order. My hypothesis is that this new order was established by 

making dangerousness the effective criterion for lunacy. At the 

same time it meant making lunacy a matter of state concern and a 

matter of safety for the citizens; a matter of individual weakness, 

and a requisitioning psychiatry. 

In order to consider the 1838 law and analyze it from that 

point of view, I first have to examine which elements i t dealt 

with. That's what I mean to start with in the first part of this 

article; next, I must define the breaking off from what was done 

before and the innovation it brought. 

I. Before 1838 

At first sight the different ways lunacy was dealt with before 

1838 seemed confused and even contradictory. lt is no surprise if 

we consider them as reflecting the fears and the successive visions 

of the world rather than proceeding from a consistent and coherent 

approach. Hintermeyer (1981) talking about the history of social 

work, determines periods following each other chronologically, 

leading to prevailing customs, together with surviving customs 

having had their full meaning at a previous stage. A similar pro

cess seems tobe at work in the realm of lunacy, giving the impres

sion of cross or incoherent purposes.(1) 

1 - 1 Monsters, lunatics and dangers 

My purpose here isn't so much to show a progressive assimila-
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tion in a linear history from the monster to the lunatic, as to 

wonder about the disturbing similarities between the ways monsters 

and lunatics were represented and dealt with; there was a wavering 

movement between the inclusion into the realm of creation and the 

exclusion from the realm of reason. 

The relations of men with this "elsewhere", this gap, this stray 

from the norm which monsters are, or their relations with the other 

side of reason which is lunacy varied according to the times. The 

different shapes these relations took might allow me to consider 

how the notion of <langer, linked with the representation of luna

tics and monsters was built up, and how little by little conjuring 

habits settled as well as numerous tentative ways to get "scienti

fically" hold of those categories so disturbing to the human mind. 

Medieval theologians knew about Aristotle and St Augustine's ideas 

about monsters. For the first to monsters belonged anything in 

which nature got out of the limits of the original type; so 

Aristotle questioned about the monstrous meaning of the difference 

which is the formation of a female instead of a male, primeval 

imperfection, and woman escaped the criterion of monstrosity only 

owing to her necessary part in the survival of the species. For the 

latter a monster meant a departure from the norm and the form, and 

was distinguished by its rarity. According to Kappler (1980 eh. VI) 

"three ways of reasoning on monsters" can be distinguished; "the 

genetic type (Aristotle), the theological and aesthetical (St. 

Augustine), the exemplarist and normative, referring to models 

monsters would depart from as bad copies". 

Towards the end of the Middle-Ages a shift slowly took place 

in the meaning of monsters, from a remote and necessary cosmolo

gical monster toward an individual monster, hie et nunc, a fall of 

the monstrous towards the diabolical. Under the joined influences 

of calami ties, such as epidemics or massacres, and of the first 

scientific breakthroughs of the preclassical era, monsters and the 

world lost their sacredness. From the fifteenth century on, 

monsters got out of the gap in man caused by anguish in front of 

the evident disharmony of the world, and rushed into everyday life, 
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art, religion, theology. Monsters, warnen and devils more and more 

often met in works of art, as if they were created out of the 

perils brought upon men. One wonder about a possible parallel 

(drawn) between lunatics and monsters when reading in Kappler 

(1980) a passage from Mandeville's work dating back to 1598-1600: 

"Monstrosity is a 

insanity of the 

distinguished by 

norm. 

kind of lunacy and in the very first place an 

imagination". Monsters and insane people were 

(a difference shown their straying from the 

Lunacy is, in turn, viewed as reason taking issue over itself, 

or the beast which reason endeavoured to defeat. Such an ambiguous 

attitude is tobe found in all societies. lt is chased away, exhi

bited as an image which threatens everyone. 

lt seems remarkable that in the fifteenth century the theme of 

lunacy spread more and more widely and obsessively in art, icono

graphy and li terature. 

Foucault (1972) showed in Histoire de la Folie how the classi

cal age expelled the lunatic out of society. At the same time a 

parallel process expelled monsters out of art. They were fi rst 

expelled out of the religious field and, after the Council of 

Trento, the Church refused that monsters be represented. A similar 

process of exclusion tended to exile monsters and lunatics, which 

disturbed the order and harmony of Nature and Reason. With monsters 

anguish and terror settled. They were rejected together with extra

vagancy or vain delirium, just in the time when the lunatic was 

looked upon as the symbol of all the threats awaiting man in the 

quest of his salvation. 

1.2 How lW1acg was taken into accoW1t on a social level 

One of the great social fears during the eighteenth century 

rose from vagrants and beggars. In 1687 already the King reminded 

his subjects that because of serious disturbances caused by idle

ness he absolutely prohibited beggary, punishing it with flogging 

or the galleys. From 1700 to 1750 seven successive laws tried to 

prevent beggary and vagrancy, with sentences raging from flogging 
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or wearing the iron collar to the galleys, opening, in return, 

hospitals and charity houses where workshops would provide them 

with work to pay for their subsistence. But the very fact of these 

successive laws shows (in itself) how ineffective they were, were 

it not confirmed elsewhere. A Memoire sur les va.ga.bonds et les 

mendiants written by an Agricultural Society in 1763 still showed 

them as a serious <langer for the inhabitants of the country and the 

worst plague for industry and agriculture. They were a (very heavy) 

burden, (not working) leading debauched lives and living on the 

very heavy contributions they imposed on the peasants who were 

frightened by their numbers, their harmful secrets to kill cattle, 

and their arsons. The Academy of Sciences, Art and Literature in 

Chalons-sur-Marne set the following question for the 1780 competi

tion: "How to reduce beggary by making the beggars useful for the 

State without making them unhappy". 

Mixed with the vagrants, begging, the lunatics were found in 

the same hospitals (or houses) as the sick, the poor and the crimi

nals. A report from the Committee on Beggary of the Assemblee 

Constituante in 1790-1791 showed the example of Bicetre where one 

locked up indiscriminately "men, epileptic children, scrofulous, 

paralytic, insane people, locked up by order of the King or acts of 

Parliament, children arrested by order of the police, or sentenced 

for theft or other offences, children without any vice or illness, 

men and women treated for veneral disease" (Bloch and Tuety, 1911). 

The same report mentioned the lunatics locked up in the different 

hospitals in Paris in the following chart: 

HOUSES RAVING RAVING IMBECILE IMBECILE EPILEPTIC EPILEPTIC TOTAL 
MAD MEN MAD MEN WOMEN MEN WOMEN 

WOMEN 

HOTEL-DIEU 42 32 74 
LA SALPETRIERE 150 150 300 600 
BICETRE 92 138 15 245 
CHARENTON 1 77 4 82 
LES PETITES 
MAISONS 22 22 44 
LES 18 MAISONS 
DE POLICE 6 10 131 136 3 286 
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In the rest of the country too, the lunatics were locked up 

with other categories of ; in the Harcourt Tower in Caen, for 

instance, 

lunatics 

from the seventeenth century on dangerous prisoners and 

bad been kept together. The town-council allowed their 

families to put them there provided they paid for maintenance 

(Quetel and Morel 1979). 

In those places which, of course, should not be compared with 

our modern hospitals, the living conditions of the lunatic ranged 

from total insalubrity to a tolerable sanitation. Treating them for 

their mental disorders was out of the question; at the very most 

the warders "tried to make captivity as nice as possible" (Bloch 

and Tuetey 1911 on Charenton), andin an other case they "exhibited 

their boarders for the first rustic willing to pay 6 pence to stand 

and stare at them". (Mirabeau 1788, in: Quetel and Morel 1979) 

(trad. author). 

The lunatics come to those places with the help of the consta

bulary, or they were put there by their families who had then to 

state their identity and pay for the boarding, or they were sent by 

"lettre de cachet". lt is certain, however, that the use made of 

these letters for repressive puroposes came as a corruption of 

their first attributions. (Quetel, 1981: the general ordinance made 

after the complaints, grievances and remonstrations of the states 

assembled in Orleans in 1560). This ordinance is intersting from 

two points of view; first it is the first document to use the term 

"lettre de cachet", which tends to imply that they were rare 

before, on the other hand it denounces the bad use made of them. 

Brentano (1903) quoted Malesherbes (p. 11) who divided the "lettres 

de cachet" for police and criminal matters into three categories; 

the third covered, "those in charge of defending society against 

subjects who would be dangerous and who would disturb its good 

order and quiet". 

The lunatic seemed to be a relatively important target, and 

represents 34% of known motives of imprisonment, before dissolute

ness, lose behaviour or violence. As early as 1646 in the Bastille 

were written down in a recapitulative list prisoners locked up 
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officially for lunacy or insanity; so were the Knight of Lorraine, 

since 1636, Godonvillier a Captain, the Lady Vezilly in 1659 ... 

and so on. 

1.3 The inheritance of 1789 

The Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen conveyed all 

the philosophical ideas of the eighteenth century. The "new rights" 

were asserted from Rousseau' s conceptions in "Le Contrat Social". 

Man was "born good", "society makes him miserable" and "Governments 

should rule only wi th the consent of the governed". Law closely 

followed the permanence of human nature on which it was based, 

uninvolved in social relations. The State had no other "raison 

d'etre" then to guarantee the natural facult:i.es of individual 

r:i.ghts, then, set up as many limits to the action of the State. So 

liberty was defined as "being able to do whatever doesn' t do wrong 

to anybody", and the norms of natural rights were those that ensu-

red others the enjoyment of the same rights the bounds cannot 

be determined by law; "law only has to prohibit act:i.ons harmful to 

society" (art. 11). 

On the other hand it is interesting to note that the preamble 

settled some social matters in a ser:i.es of measures concerning 

public help; bringing up deserted children, relieving the poor 

suffering from disabilities and provid:i.ng work for the unemployed, 

as well as creating and organizing public education. In those 

occupations one m:i.ght detect the influence of Adam Smith' s "theory 

of moral feelings" (1759), a moral philosphy based on the natural 

sympathy men feel toward each other, and the natural need for 

harmony in feeling and dispositions. 

Lastly, I would l:i.ke to emphasize the radical shift in the 

not:i.on of the state wh:i.ch took place between 1614 and 1789; it 

swung from the religious to the lay f:i.eld; "what was condemned was 

no longer sins which offended God, but misdeeds contrary to accep

ted standards of good behaviour". 

From 1789 to 1818 legislative measures ":i.n favour" of the 

insane were scarce and contradictory :i.n the:i.r effects - e. g. the 

closing of many establ:i.shments run by the clergy. Always dependant 
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on the 1789 declaration of the rights of man, the terms of the 

memoranda sent round by the judiciary mostly reflect their care to 

lessen the double danger for individual liberty, either excess of 

tolerance or excess of the arbitrary (Report by Constans, Lunier 

and Dumesnil, 1874). Humanitarianism inherited from the age of 

Enlightment was not tobe found in the legislator but it was con

veyed by some individuals in the medical profession in attempts, as 

numerous as repeated - and that until 1838 - to draw the attention 

of governments and public opinion on the fate in store for the 

insane. 

1.4 Insanity as a matter of concern and anxiety 

At the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the 

nineteenth, insanity made doctors and 'political men anxious for two 

reasons: the insane should not be treated as criminals, and wasn't 

insanity at work in criminals? 

The conditions in which the insane were locked up moved 

doctors: Pinel let chains drop in 1792 in Bicetre, expecting to 

relieve the fate of the insane -to draw the line between what, in 

their fury, was due to their state and what was due to their pre

sent conditions where the slightest movement was impossible. 

Esquirol twenty years later got indignant: "how is it possible that 

the illness which affects man in the most precious part of his 

being should not have a home where those who suffer from it be 

alone, welcomed and treated honorably where those admitted 

should not have tobe ashamed tobe mixed up with the children of 

crime and immorality? (Dictionary of Medical Sciences, quoted in 

Quetel, 1979). Esquirol (1818) submitted a treatise to the Ministry 

of the Interior about the establishments for the insane in France 

and the means to improve them. In this text he pleaded for the 

rehabili tation of the insane as persons and social beings, "they 

are fathers, faithful wives, honest merchants, skilful artists, 

warriors dear to their homeland~ eminent scientists or scholars; 

they are proud and sensitive souls, unfortunate people struck by a 

great calamity, in a state of misery increased by the blows inflic

ted by society which treats them worse than criminals" (p. 399). 
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The insane were again given human souls, they were less and 

less considered as degenerated and ignominious, and more and more 

as unfortunate. Helping them became a social duty. Part of the 

medical profession showed their concern to make insanity an illness 

(breach of integrity) different from crime as an offence. In fact a 

double movement was initiated; if insanity tended to be different 

from crime, the question of crime as insanity became more precise. 

There was a shift in emphasis, insanity becoming an organizing 

category grouping together and accounting for scattered behaviours. 

The new nosography described by Esquirol (1828) clearly showed 

this movement. Monomania was distinguished by "strokes of insanity" 

in a clear-headed mind, or by a partial delirium concerning one of 

the mental functions, the others rema ining untouched. According to 

Esquirol (1828) there were several types of monomanias according to 

the object of delirium: erotic or reasoning monomania, alcoholism, 

incendiary, homicidal monomanias ... The illness wasn't foreshadow

ed by any great pathological sign and its causes were "ordinary"; 

it was the same for a fair number of nosographies of the time-exag

geration of ideas, dietary indiscretions, violent passions, miscal

culating self-esteem and ambition injured the moral or the intel

lectual spirit.(2) 

The question then must be asked whether or not a criminal 

acted under the influence of insanity when doing his criminal act 

and, if the case arose, if he should be treated. It was necessary 

to have checked the hypothesis of insanity in crimes by competent 

doctors. 

The case of Pierre Ri viere, tried in 1835, was examplary. 

Several psychiatrists successively studied the case of this par

ricide and fratricide. Castel (1973) accounted for three experti

ses; Bouchard's, a general practitioner, Vastel's, an alienist in 

Caen, and Parisian alienists from La Salpetriere (Esquirol, Marc, 

Orila, Pariset, Leuret, Mitivie). The wide differences in interpre

tations clearly show how far doctors were from being unanimous; 

monomania appeared as something new, variously received. Bouchard 

found in Riviere no abnormality of organic origin and concluded 
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criminal responsibility. Vastel looked for a weakness of intellect 

and understanding as a remote and prior cause of endemic insanity, 

which would have burst out when the crime was committed; the link 

between crime and insanity was made, but not as monomania. Finally 

Esquirol and the La Salpetriere doctors, the "promotors" of mono

mania, declared a shared responsibility for Riviere; it was attes

ted by the six who signed with all the weight of their number, 

their skills and titles. 

II. 1838 

Within this short article I am not able to make an inventory 

of all the new links between <langer and insanity which have been 

branching out from 1838 to the present day. I would be content with 

giving an outline, in particular on the grounds of the close rela

tion between insanity and politics, crime and insanity and of, at 

the same time, an ordinary everyday contact with insanity; I tried 

to analyse what in the law of 1838 itself bred those new trends and 

allowed them. 

The 1838 law mostly settled three matters; the setting up of a 

political and administrative plan to point out and hunt down insa

nity that was given means to work; the definition of the danger 

inherent in insanity in terms of disturbance of public order and 

breach of individual safety; and preventing this danger before it 

became effective and as long as it remained possible or probable. 

II.1 Insanitg and political power 

The concern of governments for insanity did not date from 

1838, but was different then in shape and prospects from that of 

previous times. Without making a review, I' 11 take two instances 

and view them as "sociological symptoms". In 1784 the memorandum 

sent round by Breteuil to the administrators of the Kingdom about 

the "lettres de cachet" specified: "the first class includes pri

soners whose mind are insane and who because of their imbecility 

are unable to behave in society or because of their fury would be 

dangerous. The point is, concerning them, only to ensure that their 
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state is still the same and, unfortunately, it becomes absolutely 

necessary to keep them locked up as long as it is acknowledged that 

their freedom would be harmful for society or a kindness of no use 

to themselves". In 1804 the Code Civil provided that "anyone come 

of age in an usual state of imbecili ty, insanity or fury to be 

interned even if he had lucid moments". 

In 1784 or 1804 the <langer insane people were for society was 

pointed out and "treated" by means of putting them away and suspen

ding their civil rights, but without providing for any explicit 

procedure to that end; fury was one thing, but when i t became 

dangerous, having to protect society from it was another. In 1838 

were instituted internments, ordered by public authorities (usually 

called "placements d'office" i.e. appointed internments). The 

decision always finally lay within the competence of local repre

sentatives of the government, prefects and mayors (articles number 

18, 19, 20, 21); <langer and insanity were closely interwoven 

(article munber 14, 18); insanity might compromise public order and 

individual safety and it became a matter of state concern. What is 

more, the use of the conditional verb forms, 

(art. 18), and "might compromise" (art. 14) 

potential <langer (which was not consumated); 

"would compromise" 

clearly showed the 

the big field of 

prevention lurked in those conditional forms. The moment the <langer 

became real was tobe attested by public authorities; the duty of 

psychiatry was to apply laws and to follow the situation; medical 

authorities assisted administrative and political authorities. 

On the other hand <langer was not defined, it was pointed out 

by the attributive adjective "imminent" (art. 19), and public 

authorities had to detect it with the help of, among others, common 

knowledge (art. 19); the <langer of insanity was a matter of common 

sense. 

From then on the social setting of the close relation between 

<langer and insanity was given; it might include forms of individual 

<langer (monomania, homicide ... ) and collective <langer (after La 

Commune in 1871 new categories were defined of revolutionary insane 

people, of rebellious insanity ... ). 
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II.2 Crime and insanitg 

Esquirol, as he endeavoured from his theory of monomania to 

allow for insanity in crime wished he could spare ciminals a fate 

they did not deserve; they should meet with treatment rather than 

punishment. One might wonder about the apparent reversal of this 

proposition: did 'nt insanity as a mitigating circumstance of the 

offence seem more overwhelming, and which is more, didn't the link 

between crime and insanity run the risk of becoming systematic? 

Psychiatrie experts' reports were then to be found, along with 

others, in files in criminal trials (3). 

There had already been expertises of all kinds by doctors 

before 1838. lt was the time when the medico-legal field expanded 

along various lines, from the chemical analysis of the viscera of 

victims to the phrenological, clinical, social, and psychiatric 

analyses of murderers. 

lt is impossible here (but that work is being done) to account 

for the diversity in opinions and theories among the doctors and 

lawyers who were the experts of the time, as regards the causes of 

criminality. I' 11 give a few short instances. Bellart in 1793 

(quoted in Foucault 1972) pleaded and defended a worker blinded by 

passion for his mistress, which blindness led him to murderous 

insanity, and partly excused this irreversible act. The "Gazette 

Medicale" in January 1836 (quoted in Lacenaire 1968) attempted a 

phrenological analysis of Lacenaire, a thief and a murderer, and 

thus voiced its astonishment: "phrenologically Lacenaire is a 

saintly man granted all the qualities of a good mild sensitive and 

religious man ... weren' t facts here". Marc (1840) about Selestat, 

a child-killer stood up for the argument of a maniacal fit leading 

to murder; the presiding judge sensitive to his words underlined 

the weakening of the intellectual faculties of the accused, finally 

acquitted by the jury. Don't forget Bouchard's, Vastel's, and the 

Parisian doctors' report about Pierre Riviere in 1835. In other 

trials like Lafarge's in 1840 appeared toxicological expertises. 

The greatest originality of the 1838 law in that respect was 

to point out psychiatry as an expert science - may be because 
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psychiatrists, andin particular Esquirol, direclty inspired it and 

suggested drafts for it - on condition that it should build up its 

own theories and practice in that field. 

One of the most important tendencies to explain crime as 

insanity remained excess of passion, or bad life (bed hygiene and 

unprincipled life). So was it for Esquirol before 1838 in his 

theory of monomania, or after 1838 for Brierre de Boismont (1856) 

for whom the passions remained most important with "their harmful 

influence on determinations when no langer directed by reason, 

their weight in the pans of offences, misdeeds, crimes and insani

ty" (p. 352). For him bad passions - jealousy, envy, hatred, and 

revenge led to hypochondria, dark ideas, melancholy, spleen, 

monomania and suicide. 

II.3 Ordinarg insanitg 

Nosographies at the end of the eighteenth century and the 

beginning of the nineteenth became precise, the old names of fury, 

mania and melancholy were diversified into apoplexy, catalepsy, 

epilepsy, hypochondria, melancholy, mania, dementia, idiocy 

(Pinel 1813) or intellectual and affective monomania ... (Esquirol 

1828). Etiologies on the other hand gathered and found their ground 

either in disturbances of origins or psychological or mental condi-

tions those are very ordina ry in the end; deep fears, too 

sedentary ways of life, excess of narcotis, or of alcholic drinks, 

sadness (Pinel 1813) or bad education, false and exaggerated ideas, 

credulous minds (Esquirol 1828). 

The ordinary aspect of insanity was even more evident in the 

case of monomania (Esquirol 1828) where precisely in the same 

individual, delirium stood by the side of reason; "monomaniacs have 

a feeling of general well-being, they are of happy, merry, communi

cative dispositions ... but get easily angry, refusing contrariety 

and constraints". 

In this context the historical interest of the 1838 law does 

not lie in a definition of insanity as an ordinary fact, since the 

law in no way built a symptomatology, but it offers an official 

frame to the existing symptomatology. 
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in 1838 is of some interest now to social 

psychology for two reasons; because it settled new modes of taking 

into account of, socially speaking, a category of marginal people -

and one might wonder about their sociological and psychosociologi

cal repercussions (social reaction and its effects, to use the 

terms in use for some twenty years now); and above all, there was 

coming out and built up this notion of dangerousness which 

was tobe so important later on as deviations. 

In 1838 the state asserted itself as a protecting state for 

ci tizens, preceding the welfare state if we follow Rosenvallon' s 

(1981) analysis of social interventionism; the state managed every

day life. 

Insanity definitely became doctors's business, and lay doctors 

they were. While Orfila's report in 1837 (quoted by Trenard, 1969) 

put forward the very small number of doctors in France, trained in 

three Medical Schools -Paris, Montpellier (569 students), Stras

bourg (170 students), they "entered the public arena before step

ping into the anteroom of power" (Leonard, 1981). The Academie 

Royale de Medicine created in 1820 had to answer the government for 

all that was related with public health: epidemics, sanitary con

trol, forensic medicine, sanitation. The sate was not the only 

protector, medicine was another, and the notion of public and 

social danger connected with insanity entitled it to the very first 

rank of medical concerns on the condition that medicine should 

define the new object of its practice. 

Insanity entered its era reminiscent of the 

past, of course. In fact a sign was clearly pointed out in 1838 

revealing a shift from one dominating order to another; the church, 

the older order took charge of social problems and dealt with them 

or arranged them according to its dogmas. In the nineteenth century 

the dominating order were to become Science and Progress, which 

were to take charge of social problems with their principles and 

requirements. In that process dangerousness appeared as the trig

gering off and organising element. 
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NOTES 

(1) Hintermayer (1981) talking about social work defines a first 

step in which power is linked with the ability to get rid of 

one's riches; then a second one in which charity becomes a 

social way of life; and a third one in which social interven

tion becomes scientific. It might be worth establishing a 

parallel between the distribution of these stages and the ways 

to take insanity in charge. 

(2) The ordinary causes of insanity are defined along three lines; 

bad conditions of living, depraved morals, and weakness of 

mind. 

(3) The questions psychiatrists are asked in todays expert evalua-

tions are the following: 

does the examination of the subject show in him mental or 

psychical anomalies; if the case arises, describe them 

and tel1 precisely to which affection they belong. 

is the offence he is charged with related to such anoma

lies or not? 

is the subject in a dangerous state? 

is the subject within the reach of a penal sentence? 

can the subject be cured or readjusted? 
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